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3001 */(*)/

** 3         

1//2166 1847-1985 U.S. COLLECTION, impressive collection with extremely high catalog value in 
overfilled Scott National album, many o.g., regumming present (majority 19th century catalogued as "no gum"), 
later 20th century mostly NH, unused 19th century include: 7, 9, 11, 20 (2), 22, 24, 26 (2), 35, 36, 39, 63, 
73, 112-15, 117, 118, 123, 133, 135, 136, 145-48, 152, 153, 157-59, 178-79, 182-85, 206-11, 212-17, 219-29, 
230-43, 246-61, 264-76, 279-84, 285-92, 294-99; used 19th century includes: 1, 8A, 10, 14, 15, 17, 27, 30A, 
38, 75, Grills: 86-91, 92-98, 100 (2), 119-21, 138, 155, 162-63, etc.; 20th century mint include: 301-11, 320a 
pair, 323-30, 369 (NH), 331-42, 374-82, 343-47, 357-58, 390-96, 397-404 complete, many coil singles and line 
pairs in need of close scrutiny, 414-20, 424-39, 462-75, 479-80 ($5 NH), 498-518 (no error, 500 NH),  offsets 
complete (less 534B), 551-73, 581-91, 595, Kans-Nebr complete, Farley position pairs and blocks appear 
complete, virtually complete thereafter, includes small group of back of book issues with useful Dues 
and Revenues, generally F-VF, inspection strongly suggested. (Scott to 1901 catalog $46,500+ with majority 
counted as "no gum") 7500

3002 */(*)/

** 3         

US COLLECTION, 1847-1926, attractive collection of several hundred in Heritage album, expect some 
misidentified (mostly corrected), Used highlights include: 1, 7, 9,18, 20, 22, 23, 29, 30A, 33, 37, 38, 
71, 72, 76-78, 86-91, 92-100, 112, 115-17, 119-21, 123, 133, 150-55, 159-63, 166, 190 (3), 218, 276 (3), 
277-78, 311-12, etc., better mint or unused (some expert regumming and need of close evaluation), 
include: 68, 73, 113-14, 146, 150, 156-58, 185, 188, 205, 211, 212-17, 219-23, 225, 227, 229, 230-42, 248-
52, 258-59, 267-75, 284, 285-91, 294-99, 300-10, 323-30, 331-41, 343-47, 357 (certificate), 358, 374-82, 
397-404, 414-19, 424-37, 439-40, 462-76, 479 (2), 480, 508-18, 525-30, 551-73, 578-79, 581-91, 630, etc., 
also includes Special Delivery (near complete), excellent Dues, etc., usual amount of small flaws/faults, 
most regummed figured at no gum catalog values, obvious faults mostly not counted in catalog value, 
generally mixed condition to F-VF with catalog of $50,000+ 7500

3003 */(*)/

** 3         

US COLLECTION, 1845-1965,  attractive and impressive collection in Scott hingless album, better mint 
(o.g. unless noted) include: 10X1, 10X2R (unused, without "letter"), 38-39 (unused), 68 (unused), 119 
(unused), 214-16, 220-28, Columbians to 50c (50c unused), 253-60, 262, 264-72, 277, 279-82C, 284, 285-
91, 293 (unused) 294-99,1902 issue complete to $2 (mixed mint/used), 331-42, 343-47, 1909 commems 
complete, 374-81,  397-400A, 407, 414-18, 430-37, etc., also note many wonderful Washington-Franklin 
issues, many in complete or near complete sets, 524, 547 (x2), 1922 issue complete (all but 4c, 10c 
NH), 581-91, Kans-Nebr complete, 692-701 (NH), etc., used include: 1, 30A, 37, 67, 75, 77-78, various grills 
to 30c, 115-16, Banknote sets to 90c, 218, 275-76A, etc.,generally fresh and Fine to Very Fine collection 
(Scott to 1940 about $46,000) 6000

3004  3         U.S. COLLECTION, 1847/1940  wonderfully fresh and attractive used collection in older Scott National 
album, better noted: 1-2, 7, 9, 12, 13-15, 18, 20, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30A, 31-33, 36, 37, 38, 67-72, 83, 85B, 86-91, 
92-101 complete, 1869 Pictorials complete, 123, 134-36, 138 (split grill, 1991 APS certificate), 145-55,156-66 
(less 24c), 182-91, 206-18, 219-29, Columbians complete to $2, 261, 262, 264-76A, 279-84, Trans-Mississiippi 
complete, 294-99, 300-12, 323-27, 397-404, mostly all Washington-Franklin issues in complete sets, unusual 
coil singles (many not counted in catalog value), 523-24, appearing near complete therafter, C1-6, C18 
(NH), excellent "Dues" with only the first three issues catalogued, many others  in need of verification, 
Special Delivery complete, Q1-12, JQ1-5, Ducks complete to 1952 with some later not counted, small 
group of cut squares, nice group of CSA singles, etc., an impressive collection, expect some flaws/faults and 
usual mixed condiition, generally Fine or better. (Scott $48,404).   6000
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3005 */
(*)/** 

3         

U.S. "BACK OF THE BOOK" COLLECTION, clean and attractive specialized collection in Scott hingless 
album, highlights include (mint unless otherwise noted); Airmails C1-6, balance complete (less C13-15) 
and NH (Scott $535); Special Delivery: E2, E5, complete thereafter, a few NH, E9 used (Scott about 
$2,000); Parcel Post, Special Handling and Parcel Post Due complete (Scott $1,260); Postage Dues; a 
wonderful assortment including several key issues (Scott about $1,400); Officials; nearly complete, most 
unused, some o.g., note high value "State" facsimilies (impressive examples), a few used (Scott $14,689); 
Offices in China nearly complete (less K15-16; Scott $1,635); wonderful group of Newspaper issues, 
many in need of close examination, including early large types, shades, papers, etc. (Scott   approx. 
$2,000); Ducks appear complete thru RW64, early with small faults, some o.g., a few signed, later issues 
mostly NH; CSA near complete,generally F-VF; view to appreciate (Scott about $23,000). 4000

3006  3         U.S. COLLECTION, 1851-1920,  impressive and mostly used collection on Lighthouse hingless pages, 
better used (unless specified otherwise) include: 7, 9, 11 (3), 15, 17, 24 (2), 3336, 38, 39, 63 (2), 68 
(3), 69, 71, 72, 73 (2), 76 (4), 77, 70/78 (3), possible 85B, 89, 90, 92, 95, 96, 97, 100, 112-20 (some 
additional duplication), most Banknote issues to 90c values, including several fancy cancels, NYFM, etc, 
Columbians complete to 50c (some duplication), 313, 326 (2), 327 (3), impressive Washington Franklin 
issues in need of close evaluation, 342, Pan-Pacific complete with some light duplication, 523-24, 547, 
Special Delivery complete to 1917, Parcel Post complete (less 50c) in small quantities, small group of 
Philippines overprints to 50c, etc., generally Fine with much better, some in usual mixed condition but overall 
an impressive and useful collection, close examination suggested.  3000

3007 (*) 3         OLD-TIME US COLLECTION, 1851/1900.  wonderful collection from Europe, the way they originally 
collected with duplication showing shades, cancels, etc., all used with scattered unused, includes; about 
40 covers (mostly not counted in total catalog value), 9, 10 (2 shades), 11/11A (10, shades), 14-15, 24 (5, 
one possible plate 5 variety), 26 (13), 35 (2), 63 (5 + 3 grills), 73 (9 + 2 grills and grilled pair on cover), 
65 (many shades, cancels), 67, 76 (9), 68 (11 +5 grills), 69 (5 + grill), 77 (5 + 2 grills), 70/78 (10 includes 
interesting shades in need of close evaluation), 71 (3), 112, 113 (5), 114 (9), 115 (2), 116 (3), 117, 119, all 
Banknotes in similar quantities with several cancels of interest, etc., note: all grills priced as lowest type so close 
examination suggested), fun and exciting collection, also includes small Hawaii collection on pages (catalog 
$1,321), expect small flaws/faults and usual mixed condition. (Scott about $26,000 includes Hawaii). 2500

3008 */** 3         U.S., COLLECTION, 1851-1968, impressive and mostly used collection in Lighthouse hingeless album with 
several different type pages, older pages with many extremely fresh Banknote issues to 90c values, note many well 
centered and several with very attractive cancels, better used (unless noted differently) include: 63, 69, 76, 77, 
113-16 (10c appears unused), 145-54, 156-62, 165-66, 220-29, Columbians to 30c, 276, Trans-Miss. complete to 50c, 
small Bureau issues to $1, 294-99 (2 sets), 323-27, 330, etc, usual mix thereafter, includes Airs, Dues, etc., generally 
Fine or better, expect usual mixed condition, ideal for bourse or ebay dealer, close inspection suggested, high catalog value present.   2500

3009 * 3         U.S. COLLECTION, 1851-1992, impressive collection in three Scott National albums, most 19th century 
used, later issues o.g., Used 19th Century include: 9, 15, 17, 20, 25, 28, 29, 35, 63 (3, one unused), 68-
70 (plus duplication), 73 (2), 75 (2), note 5c-50c Fractional Currency, couple grills including 98, 1869 
Pictorials complete to 12c, excellent showing of Banknotes to 30c values (incl duplication and several 
fancy cancels), 219-29, Columbians to 50c (mostly used but note several unused), 246-60, 264-75, 279-84, 
Trans-Mississippi complete to 50c (some duplication); 20th Century (o.g. unless specified otherwise) 
include: 294-99 (plus some used), 300-311 used, 323-30 used, 331-42 used, 369, 374-82 used, 397-404 
used, 414-21 (used except 8c), 424-40 used, 435 NH, 511-13, 516-18, 524 used, 547, 548-50, 556, 559-60, 
571, 573 NH, 614-19, 692-701, 834, 1053, C1-6, C18, C69 FDC‘s (2) signed by Mrs. Goddard, etc., good 
showing of 1st-3rd revenues as well as other back-of-book issues, decent amount of hinged face value, 
usual mixed condition particularly in 19th century issues, generally an attractive and F-VF 2000

3010 */** 3         U.S. COLLECTION, 1847-1976,  offered intact, most 19th century used, early 20th century mixed, later 
mostly NH, used include: 1, 9, 10 (small red Boston "Paid"), 24 (2, one possibly plate 5, type Va), 36, 58 
(faulty), 68-72, 73 (2, one with bold red cork), 76-78, good showing of grills (a few misdescribed), but note 
95-98, 112-19 (10c unused, 12c faulty), 134-6, good showing of Banknotes to 90c, 219-28, Columbians 
complete to $2, (no 30c, $2 unused), 246-60, 269-75, 276A, Trans-Mississippi to 10c, 294-99, 300-12 ($1 
faulty), 327-30, 331-42, 397-404, 414-21, 427-40, 524, 658-68, etc, mint include: 569, 579, 617-23, 669-79, 
thereafter very complete to 1976, mostly probably all NH,  airmails include C1-6, C13, C18, all o.g., some 
interesting back of book, also includes cover album of mostly entires both mint and used, small stock of 
used early in glassines, generally F-VF or better, close examination suggested.  2000

3011 */** 3         US FOUR VOLUME COLLECTION TO 2006.  19th and 20th Century mint and used in mounts in four Scott 
Specialty albums, mostly used through 1926, then generally mint NH through 2006, incl. Airpost and some Back 
of Book w/Ducks, contains most all modern postage issues incl. souvenir sheets, booklet panes and full sheets, 
premium items throughout, generally F-VF, substantial face value, clean, fresh and worth inspection 1500

3012 **          US COLLECTION, 1945/2014.  extensive collection in 11 Davo hingeless albums with slipcase, highly 
complete through 37c period, virtually all NH (some 3c issues l.h.; 20c-$5 Liberties and handful of other 
issues used) or self-adhesive, includes airmails, panes of 20, some full sheets and booklets, priority and 
express mail issues, etc., generally fresh and F-VF; ideal foundation collection; Face Value $2,500+ 1250

3013  3         1873-1911 OFFICIALS COLLECTION.   near complete used between O1/126 on older Scott pages, 
includes the following complete: Agriculture, Executive, Interior, Justice, Navy, Post Office, Treasury, 
War,  State complete to $2, 1879 Soft papers include: 3c Agriculture, Interior complete (less 1c), Justice, 
Post Office, Treasury, War complete, O121-26 complete, usual mixed condition, somewhat better than usually 
seen, generally Fine or better. (Scott about $15,000). 1200
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3014 */
(*)/**          

U.S. COLLECTION, 1851-1948,  older collection offered intact, many extremely fresh and desirable 
issues, most NH but majority having slightly glazed gum from mounts and improper storage, some 
evidence of regumming, many better mint include: 497 line pair, 506-13, 515, 551-73, 581-91, 614-23, 630 
SS, Kans-Nebr complete (less 668), very complete thereafter including Farley position pairs and blocks, 
C1-3, C18, PS15 block of 4, WS11 block of 4, generally F-VF appearing, close examination suggested. 1000

3015 *  6        U.S. COLLECTION, 1851/1943, impressive collection of mostly used offered intact as received in a Davo 
hingeless album, later issues o.g. or NH, highlights include (used unless noted otherwise): 23, 36, 68, 71, 
76 (2), 77-78, 112-17, 119-20, assorted Banknotes to 30c (note several attractive cancels), 219-29 (couple 
unused), Columbians complete to 50c (most unused), 1894-98 Bureaus to 50c, Trans-Mississippi complete to 
50c, 294-99, 300-11, 327-30, attractive Washington-Franklin issues to $1 values, 397-403, etc., C1-6, C18 (o.g.), 
E3, J1-7, Q1-12, 1873 Interior, Treasury and War Depts complete, unusual Newspaper including different 
types "Facsimilie" types, usual mix of flaws/small faults but very presentable and an overall Fine collection. 900

3016 */** 3         U.S. COLLECTION, 1857-1945,   interesting and useful collection on Scott National pages, 19th century 
mostly used, mixed early 20th century to 1925 then mostly mint and mostly NH thereafter, used highlights 
(unless specified otherwise) include: 20, 33, 35, 36, 63, 68, 71, 73, 76, 78b, 93, 116, 117, 119, 116-17P4 (card 
proofs), 136, 148, 152, 189 (pair), 213 pair (o.g., one NH), 215 (o.g.), 219-28, 223 (o.g.), 231 (NH bottom 
plate strip/4), 232 (o.g.), 238-39, 266 (NH, plate strip/3). Trans-Miss. complete to 50c (1c-2c o.g.), 302 (o.g.), 
304 (o.g.), 306 (o.g.), 314 (o.g. pair), 320 (o.g. pair), 338 (NH, imprint plate strip/3), 377-78 (NH, imprint 
plate strips/3), 447 coil pair (NH), good showing of Washington-Franklin issues in need of close examination, 
Prexi coil pairs and line pairs, all appearing NH, QE2 plate block/6, NH, Q3 vertical strip/4 (2 NH, etc, 
generally fresh and attractive with very few faults, close inspection suggested, decent catalog value present.   750

3017 */**          16 VOLUME MINT COLLECTION.  20th Century mostly mint NH collection in mounts on White Ace pages 
in 16 binders, high degree of completion incl. Commemorative singles 1953/86, regular and Commemorative 
plate blocks 1938/81, also zip and mail early blocks, premium items throughout, F-VF, clean 700

3018 */**          C1/C135, 1918-93 AIRMAIL COLLECTION,  complete, offered intact as per consignors request, mostly NH, 
note C1-6, (C2-3, C6 NH) C13-15 o.g. ($1.30 light gum tone spots), C18, all coils as singles and line pairs 
(NH), etc generally Very Fine, clean and impressive collection. (Scott $1,900+).  600

3019 */**          MODERN MINT COLLECTION.  mint collection on Minkus pages from 1960s-90s in three albums, 
Face Value $1,600+ 550

3020 */(*) 3         U.S. 1873-79 OFFICIALS COLLECTION,  impressive collection on Scott pages, mostly fresh, attractive and 
useful, mostly used but scattering of unused or mint, includes used (unless specified): O2-4, O6-8 (o.g.), O12, 
O14, Interior complete, (mostly o.g.), Treasury complete, War complete with duplication, some unused/
mint, O25, O27-28, O29 (unused), O31 (unused), Navy complete less 15c & 90c (3c mint), Post Office 
complete (less 1c), a few duplicated unused/mint), O57, O61, O62, O66, a few "soft papers" not counted in 
owner‘s catalog of $8,600, generally Fine or better, expect some flaws/faults but overall clean and useful collection.  500

3021 */**          US MINT COLLECTION TO 2010.  in five binders, sparse through the classic period but really picks up 
around 1930 and a high degree of completion thereafter, some early stamps mint but the vast majority NH, 
few better items incl. Legends of the West recalled sheet, generally F-VF, Face Value from 1992 $1,000+ 500

3022 */**          UNITED STATES COMMEMORATIVE COLLECTION 1935/2009.  housed in six Mystic albums, first 
volume very nearly complete incl. 1930s S/S, some gaps as time goes on but overall fairly full, note 
imperf Bugs sheet and recalled LOTW, some early stamps mint but the vast majority NH or self adhesive, 
generally F-VF, a very clean collection with Face Value totaling $1,000+ 500

3023 */**          294//985, 1901-49 COMMEMORATIVE COLLECTION,  all fresh and mounted in White Ace album, 
o.g. or NH, includes: 294-5, 297-99, 323-30, 1909 commemoratives complete (no 369, imperfs are pairs), 
397-404 (400 NH, 2010 PSAG cert.), 548-50, 614-21, 656 coil line pair (NH), basically complete thereafter 
including Farley position pairs, generally VF. (Scott catalog of key issues alone $2,600+).  400

3024 **          815//E17, GRADED COLLECTION, VARIOUS ISSUES, PSE GRADED 98,  eight selected issues, all 
achieving the lofty grade of 98, NH, includes: 815, 877, 902, 1039, 1047C31, E17 (2), all with 2017 PSE 
certificates. (SMQ $850).  400

3025 **          496//E14, GRADED COLLECTION, VARIOUS ISSUES, PSE GRADED 95,  ninteen different on three 
stockcards, all grading 95, NH, includes: 496, 561 (2), 786, 812, 828, 831, 832, 841 pair, 882, 857, 905, 906, 
1032, 1036, 1040, 1051a, C27, C29, E14, all with 2017 PSE certificates. (SMQ $1,002).  350

3026 (*) 3         O2//O93, 1873 OFFICIALS COLLECTION,  on two stock cards, mostly used but note unused State 1c, 
10c-15c, nice run of issues include: Agriculture ($167), Interior ($165), Justice ($167), Navy ($340), Post 
office ($146), State ($565), Treasury ($100) and War ($271), expect some small flaws/faults, generally 
Fine, (Scott $1,900+).   250

3027 */**          319g//3076, U.S. BOOKLET PANE COLLECTION, 1903-96,  offered intact as received, better include: 
319g, 331a-32a, 375a, 405b, 406a, 424d, 425e, 462a-463a, 498e, 499e, 501b, 502b, 583a, etc.,fairly complete 
thereafter with much face present, generally F-VF with the later Very Fine. (Scott to 1926 $1,300+).  250

3028 **          687//1050, GRADED COLLECTION, VARIOUS ISSUES, PSE GRADED 90,  23 stamps graded 90 + 4 
other issues in lower grades, all NH, includes: 687 pair, 703, 739, 745 (2), 775, 799, 803, 807, 811, 812, 
815-17, 830-33, 841-42 pairs, 852, 897, 1050, lower grades include: 441 line pair (graded 70), 493 (85), 
597 line pair (85), 687 pair (80J), all with 2017 PSE certificates. (SMQ $594). 200
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3029 **          US AIRMAIL MINT SHEET COLLECTION.  begins with the Transports (complete sheets of 8c-50c 
values, minor faults), through the early 1990s, mostly complete sheets but some blocks and singles as well, 
few non-airmail stamps (including high value Priority and Express mail), apparently all NH, generally 
Very Fine, Face Value $450+ 200

3030 */**          U.S. COLLECTION, 1919-1994,   several hundred in two Heritage albums, commemoratives near 
complete from 537-771 (no S/S), mostly in mounts and noted NH, definitives from 632/2468, all noted 
o.g. or NH, note: Kans-Nebr complete, 803-34 (NH), 1053, etc., decent amount of face value present, 
generally Very Fine, attractive collection.  200

3031 */
(*)/**          

US AIRMAIL COLLECTION COMPLETE 1918-85,  C1-C116 on Mystic Heritage pages, few early stamps 
mint but the vast majority NH incl. C18, C13-15 very nicely centered but no gum and minor faults, 
generally F-VF, a very attractive collection   200

3032 **          MINT COLLECTION 1977/96 IN WHITE ACE ALBUMS.   two albums, covering the period from 
1977/83 and 1992/96, as well as a small section of airmail and other BOB, apparently all NH or self-
adhesive, generally Very Fine, Face Value $340+ 160

3033 */** 3         US COLLECTION TO 1960s W/ BETTER INCL. DUCKS.  somewhat messy collection in Scott album, 
handful of high-catalogue stamps in the classic period (incl. 121 used) but most faulty, typically used to 
1920s and mix of mint and used from the 1930s, note some better BOB incl. RW1-8 (RW2 used, others 
mint), mixed condition throughout but generally Fine or better, close inspection recommended 150

3034 * 3         US COLLECTIONS IN SEVEN VOLUMES.  incl. four Scott albums, ranging from sparsely populated in 
the classic period to more moderately full in the late 20th century, several albums of BOB incl. revenues, 
many coils and booklet panes, few better items such as Treasury Dept. 90c (faulty), generally F-VF, worthy 
of a close inspection 150

3035 **          US BOOKLET PANES COLLECTION, 1912/74.  in mounts on White Ace pages and incl 405b, 583a, 
720b, C10a, etc., NH, F-VF; Scott $600+ 100

3036 * 3         UNITED STATES USED COLLECTION TO 1971.  in Mystic Heirloom album, classic period mostly low-
denomination stamps, the vast majority used but the occasional mint stamp, picks up in the 20th century, 
some dubious id‘s in the W/Fs, very nearly complete from the 1930s/1971, generally VG-VF, doesn‘t 
appear to be any rarities but close inspection could pay off 75

3037 */** 3  

4       

US SINGLES AND BLOCKS 1920s/2000s.  two separate collections, one in five Mystic albums ranging 
from about the 1920s/2000s, mix of mint and used throughout (much NH), as well as three albums of 
mint singles and blocks from the 1940s/60s, generally F-VF, several hundred $ face value 75

3038 **   4       SOUVENIR PAGES WITH MINT BLOCKS.  carton filled with U.S. souvenir pages, each with mint block 
of four, generally Very Fine 200

3039           USPS SOUVENIR PAGES + BONUS.  small selection of USPS souvenir pages in two binders, plus an 
assortment of USPS expo cards, bulletin board fliers for new issues (1960/4), and other miscellaneous 
material issued by the USPS, generally F-VF 50

3040 */**          US COLLECTION TO 1979 IN SCOTT NATIONAL HINGELESS ALBUMS.  two volumes, a handful of 
W/F and early commems but picks up around WWII, early stamps mint and later NH, a few better items 
incl. C18 mint, albums themselves are nice and clean, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 50

U.S. PLATE BLOCK COLLECTIONS
3041 **   4       463//QE3, U.S. PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION, mostly in clear mounts, NH unless noted: 463, 482, 

610, 611, 615, 619, 627, 629, 637, 640, 643 (o.g.),  644, 645, 649, 650 (2), 653, 654, 655, 657, 658, 670, 
680, 681, 682 (o.g.), 736, 832 (3), airmails include: C7-9, C10, C11, C12, C16 (3), C17 (also sheet of 100), 
C19, C20, C22, C23, C24, C25-31, C34-6, CE1-2, J64 (2), J64a, QE3 (o.g.), several other more recent on 
pages (not counted), generally F-VF. (Scott $4,000+),  550

3042 */**   4       U.S. PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION, 1898-1940, very attractive collection in dealer stock cards mounted 
in 3 ring binder, mostly plate blocks but some blocks of four included, some light duplication to be 
expected, making this ideal for bourse or ebay dealer, majority are NH with occasional light hinge, 
generally F-VF, close evaluation is needed, owner notation "$4,054.70 total". 350

3043 */**   4       LARGE US PLATE BLOCK ACCUMULATION.  four long boxes of glassines (plus another with used 
stamps), ranging from 3c/29c, each identified by Scott no., mostly plate blocks but some blocks of 4, vast 
majority NH, generally F-VF, many hundreds of dollars in postage 300

3044 */**   4       COLLECTOR‘S PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION,   52 different plate blocks, mostly all fresh and 
attractive, NH :331, 383, 498, 499, 551, 617, 627, 629, 632, 634, 637-42, 650, 653, 654, 680-85, 688-90, 692-
95, 697-98, o.g. 267, 463, 552, 575, 576, 611, 635-36, 645, 647, 649, 657-58, 671, generally Fine or better. 
(Scott $2,100).  300

3045 **   4       US PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION TO 1980.  housed in four Scott plate block albums (one definitive, 
three commemorative), covering through 1980, several better blocks including 644, C7-9, and C10, 
apparently all NH, generally Very Fine, Face Value $250+ 120
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3046 **   4       1926-63 U.S. AIRMAIL PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION   attractive collection of C7/67 in mounts in 
Minkus album, all appear to be NH, includes: C7-9, C10, C11, C17, C19, C20, C23, C25-31, substantially 
complete thereafter, generally fresh and VF (Scott about $450).  100

3047 **   4       C7//CE2, 1926-46 5c-50c PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION  on White Ace pages, includes C7-9 tops, C10 
top, C10a, C16, C19, C21-22 tops, C24 bottom, C25-31, CE1-2. NH, generally Very Fine. (Scott ($918). 100

3048 **   4       627//C22, 2c-50c PLATE BLOCKS ASSORTMENT.  35 different plate blocks, circa 1927/37, all fresh 
and attractive, NH, includes: 627, 680, 688, 724, 726, 734, 741, 743-44, 746-49, 10c Famous Americans 
complete, C11, C20, C22, all NH and Very Fine. (Scott $624). 90

3049 */**   4       PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION 1938/72,  in five Minkus PB albums (several duplicate albums), mostly 
plate blocks but some blocks of 4, majority NH, F-VF, Face Value $100+ 50

U.S. POSTAL STATIONERY COLLECTIONS
3050 * 3         U1//U528, 1853-1932 U.S. Cut Square Collection, extensive collection of several hundred neatly 

mounted on pages, some light duplication, majority with acceptable margins but note some closely cut 
or with other minor flaws, unused highlights include: U11, U13, U14, U15 (used), U16 (2,both used, 
includes "cut corner"), U17, U18 (both used), U29, U42-45, U66-73, excellent "Reay" issues: U93-95, U99-
101, U105, U107, others include U189-94 (all large "full corners"), etc., stated catalog value is to 1900 
only with many interesting dies of 1900-21 issues, generally Fine or better, an excellent old time collection, 
inspection suggested. (Scott about ($14,300).  1500

3051 *          MESSAGE/ REPLY CARD COLLECTION to 1967.  23 mint folded cards incl UY1-4, 8, 9 (5 different 
city surcharges), UY9 unused (San Francisco surcharge; UPSS MR16-14, $100), UY9a, UY10, etc., F-VF 300

3052  3 6        UNUSUAL 19th CENTURY ENTIRES ASSORTMENT.   20 entires, selected for fancy or unusual 
cancels, includes: U1, blue Calhoun‘s Mills, SC, cds; U1 addressed to T. Woolsey (President of Yale), red 
Greenwich, Ct cds; U9 with Mars Bluff, SC balloon cds; U34 with Union Springs, NH fancy "star"; U78 
with Worcester, Mass "J"; U111 with negative "20" Boston, Mass duplex; U160 with bold Worcester, Mass. 
"Shield"; U163, violet Sewanee, Franklin County cds; other fancy cancels on various entires include: bold 
Boston negative "C" on unusual "key stone" type killer; Roxbury, NY "R": on 2c Columbian entire, rare 
1885 Payson, Yavapai Co. Arizona on 2c entire, etc., also includes: additional 10 covers with various Railroad 
Agt. markings, expect some flaws/small faults, generally F-VF, a most unusual group, sure to please the fancy 
cancel or stationery collector, knowlegable postal history dealers retail $1,473.  250

3053 *  6        MODERN POSTAL STATIONERY HOARD.  large accumulation in four cartons of mostly mint modern 
postal stationery, postal cards, letter sheets etc. in albums, boxes and loose, also incl. some early material, 
high face value, generally F-VF, review recommended 250

3054 *  6        MESSAGE/ REPLY CARDS COLLECTION BALANCE.  dozens of mostly unused or used and incl UY2 
1908 to Chile, UY2m 1897 to Hong Kong, UY3 with machine cancel, UY5 Pan Am Expo machine cancel, 
UY5 used, UY6 "return to Sender" pointing finger marking, UY19r 1963 from Germany with added US and 
German stamps, UY20 1971 to Japan marked return to sender, etc. plus some with printed ads, assorted 
1920 1c Surcharges used, few event or FDC cards, assorted cards with "CANCELLED/ NOT GOOD FOR 
POSTAGE" handstamp (diff types), etc., usual mixed condition with most F-VF, well worth a closer look 200

3055 *          MESSAGE/ REPLY CARD COLLECTION to 1973.  select collection of mint unfolded cards incl UPSS 
MR3 sep 1, 2, MR5 sep 1, MR5 sep 5A (steel plate), sep 5B (electro platye), MR6, MR14 sep 1, 2, 3, MR15, 
MR19 sep 3-5, 5a, 6-8, etc., fresh and Very Fine (UPSS $890+) 200

3056 *          U.S. ENTIRES AND POSTAL CARD BALANCE, small group of 4 19th century entires + 12 Postal Cards, 
better include: U65-65 with "Wells Fargo & Co." printed Frank; U256, U259 both legal sized and with 
printed "Northern Pacific Express Co" franks; postals include: UX12, UX13 (used to Russia), possible 
UX21a pre-printed, UX72a, UY6, UY8, UY9 (2, different cities), UY10 with printing, etc., generally Very 
Fine with a few minimal flaws.  150

3057 *          1950s/90s POSTAL CARDS ACCUMULATION.  many 100s of mint cards with good variety of issues incl 
airmail cards (figured) and some message/ reply cards (not figured), duplication to 100+ each, includes 
UX107 with "Cupex ‚86" cachet (100), UX117 with "Philatelia ‚87" cachet (100), UXC23 with "Sudposta 
‚87" cachet (100), some with traces of a rubber band stain on the edge but overwhelmingly fresh and VF; 
Face Value $1,250+ 120

3058 *          UY7//UY35, MESSAGE/ REPLY POSTAL CARDS ACCUMULATION,  several hundred unfolded, cards, 
useful to slightly excessive quantities, includes: UY7 (95), UY13 (6), UY60 (about 60), UY17 (about 25), 
UY18 (about 30), UY19 (about 25), balance in similar quantities,  ideal for dealer or specialist,  100

3059   6        US COVER AND POSTAL STATIONERY LOT.  large selection of 19th and 20th century covers (many with 
contents), post cards, postal stationery, FDCs, souvenir cards, etc, includes some better items such as U218, 
U219, and U293 mint entires, UX6-12 mint, UC16c mint (3), generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 100

3060 *          U.S. POSTAL CARDS COLLECTION.  To 1990s issues and incl air mail, message/ reply cards and officials, 
mostly mint and incl few better earlier issues as UX7 mint with gold-coated back, UX8-11 mint, UX19-20 
mint, UX22-27 mint, UX32-33 mint, UY2 mint (2 incl one unfolded), UY4 mint, UY5 unused, UY8 unused, 
etc. plus some Postal Buddy card sheets, usual mixed condition in earlier issues, generally F-VF 75
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3061 *          1960s/90s MINT STATIONERY ENVELOPES ACCUMULATION with BONUS.  100s of mostly smaller 
sized envelopes with good variety incl some airmail envelopes, duplication to 100+ each, some with bit of 
aging along the edges from storage but generally fresh and VF; Face Value $390+; bonus of approx Face 
Value $50 in mint 1980s unfolded airletters 75

3062  3         US AND WORLDWIDE CUT SQUARES ACCUMULATION.   several thousand US cut squares and 
about 800 worldwide cut squares in two stockbooks, heavy duplication and appears to be mostly common 
material but a close inspection may reveal some varities, generally F-VF 50

3063   6        MODERN US STATIONERY ACCUMULATION.   several hundred mint postal cards, few early but 
mostly 20th century, some used interspersed, albums of albinos and reply cards included for good 
measure, generally F-VF 50

3064 *  6        POSTAL STATIONERY ENVELOPES AND POSTAL CARDS ACCUMULATION.  100s of mint entires 
and cards generally of the 1960s/80s (begins with 1876 Centenary issue; U218-19 mint) with some minor 
duplication, also note a handful of used 19th/20th century entires (mixed condition) and mint 1980s 
airletters, good variety of issues and virtually all PO fresh and F-VF 50

U.S. REVENUE COLLECTIONS
3065  3         U.S. REVENUE COLLECTION, 1862-72,  impressive collection in old springback binder, 1st-3rd issues only, 

first issue includes some imperfs and part perf varieties, better include; R2c (handstamp cancel), R17c, R19a, 
R41a, R45c (unused pair), R51a, R52a, R53b, R74a, R75a, R79c, R80c, R83c, R86c (2), R87c, R90a, R94a, R97c, 
R98c, R100c, R101c, R102 (cut close, faulty), etc.,  2nd issue complete to $50 with some light duplication, 3rd 
issue appears complete to $10 with some light duplication, generally F-VF, expect some mixed condition and 
a few cut cancels but somewhat less than usually seen, close examination suggested, high catalog present.   3000

3066  3         PRIVATE DIE PROPRIETARY COLLECTION, 1862-83,   impressive collection on pages, approx. 361 
different, include: RO numbers (Match): 7d, 9,  11b, 20, 23a, 26, 46, 58, 62, 64, 67,  73, 77, 78b, 87, 92, 
114, 116, 132, 133, 135, 138, 140, 142, 158, 160, 161b, 166, etc, RS numbers (Medicine): 22, 28, 29, 29c, 35, 
40b, 43, 51d,  59, 65, 73, 82, 94, 98d, 114, 117, 125, 127, 131, 134, 141, 152b, 155, 156d, 157, 162, 178, 187, 
189, 190, 212, 214, 217, 220, 230, 253, 272, etc., also includes playing cards, perfume, expect mixed condition 
as noted by Scott, overall  Fine appearing, fresh and attractive, useful collection with decent catalog value. 2000

3067  3         R1c//R101c, 1862 1c-$50 1st ISSUE REVENUES COLLECTION. on Scott pages, all with useful 
quantities from one to four or five ea., fairly complete, note: R2c, R4c (2), R7c (2), R8c (3), R12c (2), 
R14c, R17c, R21c, R28c, R50c (3), R65c (3), R72c (2), R73c (2, one punch cancelled), R74c (3), R76c, 
R77c (3), R79c (3), R80c (3), R83c (2), R84c (4), R86c (4), R87c (3), R90c (3), R93c (2), R94c, R95c 
(2), R96c (2), R98c, R100c (2), R101c, total catalog of noted items only, $7,814), many attractive lower 
values and an extensive collection of "part-perfs" not noted in this catalog value, close inspection of "part-perfs" 
suggested, expect some flaws/faults but overall better than usually seen, generally F-VF collection.   1300

3068  3         1862/1940 REVENUE COLLECTION, R1a/R281. attractive collection of mostly 1st-3rd issues but also 
includes good group of later issues to 1940, all on older Scott National pages, better noted: R1a, R41a, 
R42a, R43a048a, R49a-52a, R54a-62a, R66a-76a. R88a-92a, R94a, an impressive collection of "part-perfs", mostly 
not counted in catalog value,  R1c-16c, R24c-29c, R32c-42c, R43c-65c, R66c-80c, R81c-96c, R98c, R100c, R101c, 
second issue complete to $20, 3rd issue complete to $5, R160, note some attractive hand stamp cancels, also 
good documentaries to 1940, usual mixed condition, but generally Fine or better (Scott $12,250+). 1250

3069  3         1871/1952, REVENUE COLLECTION, R288/RD361, impressive collection on older Scott National 
pages, includes: 1940-52 Documentay "Red‘s"   as well as 1940-52 Stock Transfer "Green‘s" to $10,000 
values, also includes attractive group of 1871-1919 Proprietary, excellent and near complete Future 
Delivery, near complete 1918-39 Proprietary, includes: R304-5, R308, R435, R455-6, R458, R460, R480, 
R483, R505-8, R510, R533, R555-6, R558, R560, R583-5, R608-16, RB1a-6a, RB1b-7b, RB11b-19b, RB13c, 
RB15c, RC1-21. RD60, RD140-56, RD158, RD163-81, RD183, RD186-204, RD206, RD229, RD260, RD281-
83, RD286, RD309, RD312, RD333-35, RD338, etc., a few small faults, generally F-VF, catalog value is for 
appropriate cancellations. please inspect. (Scott $4,250+). 750

3070  3         HUGE DEALER‘S REVENUE STOCKBOOK, many thousands on black stock pages in very large 3 ring 
binders, starting with 1st-3rd issues to $10 values, many in useful to heavy duplication, some 1st issues 
on documents, many checks and documents with revenue stamped paper, 1898 issues , documentary 
and propriety issues including "reds" and "greens" Future Delivery, etc., generally Fine or better, close 
inspection suggested ideal for specialist collector, bourse or ebay dealer. 500

3071           U.S. TOBACCO STAMP COLLECTION/ ACCUMULATION,   several hundred (many in quantities) 
neatly organized in 3 ring binder, many identified by catalog numbers, note TG16B, TG46A, TG48E, 
TG120A, TG300, TG440A, TG474C, TE166C & TE127, generally Fine or better, an impressive 
accumulation, ideal for dealer.  400

3072 (*) 3         MATCH & MEDICINE DEALER STOCK,  impressive stock of several hundred on pages in 3 ring stock 
book, offered intact as received, most in useful quantities, many in better than usually seen condition, some 
better noted: RO52, RO54-56 various types in small quantities, RO57c, RO92c, RO110c, RS90d, RS115b, 
d, RS245a-b, many different "Jayne & Son", RS212 varieties, etc., generally Fine, also includes several 
pages of locals and carriers in need of close evaluation, please inspect.   400
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3073  3         R103//R125, 2nd ISSUE REVENUE COLLECTION.   extremely attractive collection on pages, most 
values present, some in small quantities (no more than 3 ea.), some cut cancels present but majority are 
manuscript cancels (all cataloged accordingly), several better include: R103 (2, both uncancelled),  R105 
(handstamp cancel), R108 (3), R110 (2), R113, R114(2), R116 (2), R117, R122 (cut cancel), R123-25, 
R127-28, also includes R123P3, generally Fine to Very Fine, expect some small flaws/faults but overall a 
presentable and very useful collection. (Scott $2,600+).  300

3074  3         MATCH and MEDICINE ISSUES COLLECTION. 31 different on Scott pages, all in much better 
condition than usually seen, catalog values to $140, majority in the $20-$50 range, note: RS40b, RS41b, 
RS94a,  RS115a, RS116c, RS117b, RS190c, RS212c, RS266b, RS272d, RT7c, etc., also includes REA16 + 
other misc., attractive and useful collection. (Scott $1,451).   250

3075  3         U.S. REVENUES ACCUMULATION to 1950s.  approx. 2,000 stamps neatly arranged in large stockbook, 
1st-3rd issues, Documnetary, Proprietary, Stock Transfer, Playing Cards, various States in need of research, 
Tobacco and other back of book issues, generally F-VF, close inspection suggested.   200

3076 */** 3         US REVENUE COLLECTION + MUCH MORE.   an album best described as "back of the book," 
including match and medicine, tobacco tax paids, telegraph stamps, cut squares, state revenues, customs 
stamps, oleomargarine, savings stamps, rationing coupons, cinderellas, exhibition advertising labels, 
tickets, and much more, a truly wonderful mixture of philately and ephemera, neatly mounted on blank 
Scott pages, generally F-VF, well worth a look as there‘s no telling what‘s hiding in this album 200

3077 * 3         LARGE FORMAT TAX STAMPS 1873/85.  60+ large format tax stamps, beginning in 1873 and running 
through 1885, including Peddler 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Class; Manufactured Tobacco, Retail Liquor Dealer, Malt 
Liquor, Leaf Tobacco, Brewer‘s Permit, Registered Spirits, and Distillery Warehouse stamps, wide variety of 
values, many w/ coupons and stubs still attached, some used and very nearly all hole-punched, some faults to 
be expected (tears and creases) but generally F-VF, an interesting lot for the specialist, viewing recommended 150

3078 * 3         REVENUES AND OTHER BACK-OF-BOOK.   group of various Revenues on album pages and stock 
pages, Revenues on receipts, some tax paid and other B.O.B., condition varies, worth a look 150

3079 */** 3         SMALL BUT INTERESTING DUCK STAMP COLLECTION.  about 20 items, highlight being RW1-4 
on matched Missouri licenses, also includes RW4 mint, a smattering of used licenses or pieces from the 
1940s/50s, and a few mint and used stamps, generally F-VF, an interesting group 75

3080 */** 3         RW3//RW68A, 1936-2001 $1-$15 DUCK COLLECTIONS,  two collections, one mint, other used, mint 
includes: RW3 (NH, straight edge), RW6-38, mostly o.g., RW39-52 NH, used: RW1, RW5, RW6-45, etc., 
also includes some "Sam Houston" issues and some Jr. Duck Stamp Winning designs, generally F-VF. 
(Scott $2,998, some issues figured as without gum or face value).  500

3081 **          1987/2006 FEDERAL DUCK STAMP ISSUES GROUP.   complete for period except 1988, 2004 with 
quantity of 2-6 each, also includes self adhesive panes for 1998 (3),1999 (2), 2000, 2002-03 (2 each) and 
assortment of mint and used Duck souvenir cards with some minor duplication, NH, F-VF; Face Value $985 450

3082 */
(*)/**          

RW1-60, 1934-1993 FEDERAL DUCK STAMP COLLECTION.  complete and mounted on Scott pages, 
mostly o.g. with some NH or without gum, mixed condition but should catalog in excess of $3,000, please 
inspect, many fresh and attractive.   400

3083 **          1939/83 FEDERAL DUCK STAMPS MINT COLLECTION.  to 1976 in mounts on White Ace pages with 
later issues in a stock card, includes RW6, 10, 12-16, 22-27, 29-42, NH, F-VF; Scott $2,198 400

3084 */** 3         FEDERAL DUCK STAMP COLLECTION RW1/77.   stockbook beginning with RW1, complete mint 
through RW25 and very nearly complete thereafter, also includes about a dozen used stamps (mostly 
1940s/60s), some minor faults incl. creases and disturbed o.g. among the early stamps but overall a very 
attractive collection, generally F-VF, Face Value $470+ from 1972 300

3085 **          1979-96 $5/$15 FEDERAL DUCK STAMPS GROUP.  1/4 each, NH, fresh and F-VF; Face Value $507 240
3086 */** 3         US DUCK COLLECTION.  a run of duck folios 1984-94, also a group of some earlier ducks as well as a 

nice assortment of State ducks, generally F-VF 100
3087 * 3         DUCK STAMP COLLECTION TO 1970.  complete set with light duplication, mixed mint and used throughout 

(RW1 mint), generally VG-VF, most with faults (creases, tears) but for this price you can‘t go wrong 75
3088 * 3         DUCK STAMP ACCUMULATION RW2/57.  approx 120 stamps on individual cards in binder, ranging 

from RW2 to RW57, as well as a few junior and state stamps (including CA2 used with PSE cert), the 
vast majority signed but a few unused, generally F-VF, perfect for a new collector or a dealer looking to 
refresh their stock 60

3089 **          CALIFORNIA and CONNECTICUT STATE DUCK STAMPS ASSORTMENT.  includes California 12-
32, 34-37 plus 1993-2007 Upland Game Bird stamps and 1989-95 Wildlife Habitat Preservation sheets of 
four, Connecticut 1a (3), 2a, NH, F-VF (see online scans) 80

UNITED STATES PRECANCELS
3090 *          US PRECANCEL COLLECTION.  a well-collected group of precancels in two cartons containing nine 

various albums and binders, worth inspection, generally F-VF 250
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3091  3         LARGE ACCUMULATION OF PRECANCELS  sorted by state on stock sheets in binders; Washington-
Franklins to the Prexies although some earlier and later noted which includes an assortment of Bureaus 
and locals; some better denoms amongst the thousands of precancels incl Scott #423 (12); much 
duplication; generally F-VF.  200

3092  3         BUREAU PRECANCEL COLLECTION + MIX  A couple thousand bureau precancels (plus a few locals) 
mounted on old bureau album pages plus an off-paper mixture of a couple thousand bureau and local 
precancels; generally F-VF. 50

UNITED STATES GROUPS AND ASSORTMENTS
3093 */** 3         GROUP OF US COLLECTIONS.  group of over 30 albums featuring 19th and 20th Century mint and 

used, incl. classics, early regular issues and commemoratives, back of book and more, good value in most 
every volume, condition varies, generally F-VF, careful inspection recommended 2600

3094 */** 3         U.S. DEALERS COUNTERBOOKS,  four large 3 ring binders with baseball card sized plastic sleeves, 
three binders strictly U.S., other binder generally mixed foreign, all loaded with individually priced 19th 
-20th century singles, blocks, complete sets, etc., very mixed condition and some mis-identified but will 
catalog extremely high, close examination is strongly suggested. 900

3095 */(*) 
/** 3         

MULTIPLE U.S. COLLECTION BALANCES IN ALBUMS OR STOCKBOOKS,   mostly circa 
1890‘s-1940‘s, eleven albums/stockbooks + some on loose album pages, much duplication between 
albums, strength in Farley‘s, used Washington Franklins, etc., also includes small amount of early 3c 
sheets and $213 face value more recent booklets, generally Fine or better, ideal for ebay dealer. (owner 
catalog $12,385). 600

3096 */**   4       COLLECTORS STOCK BOOK, 1857/1935,  Scott 26/765 in a large stock book loaded with interesting 
and attractive sets and singles, mostly o.g., with some later NH, includes some blocks of 4, highlights 
include: 26 (unused), 63 )o.g., 65 (o,g.), 112 (unused), 114  (unused), 210//219 mostly o.g., Columbians 
to 30c, mostly o.g., excellent 1895 issues including several plate strips/3, 2c & 5c Trans-Mississippi imprint 
and plate pairs, 294-99, 323-27, 328-30 (at least 3 sets), 369 (l.h.), excellent run of Washington-Franklin 
issues (some NH), 1922 issues to $5, C1-6, C18 (NH), etc., expect some small flaws/faults, generally Fine 
or better, a close examination is needed, expect a high catalog value.   600

3097  3         26//128, 19th CENTURY USED ISSUES COLLECTORS BALANCE four stamps with 2017 PSE 
certificates, all with faults as described on certificates, includes: 26 vertical strip of 3 (we disagree as to 
fault), 70c, 90 and 128, mostly Fine appearing. 2017 PSE certificates. (Scott $5,647).   500

3098  3         11//E3, 1851-95, 19th CENTURY ISSUES BALANCE.  56 different on 3 album pages, generally quite 
attractive and fairly well centered, better include: 63, 68-70, 73, 76 with "US" fancy cancel, 77, 112-17, 119, 
121, Banknotes complete to 90c,  221-28, E1-3, etc., expect few small flaws/faults but less than usually 
seen, generally Fine or better. (Scott $4,200+). 500

3099 */** 3         BACK OF THE BOOK SELECTION, premium airmails, special deliveries and postage dues on stock 
cards with (mint unless otherwise noted) C1-5 (C4 NH), E1, E3 mint and unused, E10-12, J1, J3, J1-7 
used, J16 (2), J22 NH (2), J23 (2), J25-26, J25-28 used (10c pen cancel), J47 dist. gum, J48-49, generally 
fresh and F-VF with some VF (Scott $4,100+) 500

3100 */(*) 3         19th CENTURY PREMIUM SELECTION. four singles: 119 used 15c, 242 regummed, 291-92 with $1 
o.g., natural straight edge, $2 regummed, expect few small flaws/faults, but mostly presentable and Fine 
appearing. (Scott $2,925).   400

3101           U.S. CONSIGNOR BALANCE,  two albums + dealer counter book, better noted: 68 (used), 116 (used), 
571 (NH), 665 block of 4 (NH), C3 (used), C1 (3, NH, o.g., used), C2 (3, NH), C4 (9, NH), C5 (4, NH), 
C18 (NH), C23 block with perf error (NH), Q1-6 (unused), RW23 (hinged), etc, generally Fine or better, 
mostly good clean inventory.  350

3102 */(*) 3         76//O81, 19th to EARLY 20th CENTURY BALANCE,  12 different singles, used include 76, 218 (lightly 
cancelled), 262, O79, O81, unused or o.g. include: 148 (no gum), 154 (no gum, natural SE), 261 (o.g.), 
310 (expertly regummed), 341 (o.g.), 422-23 (both o.g.), generally Fine or better, expect some small 
flaws/faults. (Scott $3,535). 300

3103 */(*) 3         US BALANCE.  mostly 19th century but includes 20th century issues to 1930, on nine stockcards, good 
catalog value present, some better noted: 117 (used), 190 (used), 237 (o.g.), 239 (unused), 287-90, (o.g., 
8c no gum), 323-27 (o.g., 10c no gum),  Kans-Nebr complete (o.g.), C3, C4-6 (all o.g.), several early Dues, 
Officials, JQ1-5 (o.g.), some Revenues including issues to 1942, CSA 8 (o.g.), etc., generally mixed to 
Fine, close evaluation suggested.    300

3104  3         U.S. COLLECTION & STOCKBOOK,   collection from 1968-89 in Lighthouse hingless album, fairly 
complete including some sheets, all used, also includes better stockbook, circa 1861 to recent issues, 
some in quantities, better or notable include: 68, 76, 78, better Banknotes to 90c values on several older 
pages, values, Columbians to 15c, Omaha to 50c, 294-99, Washington-Franklin issues in need of close 
evaluation, etc, generally Fine or better but note usual amount of small flaws/faults, clean and useful for bourse 
or ebay dealer, close inspection suggested. 300
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3105 */** 3  

4       

HIGH QUALITY COMMEM and DEFFINITIVE SELECTION. 72 mostly different items on 31 black 
cards, various issues, many picked for freshness, centering, etc, better NH include: 206 used jumbo 
margins (PSE cert and "85J" notation) 296 (2), 299, 301, 319, 370 (block/4), 371, 373, 397-98, 426 NH 
(PSE cert, perf disc indent); 408 (block of 4), 550, 614 plate block, 618, 619 (pair),  621 block of 4, etc., 
also includes several Newspaper & Official issues, mostly o.g. O67, O112, PR79, PR124 imprint plate 
strip/3, generally F-VF or better, close examination suggested.  300

3106 */(*) 3         17//C6, COLLECTOR BALANCE,  small group of 19 singles on 2 stockcards, used include:17, 76, 95, 98 
(thin paper variety), 235 (not counted), 547, mint include: 234, 235, 340, 369, C1-C6, mixed condition, 
please inspect. (Scott $2,900+).  250

3107 */** 3 

6 4       

US COLLECTION BALANCE.   the remainders of a large US collection, including several hundred 
dollars in primarily 5c/10c postage, several dozen Looney Tunes sheets, a large accumulation of "Liberty 
Card" USPS phone cards, RW3-4 regummed, and much more, a real mishmash with significant face value 
and retail potential, viewing a necessity 200

3108 * 3         US BALANCE.   albums, stock books, etc. with mostly 20th century incl extensive stock of 19th/20th 
century used with duplication, assorted revenues, stock book of mint and used "back of the book", two 
stock books of 1940s/70s NH singles and plate blocks, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF 200

3109 * 3         19th CENTURY ISSUES SELECTION.  comprised of very well centered 119 used; 162 blue cancel, 231 
mint block NH, 232 well centered mint imprint block bottom pair NH, 233 mint block bottom pair NH 
(one hinged stamp with a pulled perf), J3 mint (2017 PF cert), F-VF or better (Scott $1,206) 180

3110 */** 3 

6        

COLLECTION BALANCE - PRIMARILY US WITH POSTAGE AND EVENT COVERS.  the balance of 
a collection which we offered last year; a mishmash of material, including everything from hundreds of 
1980s event covers (great topical appeal) to Harris plate block albums (sparsely filled) to mint postage 
(sheets and blocks mixed in), large number of glassines with worldwide stamps, several albums of 
subscription-service covers, plus much more, viewing is recommended to perhaps find a hidden gem 150

3111 * 3         U.S. CONSIGNOR BALANCE, small group of 19th-20th century issues on dealer pages or stockcards, 
most 19th century used include: 11, 87 (2), 113, 218, 232, 287-88 (2 ea.), 289-90, 326-27, etc., better o.g. 
include: 159 (regummed), 249 (regummed ), 397-98, several mid value Washington-Franklin issues, 713-
15, etc., also includes some postal history and few FDC‘s, expect mixed condition but overall attractive 
with many useful.    150

3112 */
(*)/** 

3         

U.S. BALANCE  somewhat disorganized accumulation in stockbook, but note many useful, noted: 9 (2, 
lightly cancelled), 11 (o.g.), couple 1861 card proofs, 69 (2, used), 71 (used), 155 (used), 299 (o.g.), 
Washington-Franklin coils and line pairs (several NH), 570 (o.g.), two pairs 591 (one hinged, other NH), 
several mint Kans-Nebr, recent postage, used Hawaii, C2-3 (o.g.), C18 (l.h.), etc, mixed condition but 
generally Fine or better, close examination suggested.  150

3113 **          517//E15, VARIOUS ISSUES, 2018 PSE GRADED CERTIFICATES, 90-95J,   small balance of seven 
different, graded 90: 537, 650 (90J), 657; graded 95: 553, 644, 689, E15, also including singles that came close: 
377 (no grade), 496 line pair (graded 80), 517 (no grade, reperfed), 627 (2, not graded). (SMQ $340).  150

3114 */** 3  

4       

U.S. CONSIGNMENT BALANCE.  eclectic group, NH (unless noted) include: 296 (glaze spot on gum, 
well centered), 297 (used), 298 (o.g.), 319g booklet pane (bottom pair creased), 441 (line pair), 600, 
601 (line pairs, o.g.), 603 (line pair), 1954 Liberty Series to $5 (1053) plus blocks to $1, 1947/70 plate 
no and zip blocks in binders, etc, useful balance, generally F-VF or better 140

3115 */** 3 

6        

U.S. SELECTION with CERTIFICATES.  14 different items, all with recent PSE certificates, majority 
described on certificates with small faults, note: 11 on cover, 88 (used), 113 (used), 205 (unused), 228 
(o.g.), 399 o.g. block of 4, 444 (used, sound), 499 o.g plate block, 510 (unused), 527 (o.g.), 533  used 
Schermack perfs, 537 o,g, block of 4, CE2 plate block (type IV), U350 cut square, UY14H (sound), R250 
(cut cancel), close examination suggested. 100

3116 ** RARE U.S. STAMP INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO   neat book loaded with stamps from "1st FNI 
Investment Incorporated" firm from the 1980‘s, most with invoices for actual charges for the stamps, 
NH, generally F-VF,  100

3117 */**          402//831c, EARLY 20th CENTURY COLLECTOR BALANCE,   six different: 402 plate number 7039 
single, o.g.; 15c (566, owner states "special paper) plate number block of 4 (NH); 1c-2c (614-15) NH 
plate blocks (bottoms); 5c (616) block of 4 with plate number F1574 showing "broken circle" variety in 
top pair (Fine, NH), 831c top plate strip of 20 (NH), couple small flaws but generally F-VF (Scott $650).  100

3118 **   4       COLLECTOR‘S MINT SHEET BALANCE,   six different NH sheets, 649, 702, C23, C36, CE1-2, also 
includes plate blocks C7-9 (o.g.), Very Fine. (Scott $456).  90

3119 */(*) 3  

4       

1//O116, 19th-20th CENTURY BALANCE, 10 different, mostly all unused, includes: 1 (manuscript 
cancel), 75 (regummed), 232, 240 (used), 297-99, C1 block of 4, bottom pair NH (oxidized), O117 
partial imprint block of 6, mostly very mixed condition, varying faults, mostly about Fine appearing. 
(Scott $1,755).    90

3120 */** 3         UNITED STATES STOCKBOOKS AND PAGES TO 1986.  housed in six volumes, ranging from the 
classic period to 1986, smattering of early stamps (including Banknotes, Columbians to 15c, etc), 
generally F-VF 75
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3121 */** 3         US ASSORTMENT with BONUS.  mostly more recent NH sets, singles, S/S, sheets, booklets/ panes, postal 
stationery, etc., also note 1assortment of 19th and 29th century covers incl 1983 "Challenger" cover, etc., 
some minor faults but generally F-VF; bonus of mostly European covers incl 19th century German "Gruss 
Aus" cards and some GB in manila envelope (very mixed condition); Face Value of the US mint about $150 75

3122 ** 3  4       BK129//BK190 BOOKLET PANE AND BOOKLET GROUP,  group of panes and complete booklets on 
7 black stockpages, all neatly identified, some duplication, Very Fine, decent face value present.  60

3123 */** 3  

4       

US COLLECTION BALANCE.  nine albums, binders, and a stockbook, some sparsely filled but others 
with a substantial amount of material, mix of mint and used throughout, plenty of mint blocks make for 
a decent amount of postage, generally VG-VF, viewing a necessity 60

FACE VALUE LOTS
3124 **   4       US 1968/76 ISSUES PLATE BLOCKS STOCK.  plate no blocks of 10/20 sorted by issue in envelopes, 

virtually all 2c/18c commems and Christmas issues, duplication to 52 each (most less than 20 each), NH, 
F-VF; Face Value $4,400+ 2000

3125 ** US COMPLETE BOOKLETS ACCUMULATION.  80c/$7.40 booklets of the 1960s/90s, good variety 
and with duplication, mostly $2, $4.40, $5 and $5.80 booklets, includes BKC22 miscut (59) such that each 
pane shows full EE bars at right, F-VF; Face Value $2,500+ 1250

3126 */**          US POSTAGE ACCUMULATION IN 13 ALBUMS.  ranging from 3c all the way up to 42c, in singles, 
blocks, booklet panes, etc, the vast majority appears NH, generally F-VF, Face Value $2,590+ 1000

3127 **          US MINT SHEET ACCUMULATION.  10c/37c with large number of 32c and 33c sheets, apparently all 
NH or self adhesive, generally Very Fine, Face Value $2,500+ 1000

3128 **          US SELF-ADHESIVE SHEETS AND BOOKLETS.  primarily 32c/42c, all complete sheets and booklets, 
Very Fine, Face Value $2,570+ 1000

3129 **          1970s/2000s BOOKLETS COLLECTION.  extensive collection to 44c period (no airmails) in four Davo 
albums incl self-adhesives, note $9.35 Express Mail, good number with two booklets each and incl misc 
booklet panes/ booklet pane singles sprinkled throughout, generally fresh and F-VF; Face Value $1,550+ 750

3130 **          US MINT SHEET ACCUMULATION 3c/22c PERIODS.  housed in eight albums, primarily complete 
sheets but some blocks, apparently all NH, F-VF, Face Value $1,450+ 700

3131 **          US LOOSE POSTAGE IN GLASSINES.  sorted by denomination in glassines of 200 stamps each, 3c/13c, 
apparently all NH, F-VF, all the difficult work of sorting has already been done, Face Value $1,800+ 700

3132 **          US 20c/55c SELF-ADHESIVE BOOKLET PANES ACCUMULATION.  mostly 29c, 32c, 37c panes with 
duplication (generally less than 5 each), VF; Face Value $1,300+ 650

3133 **   4       US 22c ISSUES PLATE BLOCKS ACCUMULATION.  plate no blocks of 16 or 20, good variety with 
duplication, NH, F-VF; Face Value $1,150+ 550

3134 **   4       US AIRMAIL ISSUES ACCUMULATION, 1960s/90s.  mostly 1970s/80s blocks and plate blocks, good 
variety with duplication, NH, F-VF; Face Value $1,190+ 550

3135 */**   4       US ACCUMULATION IN SIX ALBUMS.   various albums incl. Minkus and Scott, mix of singles and 
blocks of 4 (some PBs), the majority appears to be from the 1970s/90s but some earlier, some airmails, 
vast majority appears to be NH, generally F-VF, Face Value $1,200+ 550

3136 */** 3  

4       

MINT BLOCK AND PANE ACCUMULATION.   four binders with a mixture of blocks and panes, 
ranging from 3c to 44c, some plate blocks, the vast majority NH or self adhesive, a few used panes mixed 
in, generally F-VF, Face Value $1,000+ 500

3137 */**   4       US COLLECTION IN SIX SCOTT ALBUMS.  incl. singles and blocks of 4, some stamps from about the 
1930s but the overwhelming majority from the 1950s to early 1990s, mostly NH but maybe a few mint 
stamps, generally F-VF, Face Value $1,200+ 500

3138 */**          U.S. COLLECTION, 1923-2008,  mostly face value but note some slightly better issues in Scott binder, good 
showing of early including coil line pairs, Farley position pairs, Prexi‘s complete, Prexi coil pairs, 1053, etc., 
thereafter very complete with hinged singles, mini-sheets are NH, large amount of face value present.  500

3139 **   4       US 1970s/2000s MINT SHEETS ASSORTMENT.   2c/44c issues with some duplication, includes 13c 
Flags (28), 20c Birds and Flowers (4), 22c Wildlife (8), 29c Wildflowers (2), NH or self-adhesive, F-VF; 
Face Value $1,030+ 500

3140 **   4       US 20c ISSUES PLATE BLOCKS ACCUMULATION.  plate no blocks of 10, 16 or 20, no definitives, 
good variety with duplication, NH, F-VF; Face Value $1,025+ 500

3141 **   4       US 15c ISSUES PLATE BLOCKS ACCUMULATION.  plate no blocks of 16, 20 or 30, no definitives, 
good variety with duplication, NH, F-VF; Face Value $1,090+ 500

3142 **   4       US 1c/$5 DEFINITIVES PLATE BLOCK ACCUMULATION, 1950s/70s.   Liberties, Prominent 
Americans, Americana issues, etc. plate no , Zip and Mail Early blocks of 4/20 with duplication, NH, 
F-VF; Face Value $880+ 450
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3143 **          US SOUVENIR SHEETS ACCUMULATION.  1950s/2000s incl 1956 FIPEX (49), 1976 Bicentennial 
(30), 1978 CAPEX (30 full sheets of six), 1986 AMERIPEX (13), 1989 World Stamp Expo (25), 1997 
Pathfinder (19), Pacific ‚97 (12), 2000 Space S/S (3), NH, VF; Face Value $975+ 450

3144 **          US PRESS SHEET ACCUMULATION.   includes Pacifica 97 (4), 2013 Lunar New Year (3, imperf), 
Ralph Ellison (imperf), Classics Forever (5), Lady Bird Johnson (2, imperf), Circus (4 imperf, 1 perf), 
and Inverted Jenny (2), some wrinkles and creases from storage, Very Fine, Face Value $1,150+ 450

3145 **          2003 OLD GLORY BOOKLET ACCUMULATION.  160 complete booklets, shrink wrapped in bricks of 
20, Very Fine, Face Value $1,184 450

3146 **          MINT SHEET ACCUMULATION.  eight mint sheet folders ranging from full to mostly empty, stamps 
ranging from the 1930s/2000s with many in the 5c/29c range, apparently all NH, VF, Face Value $900+ 450

3147 **          US MINT SHEET COLLECTION 1989/2007.   values ranging from about 25c/41c, the vast majority 
complete sheets but a few blocks, apparently all NH or self-adhesive, generally F-VF, Face Value $800+ 400

3148 **          MINT SHEET ACCUMULATION 3c/22c PERIOD.   two Supersafe mint sheet albums with complete 
sheets ranging from the 1930s/90s, note many 3c and 4c sheets as well as plenty in the 10c/22c range, 
generally VF, Face Value $760+ 375

3149 **   4       1970s/2000s ASSORTMENT.  mostly full sheets and multiples of the 13c/22c period and incl some S/S, 
NH or self-adhesive, F-VF; Face Value $725+ 350

3150 ** 1980s/90s COILS ACCUMULATION.   mostly pairs and strips (good number with plate no) and 
mostlyTransportation issues (incl precancels) plus assorted 1c/32c definitives (incl "F" and "G" rate issues), 
etc., NH, duplication, F-VF; Face Value $600+ (includes precancels; non-denominated issues not figured) 300

3151 ** US 18c ISSUES PLATE BLOCKS ACCUMULATION.  plate no blocks of 16 or 20, no definitives, good 
variety with duplication, NH, F-VF; Face Value $550+ 270

3152 **   4       US 25c, 29c ISSUES PLATE BLOCKS ACCUMULATION.  mostly 25c plate no blocks of 16 or 20, no 
definitives, good variety with some duplication, NH, F-VF; Face Value $540+ 270

3153 **          39c-FOREVER POSTAGE ASSORTMENT.  various sheets, blocks, and singles, most in the 39c/Forever 
range, many useful denoms, apparently all self-adhesive, Very Fine, Face Value $470+ 240

3154 ** 3  4       US PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION 1993/2007.  values ranging from about 29c/41c (with some higher 
and lower), the vast majority NH or self-adhesive (a few used blocks and singles interspersed), generally 
F-VF, Face Value $445+ 220

3155 **          1990s/2000s 20c/37c SELF-ADHESIVE COILS ACCUMULATION.  in strips of 5/18 with duplication 
and including non-denominated service issues, note numerous strips with plate no., VF; Face Value 
Denominated (incl "G", "H" and "First Class"  issues) $435+, Non-Denominated $60+ 220

3156 ** PLATE NUMBER COIL STRIPS GROUP.  1c/$1 issues strips of 3/5 (mostly strips of 5) neatly arranged 
by issue on stock sheets, mostly Transportation issues and incl precancels, good variety with duplication 
and unchecked for better numbers, NH, F-VF; Face Value $400+ (incl precancels) 200

3157 **          US MINT SHEET ACCUMULATION 3c/34c.  mint sheet album plus two Celebrate the Century folders, 
a wide range of values with a fair amount of useful denoms, apparently all NH or self-adhesive, generally 
F-VF, Face Value $425+ 200

3158 **   4       US MINT COLLECTION, 1986/96, very complete collection in Scott National album, NH, should be over $400 
face valuea, includes many miniture sheets, booklet panes, etc., VF, ideal for collector to bring collection up to date.   200

3159 **   4       US 10c, 13c COMMEMS PLATE BLOCKS ACCUMULATION.  mostly 13c plate no strips of 16, 20 or 30, 
duplication, NH, F-VF; Face Value $385+ 190

3160 **          US MINT POSTAGE STOCKBOOKS.   two stockbooks, the first covering the 22/29c period and the 
second from 29/42c, mostly blocks and singles, apparently all NH or self adhesive, many useful denoms, 
generally Very Fine, Face Value $360 180

3161 **          34c/FOREVER POSTAGE ACCUMULATION.  mostly complete sheets and blocks, almost all in the 
34c/Forever range, apparently all self-adhesive or NH, Very Fine, Face Value $360+ 180

3162 ** 3  4       PLATE BLOCK STOCKBOOKS 1963/89.  two stockbooks full of NH plateblocks (a few used mixed in), 
ranging from about 3c/29c, light duplication (typically 1-5 of each issue), some high denoms, a large 
amount of useful postage, generally F-VF, Face Value $350+ 180

3163 **          US 1980s/90s UNFOLDED BOOKLET PANES GROUP.   nearly all 25c, 29c, 32c issues with some 
duplication of generally 5-10 each, NH, generallly VF; Face Value $325+ 160

3164 **          1970s/2000s ISSUES GROUP.  singles, blocks, mini-sheets, etc. plus some booklets and S/S, generally 
22c/32c issues with some minor duplication, NH, generally fresh and F-VF; Face Valuie $290+ 150

3165 **          1950s/80s UNOPENED COIL ROLLS of 500.  2½c Bunker Hill Monument, 3.1c Guitar (4), 7.9c Drum, 
"D" Rate Eagle, NH, F-VF; Face Value $223 110

3166 **   4       US ACCUMULATION IN BLOCKS OF 4.   two albums loaded with NH blocks of 4 (incl. some plate 
blocks), arranged on baseball card pages, many in the 3-5c range but denoms up to about 22c, generally 
VF, Face Value $200+ 100
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3167 **          US MINT POSTAGE ACCUMULATION.  20/33c range, complete and partial sheets, apparently all NH, 
Very Fine, Face Value $200+ 100

3168 ** 3         MINT POSTAGE FLOOR SWEEPINGS.   hundreds and hundreds of blocks/partial sheets, ranging 
from about the 3c/25c periods, few used stamps mixed in but the overwhelming majority NH, F-VF, a 
significant amount of mint postage 100

3169 */**          REMNANTS OF A UNITED STATES COLLECTION.  box full of loose stamps, ranging from about 
3c/29c, most NH, generally F-VF, viewing an absolute necessity 50

3170 **   4       US MINT SHEET ACCUMULATION.  ranging from 3c/29c, mostly complete sheets but some blocks as 
well, incl. 906 complete sheet, generally F-VF, Face Value $100+ 50

UNITED STATES ACCUMULATIONS
3171 */**          US MINT ACCUMULATION.   mostly 20th Century mint accumulation in five cartons, incl. singles, 

blocks and sheets in various albums, stockbooks, binders and plastic bags etc., much never hinged, 
generally F-VF, careful review recommended 1000

3172  3         U.S. COLLECTOR/ DEALER ACCUMULATION,  several hundreds neatly organized on stockpages in 
springback binder, mostly circa 1861-1938, most in useful duplication for bourse or ebay dealer, note: 65 (91, 
shades, cancels), Banknotes in various quantities to 10c, note cancels, etc, 205 (42), 211 (8), 214 (2), 
215 (19), 218 (4), Columbians in various quantities to 10c, 284 (8), 288 (6), 299 pair on cover front, 
etc., generally Fine or better with some mixed condition, still high catalog value present, close evaluation 
suggested. 750

3173  3         UNITED STATES USED ACCUMULATION.  19th and 20th Century mostly used accumulation in three 
cartons in various albums, binders, stockbooks, on pages etc., groups of fancy and special cancels to be 
found, also classics and cut squares, generally F-VF 700

3174  3         LATE 19th to EARLY 20th DEALER ACCUMULATION, many hundreds to couple thousand stamps, 
most with heavy duplication, almost all are used and neatly organized in large stockbook or mounted 
on pages and small binder, several examples include: 223 (30, $142), 233 (10, $80), 234 (16, $136), 268 
(58, $130), 270 (221, $773), 272 (46, $126), 280 (32, $104), 280b (36, $108), 281 (138, $310),  282 (29, 
$188), 282C and 283 (96, cheapest $576), 284 (26, $338), etc., 1902 issues in similar quantities, note 
308 (84, $840), 309 (156, $1,950), 330 (96, $2,880), etc, huge amount of catalog value present (above 
alone catalog $8,681), generally Fine, expect some condition problems but ideal lot for bourse or ebay dealer, close 
evaluation suggested.   600

3175 */** 3         U.S. ACCUMULATION, 1847-1955,  few hundred stamps on black cards, #102‘s or dealer pages (many 
from a well known east coast dealer), majority being overgraded but many useful and attractive, highlights 
include: 1-2 (used), 116 (used), 291 (used), 298-99 (o.g.), 323-27 (o.g.), 418 (NH), 1053 (2, NH), Q12 
(used), many Washington-Franklin issues, small and interesting group of cut squares, etc., generally Fine 
or better.  400

3176 */**          US MINT AND USED ACCUMULATION.  19th and 20th Century mint and used in a small carton with 
stamps and souvenir sheets on album pages, stock pages and cards, glassines etc., better BOB incl. Scott 
#J1-3 mint, J21, Officials, Parcel Post set, Airmail, etc., condition varies 260

3177 */** 3         VARIED US ACCUMULATION W/ PRECANCELS.  mostly 20th Century accumulation on dealer stock 
cards, in glassines and envelopes in three cartons, features a well-organized precancel group, some UN 
and a couple stockbooks with some earlies and mint commemoratives, generally F-VF 250

3178 */** 3         EARLY U.S. ACCUMULATION,  71 black stockcards, #102 cards with various issues, some better noted: 
25 (used), 135 (used), 211P4, 298-99, 630 S.S. (NH, major perf separations), 833-34 (NH), 839-45 NH 
line pairs, small group of E7 (all used), R276, group of early Ducks (mixed), Hawaii R.R. 6c, 18c in blocks 
(unused), etc., mixed condition, generally Fine or better, close examination suggested.  200

3179 **          1950s/80s COIL LINE PAIRS ACCUMULATION.   Liberties, Prominent Americans, Americana, 
airmails, etc. note some slightly miscut showing plate number, with duplication, generally to about 30 
each noting 1059 (92), 1305E dull gum (10),1305C (16), 1615 (85), 1615C (22), 1618 (38), 1813 (70), 
C73 (36), NH, mostly F-VF; Scott $1,200+  150

3180 */** 3  

4       

SMALL BUT INTERESTING US ACCUMULATION.  a couple hundred glassines, many common but 
plenty of better items incl. 244-9 mint, 481-2 top plate blocks, C10 top plate block, C83a, and E7 NH, 
generally F-VF, some flaws but overall worth taking a close look at 150

3181 */**          1920‘-30‘s COIL ACCUMULATION,  interesting group of mostly coil singles, pairs and line pairs with a 
few commemoratives included, most on #102 cards, some in small quantities, mostly NH, all very fresh 
and mostly well centered, overall Fine to Very Fine. (Scott $1,235). 100

3182 */** 3  

4       

ECLECTIC SOUVENIR SHEET ACCUMULATION + BONUS.  a difficult-to-characterize album filled 
with many souvenir sheets from the 30s/60s, both mint and used, as well as a wealth of blocks, strips, 
panes, and booklets, generally F-VF, retail potential for the S/S and a total Face Value of $160+ 80

3183 **          US 1960s/70s BOOKLET PANE ACCUMULATION.  1280c (20), 1510b (19), 1510c (19), 1510j (19), 
1595a (20), 1595b (20), 1595c (20), 1595d (40), C79a (19), dry gum, NH, F-VF; Scott $419 75
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3184 */** 3         SMALL US ACCUMULATION.  housed in glassines, cigar box, and a couple of albums, mix of used and 
mint (with at least $50+ in mint postage, no gum), generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended as there is 
potential for a hidden gem 50

UNITED STATES STOCKS
3185 */** 3         UNITED STATES POWERFUL DEALER STOCK.  several hundred 102 cards, identified and priced; all 

$10+ items with many better incl. 72, 91, 100, and 243 used; 241-2 and 244 mint; first section of the box is 
sound, with a total catalogue value of $41,800+; second section is faulty and catalogues $38,350+; a ready-
made dealer stock with a total catalogue value exceeding $80,000, view to appreciate 5750

3186 */
(*)/** 

3         

10A//R65b, U.S. DEALER STOCKBOOK,  53, mostly different 19th to early 20th century issues, on dealer 
pages in small multi-ring stockbook, a few with light duplication, highlights include: 75 (probably sweated 
o.g.), 90 (unused), 115 block of 4 (full o.g., lightly hinged, Scott $16,500), 118 (used), 244-45 (used), C13-15 
(used), J19 (o.g.), PR16, etc., expect some flaws/faults, mixed condition and a few mis-identified (mostly 
gum related), generally Fine, many useful stamps, close evaluation suggested, owners catalog $57,300. 4750

3187 */** 3         US UNDER-$15 STOCK.   several hundred 102 cards in a red box, priced and identified, all sound, 
generally F-VF, perfect opportunity for a dealer to refresh their stock, owner‘s Catalogue value $8,590+ 750

3188 */** 3         MASSIVE US STOCK.  singles and sets arranged numerically in baseball card holders, mixture of used 
and mint throughout (many NH), appears to be primarily pre-WWII but all eras represented, significant 
amount of BOB; stock broken down into two parts: CV $2-10 and $10-50, but it‘s worth noting that 
the catalogue values are for the total of the card (for example, 5 examples of a $1 would be sorted as 
$5). Generally VG-VF but obviously some condition issues when dealing with this much bulk, also some 
questionable id‘s and regums/reperfs, all stamps neatly sorted and id‘d making this an ideal lot for a 
bourse or eBay dealer looking to significantly replenish their stock, many stamps in the $20+ range, with 
the total catalogue value of the lot well into five-figures, view to appreciate. Seven 19x10"x4.5" boxes. 500

3189 **          C7//61, DEALER STOCK  on pages, much useful duplication, mostly complete sets, all extremely fresh 
and attractive, NH, VF. Owner retail $2,015. 300

3190 */** 3 

6        

US STOCK W/ STAMPS, BLOCKS, COVERS.  US stock of mint and used stamps in glassines, arranged 
by Scott number, as well as an accumulation of plate blocks and modern FDCs/event covers, mostly 20th 
century, does not appear to be any great rarities but a fair amount of postage throughout, generally F-VF, 
viewing recommended 120

3191  3         USED US STOCK FROM 3c/32c PERIOD.   19 3-ring binders with over 50,000 used US stamps, all 
meticulously sorted by Scott number, generally VG-VF, a perfect opportunity for a dealer to replenish 
their stock with minimal work involved 100

3192 * 3         US DEALER STOCK BALANCE.  several 100 glassines identified by Scott number, ranging from about 
the 1920s/70s, as well as several albums (some empty) incl. Scott commemorative album with many mint 
blocks from the 1930s/60s, sizable accumulation of USPS souvenir show cards, generally F-VF, viewing 
is recommended 75

UNITED STATES FIRST DAY COVER COLLECTIONS
3193   6        EARLY FDC ACCUMULATION.  very nice assortment of early issues in three cartons, features many 

better cachets and mulitcolored, also some non-first day material incl. early entires, flight covers and 
more, careful inspection required, generally F-VF 750

3194   6        LARGE FIRST DAY COVER ACCUMULATION.  several thousand in twelve cartons incl. many clean, 
unaddressed covers and souvenir items, generally F-VF, great lot for the specialist, well worth inspection 250

3195   6        US FDC ACCUMULATION 1930s/90s + BONUS.  several thousand FDCs, beginning in the mid-1930s 
and continuing through about the 1990s, mostly Artcraft, Anderson or House of Farnum cachets and 
nearly all addressed, appears to be fairly complete through the 50s/90s, including many high denoms, 
booklet panes, duck stamps, officials, stationery, maxicards, etc, also includes hundreds (if not thousands) 
of UN and foreign FDCs (mostly related to America, incl. Bicentennial and Statue of Liberty, but also 
topicals), generally F-VF, overall a very interesting accumulation with eBay or bourse potential 200

3196   6        FIRST DAY COVER HOLDING.   thousands in binders, albums and loose in eight cartons, generally 
F-VF 150

3197   6        FIRST DAY COVER ACCUMULATION,  several hundred in 2  small cover boxes + box U.N. mint cards 
and entires, best noted: couple hundred 1940 Famous American 1c-10c values, all pencil addressed and 
uncacheted, many later postal cards, etc., generally Very Fine or better, excellent value for anyone with some 
time to devote. 100

3198   6        FDC ACCUMULATION 1950s/80s.   several thousand covers with the highest concentration in the 
1950s and 60s, light to moderate duplication throughout, vast majority cacheted and many addressed, 
appears to be common cachets such as Artcraft and Fleetwood, a very clean accumulation mostly sorted 
chronologically, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended. Four cartons. 100
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3199   6        LATE 1930s/1940s FIRST DAY COVER ACCUMULATION.  a nice assortment of FDCs ranging from 
about 1937/47, including several sets of Famous Americans, Prexies to the 10c, airmails, and other 
commemoratives, also note several dozen POD announcement cards from the 1940s, a few more modern 
FDCs mixed in, apparently all addressed but many interesting and different cachets, generally F-VF 75

3200   6        1960s/90s US and UN FDC ACCUMULATION.  somewhat disorganized accumulation of  many 100s 
(most are UN) of mostly cacheted addressed covers with some duplication, mixed condition though 
majority F-VF 50

3201   6        1920s/30s FIRST DAY AND EVENT COVER ACCUMULATION.   two Supersafe cover albums with 
approximately 125 covers, primarily from about 1929 to 1940 but a few later, mostly FDCs (nearly all 
cacheted) but a few other commemorative event covers included, generally F-VF but some minor faults 
throughout, an interesting lot for the cover dealer 50

3202   6        UNITED STATES, CANADA AND UN FDC ACCUMULATION.  well over 1,000 covers spanning from 
about the 1940s/80s, housed in approximately 45 albums, mostly PCS commemorative/topical albums 
but also some White Ace FDC albums, the majority US but some Canada and UN interspersed, apparently 
all common cachets, generally F-VF. Six cartons. 50

3203   6        US ARTCRAFT FDC COLLECTION 1983/2009.  appears very nearly complete for the years listed, all 
on PCS pages in 3-ring binders, generally Very Fine 50

UNITED STATES POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTIONS
3204   6        BETTER US COVERS GROUP.   about 200 items, from the early to middle period, with many very 

interesting and scarce to rare pieces to restock for a show, as they have never been on the market and are 
the pride of this collector/accumulator. Includes a study of usages to Bermuda, from stampless to large 
and small banknotes, Columbians and others (not a common destination during this period), another 
study of early Xmas seals all tied and used on better ppcs, including some better, postage dues, auxiliary 
markings, mixed country and refranked forwarded mail within the USA, including some early, USMC 
better usages from Vera Cruz, WWI and WWII with some unusual seals and labels, expositions, better 
values on covering in the earlier period and including some territorial usages, some outstanding ppc 
usages, including earlier Alaska used, some very unusual/better advertising items, and just a great lot to 
look through, as all of it was handpicked for usage with many outstanding items present!  1500

3205   6        US COVER LOT.  about 400 pieces from the 1860’s to 1960’s, with the majority focused on turn of the 
20th century to pre-WWII. If you want diversity and hidden value you need to look through this lot, as 
this is a collector holding that has never been on the market and was primarily collected for the unusual. 
This lot has a bit of everything with a lot of commercial mail, like about (20) 1920’s registered/special 
delivery covers with frankings made up by multiples of the imperf bureau issues, better destinations, 
auxiliary markings, RPO and Doane cancels, postage due, many better/early ppc, mainly used, (several 
private mailing cards and several better views), WWI and WWII censors, better prexie usages, including 
a few line pair multiples on commercial cover and even a small box containing samples properly used, 
mixed country frankings, exposition usages, banknote usages, a couple of grills, early usage postal sty. 
(some better), some possessions, flights, very few better cacheted fdc, etc. You will have fun looking at 
this lot! 1100

3206   6        SPECIALIZED PREXIE POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION,   138 covers/cards on informative and 
descriptive pages, wide range of rates and multiple rates, destinations, usages, auxiliary markings, scarce 
single usages, etc., interesting combinations, generally F-VF; owner’s retail $2,500, close examination by 
specialist collector needed and could prove rewarding 750

3207   6        SPECIAL DELIVERY COVER COLLECTION, 1890-1944,  collection of 66 covers neatly mounted on album 
pages, much of interest and many unusual, includes: E1 (4), E2 (4), E3, E5 (12), E6 (11), etc., also note several 
covers using regular postage to pay delivery fee, some advertising Special Delivery "clock" aux. markings, 
additional aux. markings, etc., some mixed condition but overall a Fine to Very Fine and useful collection  750

3208   6        1870-88 1c-10c BANKNOTE ISSUE COVERS.  group of 25 better covers, all selected for interesting  or 
fancy cancels, rates, etc, better include: blue Alhambra Ca. "Star"; Bennington, Vt "T"; Attica NY "A"; 
Newton Centre purple "Stars"; ornate Chicago "Blue"; Waterbury, Conn. "Rosette"; New Haven, Conn 
ornate geometric; Fullerton, Nebr "M.O.B."; fancy Birmingham, Pa "County" cancel; Lockport, NY fancy 
time stamp duplex; Philadelphia Sta. V geometric; Hinesburgh, Vt blue fancy "Star" duplex; Globe, Az. 
PM cds; 10c (209b) on registered cover; Weston, Mass "W"; Bar Mills Me. purple "Star" duplex, 15c 
Banknote to France not counted (fake, still a decent off cover single), expect some stamp/cover flaws/
faults, overall an impressive, attractive and F-VF group, knowlegable postal history dealers retail $2,282. 350

3209   6        EASTERN STEAM MAIL, c.18929/1850. 21 stampless FLS‘s, various Steam markings, includes: red "Steam 
Boat" straightline (Charleston); red two line straightline on 1829 FLS docketed "Stephen Schuyler"; red 
"Steam Boat" (Norwich Conn.); red "Steamboat" straightline (Baltimore); red "Steam 5" (Fall River); 
red 1812 Boston CDS and "7" rate; red 1835 Norfolk cds and manuscript "Steam", 25c rate; red 1829 
Boston cds and manuscript "Steam Boat"; Long Island Steamer Oregon red "Steam 5" oval (3), etc, balance 
various Steam Boat red handstamps (many interesting and different), generally Very Fine, an exceptionally 
attractive group, close inspection suggested, knowlegable postal history dealer retail $1,300. 300
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3210   6        MISSISSIPPI RIVER STEAMBOAT MAILS, c.1850s/70s.   26 covers or FLS‘s, includes manuscript 
steamboat names on 3c entires (mostly Carroll & Hoy correspondence), note steamboats: Str Alt; 
Amanda (2); D.R. Carroll; Era #10;   Gen Bicknell; Helena (prices current to France); Henry Ames; 
Indian; Monsoon; Tigress; steamboat handstamps include: B.L. Hodge (2 different, Red River); F.A. Dentzel, 
Agt. P.O., N.O. (2);  "N.o. & Vick M.L." (3different); "Lone Star" (listed in Milgram as fake); Packet 
Rapides; Steamer Nicholas; St Mary‘s; also includes: red "Steam 10" straightline (2, St. Louis); 1868 
Lockville Oh. (canal mail); U10 with "New Orleans" Steam"straightline, expect usual amount of flaws/
faults typical of these, generally Fine group, knowlegable postal history dealers retail $1,690. 300

3211           19th CENTURY EASTERN RAILROAD COVERS.   28 covers or FLS‘s, includes: Albany & Buffalo 
R.R. (1), Baltimore R.R. (1), Boston & Albany (4), Boston & Maine (1), Eastern R.R. (4), New York & 
Albany (1), New York & Philadelphia (2), Newport & Springfield R.R. (1), Northern R.R. (2), Norwich & 
Worcester R.R. (1), Philadelphia R.R. (3), Plymouth & Concord R.R. (1), Providence & Stonington  R.R. 
(1), etc., also includes: 5 different "U.S. Express Mail", circa 1851-5, all franked with 3c (11), as always 
expect some small stamp/cover flaws/faults but overall a very interesting and unusual group, generally F-VF, 
knowlegable postal history dealers retail $ 1,545. 300

3212   6        US EARLY AIRMAIL COVER ACCUMULATION.   several hundred covers ranging from the earliest 
days of aviation to about the 1940s, note many CAM and FAMs, first flights, picture postcards, Roessler 
covers, FDCs, Clipper covers, and much more, several individual items priced to $50, the vast majority 
US but a few other countries mixed in, a wealth of interesting frankings and postal markings, generally 
F-VF, perfect for the eBay or bourse dealer, a real wealth of material here 300

3213   6        AMERICAN FORCES IN PERSIA COVER COLLECTION, 1940s/50s.  13 covers neatly arranged and 
annotated on exhibit pages plus an add‘l 9 items "waiting to be processed", mostly WW II period and 
includes different APO cancels as Persian Gulf Command at Teheran, various censor markings incl 
scarcer "Censored/ By The Commanding Officer", registered, assortment of the "Christmas Greetings" 
postcards, etc., A fine lot and ideal for continuation.  250

3214   6        POSTAL HISTORY ASSORTMENT, 1851/1936,   38 covers plus small group of foreign, better U.S. 
include: four different 3c (25); 10c (33); 30c (71); 2c (73); couple unused Patriotics; 1898 Patriotic; CSA 
5c (1); three mint Philippines entires U24),  etc., foreign include: Canada semi-official airmail (Yukon 
Airways), etc., generally F-VF,  250

3215   6        US POSTAL HISTORY BONANZA.  many 100s of covers and picture postcards, some dating back to 
the classic era but mostly 20th century, a wealth of material here for the postal historian or cover dealer, 
many frankings and markings, special delivery, better advertising, and much more, mixed condition but 
generally F-VF, viewing an absolute must as there‘s no telling what could be hidden here, ideal for the 
eBayer 250

3216   6        KANSAS "R.F.D." COLLECTION,  111 covers/cards in three binders, mostly circa 1900 -10, appears 
mostly different, with a good assortment of routes, good mix of towns, machine cancels, etc, generally 
mixed condition, some retails to $35, close examination needed by Kansas postal historian. 200

3217   6        U.S. POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION, 1851-1955,   about 62 covers/cards , some better includes 
3c (10) from plate 5 showing spectacular color; 1c (24), red "City Delivery" + 2 0thers used as carrier 
with 3c (26); very attractive 3c (25); 3c (65 Patriotic; 10c (68); etc., generally Fine or better with above 
mentioned mostly VF.  200

3218   6   

FDC     

MASSIVE US COMMEMORATIVE AND COMMERCIAL COVER HOARD.  thousands and thousands 
of covers, mix of FDCs and commercial mail from the 19th and 20th centuries, everything from event 
covers to gold replica FDCs, mixed condition but generally VG-VF. viewing a necessity. Ten cartons. 150

3219   6        ECLECTIC MIX 20th CENTURY COVERS/CARDS,   unusual mix of very esoteric covers/cards, 
includes: rates, destinations, unusual interesting franking, registered, postcards (note group to MGM 
movie stars) from Yugoslavia (circa 1956), WWI military, etc, a close inspection should prove rewarding, cover 
dealers estimated retail of approx. $750.   150

3220   6        UNITED STATES AND WORLDWIDE COVER ACCUMULATION.   at least several thousand covers 
including postal history, FDCs, event covers, etc, the majority US but plenty of worldwide as well, ranging 
from classic period through modern, some random stamps interspersed, generally VG-VF, viewing is 
recommended, potential for a dealer to break down 150

3221   6        US POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION STRONGEST IN CLASSIC PERIOD.   several hundred 
covers primarily housed in three 3-ring binders, a wide variety of markings and frankings, mix of 
stationery and adhesives, some condition issues but generally VG-VF, appears to be better than your usual 
cover accumulation and is well worth a look 150

3222   6        20th CENTURY STEAMBOAT RELATED COVERS GROUP.   eclectic balance of 22 covers/cards, 
mostly early 20th century, all steamboat related, include: Hudson River Day-Line illustrated cc (3, circa 
1903-09); Herman‘s Ferry & Packet Co. illustrated handstamp cachets (3, circa 1905-14); "Detroit & 
Alcoa Steamboat‘ cds (circa 1903); Cape Charles & Norfolk RPO (1906); Skaneateles Lake RPO (1909, 
scarce steamboat RPO); 1931 Alton Bay & Merry RPO (Lake Winn. river route); several advertising, note 
unused "hold to light" card showing steamboat Christopher Columbus, etc., a few small stamp/cover 
flaws/faults, generally Fine or better, an interesting and unusual group, please inspect, something for 
everyone, knowlegable postal history dealers retail $ 823. 150
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3223   6        US COVER BALANCE.  group of 11 covers or stampless folded letters, c.1807/1934, nice eclectic mix, 
includes 4 stampless: oval New Haven, Conn. (circa 1807); Burlington, Vt cds (1835); red Channingville, 
N.Y cds with content (Yale student); red Boston "Penny Post Paid III" carrier (circa 1855); 3 incoming 
transatlantic folded letters from England: 1843 rimless London crown "Ship Letter" oval, ms. "Per Great 
Western"; 1843 red Maltese cross "Paid "; 1845 red London "Paid" tombstone; two CSA covers include 5c 
Green (1), Norfolk Va. cds; 5c Blue (6) pair; etc, generally Fine appearing but expect stamp/cover flaws 
and/or faults 100

3224   6       SPORTS COVER COLLECTION Over 850 mostly different sports covers including Babe Ruth 
(240+), Jackie Robinson (100+) and Roberto Clemente (40+) first day covers. Zaso silk cachet covers 
(250+) including NY Yankee, NY Mets and Brooklyn Dodgers. Also includes some Super Bowl, World 
Series, hockey and basketball covers. 100

3225   6        INCOMING TRANS-ATLANTIC SHIP STAMPLESS "SHIP COVERS, 1801-60,  10 different stampless, 
all originating in Italy, includes: 1801 Balt. "Ship" straightline; 1837and 1843 New York "Ship" c.d.s.; 1849 
New York "Ship 7" c.d.s.; 1853 New York "Pkt 5"; 1859 Boston "21" c.d.s.; etc, generally Fine to Very Fine 
covers, many with interesting aux. markings and rates. Marked retail $625. 90

3226   6        US NAVAL AND SUBMARINE COVER COLLECTION.  approx. 50 naval covers from the 1930s/40s, 
a small selection of early naval postcards, plus an album of 175+ submarine covers from the nuclear age 
(1950s/80s), appears to be little if any duplication, generally F-VF, an interesting group 75

3227   6        US AIRMAIL AND HELICOPTER FLIGHT COLLECTION.   200+ covers, incl. many first flights 
from the 1920s/40s, large selection of helicopter first flights, few Lindbergh covers incl. C10 FDC, an 
interesting accumulation, generally F-VF, view to appreciate 75

3228   6        DEALER‘S "$2" BOX OF COVERS.   over 500 legal sized covers, circa 1930‘s-40‘s and most from 
California, many interesting uses of Commemorative issues, note small envelope of interesting 19th 
century, casual glance suggests dealer retail price is reasonable with some probably reatiling for more 
with time spent, Fine and decent lot for bourse dealer. 75

3229   6        UX5, SOUTHERN AND MID-WEST STATES TOWN CANCELS,  194 cards (incl some varieties) mostly 
in individual sleeves and ready to be priced, some large cities but majority small to medium towns in need 
of research for scarcity ratings (no machine cancels), includes 35 unused but not mailed, generally F-VF 
with most VF; excellent lot for town collector 50

3230   6        ACCUMULATION OF UX7 POSTAL CARDS.  well over 450 cards in dealer show box, many in sleeves 
and ready for pricing, many interesting towns in need of research, few machine cancels, excellent mix of States, 
some with printed notices, several unused preprinted cards, etc., generally F-VF, inspection suggested,  60

3231   6        UX5, NORTHEAST TOWN CANCELS,   148 cards (incl some varieties) all in individual sleeves and 
ready to be priced, some larger cities present but note many interesting and small to medium sized 
towns, includes: MA (38), ME (35), NH (7), NY (31), PA (10), RI (4), generally clean and legible strikes, 
no machine cancels noted, generally F-VF; interesting group, sure to please the town collector.  50

3232   6        TURN OF CENTURY COVERS TO ITALY,   correspondence of 11 covers, c.1908/16, most with 
contemporaneous 1c-13c Wash.-Franklin issues, a few with adhesives missing, several with interesting 
Italian"censor" markings to "prisoner of war," note attractive 13c (308) registered cover with New York 
registry label, some cover faults from rought openings, interesting and useful, Fine correspondence. 60

3233   6        US NAVAL AND FIRST FLIGHT COVER ACCUMULATION.  several thousand covers, primarily from 
the 1950s/70s, light to moderate duplication, many different events and cachets, generally Very Fine, an 
interesting group 50

3234   6        US COMMEMORATIVE AND COMMERCIAL MAIL HORDE.  thousands of US covers, mostly dating 
to the 20th century but some earlier, mixture of commemorative covers, FDCs, as well as a huge amount 
of commercial and personal mail, many ragged or otherwise faulty, close inspection recommended, 
generally G-VF. Four cartons. 50

UNITED STATES EPHEMERA
3235           SEALS AND LABELS ACCUMULATION.  large accumulation of seals and labels in five cartons, incl. 

Christmas seals, Easter seals, Boys Town, cigarette premium stamps, S&H green stamps and other retailer 
premium stamps, some California State and World Fairs 50

UNITED STATES PICTURE POSTCARDS
3236   6        SPRAWLING POSTCARD ACCUMULATION W/ MANY BETTER.  several thousand postcards, mostly 

from the US but plenty of worldwide as well (incl. Europe and Asia), a little bit of everything: hold-to-
lights, leather postcards, RPPCs, and much more, condition varies throughout but generally F-VF, owner 
was a knowledgeable postcard collector and as such there are many better cards throughout (invoices 
show he paid $40+ for single cards on occasion), a thorough inspection recommended as there‘s no 
telling what might be in this collection 400
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3237           SIZABLE ACCUMULATION OF US PICTURE POSTCARDS.  several 1000s of picture postcards, primarily 
US but a small amount of foreign mixed in, many travel locales, holidays, cartoons, people, etc, mixture 
of used and unused, some faults to be expected with this many cards but generally F-VF throughout, an 
interesting accumulation with many cards selected for interesting subject matter, viewing is recommended 150

3238   6        MERRY WIDOW HAT POSTCARD COLLECTION.  approx. 110 humorous postcards depicting the 
famous "Merry Widow" hat that was in vogue during the Edwardian Era, most commenting on the 
ridiculously large size of the hat, light-to-moderate duplication throughout, generally F-VF, popular 
subject matter, wonderful collateral material for an E7 collector 50

3239           UNITED STATES AND WORLDWIDE POSTCARD ACCUMULATION.   several thousand postcards, 
primarily modern (second half of the 20th century) but some older and better cards, mix of mint and 
used, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 50

3240   6        THEMATIC POSTCARD AND COVER COLLECTION.   about a dozen binders (some sparsely 
populated) with postcards and covers related to such topics as automobiles, expos, corrections, HPOs, 
inaugurations, etc, generally F-VF, viewing recommended 50

3241  3         POSTAGE STAMP POSTCARD COLLECTION.  67 postcards, apparently all different, depicting stamps 
of various nations, mix of mint and used (mostly from the US and Czechoslovakia), generally F-VF, an 
attractive group 50

UNITED STATES AND OTHER COUNTRIES
3242 * 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION in 22 MINKUS SUPREME/MASTER GLOBAL ALBUMS. to 1990s issues 

with US incl 1869 24c used, useful 1970s/90s postage incl booklets, "back of the book" with useful airmails and 
revenues incl recent mint "Duck" stamps, also note better Latin  America with better Argentina, Brazil and 
Nicaragua, Australia 1980s/90s mint, Canada incl 46-47 used, 89-95 used, 101-02 used, Germany and German 
area, Great Britain, Hong Kong, Hungary topicals, Italy, New Zealand incl recent mint, Spain, Switzerland, 
etc., also includes a small box of some Canada, GB, New Zealand, etc. "new issues", pre-1950s issues mostly 
used and post 1970s generally mint, usual mixed condition, VG-VF, well worth a look. 1500

3243 */** 3 

6        

US AND THIRD REICH ACCUMULATION.   lot primarily consisting of US FDCs from the 1940s 
(couple hundred) and Third Reich stamps and covers, some other miscellaneous worldwide material, 
generally F-VF 100

3244 */**5 

3         

A POTPOURRI OF PHILATELIA PLUS BONUS  A small box with some United States revenues, a 
couple of Hindenburg flight covers (without Zepp stamps) and some face. After that, a few albums of 
collector covers and a large box of mostly U.S. on paper. The bonus is a leather bound first edition of 
"Timebends" signed by the author, Arthur Miller. 100

3245 * 3         US and WORLDWIDE BALANCE.  includes USA C18 NH (2; one with PSE cert mentioning light vert 
crease), U219 mint entire, U225 mint entire, GB 1 used (3½ margins), Greece C5-7 used, mostly F-VF 100

3246 */** 3 

6        

UNITED STATES AND WORLDWIDE COLLECTION BALANCE.  an ecclectic accumulation of material, 
including USPS 1974/87 Commemorative Panels mostly complete for period,  USPS 1974/87 Souvenir 
Pages highly complete for period (some light toing), many topical FDCs (American Bicentennial, US 
Presidents, wildlife, etc), a collection of UN Flag FDCs, Postal Commemorative Society folders, some US 
and Europa FDCs, nearly all commemorative items purchased in the 1970s and 80s from subscription 
services, a varied grouping of material that requires viewing, VG-VF, view to appreciate. Eight cartons. 100

3247 */** 3         US AND WORLDWIDE SLABBED STAMP ACCUMULATION.  50+ stamps (about two-thirds US, the 
balance Canada, Germany & States, etc), all slabbed and most graded by PSE, many with high catalogue 
value but unfortunately nearly all are faulty in one way or another, note many regums, scuffs, creases, 
disturbed o.g., etc, still many attractive stamps and well worth a look 100

CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA
3248 */(*) 3 

6        

CSA COLLECTION,  attractive collection in 3 ring binder, includes: 62X2 (unused, lightly toned); 56X1 
(unused, small faults); 5c pair (1, stone 2) on cover; 10c (5, faulty) on cover; 5c (6, o.g.); 5c (6, two covers 
paying 10c rate); 5c (7) pair on cover; 7 (2 singles) used on "turned" cover; 2c (8 pair, o.g., most probably 
NH); 10c (11), three blocks of 4 + singles in various shades; 20c (13 pair, unused); 2 unused CSA Flag 
patriotics (one sarcastic Union), some minor mixed condition, generally F-VF. 300

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS
3249 */** 3  

4       

U.S. POSSESSIONS DEALER STOCK,  all on dealer sales pages identified and priced in 11 different counter 
books, includes; Cuba/Porto Rico, DWI, Guam, interesting Hawaii (2 books), Ryukyu (2 books), US Trust 
Territories, one general book, mostly Philippines, etc, expect some duplication, generally F-VF; retail pricing 
to $600, ideal for collector or bourse/ebay dealer, close examination suggested, a very useful and clean stock.  1500
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3250 */** 3  

4       

SIX DEALER STOCKS, VARIOUS POSSESSIONS,   six different stockbooks + one bourse book of 
strictly used U.S., strength is mostly in Philippines including singles, covers, mint sheets, note Philippines 
revenue sheets, very interesting postal history, Japanese occupation, etc., also includes selections of Canal 
Zone, Cuba, Hawaii, etc., generally F-VF. Owners retail is about $8,677. 800

3251 *          US POSSESSIONS POSTAL STATIONERY STOCK.  mostly mint postal cards and envelopes (no Canal 
Zone) with numerous premium issues as (mint unless otherwise noted) Cuba U1 unused with Miro y 
Otero ornate printed cc (2), U5 printed cc, U6 printed cc (2), U8 with FS Smith printed cc (2; UPSS 8a), 
U15 with Miro y Otero ornate printed cc, UX2 (4), W1-2, Danish West Indies UX1-2, UX3 (2), UX4-5, 
UX7-9, UY3, UY4 (3), UY5, Hawaii U3 with printed Lewers & Cooke printed cc, Puerto Rico U14 (2), 
U15-16 (3 each with Brookdale Farms printed cc), U17-18 (2 each with Brookdale Farms printed cc, UX1 
(4), UX2 (2), UX3 (2), etc., note handful of varieties and few minor faults but generally fresh and F-VF; 
UPSS $4,000+ 600

3252 * 3         CUBA, PUERTO RICO STARTER COLLECTIONS, on Scott pages, mostly mint, includes Cuba: 221-26, 
277-31, J1-4, E1 (unused), E2-3; Puerto Rico: 210-16, 213a, generally F-VF, (Scott $450+).   75

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS - CANAL ZONE
3253 */** 3         CANAL ZONE COLLECTION, 1904-79,  impressive collection of couple hundred on White Ace pages, 

mostly complete sets, include (o.g. unless specified otherwise): 1, 2 (2), 3 (used), 4-8 (5c, 10c no gum), 
21-26, 27-30, 31-35, 36, 37, 38-41, 42-45, 49-51, 52-54 (1c, 2c no gum), 55-7 (5c used), 58, 59 (used), 60-66, 
67 (no gum), 70-81, 84-95, 97-104, 120-35 (NH), C1-5, C6-14, C15-20, CO1-7, CO8-12 (Scott $800), J1-2, J3 
(used), J10-11(2), J12 (2), J13-14, J15-17, J18-20, J21-4, etc., a few earlier overprints possibly misidentified 
and some small flaws/faults present (less than normally seen), generally Fine to Very Fine, high catalog 
value, close examination suggested  1000

3254 */
(*)/** 

3         

2//OX7 CANAL ZONE COLLECTION,  extremely attractive and very fresh collection on Scott pages, 
offered intact as per consignors request, generally o.g, better mint include: 2, 4-8, 9-14, 16-20, 21-37 (includes 
36b), 42-45, 49-51, 46-47 (used),48, 52-57, 58-59, 60-66, 67, 70-81, 73a, 84-95, 120-35, J1-3, J4-11, J12-20, 
etc., expect some gum flaws but generally F-VF. (Scott $9,400+).  1000

3255 *          CANAL ZONE POSTAL STATIONERY GROUP.  useful selection of mint and unused postal cards and 
envelopes with minor duplication and better as (mint unless otherwise noted) U1 unused (2), U6 (2), 
U7 (3), U8-9 (2), U9 (6; legal size, UPSS 13), U12 (s legal size; UPSS 31), U13, U14 (minor faults), 
U15, U17 (2; UPSS 59), UX1 (2), UX7 (2), UX8 (3), etc. incl few UPSS listed varieties and a few picture 
postcards, generally fresh and F-VF; UPSS $3,400+ 500

3256 *  6        CANAL ZONE POSTAL CARDS COLLECTION.  extensive collection incl airmail cards in Scott order in 
stock sheets and incl some minor duplication with many mint and used each, different cancels, surcharge 
varieties in later issues, etc., note UX1 mint and used, UX1d mint (couple small areas discoloration), 
UX2 mint (4 incl UPSS S9) and used (2 incl one uprated to Germany), UX3 mint (2) and used, UX4 
mint and used (4 incl one uprated to Germany, UX8 mint, UXc1 flaw above "C" mint, 1914 Christmas 
postal card used (minor faults), etc., generally F-VF, excellent for continuation 400

3257 */
(*)/** 

3  4       

CANAL ZONE COLLECTION, 1904-79, attractive collection in hingeless album, better include: study of 
various overprint types and varieties of 1c on 20c (16), includes singles to large multiples, mostly NH; the 
following in small quantities both mint and used: 21//26, 31//45, etc.; includes airmails C2 o.g., C1, C5, 
plate blocks, NH; J18-19 mint blocks of 4; unused OX1 block of 4; some interesting booklets and booklet 
panes, etc., generally Fine or better with very few faults noted. 300

3258 *  6        CANAL ZONE POSTAL STATIONERY ENVELOPES COLLECTION.   U1/23, UC1-16 arranged in 
Scott order in two binders, mostly mint and with some duplication incl mint and used each, diff size 
envelopes, includes U1 mint (2), unused, used, U2 mint, used (6), U4 used (small faults from opening), 
useful group of mint and used U8-9, U12 mint, U13 mint (3 diff sizes), UC1 flight covers w/ add‘l 
franking (3), UC2 mint (light toning), etc., generally fresh and F-VF; excellent foundation collection 200

3259   6        CANAL ZONE POSTAL HISTORY STOCK, 1908/74, 139 covers, mostly Canal Zone but also includes 
handful of Hawaii and others, many FDC but note good commercial and personal, generally F-VF or 
better. (owner retail $585).    150

3260   6        CANAL ZONE COVER GROUP.  69 covers/cards, mostly different, in deluxe album, mostly 1920‘s-50 
with handful of earlier, also includes several Ship covers circa 1932-37, FDC‘s, some interesting airmail, 
etc., generally Very Fine, inspection suggested.  150

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS - CUBA
3261 */

(*)/** 

3  4       

CUBA 1899 ISSUES COLLECTION.  most issues with light duplication, better noted: 225 (NH), 226 
(NH), 226 used block of 4, E1 (used), E1 top imprint and plate no. 492 (no gum, thin), J1-4 (o.g.), J4 
bottom partial imprint strip of 3 (2 NH), etc., generally Fine or better. 100
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3262 *          1//M11 GUAM COLLECTION,  extremely fresh and attractive and near complete collection on Scott 
pages, offered intact per consignors request, mostly o.g., a few gum flaws, generally Fine or better (Scott 
$1,725+).  200

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS - HAWAII
3263 */(*)          1//R13, HAWAII COLLECTION,  impressive collection on Scott pages, offered intact per consignors request, better 

mint/unused include: 29, 29S, 30-34 (with couple shades), 35-41, 42-49, 52, 52C, 53-64 (no 61B), 65-73 (no 
66C), 74-82, O1-6, interesting entires and Postals, best being U7 cut square, generally F-VF. (Scott $5,300+). 750

3264 5 3 

6        

HAWAII CANCELS COLLECTION.  postal cards, entires and fragments from postal stationery, stamps 
on piece, etc. with range of different towns incl Hawaii Hilo (incl a "POST OFFICE/ HILO cds), Kohala, 
Mahukona, Kauai Kealia,  Kekaha, Koloa, Lihue, Makaweli,  Maui Hamakuapoko, Kahului, Kipahulu, 
Makawao, Paia, Spreckelsville, Wailuko, Molokai Kaunakakai (2 diff types), Oahu Waianae, Waipahu (2 
diff incl 1912 on a US postal card), etc. plus some Honolulu, some of the postal stationery will have more 
than one of the town cancels, generally fresh and F-VF 300

3265 * 3         HAWAII COLLECTION, 1859-99,   nearly 200 singles neatly organized on album pages, most in 
useful quantities, starting with 1853 issues which appear to be all reprints, numeral issues in need of close 
examination, probably a mix of issues and fakes, mostly well done, some crudly, others issues include: 
30 (5 o.g., balance used), 31 (9), 32 (2), 33 (8), 34 92), 36 (3), 39 98), (40(2), 41, 48, etc, expect usual 
amount of small faults/flaws, generally Fine or better. 200

3266   6        HAWAII COVERS ASSORTMENT,  18 covers, c. 1864/1900, mostly inter-island and local but note a few 
to foreign destinations, good run of cancels, note: 5c (39) to Oregon, 2c (57), Kohala duplex, 5c (59) 
to Germany, several "Official" stampless (both used and unused), etc., generally Fine or better, close 
examination suggested and sure to please the specialist 100

3267 */(*)          HAWAII BALANCE.  selection of mostly different issues, o.g. include: 32, 36, 40, 45, used includes: 30-34, 
74-79, of special interest is used 59 with "kiss print" (APS certificate), generally Fine or better, attractive 
balance. Scott about $500. 100

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS - PHILIPPINES
3268   6        PHILIPPINES - "VICTORY" ISSUES ON COVER STOCK.   impressive group of over 750 covers, 

most identified as to originating town, nearly all commercial or personal with  very few philatelic 
noted, generally Fine or better, priced at retail to $95 with many in the $30-$60 range,  ideal for postal 
historian and researcher  (owner retail $13,816). 3500

3269   6        PHILIPPINES 1945-47 "VICTORY" ISSUES" MANUSCRIPT TOWN CANCEL COVER STOCK. 247 
covers all neatly identified and retail priced, mostly all small towns, some mixed condition but majority 
VF for these; retail to $145 each with many in $30-$60 range, ideal for postal historian as some are thee earliest 
or only reported examples with "Victory" issues. (owner retail $11,424) 2500

3270   6        PHILIPPINES 1945-47 "VICTORY" ISSUES COVER STOCK.  group of 151 covers with manuscript dates 
in cds, many small towns, few fancy types, generally F-VF; retail to $75 with most being $30-$50, excellent 
study group for specialist. (owner retail $5,689).  1200

3271   6        PHILIPPINES "VICTORY" ISSUES POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION.   99 covers/cards in two 
binders, mostly commercial or personal uses, all identified and priced, highlights include: small 
manuscript towns, few censored, couple better fancy town cancels, provincial mail, couple FDC‘s, some 
cachets, etc., also includes: 25 multi-colored patriotic post cards, various small towns, generally VF; retail 
prices to $250 each, a dealer‘s personal collection of these popular issues but never offered for retail sale, 
an exciting lot for postal historian. (owner retail $4,833). 1000

3272   6        PHILIPPINES 1945-47 "VICTORY" ISSUES COVER STOCK.   97 legal sized covers, some commercial 
but note many 1st day of reopened Post Offices, many attractive and colorful frankings, usual mixed 
condition with most F-VF; retail to $120 with many in the $50-$100 range, ideal for postal historian, 
bourse or ebay dealer. (owner retail $4,517) 900

3273   6        PHILIPPINES 1945-47 "VICTORY" ISSUES COVER STOCK. useful assortment of 77 covers/cards, 
mostly special events, FDC‘s, Patriotics, etc., many home made cachets, some printed, few interesting "V" 
mails, etc., generally VF; all identified and priced at retail to $87 with many in the $30-$50 range (owner 
retail $2,719). 600

3274   6        PHILIPPINES "VICTORY" ISSUES POSTAL HISTORY STOCK.  47 covers, mostly FDC‘s or first day of 
re-opening of post offices, many colorful/ attractive, all identified and priced at retail to $150, generally 
VF (owner retail $2,190). 500

3275   6        PHILIPPINES HANDSTAMPED "VICTORY" OVERPRINT COVERS SELECTION.  seven covers/ postal 
stationery incl 424 block and U43 each with Tanauan cds (ms dated), U43 uprated and with Palo cds, U43 
uprated with Tacloban cds and addressed to USA, U43 uprated with US C25 and cancelled with US NAVY 
duplex, U45 censored to USA with Tacloban duplex, and U43 uprated to British Guiana, Fine and scarce group 300

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS - GUAM
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3276   6        PHILIPPINES 1945-47 "VICTORY" ISSUES with ADDITIONAL "O.B." OVERPRINT COVER 
SELECTION.  8 selected covers, assorted unusual "O.B." overprints on various "Victory" overprints, O.B. 
overprints include colors, manuscripts, typed, etc, also includes three additional "O.B." covers with 1945 
stampless Palo to Tacloban and two O44 FDC, F-VF (owner retail $537). 120

3277   6        PHILIPPINES - JAPANESE OCCUPATION PERIOD POSTAL HISTORY STOCK.  impressive inventory 
of 90+ covers in a binder, all retail priced and identified, includes many commercial uses, Japanese censor 
handstamps, some postage dues, interesting FDC, Officials; etc, also includes NB8 in quantities, several 
printed pamplets with stamps (printed by various dealers), propaganda leaflet (18-J-1, with instructions), 
etc., an impressive inventory, priced and ready for resale.  1000

3278   6        PHILIPPINES - JAPANESE OCCUPATION PERIOD POSTAL HISTORY STOCK.   over 120 covers, 
mostly First Day/ Special Events, many cacheted incl several handpainted, array of censor markings, some 
registered, etc., all identified and retail priced, of special note is FDC with NO1, NO3-4 cancelled Malolos, 
Bulacan 4/7/43, dealer notation "is this fake" & "see Garrett p. 256-7", $300 (we think probably good, please 
inspect), generally Very Fine. (impressive inventory with retail values to $75; total owner retail $5,107). 650

3279   6        PHILIPPINES - JAPANESE OCCUPATION PERIOD POSTAL HISTORY STOCK.  over 70 occupation 
postal cards or postal stationery envelopes all sleeved and retail priced, nice assortment of cancels, censor 
marks, uses (many FDC and events), illustrated, etc., generally F-VF, well worth a close look; owner‘s 
retail about $2,000 400

3280   6        PHILIPPINES - JAPANESE OCCUPATION PERIOD POSTAL HISTORY STOCK. about 200 First Day 
or Special Event covers, many cacheted, some censored, etc, good mix of issues, generally Very Fine. 
(retail values to $25, owner retail $1,846)  250

3281   6        PHILIPPINES - JAPANESE OCCUPATION PERIOD POSTAL HISTORY STOCK. about 90 occupation 
postal cards or postal stationery envelopes all sleeved and retail priced, includes FDC and event covers, 
assorted cancels and censor marks, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, owner‘s retail about $600 150

3282 * 3 6        PHILIPPINES - JAPANESE OCCUPATION PERIOD ASSORTMENT.  includes N2+N6-7 combo FDC 
(3) incl one witrh printed cachet, NB1-3 set on cacheted FDC, NJ1 NH (2) and used (2), etc., some with 
typical light toning/ aging, F-VF 50

3283   6        PHILIPPINES POSTAL HISTORY ARRAY, 1900s/40s.  174 covers and cards in two large binders with 
variety of uses, frankings, markings, etc. all individually priced and annotated, usual mixed condition but 
generally F-VF or better; owner‘s retail $8,000+; ideal for bourse or ebay dealer.  2000

3284   6        PHILIPPINESS - SPANISH AMERICAN WAR PERIOD POSTAL HISTORY STOCK.   68 covers/cards in 
binder and includes patriotics, postage dues, 5c Trans-Mississippi used in Philipines, majority used in Philippines 
with various Mil. Sta. cancels, also includes some useful Cuba and Porto Rico, generally Fine or better, well worth 
a careful viewing; retail values to $265 with many in $50-150 range (total owner retail $5,495). 1000

3285 *          PHILIPPINES POSTAL STATIONERY ENVELOPES STOCK.   100s of mint or unused (printed cc) 
envelopes all sleeved, identified and priced and with only light duplication, no legal sized and loaded 
with premium issues as (UPSS numbers) 5 (6), 6 (3) 8-9 (5 each), 10-11 (4 each), 24 (5), 26 (3), 28 (10), 
29a (2), 30 (8), 32 (3), 35 (4), 37 (4), 38 (3), 40, 41 (flap stuck down), 73A (7), 76 without cc (9), 77 
(3), 103a (13), 107 (2; flap stuck down), 120a (4; flap stuck down), 121a (2; flap stuck down), 121b, 122 
(2; flap stuck down), 125b (flap stuck down), W2, etc., some toned and/or minor faults not figured in 
catalog value, F-VF, an attractive and useful stock; UPSS $8,000+ 1000

3286 *          PHILIPPINES MINT POSTAL CARD STOCK.  desirable fresh stock of cards each being individually 
sleeved and id‘d and priced, little duplication and many better issues as (UPSS numbers) S1 (5), S1b, S2 
(6), S5 (5), S6 (4), S7 (3 incl one with printed message on back), S10 (4), S11 (2), S11A, S12 (4), S13 (4), 
S13A (6), S14 (3), S16b (5), S16c (4), S20b (2), S20c (4), S21a (3), S28a (12), OS1 (3), OS2 (3), OS2a 
(3), OS4a (4), OS4c (2), OS5 (9), OS5a (5), MR1 (2), MR2 (2), etc., includes some cards with printed 
messages on back or minor toning/ faults which are not figured in the catalog value, F-VF; UPSS $4,900+ 750

3287 *          PHILIPPINES MINT OFFICIAL ENVELOPES COLLECTION.  desirable collection of these premium 
issues with virtually all selected for freshness and quality, comprised of (UPSS numbers) OB1, 3-9, 12, 
14-18, 20-22, 25A, 27, 31-32, 34-37, 39, 41, F-VF; UPSS $3,830 700

3288 *          PHILIPPINES OFFICIAL POSTAL STATIONERY ENVELOPES STOCK.  meaty stock of these premium 
envelopes, mint or with printed cc, comprised of (UPSS numbers) OB1, OB3, OB4(3), OB6, OB7 (3), 
OB14, OB16-17, OB18 (3), OB21 (5), OB22, OB32 (4), OB36, OB37 (4), OB34 (2), OB38, OB39 (2), 
etc., much better condition than usually seen and the few with some toning or minor faults not figured 
in catalog value, generally fresh and F-VF; UPSS $4,580 650

3289 */(*) 3         212//YP1, PHILIPPINES COLLECTION,  clean and attractive collection in Scott Specialty album, offered 
intact per consignors request, includes mint/unused: 212, 213-19, 220-23, 224 (only 1,800 issued),  226-35, 
236-37 (both used), 251-52, 254 (used), 255-60, 284 (2), 300, 300A, C3-6, C9-12, C18-28, J1-6, OX5-6, etc., 
generally F-VF (Scott $5,400+).  600

3290 *          PHILIPPINES PREMIUM POSTAL STATIONERY SELECTION,  21 mostly different mint postal cards 
or envelopes comprised of (UPSS numbers) 4, 19, 22, 26, 31a, 35, 40, 41, 41b (2), 42, 50 with albino 
impression, 78, 75, 98 with printed cc, S23 (light crease), OS4, OS4a, OS4c, MR1-2, generally fresh and 
F-VF, UPSS $3,275+ 500
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3291 *          PHILIPPINES LEGAL-SIZED POSTAL STATIONERY ENVELOPES STOCK.  all in plastic sleeves with 
id and pricing, mint or with printed cc, many better as (UPSS numbers) 14-15 (3 each), 19 (3), 21 (20, 
22 (3), 39 (2 incl one with flap stuck down), 42 (6), etc., some with minor faults not figured in catalog 
value, generally fresh and F-VF; UPSS $3,200+ 400

3292   6        PHILIPPINES 1910s/40s CENSORED COVER SELECTION.  31 covers with nice array of frankings, 
cancels, censor markings and destinations domestic and foreign incl USA, Holland, Germany, England, 
Argentina, India, Canada, Iraq, New Zealand, Denmark; notables incl 1919 registered censored to 
Buenos Aires, several WW II period to Germany double-censored and routed through Siberia, 1941 to 
New Zealand and forwarded to USA, usual mixed condition but overall F-VF; owner‘s retail $2,000+ 400

3293 *          PHILIPPINES POSTAL STATIONERY ENVELOPES COLLECTION.   UPSS 1/121b all in plastic 
sleeves and with each envelope selected for quality and freshness, includes (UPSS numbers) 1-3, 5-6, 
8-13, 16-18, 23-29, 29a, 30-31, 31a, 32, 35, 36-38, 40, 58, 69 with and without cc, 72 with and without cc, 
73A, 76 with and without cc, 77 with Siddall cc, 86b, 121b, etc., F-VF; UPSS $2,100+ 350

3294   6        PHILIPPINES 1899/1904 OVERPRINTED ISSUES ON COVER ASSORTMENT.  26 covers showing 
variety of uses, cancels incl machines, foreign destinations, etc. some 2c single frankings and various 
combo frankings incl to the 10c value, usual mixed condition but Fine overall; owner‘s retail $1,150+ 300

3295   6        PHILIPPINES ECLECTIC COVER BALANCE.   18 unusual coversor cards, majority commercial, 
includes small towns, destinations, special delivery, registered, Military Sta., Doremus machine cancel 
(1908 Manila Carnival), manuscript "OB" on 1929 issue, 1938 registered cover to Greece with Greece 
censor tape, etc., also includes attractive DWI card to Germany, generally F-VF (owner retail $1,600)  300

3296   6        PHILIPPINES POSTAL HISTORY ASSORTMENT, 1901/36.  23 covers incl some postcards incl nice 
array of uses, frankings, cancels incl RPO, registered mail, auxiliary markings, etc., nearly all a premium 
item but some noteworthy would include 215+218 on registered cover to Germany with "Military Station 
No. 1/ Registered" cds; 217 single franking reg cover to USA, 283 single franking reg cover to Germany 
with Cebu boxed registry handstamp, etc., town cancels incl Zamboanga, Parang, Los Banos, Nasugbu, 
Corrigedor, Iloilo, Jolo, Marilao, etc., Fine group 300

3297 * 3         PHILIPPINES COLLECTION, 1899/1935.  neatly arranged in Scott number order on stock sheets and 
incl some duplication with mint/ used each, shades, some multiples, etc., highlights include (mint unless 
otherwise noted) 219 (2), 221 NH, 223A unused (thinned), 228-29, 232, 234-35, 304, 319-25, 352-53, 
354-60, 383-96 (5p NH), etc., usual mixed condition incl some earlier issues typical tropical or dist. gum, 
generally F-VF 250

3298   6        PHILIPPINES "O.B." OVERPRINTED ISSUES ON COVER SELECTION.  9 legal-sized covers with 
various "O.B." overprint frankings with the overprints in manuscript or handstamped in red, blue, black, 
etc., originating cancels include Pasacao, Pozorrubio, Bacolod, Iligan, Manila, Sorsogon, Iba Zambales 
and Vigan, usual mixed condiotion, Fine group; owner‘s retail $1,000+ 250

3299   6        PHILIPPINES ADVERTISING COVERS GROUP., 1900s/30s.  30 covers with advertising front and/or 
back side with topics as 1912 drug company use of the "Swastika", 1929 "balloon tire", 1932 light bulb, 
1932 "Colonial" beer, 1934 "lizard" for Far Eastern Championship Games, etc. plus gasoline, household 
products, apparel incl shoes, tobacco, etc., usual mixed condition but a Fine and elusive group; owner‘s 
retail $1,350+ 250

3300   6        PHILIPPINES POSTAL HISTORY STOCK, 1906/41.   123 eclectic covers/cards, includes FDC and 
Special Event covers, commercial and personal uses, various frankings, some picture post cards, town 
cancels, etc, generally F-VF; retail priced to $30, an interesting group with close inspection suggested 
(owner retail $1,308). 250

3301   6        PHILIPPINES COVERS ASSORTMENT, 1898/1901,  fourteen covers with mostly military station cancels 
incl Cavite (incl one with stamp removed), Manila, Cebu, Bacolod (unfranked and marked postage 
due), San Fernando, Dacopan (YMCA patriotic), Angeles (front only), San Francisco, Lucerna, etc and 
incl few enclosures, assorted markings incl various types of "Soldier‘s Letter", very mixed condition, 
Good-VF, viewing a must 250

3302 *  6        PHILIPPINES POSTAL STATIONERY GROUP.  mostly mint envelopes and postal cards and incl (UPSS 
nos.; mint unless otherwise noted) Envelopes 1, 43b used (5), 104, 107 (6), 115a used, Postal Cards S1, 
S2, S5 used, S7 (light crease), S10, S14, S20 date of issue cancel and censor handstamp (2), S21a (9), 
MR2 unused (reply card corner crease), OS1, OS4a, OS5 (2), etc., some typical small tone spots or light 
aging but generally F-VF, view to appreciate (UPSS $2,050+) 200

3303   6        PHILIPPINES POSTAL HISTORY STOCK, 1905/40. 52 mostly legal sized covers, include clipper 
mail, registered, some towns, couple censor, etc, good mix of issues and over half with commercial cc‘s, 
generally VF, an interesting group with retail to $68 and many in $20-$40 range (owner retail $705).  170

3304 */** 3 

6        

PHILIPPINES COLLECTION 1935/46.  generally mint and used each plus assorted uses on cover incl 
FDC, Clipper, etc., note 411-24 mint (4p, 5p NH), 433-46 mint (5p NH), 441 single franking censored 
registered cover to USA with boxed "REGISTERED/ US MAIL SECTION/ Oct 11 1941/ US & FOREIGN 
MAILS DIV MANILA" handstamp plus censor tape at right, 485-96 NH plus some shade varieties, a few 
2c misperfs and a selection of covers, overall F-VF, view to appreciate 150
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3305 * 3 6        PHILIPPINES AIRMAILS COLLECTION, 1926/41.   assorted mint and used sets, singles covers incl 
flights, etc neatly arranged on pages, note C2-6 mint, C9-12 mint, C18-28 mint, May 1933 registered cover 
to Switzerland with #244, C41 (oxidized), C42 tied by star in circle cancels with boxed "REGISTERED/ 
FOREIGN MAIL SECTION" handstamps on back, 1938 registered cover to Denmark with C57 (2); 1941 
registered cover to Ecuador with C54 block of six+C57 (3), etc., some mint with tropicalized gum to 
varying degrees, mostly F-VF 150

3306   6        PHILIPPINES POSTCARDS ASSORTMENT, 1904/36.  eclectic group of 12 cards incl 1906 soldier‘s 
illustrated ppc to USA with Camp Jossman/ Guimaras cds, 1910 ppc Corrigedor to Sweden, 1913 printed 
patriotic card Manila to Capiz, 1918 censored real-photo card showing "Igorot Scout Soldiers"; etc., some 
typical postal wear but a Fine selection; owner‘s retail $500+ 120

3307   6        PHILIPPINES COVERS ASSORTMENT.  29 covers/cards + several issues on small pieces, circa 1899-
1940, better include several Militaty Stations (1-3, 8), 10c (217) on registered cover to Germany,  2c 
UPU cards, picture postcards, 1930‘s French "Extreme Orient" naval cancels, US "Philippines" overprint 
issues, etc, generally Fine to Very Fine, eclectic and useful. 100

3308   6        PHILIPPINES RELATED WWII PATRIOTIC COVERS STOCK.  over 50 covers mostly all with multi-
colored cachets relating to MacArthur, Corregidor, VJ Day, Bataan, Rizal, etc and also note some photo 
and hand-painted cachets, also includes 12 later special event of FDC‘s, VF group. (owner retail $524) 100

3309   6        PHILIPPINES POSTAL HISTORY STOCK, 1900-41,  113 covers/cards all identified and retail priced, 
includes small towns, First Days, Special Events, etc. with many cacheted, some commercial or personal 
uses, good mix of issues, etc, generally F-VF; many priced less than $10 but note retail values to $25, close 
inspection suggested (owner retail $541).  90

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS - RYUKYU ISLANDS
3310 * 3         RYUKYU ISLANDS COLLECTION  collection of several hundred stamps in a Scott specialty album and 

incl nice range of the provisionals (some signed) noting Miyako district including 2s Crimson corner 
margin single (3X2), 4s Green (3X4), 8s Purple, 10s Red (3X7-8), 17s Gray violet (3X13), 25s Brown 
(3X17), 40s Violet, 50s Olive (3X20-21), Miyako district revenues (3XR1-7). followed by Yaeyama district 
with 40s Violet, 50s Olive (5X7-8), then the Ryukyus general issues beginning with the 1948/49 first 
series with the first and second printings complete (1/7 mnh, 1a/7a some gum disturbance as usual), 
then continuing highly complete (majority NH) to the 1970s including the airposts as well as scarce 1951 
paid reply postal cards (UY4a, UY5a), etc.,  There is some rice paper adherence on the provisional issues, 
as is often the case, generally F-VF  1500

3311 *  6        RYUKYU ISLANDS POSTAL STATIONERY STOCK.   mostly mint (handful with a special cancel) 
envelopes, postal cards and airletters with light duplication (to about 5 each) and better as (mint unless 
otherwise noted) U1, U2 (3), (UC1 (3), UC2 (3 incl one cto), UC3, UC3a, UX1 (6), UX3a (2), UX6, 
UX6a (4), UX8, UY2-3 (4 each), UZE4 (4), UZE10A (3), UZE10Aa, UZE11A, UZE12, UZE13A (2), 
UZE17A (2), UZE23 (6), etc., generally fresh and F-VF 500

3312 *          RYUKYU ISLANDS POSTAL CARDS STOCK.   1,140 cards of 30 different issues from UX11/43, 
UY12/15 (duplication from 1-244 each) neatly sorted in glassines, generally fresh and F-VF, inventory 
available; Scott $4,025+ 200

3313   6        RYUKYU ISLANDS FDC and COVERS STOCK.  good variety of 100s of primarily cacheted unaddressed 
1960s/70s FDC and includes postal cards plus event/ special cancel covers, some duplication, generally 
fresh and F-VF 100

3314 *          RYUKYU MINT COLLECTION 1948/72.   on Scott pages, all mint, better stamps incl. 14, 15, and 
18, appears complete (or very nearly so) from about 1960, generally F-VF, owner‘s (slightly outdated) 
catalogue value $670+ 100

UNITED STATES TRUST TERRITORIES
3315 **          MARSHALL ISLANDS AND MICRONESIA DEALER STOCK.   on 102 cards in two long boxes, all 

identified and priced, generally F-VF, apparently all NH, a significant amount of face value, owner‘s Scott 
$4,734 475

3316   6        TRUST TERRITORIES FDC ASSORTMENT, 1983/85.  73 FDC, cacheted and unaddressed, all Very 
Fine and colorful.  50

UNITED NATIONS COLLECTIONS
3317 ** 3 

6        

UNITED NATIONS 1980s/2000s ISSUES ACCUMULATION,  NY, Geneva and Vienna issues with some 
duplication and incl FDC, postal stationery, year sets, booklets, souvenir cards, agency envelopes (many 
with all or part of the "new issue" contents), mini-sheets and S/S, etc., generally fresh and VF, substantial 
"new issue" cost and significant retail value, viewing highly recommended 500
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3318 */**          UN COLLECTIONS GROUP.   lot of two U.N. collections, one housed in a Scott Platinum hingeless 
album and another in a White Ace album, both containing Scott #38 souvenir sheet, also a third with a 
run of material on stock pages and three other stockbooks, generally F-VF 200

3319 */**  6        UN LARGE HOLDING.  a varied group in four cartons incl. singles, blocks, full sheets, postal stationery, 
souvenir items and covers, a little bit of everything, value throughout, careful inspection will prove 
rewarding 200

3320 */** 3 

6        

UN COLLECTION/ACCUMULATION.  substantial holding in two cartons incl. mounted collections, 
unopened UN Postal Administration sendings, full sheets, booklets, postal stationery, covers etc., 
generally F-VF, clean and worth review 200

3321 **          UN EIGHT VOLUME COLLECTION.  beautiful never hinged collection mounted in eight White Ace 
binders w/slipcases, features general run of material incl. Scott #38 souvenir sheet, plate blocks and 
foreign administrations, generally F-VF, clean, fresh and worth inspection 150

3322           UN WFUNA GRAPHICS COLLECTION, 1980/92.  18 different incl works by Chaim Gross, Friedrich 
Hundertwasser, Tony Bennett, Al Hirschfeld, Peter Max and Grace de Monaco, Very Fine (see online 
scans) 150

3323 */**          UN SIX VOLUME COLLECTION.  general U.N collection mounted in four White Ace albums and two 
others, incl. Scott #38 souvenir sheet, generally F-VF, clean and worthwhile 100

3324 **          UNITED NATIONS COMPLETE NH TO 1993.  in two hingeless Lighthouse volumes, complete with 
New York, Geneva, and Vienna through 1993, all NH, Very Fine, a pristine collection 100

3325 */** 3 

6        

UN ACCUMULATION.   To 1980s issues collection balances/ starter collections incl some Geneva 
and Vienna issues, misc mint (overwhelmingly NH) incl singles, blocks, S/S, mini-sheets, Flags, postal 
stationery, etc. and some used (incl #38), FDC, souvenir cards, some event covers, etc., some duplication, 
generally F-VF, a useful stock needing some sorting 75

3326 ** 3         UNITED NATIONS UNICEF ACCUMULATION.   including 5 portfolio folders of UNICEF proof 
editions, 9 UNICEF albums with mint flag sheets and FDCs, two volumes of UN FDCs from the 1970s/80s, 
an accumulation of mint flag sheets in Fleetwood folders, etc; additionally an accumulation of UN 
stamps, sheetlets, and FDCs, many still in their new issue packaging, generally Very Fine 75

3327 *          UN COLLECTION, 1951-84.   essentially complete NY, Geneva and Vienna offices in a Scott album 
(some Flag sheets NH) and incl postal stationery, additional envelope of 1985/87 supplement pages 
with stamps and some NH "new issues", fresh and F-VF 50

PHILATELIC LITERATURE
3328           AIRPOST LITERTURE COLLECTION.  primarily European references and incl Silombra "Histoire de 

L‘Aerostation et de L‘Aviation Francaise 1783-1930", Collot and Cornu "Ligne Mermoz/ Histoire Aerophilatelique 
1918-40", Thomassen "Norwegian Air Mail" (1998), Hedelius "Dansk Luftpost" (1992), Luning "The History 
of Airmail in Scandinavia" (1978), Stark "Norsk Luftpost" (1978), Newall "British External Airmails Until 
1934" (1985?), Eisendrath "Crash Covers, An Aerophilatelic Challenge" (1979), Proud "The Postal History of 
British Airmails" (1991), Kronstein "Pioneer Airpost Flights of the World 1830-1935" (1978), also includes 
auction catalogs for airmail "single owner sales" incl "Osprey" (1983), Silver (1985), "Pegasus" (1986), 
Heinmuller (1987), finally three air mail related works - Viscount Templewood "Empire of the Air, The 
Advent of the Air Age 1922-29" (1957), McKee "Ice Crash, Disaster in the Antarctic 1928" (1979), Cobham 
"Australia and Back" (1926); light collector use, Fine and useful assortment 200

3329           LITERATURE BALANCE.   includes (in no particular order) "100 Years of Thai Postage Stamps" (1993, 
slipcase), Jackson "The Railway and Airway Letter Stamps of the British Isles 1891-1971" (1979), Thorp 
"20th Century United States Stamped Envelopes" (1968), a stack of pamphlets and journals relating to the 
Philippines incl stack of "Philippine Journal of Philately" for 1951/62, some older SG and Scott catalogs, 
etc., light to moderate collector use; VG-VF 50

3330           SCANDINAVIA BALANCE.  assorted works incl Olsson "Skilling Banco Stamps of Coat of Arms Type" (1955), 
Gotfredsen and Haff "Danske Breve 1851-1979" vol 1, 2 (1979), Drechsel "The Paquebot Marks of Norway, 
Denmark, Finland, Iceland and Sweden" (1977, two copies), Moldenhauer "The Maritime Postal History of 
Norwegian Steamships" (1971), etc., light collector use; Fine 50

3331           PHILATELIC LITERATURE AMASSMENT.   several cartons of books, handbooks, catalogs, society 
journals, pamphlets, etc. ranging from well used to almost new, VG-VF, consider shipping weight as it will 
be quite heavy Offer
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3332 */(*) 3         ENTICING AUSTRALIAN STATES COLLECTION.  mint and used classics housed on well filled old-
time album pages with spaces only up to the 1880s; includes (used unless otherwise stated) New South 
Wales 1850/51 2d Blue and 3d Green Sydney views, 1851/52 Carmichael/ Jervis engravings to 6d Brown 
and 8d Orange, 1855/59 imperf square types to 1/-, registration stamps imperf and perf, 1860/72 8d 
Orange mint, 5/- used, "Postage" on 10/- Mauve and claret, etc., Queensland incl imperf #1 and #2 (the 
1d four margins and the scarce 2d touching at right but ample to wide margins the other sides), plenty 
of 1860s perf Chalon heads to different 1/- types, 1861 6d registration stamps, 1867 4d Lilac mint, 1880 
20/-, 1882 to £1, etc. South Australia from imperfs onwards, Tasmania #1, 4d Orange (four margins), 
Chalons to 1/- imperf and perf, 1870s to 5/-, Victoria early imperfs through to later high values, Western 
Australia swans incl imperf 4d Blue and sound 1/- Grey brown, etc., very mixed condition as to be 
expected yet far better than usually encountered in these collections, VG-VF; offered intact as received 
and with enormous potential  3000

AUSTRALIA
3333 * 3 6        AUSTRALIA STAMPS, COVERS and EPHEMERA.  a very unusual and great lot for the Australia specialist 

with a good stamp holding covering all periods, early primarily used (Roos, KGVI, dues including blocks, 
etc.), but with much mint as well, including a stockbook with used states material with many cancels for 
the specialist and unchecked for varieties, at least 100 to 150 postal history items, that are primarily from 
the QEII era, but with many small town cancels, reg. usages, express hi-value franking usages, auxiliary 
and postage due mark studies, and just several very unusual usages. The other exciting part of this lot 
is the amazing amount of ephemera that is also primarily from the QEII period, but has a lot of railway 
items, Rott Nest Island, shipping usages, covers marked as being limited to under a 100 of each, GPO 
collector cards, some scarcer, original postal acts, including earlier, etc. A fantastic lot for the specialist!  650

3334 * 3         AUSTRALIA and AUSTRALIAN STATES BALANCE.   an amassment of mint and used sets, singles, 
multiples, various on pages, etc. in sifting through we note Queensland "Specimen" overprints incl 1886 
2/6-£1, Tasmania 86-93 mint, W Australia 20 used, Australia 17 top margin imprint and plate no. 4 strip 
of four mint, 147-48 Ash gutter blocks NH, 157-58 plate no 1 blocks NH, J79 block NH, etc. plus imprint 
blocks, cinderellas incl sheet of six "Western and Southern Provincial Airlines, Ltd." label, perfins, etc., 
usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF, viewing a must 250

3335   6        AUSTRALIA and STATES COVERS/ POSTAL HISTORY GROUP.  mostly pre-1950s and incl some 
postal stationery, variety of uses and noting assorted auxiliary markings, registered, censored, meters, 
flights, picture postcards incl real photo, BCOF ovpts, FDC incl 1937 NSW cacheted (4), 1938 5sh 
Robe cacheted, 1940 WW II Participation cacheted (2), etc. plus some later FDC, some states incl NSW, 
Tasmania, Victoria incl 1905 private ppc to France, usual mixed condition, Fine assortment and a must 
view 250

3336 */** 3 

6        

AUSTRALIA C1 SPECIALIZED COLLECTION.   consisting of 100+ covers (many FDCs, first flights, 
event covers, etc), "OS" perfins, exploded booklet cover w/pane, imprint blocks, and more, housed in a 
binder and loose, many interesting frankings, plate varieties, cancels, etc., generally F-VF, an interesting 
lot for the specialist 150

BARBADOS
3337 */(*) 3         BARBADOS COLLECTION, 1852/1969.  in mounts on Scott pages and particularly strong in pre-1920s 

issues with numerous mostly used "Britannia" and often incl extra shade varieties plus some high values 
to 5/-, numerous premium sets and singles, usual mixed condition with most F-VF, substantial catalog 
value and well worth a careful inspection 1200

3338 */** 3         BARBADOS ASSORTMENT.   sets, short sets and singles in glassines, 19th century mostly used, 20th 
generally mint with some post KG VI issues NH, notables include 9 used, 25 used, 81-89 mint, 102-08 
mint, 127-50 mint, 216-27 NH, 235-47 NH, etc., usual mixed condition in early issues but overall better 
than usual, generally F-VF 140

BERMUDA
3339 */** 3         BERMUDA ASSORTMENT.  sets, short sets and singles in glassines, mostly 20th century mint and incl 

better as (mint unless otherwise noted) 28-39, 55-69 mint, 71-79 mint, 94 used, 94a mint, 95 mint, 100-03 
used, 125a mint, 126 NH, 127a mint, 126 NH, 133-34 NH, 143-62 NH, 175-91 NH, 238-54 NH (2), etc., 
early issues some minor faults as expected but generally F-VF 170

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH AND AREAS
AUSTRALIAN STATES
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3340 */(*) 3         BRITISH GUIANA COLLECTION, 1860/1966.  300+ mint, unused and used in mounts on Scott pages with 
a very nice section of pre-1930s issues incl "Caravels" incl surcharges with some shade and perf varieties, useful 
KG V, etc., usual mixed condition with most Fine or better, considerable catalog value - view to appreciate 1200

3341 * 3         BRITISH GUIANA COLLECTION to 1966.  on Palo album pages and incl assorted 19th century Colony 
Seal issues used, 97 mint, 98 unused, 105 used, 126 pen cancel, 128 pen cancel, 152-56 mint, 171 pen 
cancel, 186-87 mint, 188 used, 230-41 NH, 253-67 NH, etc., usual mixed condition in 19th century issues 
and incl pen cancels as usual, mostly F-VF 150

BRITISH HONDURAS
3342 * 3         BRITISH HONDURAS COLLECTION, 1872/1973.  mostly mint in mounts on Scott pages and incl (mint 

unless otherwise noted) 4, 6-7 used, 22-24, 83, highly complete after 1937, etc., some earlier mint  without 
gum and typical mixed condition but better than typically seen, overall F-VF and ideal for continuation 150

CANADIAN PROVINCES
3343 */(*) 3         CANADIAN PROVINCES COLLECTION.   predominantly mint Newfoundland on Scott pages and 

replete with better as (mint unless otherwise noted) New Brunswick 6-11 unused,  Newfoundland 1 
unused, 11A (2), 19-23, 24-26 unused, 27-28 used, 30 unused, 32-36 unused, 37-40 used, 51, 52 used, 
59, 70-74, 78-85, 131-44 (10c without gum), 145-59, 163-71, 183-225, C7-9, C13-17, etc., many of the 
Newfoundland pre-1925 issues regummed or without gum, usual mixed condition in early issues but 
better than typically seen, generally F-VF 450

CANADIAN PROVINCES - NEWFOUNDLAND
3344 */(*) 3         NEWFOUNDLAND COLLECTION, 1857/1947.  mostly mint in mounts on well filled set of Scott pages with 

just a few empty spaces after 1865 issues, numerous premium as (mint unless otherwise noted) 12A used, 
15A unused, 17-18, 25 used, 26 unused, 30, 34 unused and used, 37-38 unused, 76 unused, 87-97 (10c used), 
98-103, 107-14, 115-26, 131-44 (20c without gum), 145-59 (5c without gum), 163-71, 172-82 (10c thinned), 
212-25, C3b (dist gum),  C6-11, C13-17, etc., usual mixed condition but better than usually seen, mostly F-VF 900

CANADA AND PROVINCES
3345 */** 3         CANADA and PROVINCES COLLECTION to 1980s.  mostly mint in a Scott album, numerous premium 

issues as (mint unless otherwise noted) Canada 38-39 used, 47 used, 50-59, 61 (well centered, thin spot), 
146-48, E3, Newfoundland 20, 23, 36, 38 used, 59 used, J1-6, etc., usual mixed condition in 19th century 
issues, mostly F-VF 250

CANADA
3346 */(*) 3         CONSIDERABLE CANADA COLLECTION, 1859/1990.   100s of mostly mint in a nicely filled Scott 

Specialty album and being highly complete for the KE VII period on including high values, the popular 
1920s/40s sets to the $1 value incl coils, air mails incl some of the popular semi-officials, dues, officials, 
war tax, etc., among the premium 19th century we note (mint unless otherwise indicated) 14 unused, 
17-19 used, 20 unused, extensive Large and Small Queens incl shade varieties (mostly used or unused), 
50-62 (few regum), 66-73, 74-84, 96-103 (5c without gum, 10c regum), 135 NH, highly complete from the 
Admirals on, usual mixed condition in pre-1920s issues but majority F-VF, Scott $20,000+ 4000

3347 */
(*)/** 

3         

CANADA COLLECTION, 1852/1980.  mostly mint in a Scott Specialty album, useful "back of the book" 
issues and nearly complete and overwhelmingly NH after 1946, better issues throughout highlighted 
by 4d used, 12 used (reperf), 17 unused (small tear), nice section of Large and Small Queens, 46-47 
roller cancels, 57, 70-71, 73 used, 75-84 used, 91-95 used (50c precancel), 99, 100, 103, 105-15, 124 pair 
used, 157-59, 217-27, 241-45 NH, 249-62 blocks NH, 278-81 pairs NH, C1-9, E1-11, F1-3 unused, etc., 
usual mixed condition in earlier issues but better than usually seen, many pre-1910 issues regummed or 
without gum, mostly F-VF 1500

3348 */** 3         CANADA PREMIUM ISSUES GROUP. 37 mostly mint stamps on three stock cards ranging from Large 
Queens through 1930s issues, includes (mint unless otherwise noted) 24 unused, 30, 35-36, 39, 42 (2), 
43, 44, 45 (2), 46 mint and used, 52 block NH (XF), 55 (thinned), 57 (reperf), 58-59 used, 64 smudge 
cancel, 71-72, 78, 101 used, 159 mint and used, 175 NH (2), 245 NH (2), F2, generally F-VF 1350

3349 */**          CANADA MINT COLLECTION, 1897/1974.  in mounts on Minkus pages and incl 50, 51 NH, 53 NH, 
60, 79, 83, 92, 104-22 (less 4c; the 8c, 10c Blue NH), 139-40 NH, 159, 160-61 pairs NH, 175-77 NH, 228-30 
pairs NH, 241-45, 268-73 NH, C1-4 NH, E3 NH, E4-5, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, ideal for continuation 
(see online scans) 750

BRITISH GUIANA
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3350 */(*) 3         CANADA REVENUES COLLECTION, 1865-1967, small but impressive collection of well over 100 
different, neatly mounted on album pages, condition is quite better than usually seen but expect some 
small flaws/faults, highlights include: second bill issue appearing complete (FB22-36) with many perf 
varieties; third bill issue again appearing complete with many perf varieties (FB37-54, good range of gas 
and electric light issues including multiples and several plate blocks, attractive weights and measures, 
playing cards, war savings, few early law issues, etc., attractive collection.   750

3351 */
(*)/**          

CANADA PREMIUM ASSORTMENT.  mostly 19th century and incl Mint 55, 57, 61, 64, 101, 141-45, 
Regummed 35, 36, 55, 56, 58, 59, 70, 71, 80, 82, 91, , 93,  Mint NH 54, 72, 87-88, 198-99, 205-07, E2, etc., 
generally F-VF (see online scans) 600

3352 */** 3         LARGE CANADIAN ACCUMULATION.   19th and 20th Century mint and used accumulation in three 
cartons with six varoius albums, on stock pages and loose featuring earlies, regular issues and commemoratives, 
also a nice assortment of 19th Century postal cards and stationery, condition varies, generally F-VF 500

3353 */** 3         CANADA DEFINITIVES COLLECTION, 1888/1993.  on White Ace pages, starts with 41-47 and 66-72 
used, otherwise generally mint to 1945 and NH post-1945, note 94-95, 104-122, 139-40 149-159, and 162-
177 (all mint), appears complete or very nearly so for the QEII period, a large amount of face value in 
later issues, generally F-VF 400

3354 */**          CANADA MINT COMMEMORATIVE COLLECTION 1897/1982.   issues to 1940 are generally mint, 
post-1940 generally NH, appears very nearly complete for commemorative issues from the years listed, 
also includes airmails, note 50-60, 85-86, 96-103, 135, C2, generally F-VF 300

3355 **          CANADA 1960s/2000s ISSUES GROUP.   sets, singles, plate blocks, S/S, some booklets, presentation 
packs, etc. with some duplication, NH, F-VF; Face Value C$775+ 300

3356 */** 3 

6        

CANADA MISCELLANY. mosty more recent NH stamps, S/S, three 1988 Calgary Olympics packs, some 
booklets, high values incl $10 Whale NH (2), some provinces, etc., generally F-VF and with significant 
face value 280

3357 **          CANADA 1974/99 POST OFFICE YEAR SETS.   nice run of year sets (missing only 1976) plus an 
assortment of 2000/2001 partial year sets, NH, F-VF; Face Value C$570+ 200

3358 **   4       CANADA MINT ACCUMULATION.  clean accumulation of mostly plate blocks and some miniature 
sheets in glassines or original post office packaging from the 1950s-80s, incl. some U.N. M.I. blocks of 
four or six etc., generally Very Fine, high face value 150

3359 * 3         CANADA BALANCE.  many 100s of nearly all used sorted on manila stock sheets in a binder, half-dozen 
pages of pre-1950s issues followed by 25 pages of used QE II period incl $ value definitives, note some 
used Large and Small Queens, 1897 20c Jubilee mint, assorted low value Victoria and KE VII definitives 
used, range of used Admirals to $1 incl coils used, 1929 50c "Bluenose" used, etc., usual mixed condition, 
VG-VF 100

3360   6        CANADA AIRMAIL COVERS 1926/40.  selection of 16 covers, incl. CL13, CL40, CL42, and CL46, mostly 
first flights, generally F-VF, an interesting group 75

CEYLON
3361 */(*) 3         CEYLON COLLECTION, 1857/88.  mint and used collection on old-fashioned album pages with only 

a handful of empty spaces, incl a range of imperfs to 1/-, 1863/66 4d Rose carmine mint and 6d Sepia 
mint, 1867/70 2d Ocher and 5d Olive green mint, 1870s issues to 96c used incl 48c Rose mint, surcharges 
incl 5c on 48c and 5c on 96c used, 10cts on 64cts mint, etc,, typical mixed condition as to be expected 
in collections of this vintage though mostly confined to the first issues; VG-VF; enormous catalog value 1000

FALKLAND ISLANDS AND DEPENDENCIES
3362 */** 3         FALKLAND ISLANDS and RELATED AREAS COLLECTION to 1980s.  mostly mint in a Scott album 

with better as (mint unless otherwise noted) Falklands 7 used, 34-35, 62-63, 65-71, 77-80, 99-100 NH, 107-
20 used, 128-42, 197-209 NH, 1L19-33, 2L1-5L8, Brit Antarctic 1-15, 25-38, 64-67 NH (2), etc., generally 
fresh and F-VF 200

GREAT BRITAIN
3363 * 3         GREAT BRITAIN AREA STOCK.  a high quality and highly desirable dealer stock in "102" sales  cards 

with very little duplication and two qualities separating it from most stocks of this type - 1) cleanliness - no 
bold smudged or messy postmarks, no dirty stamps & very few toning and 2) the high number of stamps 
with SON cds (both numerals and steel cds) showing the stock was hand-picked from a much larger 
holding; Includes Victoria used, George V (25% mint, 75% used), Edward mostly used, Booklets (approx 
40 ranging from BK 226/802), also Foreign Offices, Postage Dues mint and used, some Isle of Man, 
Guernsey and Jersey; finally GB mint and used from Scott 243/1478 and some mint Machins; Owner‘s cat 
value of $29,000 not counting premiums for quality, centering and SON cds; view to appreciate 4000
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3364 */(*) 3         SOLID GREAT BRITAIN COLLECTION to 1995 including FOREIGN OFFICES.  starts with a couple 
of used Penny Blacks and continues through to modern issues, strong majority used line-engraved and 
surface printed issues incl some duplication with shades or different plate numbers, handful of high 
values incl 1883/84 2/6, 5sh used, KE VII mixed mint and used with some shade varieties and incl 
1902/11 2/6-10sh used, KG V mixed mint and used incl assorted used 2/6-10sh "Seahorses", mostly 
mint definitives, KG VI mostly complete mint, same for QE II with many NH, also note Offices in Africa, 
Morocco, Turkey, usual mixed condition in pre-1920s issues with majority F-VF, view to appreciate 2000

3365 */** 3         GREAT BRITAIN COLLECTION, 1841/1970.   in a Lighthouse hingeless album, starts with strong 
Queen Victoria including a mint 4-margin #3, a plate collection of the #33 (missing only plate #s 77, 
133, 211, 220 and 223-225), used 6-7 (both with deep shades and embossing), a plate collection of 
#58 (missing only plate #s 1, 4, 8 and 9), 46-56, 98-107, 142, etc., appears complete (for regular issues) 
from 1930 to the end composed of a mix of mint and used, and contains many more high value stamps 
than usual, usual mixed condition but an overall very attractive collection with high catalogue value and 
worthy of inspection to fully appreciate; owner‘s Scott about $18,000  900

3366 **          LARGE ROYAL MAIL PRESENTATION PACK ACCUMULATION.   begins in 1970 and continues 
through about 2012, largely complete but note some gaps (high denoms present), arranged more or less 
sequentially, also note a binder full of mint booklets and an album with specialized Machins, apparently 
all NH, difficult to calculate face value but certainly well into the four-figures 500

3367   6        GREAT BRITAIN POSTAGE DUES COVER COLLECTION.   60+ covers from "precursors" through 
1950s neatly arranged on quadrille pages in a binder, includes "MORE TO PAY" marking, circled "1" 
redirection fee marking, "TOO LATE", etc. plus marked postage due (nice assortment of markings) on 
incoming covers and cards with British dues affixed incl incoming 1949 from Tristan Da Cunha with 
SG type C11 cachet, assorted British auxiliary markings incl framed "Liable to Letter Rate", "Not To Be 
Found", "Postage Not Paid", etc. plus some "return to sender" covers, usual mixed condition but over all 
a Fine and fascinating collection for the specialist.  300

3368 **          GREAT BRITAIN 1970s/90s MINT COLLECTION.   in two volumes, in addition to a large amount 
of loose stamps, ranging from about the 1970s through the 90s, the majority gutter pairs or booklets, 
additionally a smattering of FDCs and five Royal Mail yearbooks from about 1984/91 (with mint stamps), 
apparently all NH, generally Very Fine, Face Value £400+ not counting nondenominated stamps 200

3369 */**  6        MODERN GB STAMPS AND COVERS.  nice assortment of modern British in two cartons on album 
pages and year sets and a nice run of First Day and Commemorative covers in several binders, generally 
Very Fine, high face value, should be inspected 200

3370 **  6        GREAT BRITAIN 1970-75 POSTAGE DUE ISSUE COLLECTION. neatly arranged on quadrille pages 
and incl full set in NH cylinder no blocks of six plus an array of uses on 39 covers, F-VF, ideal for 
continuation  180

3371 * 3         GREAT BRITAIN BALANCE. four groups - six retired APS sales books with about $215 remaining of 
mostly used; manila stock pages of mostly used 20th century with duplication, manila stock sheets of used 
Machin issues with duplication and an owner‘s Scott value of $1,100+; finally a mostly used collection of 
100s on homemade pages, usual mixed condition, VG-VF 90

3372   6        GREAT BRITAIN 19th CENTURY COVERS GROUP.  45 covers incl (Scott numbers) #3 (full margins), 
#29 pl 8 London to Birmingham, #29 pl 9 Edinburgh to Galashiels, #112 perfin (R & Co) London to 
Devon, etc. plus group of 35 covers 1882/88 all franked with #88 or 89, also includes an 1877 unused 
"Certificate of Posting", usual mixed condition, Fine 50

GREAT BRITAIN - CHANNEL ISLANDS
3373 **          ISLE OF MAN 1970s/2000s ISSUES GROUP.  mostly post 1980s commem sets and singles plus some 

mini-sheets, some minor duplication, NH, fresh and VF; Face Value £375+ 100

HONG KONG incl. OFFICES IN CHINA
3374 */(*) 3         POWERFUL HONG KONG COLLECTION to 2002.  well filled Scott Specialty album (only about 18 

stamps to 1990s missing) incl GB Offices in China with 1935-2002 essentially complete mint (NH after 
1972) incl commems, definitives, S/S and some booklets, pre-KG V issues mixed mint and used and 
incl numerous Treaty Port cancels, high values, shade varieties, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, 
tremendous catalog value; viewing a must for proper evaluation 5000

3375 **   4       HONG KONG SHEETS and MULTIPLES GROUP.  includes 133 blocks of 10, 20 and 54 (light gum 
toning, few stamps h.r.),  185 sheet of 100, 316-18 blocks of 60, 320-22 blocks of 60, 358-60 blocks of 25, 
630/651B (13 diff) blocks of 80, J1a block of 71, J15 sheet of 100, J22Ag-J22Ci sheets of 100, sheets are 
folded, etc., F-VF (Scott $3,700+) 300

3376 **          HONG KONG 1986/96 SOUVENIR SHEET GROUP.  comprised of Scott 464a (180), 738 (170), 742Af 
(100), NH, VF; Scott $7,515 150
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3377 * 3         OLD-TIME INDIA COLLECTION.   Victorian era issues on pages, incl 1854/55 are present with 2 
distinct shades of the ½a plus 1a, 2a, 4a cut to shape, highly complete Q V thereafter with numerous 
premium and finishing with some "Service" ovpts, occasionally stuck down yet most pop up easily, VG-VF  500

INDIA
3378 */** 3 

6        

EARLY INDIA COVERS + MISC.  hundreds of early India stampless covers in a carton, also a group of 
modern stamps sorted in envelopes, generally F-VF 250

INDIAN STATES
3379 */(*) 3         INDIA - NATIVE STATES COLLECTION.   an interesting old-time collection of 74 stamps on pages 

for issues from 1860s/80s, including issues of Bhopal,  Jammu/Kashmir,  Hyderabad, Faridkot and 
Jhind, with nice array of issues, better than typically seen but with occasional small faults/stuck down as 
to be expected and a few dubious as usual, VG-VF; well worth a careful viewing   1000

INDIA - FEUDATORY STATES
3380 * 3         INDIA - FEUDATORY STATES COLLECTION,   enticing "old time" collection arranged by state on 

quadrille pages with issues from Alwar, Bamra, Barwani, Bhopal, Bhore, Bundi, Bussahir, Charkari, 
Cochin, Datia, Dhar, Faridkot, Hyderabad, Holkar, Jaipur, Jhalawar, Jhind, Kashmir incl telegraph, 
Kisengarh, Las Bela, Nandgaon, Nepal, Nowanuggur, Orcha, Poonch, Rajpeepla, Sirmoor, Soruth, 
Travancore, generally F-VF, outsatnding foundation collection 500

IRELAND
3381 */** 3 

6        

IRELAND COLLECTION TO 1992.  parallel mint and used collections in Scott green album; begins 
with a useful selection of mint overprints, picks up around 1940 and is nearly complete mint thereafter 
(with many NH); used section less extensive than mint, a decent number of FDCs and other covers 
tucked into the album (many with significant catalogue value), overall F-VF, an attractive collection 450

JAMAICA
3382 5 3         JAMAICA COLLECTION with TOWN CANCELS.   well over 1000 stamps on piece, from KGV to 

QEII (vast majority QE II period) with hundreds of different postmarks all in a well-filled old stock 
book; numerous elusive town cancels small settlements like Alston, Arawak, Bamboo, Boroughbridge, 
Bowden, Calabash Bay, Constant Spring, Dressikie, Duncans, Grey Ground, Hagley Park, Kirkvine, 
Lacovia, Lluidas Vale, Lodge, Lucky Hill, Madras, Main Ridge, Mitchell Town, Mount Felix, Port Morant, 
Priestman’s River, St. Dacre, Slipe, Spaldings, etc, etc. A great opportunity for the Jamaica specialist or 
British Commonwealth postmark collector, a tough view but well worthwhile   500

MALAYA AND MALAYAN STATES
3383   6        MALAYA and STRAITS SETTLEMENTS POSTCARDS ASSORTMENT.   collection of 33 vintage 

Singapore (20), Penang (12) & Hong Kong (1) picture postcards incl some attractive real photo 
postcards, also 2 picture postcards (used) and 2 postal cards (1 used from FMS, the other mint-fault 
from Kelantan), some usual toning, otherwise Fine (total of 37 cards) 120

MALTA
3384 */** 3         MALTA COLLECTION to 1993.  mostly mint in a Scott album highlighted by (mint unless otherwise 

noted) 6, 13, 14, 59-60 used, 181-83 used, 261 NH and used, numerous post-1960s sets and singles with 
some NH, mostly F-VF 75

NEW ZEALAND
3385   6        NEW ZEALAND COVERS GROUP.  mostly pre-1960s and incl some postcards (some real photo and 

unmailed), postal stationery, includes assorted KG VI FDC, flights incl 1930s Clipper, 1934 Trans-Tasman 
with C5, censored, postage due, note 122 1906 single franking to Germany, 123 tied on ppc by Exhibition 
cds, B4 single franking to England, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate 200

INDIA AND STATES
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3386 */** 3         NEW ZEALAND COLLECTION to 1966.  in a Davo hingeless album with better as (mint unless otherwise 
noted) 41 used, 54 used, 67 with "Lattey, Livermore" ad on back, 78-81 used, 128 mint and used, 165-70, 
179-81, 197-98, C1-3, etc., mostly F-VF, nicer starter collection 75

3387 */** 3         NEW ZEALAND COLLECTION 1902/86.  in Scott Specialty album, fairly sparse through the 1930s but 
picks up in the 1940s, appears to be all mint and NH post-WWII, nice assortment of semi-postals incl. 
sheetlets, generally F-VF 75

3388 * 3         NEW ZEALAND ACCUMULATION.  100s of mint and sets, singles, S/S, multiples, some cinderellas, etc. 
in stock cards, sales cards, etc. mostly pre-1970s and some premium as 306 imperf pair NH, 311 imperf 
pair NH, assorted late 1950s/early 1960s Health S/S, etc., usual mixed condition, most F-VF 75

RHODESIA
3389 * 3         THE RHODESIAS COLLECTION.  collections of Rhodesia, Northern Rhodesia, Southern Rhodesia 

plus Rhodesia & Nyasaland all on Palo pages, some better sets and singles as Rhodesia 47 used, 76-79 
mint, 105 used, 107 mint, 109 used, No Rhodesia 16 used, 61-74 mint, Rhodesia & Nyasaland 158-71 
used, So Rhodesia 42-54 mint, etc., usual mixed condition with most F-VF 150

ST. HELENA
3390 */** 3         ST HELENA ASSORTMENT.  to 1970s issues sorted in glassines, mostly mint better include (mint unless 

otherwise noted) 23 unused, 24 used (remainder cancel), 38-39, 40-45 used, 40-46, 50-55, 61-70 incl some 
duplicates, 71-77, 79-89 (the 1½d "Torn Flag" variety (SG 99b)), 91-92, 95-97, 101-10 (two each of the ½d-
2/6 values), 111 "Diagonal Line by Turret" variety (SG 124f), 118-27, 140-52, extensive 1960s/80s issues 
overwhelmingly NH, etc., some earlier minor faults but generally F-VF 300

SARAWAK
3391 * 3         JAPANESE OCCUPATION OF SARAWAK "REVENUE OVERPRINTS" COLLECTION, 

1940/45.  collection of mint and used stamps with the revenue handstamps in Japanese characters  with 
the different formats of oval types studied in depth on the 1934 / 1941 definitives, all neatly arranged 
and annotated on homemdae quadrille pages, includes large 20mm types in purple to $4 and in orange 
on the $10, extremely scarce 16x8mm format on $4, 14x10mm in red or purple to $5, 14x8mm in blue 
or red to $4 incl. 40c block of six, as well as 5c used tied on piece etc., then 12mm format to $2 in many 
shades of red, purple and blue incl 6c Carmine wing margin pair with ovpts in both red and purple 
followed by a fascinating page of revenue handstamps on issues additionally overprinted with "Dai 
Nippon Teikoku Seifu" in Japanese characters (possible for postage due use) as well as highly unusual 
large two-line "OFFICER IN CHARGE / UPPER SARAWAK" handstamp in violet on 50c pair, $1 pair, 
$2 (2)  singles, generally fresh and F-VF; put together over a lifetime by a dedicated Sarawak specialist 2500

SINGAPORE
3392 ** 3         SINGAPORE ASSORTMENT, 1948/2003.  NH and used sets neatly arranged in a stock book, some 

minor duplication and some better issues, S/S, etc., a few minr faults but generally F-VF 400

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
3393 */(*) 3         TRINIDAD and TOBAGO COLLECTION, 1879/1962,  mostly mint in mounts on Scott pages and a 

number of better sets and singles as (mint unless otherwise noted) Tobago 1 used, 3-4 used, 9-10 used, 
12, 13 unused, 23 "Slash" flaw (SG24b), Trinidad 42 used, 56-57 used, J10-17, Trinidad and Tobago 34-42, 
50-81, etc. and incl some shade varieties, usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF 350

VIRGIN ISLANDS
3394 */

(*)/**          

VIRGIN ISLANDS ASSORTMENT.  mostly 20th century mint sets, short sets and singles in glassines, to 
1980s issues with most post-1950s NH, numerous better as (mint unless otherwise noted) 2 unused, 3, 
4 unused, 9 unused, 10, 11 unused, 12-15, 20, 21-28 (5sh unused), 29-37, 38-46, 49-52 (2), 53-66, 102-13 
NH, 115-27 NH, 144-58 NH, 490-508 NH, etc., generally F-VF 200
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3395 * 3         BRITISH COMMONWEALTH "A-Z" COLLECTION BALANCE.  thousands of mint and used stamps 
from 19th century to 1960s on quadrille pages in 6 albums put together several decades ago with useful 
mint sets throughout, a quick inspection we note Australia Admirals to £2 mint, Canada including 1897 
6c, 8c Jubilee mint, 1899 5c Blue mint, Cyprus QEII first series to £1, Falkland Islands KG VI pictorials to 
5/- mint, Hong Kong KG VI defins mint to $10 with better varieties incl. both shades on the $5, Malaya 
States also with dollar values, North Borneo 1899 4 cents on $5 purple mint, Pitcairn School error mint, 
etc, generally fresh and F-VF; please inspect carefully. 1200

3396 */** 3         BRITISH COMMONWEALTH HODGE-PODGE   covering all periods, primarily middle period, with 
stock book of mainly KG VI items, including some better multiples and values, several QE II S/S from 
better places (Singapore, HK, Cyprus, etc.), Pitcairn Island collection covering about 20 years in MNH 
blocks, about 60 better complete booklets, primarily QE II, but also KG VI, from Australia, Canada, 
Ireland, Jamaica, KUT, NZ, and many more, and stock sheets with more values, some minor varieties, 
small holding of specialized Jamaica War Tax, including better cataloged items, etc., New Zealand 
stockbook (mint and used with some better), etc. A quite diverse and interesting accumulation for the 
specialist or dealer in this area! $1,400-$1,600 1100

3397 */** 3         BRITISH COMMONWEALTH ASSORTMENT.  primarily Brit Caribbean sets, short  sets and singles in glassine 
envelopes, Victorian and KE VII period mostly used singles and some mint short sets, KG V and later mostly 
mint with many NH in the KG VI and QE II periods with issues through the 1970s, numerous premium as 
(mint unless otherwise noted) Antigua 107-21 NH, Bahamas 70-80 used, 81-83, 85-91, 100-13, 116-29, 132-47 
NH, 158-73 NH, Basutoland 46-56 NH, Bechuanaland 162-65 NH, Bermuda 55-79, 94 used, 94a, 95, 126 NH, 
127, 128 NH, 133-34 NH, Br Guiana 152-56 used, 184-87, 210-22, 253-67 NH, Br Honduras 115-26, 144-55 NH, 
167-78 NH, Canada 157-59 used (2) plus C$100+ mint "face" 1950s/90s issues, Dominica 143-56 NH, 164-80 
NH, Grenada 22a-24a, 39-46, 131-42, 171-82 NH, Jamaica 88-100, 116-28 NH, 140-41 NH, 159-74 NH, St Kitts-
Nevis 107-34 NH, St Lucia 71 used, 110-26, 135-48 NH, St Vincent 54, 90-103, 141-51, 186-97 NH, Trinidad 2 
mint block, used single, 4 used, 27 used, 33 used, 68-73, 74-86 used, Trinidad & Tobago 12-20, 34-42, 53 block 
NH, 57-61 blocks NH, 72-83 NH (incl both perfs $4.80), 89-102 NH, Turks & Caicos 1-12, 78-89 NH (some gum 
toning), 105-17 NH, 121-35 NH, etc., also includes good number of 1948/49 and 1949 UPU sets NH, usual 
mixed condition esp in the earlier issues and also note some occasional gum toning, generally fresh and F-VF 1000

3398   6        BRITISH COMMONWEALTH POSTAL HISTORY.   very attractive group of covers beginning with 
Canada 4-margined 3d Beaver on ribbed paper (small part of adjoining stamp), KE VII 2c bisect on 
postcard, Jamaica 1890  2½d on 4d "PFNNY" and Broken "Y" se-tenant pair on cover front (SG 30c, 
30ca), Prince Edward Island 6c bisect (Scott 15b; PF cert stating "genuine on defective cover"), add‘l 
Canada, Newfoundland and Brit Honduras bisects, GB 2/- Blue used on steamer cover, fascinating 1862 
GB 1/-, addressed to Gordon Bennett and much more; usual mixed condition, a desirable lot for a postal 
history for a classic British Commonwealth cover collector or dealer.  1000

3399 */** 3         GB & COMMONWEALTH COLLECTIONS + MISC.  19th and 20th Century mint and used in three 
cartons with a variety of albums, envelopes, bags, pages etc., features a worthwhile G.B. collection in a 
Scott album, Australia collection and much more, good value throughout, well worth review 800

3400 * 3         BRITISH COMMONWEALTH BALANCE.  includes starter "+" collections of Brit Honduras, Gold Coast 
and Nyasaland all on Palo pages, scores of singles, sets and part sets of assorted countries in glassines, 
sales cards or on loose pages, add‘l stock books or binders (incl some with circuit pages) with misc mostly 
mint KG VI and QE II period issues with some strength in British Africa, usual mixed condition, mostly 
F-VF, plenty of retail potential and well worth a close inspection 500

3401 */**          MODERN MINT COMMONWEALTH ACCUMULATION.  20th Century accumulation in two cartons 
incl. albums, stockbooks, envelopes, glassines etc., featuring mostly mint never hinged issues from 
Great Britain and a number of Commonwealth countries, generally F-VF, some good value to be found 
throughout, should be inspected 400

3402 */** 3         BRITISH COMMONWEALTH OLD-TIME STOCK.  thousands of 19th and 20th Century mint and used 
incl. sets and singles mostly all identified in glassines and other misc. material, better items throughout, 
inspection recommended, generally F-VF 350

3403 * 3         BRITISH COMMONWEALTH BALANCE.  assorted starter collections/ balances and miscellany with 
most in Scott albums, note assortment of Canada 2000 Millennial Collection, GB "Smiler‘s" sheets NH, 
Canada 19 unused, Queensland 1 unused (APS cert, thin), Mauritius 11 used (APS cert, tear), etc. plus 
starter collections of Australia, New Zealand, India and States, Ceylon, Pakistan, Malayan States, GB, 
Ireland, Canada, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF 250

3404 */** 3         BRITISH COMMONWEALTH 1930s/50s MINT SETS ASSORTMENT.  mostly mint and includes (mint 
unless otherwise noted) Antigua 84-95 (2/6-£1 NH), 107-21 NH, Ascension 40-49, Brit Honduras 115-26, 
144-55, Cayman Isl 85-96, Cyprus 168-82, Dominica 97-110, Fiji 117-131B incl some perf vars., 147-62, 
Gibraltar 107-18, Jamaica 116-29 incl some perf vars., 140-41, Malta 191-205, Nyasaland 97-111, Pitcairn 
1-8 NH, St Kitts-Nevis 79-90 incl perf vars.,St Vincent 141-51, Solomon Isl 67-79 (10sh NH), some light 
gum toning, generally fresh and F-VF 250

3405 * 3 6        BRITISH COMMONWEALTH LEFTOVERS.  misc batch of sets, short sets, singles, multiples, etc. in 
stock sheets, sales cards, envelopes, etc. noting some useful GB used Victoria through KG V incl penny 
black used and on cover #48 on 1868 cover to New York, plus quantities of used high value Machins, 
Malayan States, group of cacheted 1937 Coronation FDC, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF 200

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COLLECTIONS AND ACCUMULATIONS
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3406 */** 3  

4       

US SINGLES AND BLOCKS ACCUMULATION.  several thousand glassines, ranging primarily from the 
3c/25c period, split between singles and plate blocks, most if not all identified by Scott, some used but 
plenty of mint and NH, generally F-VF, signficant face value 150

3407 * 3 6        BRITISH COMMONWEALTH ARRAY.  mint and used sets, singles, multiples, S/S, etc., generally to the early 
QE II period and with some premium items scattered throughout, sorting the contents into the box we note 
beginner collections of Australia, New Zealand and India, shoebox of GB penny black forgeries, postal strike 
stamps, New Zealand 165-70 mint, GB 203-04 used, Falkland Isl 99-100 mint, Solomon Isl J1-8 mint, Canada 
203 broken "X" variety mint in block with three normals, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF 150

3408   6        BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COVERS ASSORTMENT.   several dozen of mostly pre-1950s and incl 
some postal stationery and picture postcards, includes flights, paquebot, (in no particular order) 1888 
GB to Washington Territory USA, 1911 GB "First UK Aerial Post" flight postcard, Tonga "Tin Can Mail", 
Victoria 1890 "Postmaster General" frank stamp to Germany, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF 75

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH OMNIBUS ISSUE COLLECTIONS
3409 */** 3         1935 SILVER JUBILLEE with BONUS. complete mint incl the additional designs (no Egypt, India 1¼a used, 

other values mint) with NH sets of Bechuanaland, Jamaica, Leeward Isl, Montserrat, Trinidad & Tobago, 
Canada, includes Hong Kong set tied on piece by date of issue cancel, mostly o.g. or small h.r. with some light 
even gum toning as often, bonus of 1937 Coronation cplt mint (Canada used), 1948 Wedding low values used 
assortment, 1946 Peace nearly complete mint, 1953 Coronation mint incl extra designs, generally F-VF 250

3410 **          BRITISH COMMONWEALTH OMNIBUS COLLECTION, 1930s/80s.    incl complete or nearly 
complete collections of 1937 Coronation, 1946 Victory, 1953 Coronation, 1977 Silver Jubilee, 1978 Silver 
Anniversary, 1981 Wedding, NH, F-VF 100

3411 **  6        BRITISH COMMONWEALTH OMNIBUS COLLECTION 1977/86.   including Silver Jubilee 1977, 
QEII Coronation 1978, Royal Wedding 1981, and Royal Wedding 1986 (FDCs only), apparently all NH 
with lots of souvenir sheets and gutter pairs, generally F-VF, owner‘s new issue cost well into the $100s 50

3412 */** 3 

6        

BRITISH OMNIBUS COLLECTION IN 8 VOLUMES.   ranging from about the 1940s/70s (mostly 
QEII), mostly stamps but a few covers interspersed, most mint/NH but a few early used, generally F-VF 50

BRITISH ASIA
3413 */** 3         HONG KONG/BRITISH ASIA COLLECTION.  mint and used collection in a Scott Specialty album to 1970s, 

best is Hong Kong, mint features Scott 167-202 incl. Silver Wedding Set, 203-17 (65¢ and $1 used), 218, 222-51, 
253-88 etc., also India, Malaya/Malaysia and States and some Trucial States, generally F-VF, owner‘s Scott $2,400+ 250

BRITISH EUROPE
3414 */** 3         GREAT BRITAIN and IRELAND STOCK.  1000s of stamps from classics to the 1970s chronologically 

organized in glassines, mostly NH with numerous sets, we note Q V 1d red imperfs and perf plates, 
early QV line-engraved to 6d, KEVII 1/- (20), useful mint KG V incl multiples, through 1960s sets with 
and without phosphor bands, postage dues, a section on se-tenant defins and labels, as well as Channel 
Islands, etc., Ireland with useful booklets and postage dues, mostly F-VF, great potential here 700

BRITISH PACIFIC
3415 */**  6        BRITISH PACIFIC plus ANTARCTIC RELATED ISSUES COLLECTION.   one-volume collection of 

hundreds of mostly mint (many NH) sets and singles and several covers, incl. 1930s Pitcairn postmarks 
on New Zealand 1d on piece, Pitcairn 1940-51 KG VI mint, 1948 Silver Wedding mint, A.A.T. 1966-68 
Definitives NH, 1995 "Singapore ‚95" S/S NH, add‘l Latin American Pacific Rim incl Galapagos, Easter 
Island, Juan Fernandez/Robinson Crusoe Island with covers from 1954 onwards, etc., mostly F-VF 200

BRITISH SOUTHEAST ASIA
3416 */3         BRITISH SOUTHEAST ASIA COLLECTION.  collection of 100s on quadrille pages in an old green 

Springback album, including Straits Settlements, Malaysia, Singapore, Malaya States to $5, Brunei, 
Federated Malaya State, etc, better scattered around, usual mixed condition with most F-VF (100s) 150

BRITISH WEST INDIES
3417 */** 3         ST. KITTS, ST. LUCIA, AND ST. VINCENT TO 1970s.   in Scott green album, mix of used and mint 

with some later NH, note many better stamps incl. St. Lucia (mint) 1-6, 21, and 38-39; St. Vincent (used) 
6-7, 9-10, and 12 just to name a few, some faults in the early stamps but generally F-VF, a very clean and 
attractive collection, much better than usually encountered 1100
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3418 * 3         AFGHANISTAN LIFETIME COLLECTION, PART I, 1871/1909.  a magnificent specialised collection 
housed in one substantial album, approaching 2000 stamps from the Kabul first issue tigers of 1871 
through to the end of the reign of Amir Habibullah Khan in 1919. There are dozens of large tiger heads 
with early issues identified by plate inc. shahi denomination with 5 examples unused inc. strip of three, 
small tigers organised by city of issue, inc. Kabul issues on cover, as well as multiples inc. 1878 Peshawar 
printing block of 20 unused showing four different denominations se-tenant. Then page after page of the 
colorful circular issues of the 1880s with an amazing range of well over 500 examples including several 
on cover, as well as other interesting areas of postal history such as 1884 QV India ½a stationery envelope 
additionally franked with ½a blue, 2a orange and two pairs of the 4a blue green, tied by fieldpost bar 
cancels sent from Balochistan to Amritsar. Other highlights include 1891/92 1r gray blue mint blocks 
of 4, etc, leading on to Amir Habibullah first issues with intense postmark studies, through to 1909/19 
1r lilac brown mint block of 21, 1r olive gray parcel post with several examples mint and used, etc, etc. 
Outstanding in scope  6000

3419 * 3         AFGHANISTAN LIFETIME COLLECTION, PART II, 1909/45.   the continuation of this specialised 
collection, again housed in a substantial album, with thousands of stamps from issues of Amanullah 
through to the 1940s; mounted on the first page an item rarely seen - the oversized special government 
parcels stamp in dark olive green, the two types se-tenant in complete miniature sheet of two mint 
(according to Dietrich only 7 pairs in existence, also interesting commentary about this in Scott); further 
highlights include 1920 2nd Independence Day large royal stars inc. 10pa rose with ten used examples 
including two on cover fronts (Scott #214), 20pa maroon used (#215), 1921 ‘Old Habibia College’ parcel 
posts with tete-beche inc. 10pa block of four mint (#Q10a), 30pa red violet pair (#Q12a), 1921 small 
royal star 30pa green tete-beche mint pair, used blocks of four of different shades and in complete 
sheet used (#219a), leading on to 1927 tughra types inc. 10p magenta tete-beche gutter pair mint (#225 
var) and dotted background half-sheet of 4 mint (#226), etc. Also much interesting non Scott listed 
material, including study of the Nadir Shah revolutionary government control handstamps, 1929/31 
airmail surcharges (ex-Light collection), etc, etc. This is just the tip of the iceberg 4000

3420 * 3         AFGHANISTAN LIFETIME COLLECTION, PART III "WORK IN PROGRESS", 1871/1964.   an 
outstanding holding of unusual material with 1000s of stamps, including postal history, proofs, complete 
sheets, postmark studies, etc, from the 19th century onwards, contained in two bulging volumes. A few 
highlights are early large tigers including on cover, dozens of 1880s handstamped issues, 1891/92 1r gray 
blue unused part-sheet of 45, excellent mosque gates material including an unissued registration stamp, 
black on yellow instead of on green as mentioned in Gibbons, in block of 25 unused with informative 
Horst Dietrich opinion stating genuine and a precious rarity. Then further large multiples of the 1898 
unissued registration design, Amir Habibullah 1907/08 2a blue imperf unused complete sheet showing 
three tete-beche gutter pairs, 1909/19 issues in complete sheets to the 1r lilac brown, through to 1928 
40p blue and 1929 40p rose complete sheets showing tete-beche pairs, as well as a wonderful complete 
series of proofs of the 1932 council inauguration issues in imperf sheets of 12 followed by perforated 
examples with spectacular diagonal perfs on 60p violet sheet, etc. Also noticed many good later issues 
in imperforate sheets such as 1938 20th Independence Day issues etc. Accumulated over a lifetime and 
ideal for the specialist 4000

ALGERIA
3421 * 3         ALGERIA COLLECTION to 1940s.   several 100 stamps mint and used on well filled set of Thiaude 

pages, especially strong section of parcel posts, generally F-VF  600

FRENCH ANDORRA
3422   6        ANDORRA COVERS AND CARDS ASSORTMENT.   19 cards (includes 13 1970s cto postal cards) 

plus two covers and a front from Span Andorra, mostly different town cancels include Canillo,St Julien 
de Loria (hexagonal date cancel), Santa Colonia, Soldeu, cancels on the cto cards include Escaldes-
Engordany, La Massana, Encamp, Saint Julia de Loria, Ordino, mostly F-VF 100

SPANISH ANDORRA
3423 */**          SPANISH ANDORRA COLLECTION to 1983 with BONUS.  dozens in a Scott album early Andorra 

essays to 5 pesetas, 1928 Spanish ovpt set complete mint to 10pts (less 30c), 1929 2c-10pts complete, 
1948/53 2c-10pts complete NH, highly  complete NH thereafter less the 1972 Europa, F-VF; bonus an 
assortment of 1920s/80s issues of Spain  300

FOREIGN COLLECTIONS BY COUNTRY
AFGHANISTAN
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3424 */** 3         ARGENTINA STOCK.  desirable and very clean dealer stock in six thick binders; begins with Scott #122 
and contains 1000s of mint and used all neatly arranged on manila stock sheets and all Scott numbered, 
many complete sets mint and used in glassines stuck on back of the manila pages, manageable duplication, 
generally fresh and F-VF, a turn-key stock ready to sell; owner‘s Scott value $19,000+  2200

AUSTRIA
3425 *  6        AUSTRIA DESIRABLE POSTAL STATIONERY COLLECTION, 1861/1937. 100s of (mostly) postal 

cards, letter cards, envelopes, etc. neatly arranged in 5 volumes with an additional selection of couple 
100 mostly postal cards in two cover albums, 1st binder exclusively the 1870s issues postal cards mint 
and used, next binder devoted to the 1883 2kr postal card (mostly used), vol 3 the collection of 1890/98 
Franz Josef issue cards, fourth binder with 1900/16 cards, final binder with issues through the 1930s plus 
add‘l selection letter cards, envelopes, wrappers, etc., well annotated with cards identified incl notations 
on minor print varieties, wide variety of cancels and destinations, some showing bits of postal wear but an 
overall Fine collection for the specialist 800

3426 * 3         AUSTRIA COLLECTION, 1850/1969.  in a well filled Scott specialty album and incl 1879/1918 Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, nearly complete and mostly used to 1920 and good deal complete mint thereafter, replete 
with better issues as 1850-1907 issues nearly complete used (common perfs/ shades), 1922-28 Charity issues 
mint, 1933 Ski Federation used, 1936 Ski Federation mint, 1945 1rm-5rm Styria Ovpts (16mm) mint (2), 
1948-52 Costumes NH, 1948-51 Charity issues mint (B272 used), 1918-68 Airmails complete mint incl 1950-
53 Birds NH (except 20s vlh), useful mint and used postage dues, Bosnia & Herzegovina 1914 10k used, 
etc., better condition than typically seen and generally fresh and F-VF, view to appreciate 500

3427 */** 3         AUSTRIA COLLECTION, 1850/1969.  many hundreds of stamps in a well-filled Schaubek album and 
incl useful sections of Foreign Offices and Lombardy-Venetia, note 1858/59 3kr Black used, 1863 3kr 
Green used, 1867/1902 good deal complete used, 1920s Definitives and Charity sets incl 1922 Composers 
mint, 1923 city views mint, 1929/32 Views nearly complete used, 1930 Miklas mint, etc. some post WW 
II NH sets incl 1950 Voters, etc., also useful back of the book including Post Offices in Turkey with few 
empty spaces, Occupation of Serbia, etc., usual mixed condition with most F-VF 500

3428 * 3 6        AUSTRIA ASSORTMENT.  mostly premium items and incl assorted errors and varieties highlighted 
by (mint unless otherwise noted) 39 used, 121a, 142-44, 496 imperf single without gum, 754 bottom 
margin single imperforate, B106-09, B110, OE3a, P11 with "VADUZ" (Liechtenstein) cancel, PR2a, PR9 
used, Offices in Turkey 14a (signed Bloch, Mueller), Lombardy-Venetia 3-6 used, 6b used, etc. plus 
some "Wimmer" composer proofs, DDSG issues used selection, 1911 Vienna fair labels, 1916/17 patriotic 
postal cards, 1936 Hindenburg Zeppelin Austria Flight cover, assortment of stamp/ coin postcards, etc., 
generally F-VF 400

3429 * 3         AUSTRIA COLLECTION TO 1950s.  many hundreds in 2 Borek albums - one for mint and one for the 
used, the latter with first issues imperfs to 9kr, plenty of useful "whiskers", bit of Lombardy-Venetia, etc,, 
the mint with 1890/96 complete mint (#51/69), 1916 5kr bister on grayish paper, later complete series 
incl 1922 Composers, 1923 Cities, 1924 Welfare, 1930 Miklas, 1931 Rotary, 1931 Poets, 1932 Artists, etc, 
as well as overprinted Hitler high values NH (signed), etc., generally F-VF  400

3430 */** 3         AUSTRIA COLLECTION, 1945/91.  extensive collection of mostly NH in two Safe hingeless albums, 
occasionally parallel mint and used, includes B260-71 NH, C54-60 (most NH), generally complete NH 
after 1952, generally fresh and F-VF 350

3431 5  6        AUSTRIA - WW I FELDPOST  group of 22 covers or cards (incl real photo) with variety of cancels and 
markings, usual mixed condition, generally F-VF 100

AUSTRIAN OFFICES ABROAD
3432 * 3         AUSTRIAN OFFICES ABROAD STOCK. 100s in a stock book plus a handful of quadrille pages with 

some issues for the Levant region, the stock book with issues organized by office, mix of mint and used 
with useful variety of cancels noting various types of Constantinople plus assorted Smyrna, Jerusalem, 
Jaffa, Mersina, Canea, etc., note some better issues as Offices in Crete 1904 50c, 1fr, 4fr all used,some 
duplication and, as usual, a few dubious cancels, generally F-VF, view to appreciate 900

BELGIUM
3433 * 3         SPECIALIZED BELGIUM COLLECTION INCLUDING PROOFS and SPECIMENS.   collection of 

proofs and other unusual back of the book from a lifelong Belgium specialist, written-up on quadrille 
pages in an album, with a colorful range of the 1863/64 design commission essays inc. Petitot set of 
four and Wuidart essays, 1864 1c ‘Little Lion’ with rare use of "diamond dots" cancel, 1883 2fr imperf 
with specimen handstamp, 1886 proof of the prepared but not issued 8c Brown "Little Lion", 1928 
parcel posts overprinted for use on newspapers to 10fr mint, etc, as well as several sets of 1930s issues on 
souvenir pages, scarce 1944 Anti-Tuberculosis imperf specimen set (200 issued), etc., generally fresh and 
F-VF, view to appreciate.  1000

ARGENTINA
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3434 * 3         BELGIUM COLLECTION to 1963.  many hundred mint and used stamps in a well-filled Schaubek album, 
starting with a dozen imperf classics to 40c incl. 1849 20c attractive 4-margins, 1863 perf types, later 19th 
century virtually complete, early 20th century with "1911" 2c ovpt used, 1912 Albert I set complete with top 
values mint, 1919 Helmets 10fr mint, 1928 Orval Abbey mint, 1931 Anti-TB mint, 1933 Orval Madonna 
mint, etc., also better S/S as 1924 Brussels Exhibition mint, 1930 Antwerp Exhibition minmt, 1931 Brussels 
Exhibition mint (crease), etc, plus parcel posts, newspapers, telephones, plus assortment of advertising se-
tenants with several dozen different including early lions NH; usual mixed condition with some stuck down 
yet virtually all will pop up with a little application, most F-VF and offered intact as received, 1000

3435 *3         BELGIUM COLLECTION to 1970s.  solid mint and used collection on nicely filled set of Minkus pages in 
an album, includes nice range of used Epaulettes and Leopolds, extensive later 19th century with occasional 
NH, useful charity issues of the 1920s/40s, 1919/20 Helmets to 1fr mint incl 5c/25c mint blocks, 1925 75th 
Anniversary mint, advertising se-tenants, assorted S/S, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF 750

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
3436 * 3         P BOSNIA and HERZEGOVINA SPECIALIZED COLLECTION.  wonderful collection highlighting the 

unusual as it is rplete not only with stamps but with scores of proofs and varieties neatly displayed and 
written-up on Schaubek pages; includes 1900/04 Eagles NH color band margin singles perf 12.5x6.5 
(not listed in Scott), then lots of imperf proofs of the Eagles issues, commercial frankings on postcards 
(accompanied by Novakovic certificates), the 1904 postage dues proofs complete to 200h, scarce 
combination perfs on the 1906 Pictorials including 6x9 complete mint (less 3h) and used (#30f/45f), 
9x12 complete mixed mint and used incl. 2k and 5k NH, the latter signed (#30c/45c) plus black imperf 
proofs on original paper complete, large die proofs of the 10h in lake and 1k maroon, etc.,other 
highlights incl studies of the errors and varieties on the ‘1914’ and ‘1918’ overprints, color trials of the 
1917 Assassination set, 1916/17 Kaisers imperf color trials to 10k and the issued kroner high values on 
cover, 1917 Karl I set of imperfs in issued colors NH and die proofs of the center and frame on the 10k 
top value, generally F-VF; a very attractive specialised collection with excellent quality throughout  2500

3437 */** 3         BOSNIA and HERZEGOVINA EXTENSIVE COLLECTION. One-volume collection of thousands of 
mint and used stamps with a roller-coaster of well-filled old album pages and crammed stockpages, 
including an impressive showing of hundreds of 1879/1904 Eagles followed by the 1906 Pictorials 
complete mint as well as perf varieties including scarce types e.g. the 2k Grey green perf 12½x9¼x6½ 
used (Scott 44d); then 1912/14 Franz Josef with 10kr used (2; Scott 85), etc. through to "back of the 
book" with semi-postals incl surcharge varieties, postage dues, newspaper stamps, postmark studies 
written-up on pages incl. Karl I issues with multiples on documents, some early revenues, generally F-VF; 
considerable potential for finds here, a collection that gets better and better with close inspection! 2500

3438 * 3         BOSNIA and HERZEGOVINA COLLECTION to 1918.  hundreds of mint and used on well-filled Schaubek 
pages, starting with lots of eagles incl. #1 mint and used, 1900 20h Rose mint, etc, the 1906 Pictorials used to 
5k plus mint imperfs, the 1910 Birthday mint, 1916 Franz Josef and 1917 Karl I sets mint, etc, generally F-VF 300

BRAZIL
3439 */** 3         BRAZIL 1954 PORTRAIT DEFINITIVES HOLDING.   prodigious one-volume specialiZed holding 

with thousands of stamps (more mint than used) incl multiples to full sheets, with a wealth of varieties 
including different papers, shades, watermark errors, etc., generally F-VF; a great opportunity for the 
specialist, not to be missed. 500

CHINA
3440 */**          CHINA MINT COLLECTION, 1888/1945.  attractive collection in mounts on Chinese PO Dept pages 

in one substantial album, highlights includes 13-15, 25-27, 78-79, 269, 276-83, 290-306, 331-38, 349-60 
blocks, 370-401, 471, B9a, Manchuria 1-24, Sinkiang 39-46, 70-73, 78-81, 82-88, 98-101, 115-26, 180-88, 
196-98, Szechwan 12-23, Yunnan 21-24, 45-48, 49-60, Occupation issues incl North China 8N17-53, 8N60-
67, 8N113-18, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, ideal foundation collection  5000

3441           CHINA COLLECTION, 1946/50.  range of 1946 surcharges on Sun Yat-sen, the Chungking Dah Tung and 
Dah Yeh surcharges (Scott #768/774), Hong Kong, London and Dah Tung printing Tawian overprints to 
$3000, Northeastern Provinces including the scarce unissued $22 black, $65 olive and $109 green, as well 
as the military field-post ovpts (#M1/M3), 1947 Sun Yat-sen set complete to $500,000 (#1/11), etc, then the 
1949 revenues surcharged for postage inc. unissued $5000 on $100 (#936), the Hankow types with inverted 
key pattern to $100,000, Kwangtung ovpts inc. on the key $30 violet, etc, followed by Kiangsi Province ovpts 
complete, the key surcharges of Yunnan the 4c on $20 brown and 12c on $200 brown (#70/71), Kwangsi 
complete set of 12, Foochow, postage due conversion ovpts, Szechwan airpost surcharges complete (#C1/
C6), Tsingtau complete (#1/4), Fukien #19/23 set, through to an impressive showing of all the parcel 
posts including 1945 first series complete (#Q1/Q5), 1946 complete (#Q7/Q10), 1947 complete (#Q11/
Q27), the 1949 surcharges complete (#Q32/Q38), early military stamps also complete (#M1/M12), etc. 
An important collection to research including scarce material outside the box, not listed in the catalouges. 4000
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3442 */**          TAIWAN COLLECTION, 1948/62.  mint collection with many scarce definitives and overprints all on 
pages and including scarce S/S as 1041, 1114a, 1126a, 1135-36, 1257a, etc plus better sets and singles incl 
Formosa 91-96, 92a, 74-89, 101-03, J6-9, J13-17, Taiwan 1012-24, 1025-36, 1037-40 perf and imperf, 1073-
76, 1077-91, 1092-99, 1355-58 NH, B14-16, J122-26, etc., F-VF, view to appreciate 4000

3443 * 3         CHINA SPECIAL DELIVERY ISSUES COLLECTION.   desirable and deep collection of these early 
20th century issues neatly arranged on quadrille pages, includes not only used "sections" but also mint 
including a few intact strips of the five different parts including letters of the alphabet in both blue and 
red, also strips without overprints specifically for the Chinese Post Office, other better items include 
numerous used with nice assortment of markings, generally F-VF and offered intact as received. 4000

3444 */** 3         CHINA, PRC and ASIA BALANCE.  old-time stock of 1000s of stamps, housed in manila envelopes, sales 
sheets, glassines, etc. in three file boxes, much 1950s and some earlier with hundreds of packets to open, 
we noticed at early PRC reprints as Mao high values, sports se-tenant blocks, Stalin meeting, etc., plus 
earlier junks and martyrs inc. Kwangtung ovpts series to 50c blues mint, more martyrs in large multiples, 
stockpages of Formosa, etc., also seen Laos with hundreds of complete sets, color trials, lots of souvenir 
sheets including in special booklets, especially 1951 complete booklet of over two dozen, as well as Japan, 
Thailand inc. ‘atts’, Persia, album pages with further useful Siam 19th century, Korea from first issues, 
Tibet, etc, etc. An intriguing accumulation with enormous potential, please view thoroughly. 2000

3445 * 3         CHINA LOCALS ASSORTMENT.  on homemade pages including issues of Kewkiang, Tientsin, Foochow, 
Chungking, Chinkiang, Ichang, Chefoo, Amoy, Wuhu, Formosa, as well as Shanghai "Candareen" 
Dragons, usual mixed condition but overall a Fine selection of these popular issues.  2000

3446           CHINA; JAPANESE OCCUPATION, REGIONALS, TAIWAN, etc. COLLECTION.   many 100s mint 
and used on assorted pages, includes numerous 1930/40 overprints on Martyr issues on pages with 
denominations to $30 and surcharges to $800, then on to Taiwan 1950s onwards with many complete 
sets incl 1966 Beijing Opera Masks, plenty of mint sets of the 1970s incl 1973 Horses, then follows 
Northeastern Provinces, postage dues, airposts, etc,, generally F-VF and well worth a close look  1500

3447 */** 3         REPUBLIC OF CHINA COLLECTION.  mostly mint collection in a Scott album with many better sets 
and souvenir sheets, highlights incl. Scott 1012-24, 1025-36, 1037-40, 1041 s/s, 1046-51 imperf, 1052-6, 
1064-9, 1073-6, 1077-9, 1092-5, 1114a, 1117a s/s, 1135-6 s/s, 1195-99, 1355-58 Emperors, 1441-7, B14-16, 
C54-61 etc., generally F-VF, clean and worth inspection, Scott catalog value $10,000+ 1500

3448 * 3         CHINA, PRC, MANCHUKUO ACCUMULATION  consisting of hundreds of mostly pre-1950 China but 
a little bit of the others on album pages, in glassines and in envelopes. mint and used, generally F-VF. 100

3449 */** 3 

6        

CHINA ACCUMULATION ON STOCK PAGES.  dozens of pages loaded with stamps, mostly pre-1945 
with some Taiwan and PRC mixed in, the majority used but plenty of mint and NH as well, large number 
of unchecked surcharged issues, few FDCs and S/S, generally F-VF, close inspection could prove very 
rewarding 100

3450   6        CHINA 1890s/1940s COVERS SELECTION.  five covers with 1892 German Post in China forerunner 
cover to Stockholm with 50pf Crown and Eagle + 5pf pair tied by Shanghai cds and with seal of the 
"Svenska Och Norska General-Konsulattet I Shanghai" on back (cover some small faults); 1937 Canton to 
Hong Kong with special postmark for 10th Anniv of Peking as capital of China, 1939 registered Shanghai 
to Denmark, 1940s Lanchow to USA, 1947 double-weight registered Shantung Province (Tsingtau reg 
label)  to England, also includes a mint Manchukuo 1944 postal card (H&G 3), F-VF 100

CHINA - FOREIGN OFFICES
3451 *          CHINA - JAPANESE OCCUPATION ISSUES MINT COLLECTION. A mint collection replete with issues 

for Fall of Singapore and Manchukuo Anniversary (3N55/7N61), other regions include not just North 
China occupation but specific occupations for Shangtung, Kwangtung (extensive) as well as the Meng 
Chiang occupations, some of the better items include 4N34/4N38, 6N30/6N34, 6N45/6N60, 2N1/2N5, 
2N51/2N59, 2N68/2N74, 2N107/2N113, 2N114/2N120, 2N123/2N127, and more as well as other key 
values/sets, generally fresh and F-VF, plenty of elusive issues included and ideal for continuation 4000

PEOPLE‘S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
3452 * 3         PRC COLLECTION to 1980s.  many hundreds of mint and used on well-filled Scott album pages with 

plenty of better sets noting early reprints, mid 1950s/ mid 1960s used incl 1960 Chrysanthemums, 1963 
Butterflies, 1964 Flowers complete used, also includes post-1965 mint incl 1969 Agriculture Students, 1969 
Defense of Chen Pao-tao, 1970 Opera, 1971 Paris Commune, 1971 Party Anniversary, 1972 Freighters, 
mostly complete 1972/85 (no S/S) hinged (some NH after 1978) incl 1978 Horses S/S (used), 1980 
Monkey, etc., generally F-VF  2500

3453 */**          PRC COLLECTION 1949/80.  several hundred NH or without gum as issued sets, singles and couple of 
S/S in a stock book, numerous premium as 234, 271-72, 321-25, 344, 357a, 364-66, 402-04, 426-37, 441-44, 
456, 467-82, 523-24, 536-37, 711-12, 828-32, 1143-54, 1215-21, 1281-98, 1632-35, etc., generally fresh and 
F-VF; a very clean and attractive collection 1800
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3454 **          PRC 1965/75 MINT NH COLLECTION with BONUS.  in mounts on Minkus pages and highly complete 
between Scott 1067/1249, bonus a 1997 Year Set in PO album, an assortment of 2008/10 S/S and mini-
sheets plus a Minkus album with blank pages for 1949/69, F-VF; Scott $2,950+ 750

3455   6        PRC FDC AND POSTAL STATIONERY COLLECTION 1981/2003.  well over a thousand PRC FDCs 
and postal stationery items, FDCs appear to be very nearly complete from 1981/2003 including many 
souvenir sheets, note some better FDCs including 1761 (2), 1844, and 1904; also many pre-stamped 
postcard booklets and other stationery items (both mint and FDCs), generally F-VF, a very clean and 
attractive collection that is perfect for the PRC collector or dealer 300

3456 * 3         PRC STOCK.  100s of mostly mint sets and singles in stock sheets or sales pages with better as 1143-54 
mint, 1290-92 mint, some early reprints as usual, etc., generally F-VF 200

COLOMBIA
3457 * 3 6        COLOMBIA and STATES COLLECTION.  an exciting collector’s collection housed in four albums, with 

several thousand stamps and postal history items accompanied by write-up from the classics onwards, 
including rare provisionals on cover, interesting multiples and many kinds of revenues. Some of the 
highlights are more than a dozen different 1859 Granada issues to the 1p rose used, followed by the 1860 
5c lilac on wove paper mint, a wonderful showing of genuine New Grenada issues of 1861 including the 
2½c black unused and used, the 20c red x2 mint, one with RPS cert., and the 20c used signed, as well as 
the 1p pink unused. Then United States of Colombia inc. 1863 50c green mint, 1865 postage dues inc. 
1p x2 mint, 1866 10p black on vermilion used, signed, followed by an excellent showing of the Cartagena 
provisionals on several pages, Tumaco postmaster provisionals not listed in either Scott, SG or Michel, 
with the $0.10 and $0.20 single usages on cover, then back to the regular Bogota issues with 1903 50p and 
100p mint, 1910 10p claret mint NH and used, 1935 Baranquilla Olympics 5p mint NH, etc, thru private 
airposts and airline ovpts series of the 1950s, etc. Then the SCADTA section inc. first series complete 
mint NH (#C12/C16) and extensive consular overprints, as well as studies of the insured letter stamps, 
registration stamps, late fees, acknowledgment of receipts, the first officials with 5p and 10p mint NH, 
19th century telegraphs, etc. The final volume has the States, including Antioquia with better laid paper 
types inc. 1882 10cts used and 1885 5cts green mint and used (#38a), 1896 to 5p, private express issues, 
Bolivar 1873s complete, ‘no hay estampillas’ inc. Cauca, Garzon signed, Magdalena provisional on cover, 
impressive revenues, Tolima 1870 5c on blue vertically laid paper sheet of ten signed (#6), thru to the 
insured letter stamps (#G2, G6, etc). A lifetime’s collection, a highly recommended viewing. 5000

CROATIA
3458 * 3         CROATIA IN TRANSITION COLLECTION, 1919/20.   an extraordinary holding of mint and used 

(many rarities and incl some certificates), errors, varieties and proofs, etc. in an old stock book; ."SHS" 
ovpts incl extensive double and inverted overprints, the ovpts on Charles and Zita 10f Violet and 15f 
Red with Zrinjscak cert plus the same issues in NH blocks of ten, then the rare 10f Rose white numerals 
Harvester type with signatures, as well as the 15f also signed; add‘l interesting crude provisional "SHS" 
and "SHS Preko-murje" handstamp types incl on postage dues and Koztarsasag ovpts (many used), 
followed by 1920 2h Surcharges on imperf Bosnian Girl series mint (signed) with additional 2h on 10h 
Green inverted used (signed twice); Slovenian Chain Breakers, postage dues with proofs, an original test-
print sheet of the Croatia 1919 Allegory of Freedom and Youth issues (with Petric opinion and signed by 
him, quite probably unique), etc, some dubious as expected but overall F-VF and a fascinating collection 
that would be near impossible to duplicate   4000

3459 */** 3 

6        

DESIRABLE CROATIA COLLECTION to 1940s.  a wonderful holding of hundreds of proofs, errors, 
unusual covers, scarce stamps (many with certificates), etc. all housed in one stock book, highlights 
include assorted 1919 Occupation of Hungary "Baranya" ovpts with certificates and frankings on 
fieldpost stationery and other cards, Croatia "SHS" ovpts incl on white numeral 10f Rose and 15f Violet 
Harvesters, the 1918 50f Green and black postage due with certificate, inverted and double ovpts, local 
handstamp types with certificates, etc. through to 1918 Freedom of Croatia / Slovenia with of proofs and 
trial colors as well as the set on cover; other good postal history with the Slovenia Chain Breakers, King 
Peter etc.. including commercially used bisects, also the Bosnia / Herzegovina Wounded charity issues 
with the wrong ovpts and inverted errors NH/ mint with certificates, the "Kralievstvo" on Kaiser ovpts incl 
numerous examples of the key 50h Slate blue, 1920 2h Surcharges on Bosnian girl with certificate with 
the 2h on 6h Violet NH etc., generally F-VF, leave plenty of time to view this lovely collection 2000

3460   6        CROATIA COVERS SELECTION, 1941/45.   several dozen covers housed in an album representing 
a diverse range of uses, incl "Checkerboard Shield" ovpts issues, single and combination commercial 
frankings, especially attractive combinations with pictorial issue postal stationery, ‘Nezavisna Drzava’ ovpts 
single frankings, pictorial 1k deep blue green bisect, airpost series on special cover, useful assortment 
of postmarks, etc, , generally F-VF; very attractive material for the Croatian specialist collector or dealer   750
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3461   6        CUBA 19th CENTURY PREMIUM POSTAL HISTORY ASSORTMENT  47 covers, a cover front and 
5 postal cards and incl stampless covers to Scotland and Bordeaux (2); 3 covers into NY City with 
STEAMSHIP 10 cancels; assorted official covers; 59a on cover from Baracoa to Nuevitas; 61a on cover 
Holguin to Nuevitas; 64-66 on registered cover front to Puerto Principe; 64b on printed matter sheet; 74 
block on registered folded letter to Guantanamo; 85a Habana to Manzanillo; 92a Habana to Matanzas; 98 
(2) on 1881 cover Habana to Veracruz with multiple strikes octagonal "HAVANE / PAQ. FR. B No. 1" date 
stamps (signed Calves); 103 on cover to Habana with blue "CORREOS de CUBA GUANTo AMBULANT 
1882 cds; 145 pair on 1892 registered cover to NY City; 121, 125 singles on 1886 registered cover to 
Mexico via NY City with range of markings; 127 single franking 1885 registered cover to Germany, 127 
single franking on folded letter to Barcelona tied by "Despues De Salida" cancel; 103a on cover Baracoa 
to Santiago; 103a on 1888 cover Habana to NY City; 150 single franking on cover to Hamburg ant tied by 
a New York paquebot cancel; 145 single franking on 1894 cover Habana to Boston with printed Consul 
General of the US cc, 149 single franking 1897 registered cover to Paris; 10c Giro fiscal bisect on 1879 
cover Santiago to Manzanillo; usual mixed condition but a Fine and interesting lot for the specialist 1200

3462 */(*) 3         CUBA COLLECTION, 1855/87.  an excellent mint and used collection of 99 stamps on vintage pages 
plus an extra blank page with 22 "Baby" Alfonso XIII issues, highlights include 1862/64 Isabellas 
complete, 1866s complete, 1867, 1868 and 1869 series complete mint with vibrant colors, 1870 5c Blue 
and 1874 "Espania" 1p Carmine unused, Alfonso XII issues with better values, 1879 10c Orange mint, 
1880 10c Lake mint, assortment of ornament surcharges etc., naturally some small faults and a few 
dubious here the quality is generally far above average, VG-VF 750

3463 * 3         CUBA 19th CENTURY ISSUES BALANCE.  neatly arranged on stock sheets and incl numerous multiples 
and some minor duplication, note 3 used block, 22 mint (2; one signed), 1878 25c mint postal card 
double impression-one inverted, etc. plus few pages of telegraph issues, some imperforate printer‘s waste 
incl double prints, generally F-VF 200

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
3464 */** 3         CZECHOSLOVAKIA COLLECTION TO 1960s.  mostly mint collection from 1918/60s in mounts on 

Minkus pages, also group of souvenir sheets on stock pages, some duplication, generally F-VF, worth 
inspection 250

3465   6        CZECHOSLOVAKIA MILITARY COVERS FROM 1938 CRISIS.  32 postcards and 4 unfranked covers 
with "POLNI POSTA" cancels (few different types), some censor handstamps, usual mixed condition, 
Fine group. for the specialist 150

CZECHOSLOVAKIA - CARPATHO UKRAINE
3466 * 3         CARPATHO-UKRAINE ASSORTMENT.  handful of mint and used (generally favor cancelled) stamps, 

philatelic covers, presentation cards, etc. with every stamp being Czechoslovakia Scott #254B incl position 
singles, FDC, etc., F-VF 100

DANISH WEST INDIES
3467 * 3         DANISH WEST INDIES COLLECTION,  impressive and near complete collection on Scott pages, offered 

intact per consignors request, includes: 1-3, additional 2 (used), 31-39, 40-42, 4 (faulty), 5-8 (including some 
varieties), 10-11, additional 10c (used), 13 (used), 15, 16-22, 24-25, 27-30, 43-50 (mixed mint/used), 
51-58, J1-8 (additional J5-8 used), also includes 7c bisect on cover, obvious faults not counted, generally 
F-VF (Scott $2,350+).  400

DANZIG
3468 * 3         DANZIG COLLECTION with PORT GDANSK.  mostly mint in well filled set of Lighthouse hingeless 

pages, notables include (mint unless otherwise noted) 1920 Grey and Violet "Burleage" mint and used 
assortment, 31-32 (each signed Kniep), 43 (signed Oechsner), 47 (signed Bloch; Kniep certificate; some 
minor faults), extensive mostly mint 1922/23 period issues, 1924/37 Arms mostly used, 200-10 used 
(50pf mint), B21a used (favor cancel), B23-27 NH, C31-40, J40-47, Port Gdansk 1K11A-1K13 used (5pf, 
15pf signed Kniep), 1K24, etc., generally F-VF 600

3469  3         DANZIG USED STOCK.  a well-organized stock of well over 1000 used stamps put together decades ago, 
with plenty of better varieties and strength in commercially used, highlights include 1920 Ovpts with 
2.50mk shade varieties, several 4mk and 5mk, etc, followed by the diagonal Danzig ovpts, the 1921 high 
values with both watermark types on the 20mk, 1922 Crosses with high values incl shade and watermark 
varieties (e.g. 5mk with horizontal watermark and 6mk Red-carmine shade),inflation surcharges, 1930s 
issues, etc., usual mixed condition with most F-VF; . Ideal for Danzig dealer/specialist. 500

CUBA
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3470 * 3         DENMARK, GREENLAND, FAROE ISL and THULE COLLECTION.  hundreds of mint and used on 
well-filled Schaubek pages, Denmark starts with a good range of classics incl. over a dozen imperfs used, 
with 1851 ‘Fire RBS’, 1855 2sk Blue shades, 8sk Green, 1858 8sk Green wavy lines, 1863 16sk Violet 
rouletted (2), 1864 Emblems to 16sk, followed by the numerals with 1870s to 48sk used, 1875 to 100o used 
incl. 3o, 4o inverted frames mint, 1882 5o Small Numerals used, 1904/05 Christian IX used, 1907/12 25o 
to 100o mint, 1912 Post Office mint, useful mint issues of the 1913/28 Christian X heads to 2kr as well as 
10kr used, etc., 1907 Officials used, Greenland, Thule, Faroe Islands 1940/41 surcharges mint with the 
50o key value NH, etc., typical occasional faults on the classics as to be expected, mostly F-VF  1000

3471   6        DENMARK 1934 AIRMAIL ISSUE EXHIBIT COLLECTION.  41 covers arranged and annotated on pages 
plus an add‘l 15 covers "waiting" for mounting, includes single and mixed issue frankings, flights incl 
1936 Hindenburg So America flight and assorted So America Condor flights, censored, registered, printed 
matter, domestic uses, some philatelic, etc. destinations include many European countries plus USA 
and unusual as Brazil, Curacao, Canal Zone, US Virgin Islands, Gold Coast, Indochina, Aden, Thailand, 
Singapore, Australia, China, Jamaica, Argentina, Costa Rica, Venezuela, etc., also note 1942 via the "Ice 
Mail" Marslev/ Flyveplads cds in use just one day, a Fine and desirable collection well worth continuation 750

3472 **          DENMARK 1970s/2000s ISSUES GROUP.  includes PO Year Sets (1973-2007), assorted singles, S/S and 
booklets (incl 2005/06 prestige booklets) with some minor duplication, NH, fresh and VF; Face Value 
DKK 6,850+ (about $1,075, surcharges not figured) 500

3473   6        DENMARK 1925-26 10o-25o AIRMAILS ON COVERS TO EUROPE, 1925/33,  18 covers neatly arranged 
and annotated including rate and routing details on exhibit pages, various combination frankings 
(incl non-airmail issues) on covers addressed to England (2 incl one with British postage due affixed), 
Germany (4), Hungary, Danzig, Upper Silesia, Switzerland (2), Austria, Spain, France, Czechoslovakia, 
Yugoslavia, Italy, Netherlands,  500

3474   6        DENMARK PREMIUM COVER SELECTION, 1863/40.  12 covers and 4 parcel cards; note Covers 1863 
domestic use with railway cancel, 1893 "COD" parcel letter with railway cancel backstamp, 1924 registered 
airmail to England, 1924 registered airmail to Austria, 1924 registered to Finland, 1940 censored to USA, 
Parcel Cards 1902/30 all to Finland via Sweden with assorted postmarks and customs markings, etc., nice 
assortment of frankings, generally fresh and F-VF 300

3475   6        DENMARK 1925/29 AIRMAIL ISSUE COVERS SELECTION.  16 covers with assortment of frankings, 
uses, destinations, etc., notables include 10o, 25o on post card 1925 to Danzig, 10o, 15o, 25o plus 1929 
Cancer Committee set 1929 registered to Dar-Es-Salaam, 15o (3) plus others 1930 to India, 15o, 50o 1931 
registered to England, 1kr single franking 1934 registered to USA, 10o 15o pairs 1934 to Switzerland, 
etc., usual mixed condition but a Fine assortment, view to appreciate 250

3476   6        DENMARK 1925-26 10o-25o AIRMAILS ON COVERS TO SCANDINAVIA.  various frankings on covers to 
Denmark, Finland or Sweden (3), includes 1929 via "Ice Mail" in severe 1929 Danish winter; 1927 to Finland 
mailed on Danish packet boat at Kjobenhavn and posted in Sweden (cover central vertical fold), 1928 to Sweden 
with forwarding and eventually returned to sender, 1930 card flown on Robert Svendsen commemorative flight 
and with flight label tied, 1932 cover to Sweden with a 15o "Broken Left Wing" variety, F-VF 150

EGYPT
3477 * 3         EGYPT 19th CENTURY ISSUES SELECTION.  an interesting holding of 19th century issues representing 

a collector’s work in progress, particular focus on unusual postmarks and uses with an old-time study 
written up on album leaves, the pyramids with Paquebot cancels, scarce Kassala Sudan postmarks, early 
railway cancels, town cancels from Alexandria to Zefta, as well as Ottoman Empire inc. Beirut, blue 
Dardanelli, Gedda, Smyrna, Scio, Volo, Metelino postmarks, the 1867 5pi brown being with Cavalla cds, 
etc.; other excellent material as 1866 overprints complete mint/unused along with 2x 2pi yellow used in 
Constantinople and Smyrna, first pyramids set 1867/71 complete mint, 1872/75 pyramids complete to 5pi 
green mint, a range of Souakin cancels inc. on 1884 20pa surcharge block of four and 1pi rose pyramid pair 
combo on piece, inter-postal seals inc. Gedda, etc, etc. A great lot for the specialist, please view. 1000

3478           SUEZ CANAL REFERENCE COLLECTION.  useful reference collection of the 19th century Suez Canal 
steamship locals, organized by printings, including Englehardt-Fohl, Kamigata and Fournier types, the 
latter in blocks of 12, includes suspect cancels as always, a Fine selection for the specialist 500

3479 */(*) 3         EGYPT 19th CENTURY ISSUES COLLECTION, 1866/88.   64 stamps incl few postal stationery cut 
squares and Suez Canal Co reprints all on vintage album pages, good deal complete for period virtually 
complete from the first issues to 1888 incl the first overprints to 2pi plus proofs of the 5pi and 10pi, 
then the 1867 Sphinx with 5pa and 10pa mint/unused and the rest to the 5pi complete used, 1872s to 
5pi Green used with some extras, through to later Pyramid and Sphinx issues, postage dues , etc., usual 
mixed condition with some slightly stuck down, VG-VF  500

3480 * 3         EGYPT STARTER STOCK.  1000s of mostly used arranged by Scott number in a stock book, begins with 
quantity of Sphinx and pyramid types, 20th century is also well represented including Graf Zeppelin 
ovpts used, bonus section of worldwide topicals showing Egyptian subjects (pyramids, mummies, etc.), 
usual mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate 150

DENMARK
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3481 * 3         ESTONIA COLLECTION.   hundreds of mint and used stamps on pages with virtually no empty spaces; 
highlights include assortment of the 1919 imperf and perf "Eesti Post" handstamps on Russian issues (some 
dubious as usual) followed by commems, definitives, charity and airmail issues with better sets and singles noted, 
through to WWII with German occupation issues, etc. generally fresh and F-VF, excellent foundation collection    750

ETHIOPIA
3482 */** 3         ETHIOPIA HOLDING.  several hundred predominantly mint stamps housed in a packed stockbook, 

the majority of issues are pre-1940, ranging from the first issues of Menelik II and Lions with various 
surcharges, as well as lots of pictorials of the early 1900s and the surcharges with much NH, thenn 
virtually everything in complete sets including pairs and blocks, through to back of the book with postage 
dues of 1896 NH, ‘Taxe a Percevoir’ surcharges, Italian Ethiopia, etc., generally F-VF 500

FAROE ISLANDS
3483 **          FAROE ISLANDS 1977/2004 ISSUES GROUP.   comprised of PO Year Sets (1977-82, 1984-2002, 

2004) plus an assortment of mostly 1990s/ early 2000s booklets, S/S and mini-sheets with some minor 
duplication (generally 2 each), NH, fresh and mostly VF; Face Value DKK 5,950+ (about $940) 400

FINLAND
3484 * 3         FINLAND 1873-75 SKARSGARD STEAMSHIP LOCALS COLLECTION.  highly specialised collection 

written up for exhibition on quadrille pages with many very attractive color trials incl multicolor sheet of 
28 different types se-tenant (incredibly rare and perhaps unique), then plate studies of the issued stamps 
both imperf and perf, different identified plate positions, incl scarce 10p mint block of four and used 
line-roulette etc., also seen used examples of the 50p and much more, F-VF and colorful  1100

3485 * 3         INTACT FINLAND COLLECTION.  hundreds of stamps on pages from the first issues of 1856, old-
fashioned write-up in ink on quadrille pages including 175+ serpentine roulettes (typical very mixed 
condition) mostly used with a diverse range of cancels, then the ‘penni’ issues with 1875s mint to 25p 
rose, used to 1 mark violet with useful assortment of cancels, 1881s to 1mk used (4), 1889/90 to 10mk 
mint and used (2), typical VG-VF, view to appreciate 1100

3486 * 3         FINLAND COLLECTION to 1980s.  100s of mint and used on Davo pages, commences with a "beat up" 1856 
5k with manuscript cancel, some serpentine roulettes, 1875 to 1mk, and a good range thereafter, some "back 
of the book" incl bit of East Karelia and some North Ingermanland, usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF 400

3487 * 3         FINLAND COLLECTION IN SCOTT ALBUM 1860/1986.   handful of serpentine roulettes (usual 
mixed condition), picks up around 1900 and moderately complete from about the 1940s, nice selection 
of semi-postals, mix of mint and used, generally F-VF 75

FRANCE AND FRENCH AREA
3488 */** 3         FRANCE & AREA GROUP.  19th and 20th Century accumulation in a carton, incl. clean stock of France 

in two dealer stockbooks and a misc. accumulation of modern material, generally F-VF 300

FRANCE
3489 */(*)/ 

**          

SUBSTANTIAL FRANCE MINT COLLECTION, 1849/1939.  Strong mint collection from classics onwards with 
many better issues and is accompanied by many certificates; there is much never hinged even from the 19th century 
onwards; highlights include mint #1a Ceres 10c bister brown signed, the Ceres 1fr shades carmine unused (Yvert 
#6B) and the scarcer red-brown mint (#6A with Calves cert.) both very attractive four margins, followed by the 
Napoleon imperfs with 10c bister with wide margins all round (#13A with cert), 25c blue mint four margins (#15) 
and the 1fr scarce re-impression in superb condition signed Buhler (#18d), leading on to the perf types ‘Empire 
Franc’ complete to 80c inc. 10c unused (#21 with cert.), 80c unused signed (#24), ‘Empire Francais’ types with 
shades on the 4c mint (#27), 10c bister with cert (#28B), 40c orange and 80c rose signed twice. Then Bordeaux Ceres 
to 40c inc. shades, most signed, inc. superb 4c gray with cert. (#41B), similarly on the 1872s inc. 4c yellowish gray, the 
1873 15c and 1875 10c both never hinged and with certificates (#54/55), 80c rose (#57), etc. The navigation and 
commerce are also very well represented including 2c green (#62) unused with cert, 20c brown lilac (#67) unused 
with cert, 75c carmine (#71), 1fr bronze (#72) unused with cert, 10c green (#76) signed, 15c gray (#77) NH, 75c 
rose (#81) signed, 25c black on red (#91) signed, 35c violet-black on yellow (#93), 5fr olive (#95) with cert, etc. Then 
the 20th century including sowers 1906/38 on crammed full page with many shades, many NH to 2fr, as well as 
advertising, etc, Mersons to 20fr, 1918 red cross 15+5c NH signed, many sinking funds inc. 1928 1f.50+8f.50 NH, all 
four good types of the 3fr 1933, 1.50 EIPA perf-in airpost NH, various PEXIP and better sets from the 1930s thru back 
of the book with the good Marianne types NH, as well as military frank stamps complete, better postage dues, etc, 
etc. This collector has clearly gone to great lengths to find the most attractive quality, a most impressive collection. A 
quick calculation by us on the 19th century alone came to easily over €70,000.   5000

ESTONIA
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3490 */(*)          FRANCE COLLECTION, 1849/1959.   impressive collection of well over 1000 mint stamps housed 
in a Lighthouse hingeless album and incl many premium sets and singles, highlights start with the 
1849/50 20c Black with four margins, 1852 10c Bistre unused and 25c Blue (both small thins), 1853/60 
Imperfs 1c mint, 5c unused, 1863/70 perfed incl 10c Bistre, assorted Bordeaux issues, "Sage" with the 3c 
Bistre, 25c Ultramarine unused, 25c Bistre on yellow plus 50c Rose, 75c Violet on orange NH signed, etc., 
the extensive 20th century incl 1900/02 Rights of Man sets complete (some without gum) and incl the 
1900 25c NH, "Mersons" to the 20fr with few low values and 3fr being NH, 1903/38 "Sowers" complete 
incl 30c Lilac, 1917/18 War Orpans to 1+1fr (the 15c NH), 1922 Orphans Surcharged complete, etc, 
1923 Bordeaux ovpt with certificate, 1925 Paris Expo S/S stuck down in margins but stamps NH, 
"Sinking Fund" surcharges complete, 1937 PEXIP S/S, Airposts with 1927 ovpts, 1930 1.50fr Blue "EIPA 
30" perfin, precancels incl 1926 55c on 60c NH, postage dues incl 1881/92 20c, 1884 1fr, 5fr, 1893/1935 
30c Orange, 2fr Orange, few booklets incl key 1955 Red Cross, etc., mixed condition as to be expected, 
especially on the classics; VG-VF, substantial catalog value  4000

3491 */** 3         FRANCE COLLECTION, 1849/1939.   noteworthy collection of mostly mint in a nicely filled Ceres 
"Presidence" album, starts with four different shades of the 1849 10c used and continues in a similar vein 
from there with five shades of the 1849 1fr used, 1853/60 Imperfs used incl some private perfs, 1869 5fr 
used, strong section of the "Sage" issue mostly used with shade varieties, "Merson" issue complete mint, 
nice selection of mint "Sowers", 1925 War Orphans mint, 19025 Paris Expo S/S mint (dist. gum), 1929 
Le Havre Expo mint (signed Brun), 1930s sets and singles incl charity issues (note few regums), 1936 
10fr So Atlantic Flight NH, 1937 PEXIP S/S NH, etc., usual mixed condition but better than usually seen, 
generally fresh and F-VF, strong foundation collection and ideal for continuation 2500

3492 */** 3         FRANCE COLLECTION to 1970s.  mint and used neatly arranged on stock sheets in a binder noting 
the 19th century issues in better condition than normally encountered; highlights include nice group of 
used first issue incl fully margined stamps, subsequent strong sections of nearly all used imperf and perf 
Napoleons, Bordeaux, nice "Sage" section of mint and used to the 5fr (from the 1925 S/S), etc., 20th 
century with some NH, similarly Mersons and the ‘Rights of Man’ issue, Sowers,  etc., useful 20th century 
incl charity issues, airmails as 1935 50fr  "Banknote" issue used, usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF  1500

3493 */**          FRANCE MINT COLLECTION, 1939/96.   sets, singles, S/S, booklet panes, etc. in mounts in six 
impressive Ceres "Presidence" albums (1969-74 overlaps in two of the albums), essentially complete for 
the period with virtually every space filled and overwhelmingly NH (do note a few premium issues lh), 
overall fresh and F-VF, perfect foundation collection 1000

3494   6        FRANCE FIRST DAY COVER ASSORTMENT, 1945/59.   approx 450 FDC and 90 maximum cards/ 
cards with some minor duplication but a good variety of issues incl Europa, Red Cross, the various 
portrait sets incl charity issues (as singles), commems, etc., most with printed cachets with balance 
various types of rubber stamp cachets, handful with some light wrinkling or aging but generally fresh 
and F-VF; Yvert €6,000+ 750

3495 */(*) 3         FRANCE 19th CENTURY ISSUES COLLECTION.  100s of mostly used in Lighthouse hingeless pages, 
highly complete for the period and incl some shade varieties and multiples, premium throughout incl 
(used unless otherwise noted) 1-5, 7, 9 (3 shades), 10-11, 13 pairs (3), 17-21, 29-37, 39-41 unused, 46, 47 
(3), 48 (2), 64-76 (less 20c Blue), extensive mostly used "Sage" issue, J9 mint, J50 mint, etc., usual mixed 
condition but better than typically seen, VG-VF; Scott $13,000+  650

3496 */**          FRANCE COLLECTION, 1945/82.   nearly complete and vast majority NH in a stuffed Lighthouse 
hingeless album, includes the 1940s/50s Portrait sets NH, 1950s Red Cross booklets/ panes, etc., 
generally fresh and F-VF  500

3497  3         FRANCE 19th CENTURY USED SELECTION.  11 used singles (9 with Paris "Star" cancels") incl 1862 
25c, 1853/60 5c, 80c, 1869 5fr (sound), etc., usual mixed conditon, Fine group 100

3498   6        FRANCE 1860s/70s COVERS ASSORTMENT.   13 covers with incl Dec 1870 Siege of Paris "ballon 
monte", assorted Paris "Star" cancels, 1867 to London, 1872 to Germany, etc., mostly single frankings, 
usual mixed condition, VG-VF 80

3499   6        FRANCE COVERS ASSORTMENT, 1770s/1950s.  100 covers in a cover album with just a handful post 
1900, mostly domestic mails incl stampless and note destinations as Oran (Algeria), Milan, Bohemia, 
Buenos Aires (1921), etc., generally Fine 60

FRENCH COLONIES
3500 */**          FRENCH COLONIES ASSORTMENT.   very useful holding of many 100s of mint stamps including 

French Southern and Antarctic Territories virtually complete and mostly NH 1948/88 on hingeless 
pages, also a sheet file of Reunion large multiples including France Libre ovpts, part sheets/full panes 
of Madagascar and St. Pierre & Miquelon, as well as an attractive accumulation of over 100 different 
numeral gutter pairs seemingly all NH crammed together with much in series inc. Kouang-Tcheou, 
Monaco, Madagascar, Tunisia, Algeria, Guadeloupe, etc, mostly F-VF; great potential for breaking down 
into dozens of individual lots, please inspect. 1500

3501           P FRENCH COLONIES DELUXE PROOF SELECTION.  comprised of Algeria 126-30 deluxe proofs with 
tissue paper overlays, B28-31 deluxe proofs with tissue paper overlays, Cambodia 132-34 deluxe proofs, St 
Pierre & Miquelon 340 die proof, C25 die proof, F-VF  270
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3502 **          FRENCH ANTARCTIC IMPERFORATES GROUP with BONUS.  substantial well-filled stock book plus 
some "loose" including many better issues, se-tenants, multiples, etc., in "random" order but looks to 
be an extensive run of issues from the beginning and incl air mails and some minor duplication, note 
1961 Charcot single and block, 1963 Quiet Sun Year complete, 1965 Discovery of Adelie Land, 1965 ITU 
Airmail, 1966 D-1 Satellite single and block, 1968 d‘Urville, 1968 20fr Albatross, 1969/71 Map Airmails 
(4) incl gutter pairs, 1970 UPU (3), 1972 Insects and many more, bonus a selection of early deluxe proofs 
assorted various French African Colonies incl , NH, fresh and Very Fine, huge retail value 2500

FRENCH COLONIES - Madagascar
3503 * 3         MADAGASCAR COLLECTION with BONUS.  an appealing collection housed on old-time pages with 1889 

surcharges complete used, 1891 surcharges complete used except the 5cts on 40cts which is mint, the 1891 
type-set issues to 1fr used, followed by 1895 ‘Poste Francaise’ ovpts complete to 5fr used, 1896 first postage 
dues complete used, as well as the 1896/1906 "Navigation and Commerce" issues complete mainly mint (40c, 
50c used) though partly stuck down, generally F-VF; bonus of the 1912 Surcharges series on "Navigation and 
Commerce" issues complete mint for Anjouan, Grand Comoro, Mayotte and Moheli; view to appreciate 1000

FRENCH COLONIES - New Caledonia
3504 */**          NEW CALEDONIA COLLECTION, 1930s/90s.  100s of vast majority NH sets and singles in stock sheets 

in a binder, do note handful of 19th/ early 20th century "back of the book" incl a few postage dues and 
mint "Navigation and Commerce" postal stationery, other useful areas include 1938 Revolution Anniv, 
long definitive sets, 1960s/90s topicals and omnibus issues, all the satellites of the early 1960s including 
se-tenants thru the modern era, further back of the book to explore, please inspect. 500

GERMAN STATES
3505 */(*) 3         GERMAN STATES COLLECTION.  intact collection on over-filled album pages with several hundred mint 

and used stamps, with strong Baden from the #1 onwards including a very attractive example of the 1862/65 
18kr Green used, Bavaria with over 50 imperf numerals incl. 1850/58 1kr Lilac rose with cds and full margins, 
18kr Reds incl. four margin examples, 18kr Yellow used with small faults, etc., through to Brunswick with about 
a dozen imperf leaping horses incl. 3sgr Rose plus the perf horses inc. 1865 3gr Brown used; Hamburg, a great 
page of Hanover with 1853 3pf Rose imperf unused, 1857 large network 1/10 thaler mint, 1863 3pf Green 
imperf mint, etc, Mecklenburg with #1 and #3 5s blue used, 1867 3sh wide margin roulette used and 5sh bister 
used, etc, Saxony with two #2 and two 10gr Blues, Prussia, Schleswig, Thurn & Taxis, Wurttemberg to 18kr, etc., 
usual mixed condition and with some dubiouis as always but better than typically seen, VG-VF, a must view  1500

GERMAN STATES - HELIGOLAND
3506 */(*) 3         HELIGOLAND COLLECTION.  22 stamps and an envelope cut square on pages with the majority mint or 

unused; some reprints mixed in as always, some slightly stuck dowm, still a Fine assoretment for the specialist.   1000

GERMANY AND GERMAN AREA
3507 * 3         GERMANY and GERMAN AREA COLLECTION in FIVE VOLUMES.  1000s of mint and used; the first 

album for pre-1945 material from 19th century onwards chaotically presented on old time pages with 
German States thru Third-Reich, then the following four hingeless albums for the 1945 Occupations thru 
1960s, including SBZs with Saxony and West Saxony with wmk varieties, Theater sheet, Bezirk handstamps, 
followed by East Germany with strong early period used incl Bach, Mao, Debria S/S, etc., followed by 
Allied issues with Exhibition S/S imperf and perf used, American/British Zone with posthorn ovpts, 
Hanover S/S used, Rheinland/Pfalz, useful Saar with plenty of complete sets, West Berlin seemingly 
complete used to 1955, Federal Republic mostly used with few empty spaces, incl 1949 Stamp Centenary, 
1951 Marienkirche, various Welfare sets (1955 on FDC), etc., generally F-VF and well worth a careful look  1000

3508 */** 3         GERMANY "OLD TIME" STOCK.   parallel mint and used stock of several thousand stamps 
chronologically organized in 12 cram-packed old-time stock books, on a quick inspection we note German 
States classics, small and large shield eagles, mint Germanias to 5mk, lots of useful mint never hinged 
Third Reich incl sets and better issues, Soviet Occupation Zones, Allied Occupation posthorn overprints, 
West Germany Welfare sets, add‘l Danzig, Saar, Colonies, etc., generally F-VF; fantastic potential when 
explored properly 800

3509 * 3         GERMAN POST OFFICES ABROAD, COLONIES and PLEBISCITES COLLECTION.  collection of 
several hundred mint and used in a Lighthouse hingeless album starting with Post Offices in China, 
Colonies, WW I Occupations incl interesting propaganda cards and fieldpost, Allenstein complete on 
cover, Danzig, Memel incl Lithuanian occupations, Saar, etc., generally F-VF 750

FRENCH COLONIES - French Southern and Antarctic Territory
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3510  3         ALLIED ZONES, WEST GERMANY and BERLIN USED COLLECTION,   nicely filled Lighthouse 
hingeless or Schaubek albums, including Berlin with range of black and red ovpts (red to 80pf signed 
Schlegel), 1949 Goethe complete, the three "Bells" sets, etc., Allied Occupation starting with the "Band" 
and "Network" ovpts, the Buildings issues with plate varieties, thru Fed Republic highly the Welfare 
issues, Marienkirche, Posthorns completye, etc., generally fresh and F-VF  750

3511 * 3         GERMAN AREA COLLECTION  in a Scott album, numerous premium as (mint unless otherwise noted) 
Offices in China 2a, 56 used, Offices in Turkey 4 used, Saar 1-17, 94-98, 111-35, 139-52 on philatelic registered 
cover, 263-82 NH, 299-308 NH, B1-8, B16-22, B23-29 used, B54-60, B61-64 used, B69-73, B77-81, O1-15, etc. 
plus some German States incl Heligoland (mostly reprints as usual), colonies, WW II occupations, Memel 
incl Lithuanian Occupation issues, Port Gdansk, etc., usual mixed condition with majority F-VF.  500

3512           GERMANY and COLONIES COLLECTION.  old-time collection of hundreds of mint and used stamps 
on pages and virtually all pre-1950, including Post Offices in China to 1mk used, PO in Turkey to 25pi 
on 5mk used, PO in Morocco series to 6.25pi on 5mk complete mint, Colonies to high values Kaiser’s 
yachts, followed by an interesting range of German States particularly classic Wurttemberg with postmark 
interest, Alsace-Lorraine range to 10c, Eupen occupation ovpts complete mint, Germania se-tenants mint, 
Third Reich and much more, etc., usual mixed condition withmost F-VF; plenty of "sleepers" potential 400

3513 * 3         GERMANY and RELATED AREAS COLLECTION to 1940s.  two old-fashioned pre-1940s albums containing 
many hundreds of mint and used including Empire Eagles, "Pfennig/ Pfennige" to 50pf shades, Germanias 
to high values, useful Third Reich incl 1934 Airmails used, 1930s S/S used, assorted Welfare sets, plenty of 
different "zusammendrucke" stuffed between the pages, followed by useful Colonies and WW I and WW II 
Occupations;  , the second volume is all mint Soviet Zone and post-WW II Locals incl Saxony, Thuringen, 
"Deutschlands Verderber" overprints for Meissen, followed by Cottbus, Finsterwalde, Fredersdorf ovpts NH, 
Grossraschen, Plauen, Storkow, etc., usual mixed condition with most F-VF; please inspect. 400

3514 */** 3         GERMANY and RELATED COLLECTION.   four Lighthouse albums with German States (starter 
collection), two volumes of Germany proper to 1940s and the final volume of some WW II occupation 
issues, some premium issues incl (mint unless otherwise noted) Germany 11 used, 398-400, B33, B55a, 
B57, C55-56 used, B59-67, B68 (o.g., faults), B68a-d without gum, B69-78, B79-81 NH, B104 used, B106 
NH, B134-36 NH, B140-68, B177-85 NH, Danzig 241-54, etc. plus some Bohemia and Moravia, Poland - 
Gen‘l Gouvernement, etc., usual mixed condition with most F-VF 300

3515 * 3         GERMAN STATES, COLONIES and OCCUPATIONS COLLECTION  of over 1000 mint and used stamps 
in a Schaubek album, including Bavaria assorted imperfs and perforated with better values, interesting 
range of Heligoland, Prussia, Saxony, Wurttemberg with 1906 official issues with signatures, Post Offices 
in China, assorted colonies with mint NH to 80pf yachts, leading on to well-filled WW I occupations, 
Danzig, Memel especially Lithuanian Occupation, Saar, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF 300

3516 * 3         GERMAN AREA COLLECTION BALANCE.  incl stock book with some Sudetenland (mix of good and 
bad), post WW II locals incl Oldenburg, Storkow and Strausberg S/S, 19th century city post locals, post 
WW II "Buildings" issues varieties, some Lighthouse pages with 1903/32 used Officials, etc., usual mixed 
condition with most F-VF, viewing a must 200

3517 */** 3 

6        

GERMANY COLLECTION & MISC.  19th and 20th Century mint and used and a few interesting covers 
in two cartons, incl. a nice assortment of States, generally F-VF, inspection recommended 200

3518 * 3         GERMANY - POST WW II LOCALS COLLECTION,  mostly mint in two Lindner hingeless albums, note 
issues of Cottbus, assorted Eilenburg ovpts, Finsterwalde, Glauchau, Gorlitz, Grossraschen, Lobau, Lubbenau, 
Meissen, Plauen, Oldenburg incl S/S, Schwarzenberg, Storkow incl S/S, Strausberg incl S/S, Sachsen, Wurzen, 
etc., usual mixed condition and a few dubious as usual but overall F-Vf and a nice basis for continuation 150

3519 */** 3         GERMANY COLLECTION ON HOMEMADE PAGES.  19th and 20th Century mint and used collection 
on homemade pages in a 3-ring binder w/thousands of stamps, incl. Germany proper, Berlin, DDR, Saar, 
German States, a few colonies etc., generally Fine 150

3520 * 3 6        GERMAN AREA BALANCE.  WW II and post-war era covers, scores of ETB, some Deutsche Post mailings, 
a file box of 1968 East Germany "gebuhr bezahlt" registry labels (duplication), some postal stationery 
incl quantity of German colonies postal and reply card reprints, some literature incl assorted 1980s issues 
of "German Postal Specialist" plus Blau & Deighton "The Orient Flight LZ127-Graf Zeppelin", etc., usual 
mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate 100

GERMANY
3521 */

(*)/**          

GERMANY MINT COLLECTION to 1945.   Empire and Third Reich collection housed in a Lindner 
hingeless album with very few empty spaces, includes key NH sets and singles with many signed; highlights 
include 1872 Small Shield Eagles with the ¼gr, 1/3gr, 1gr, 2kr with distinctive flaw in lower frame, 7kr unused 
signed Hennies, 18kr (thin spots), "Large Shields" complete (few regums) incl 2½gr mint, 2kr unused, 9kr 
unused, ‘"Pfennige" and "Pfennig" issues mixed condition (incl some regums) with many signed, "Crown and 
Eagle" issue complete (3pf-20pf signed), 1900 Germania 2pf-80pf (most regummed), strong 1902 through 
Inflation period with some signed but incl assorted regums, better post-1920s NH incl 1925 5m Cathedral, 
1927 IAA Ovpts (each signed Schlegel), 1933 20pf Wagner perf 13½x14, 1937 Exhibition S/S imperf, 1937 
Brown Ribbon S/S, etc., also some Kurland and Feldpost issues (some signed), etc., usual small faults on the 
earliest issues and regums as to be expected though the overall quality better than normally encountered. 3000
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3522 */** 3         GERMANY COLLECTION, 1872/1940s. .extensive collection approaching 2000 mint and used stamps 
in hingeless pages (various types) in an album, noted are "Large Shield" to 7kr and "Small Shields" to 
7kr, Germanias with varieties, interesting inflation issues, better NH as 1928 50pf Arms (B27) and 1929 
Arms  (B28-32), add‘l mint with Zeppelins incl Polar Flights, Third Reich se-tenants and S/S, etc., some 
mixed condition as to be expected with majority F-VF, view to appreciate  1500

3523 */** 3         GERMANY COLLECTION, 1872/1945.  a nearly all mint collection with high percentage of NH in a very 
well filled Lighthouse hingeless album, includes 1-11 used, 12 used (Meissen 1873 cds), 13 pen cancel, 25 
used (2 shades), 27-28 used, 52-62 mint, 65A used, 65C-74 mint, 75-78 used, 79 mint, strong Inflation period 
mint, 323-28 NH, 337-43 NH, 350 NH, 363-65 NH, 366-84 NH except 80pf chocolate regummed, 387 NH, 
401-14 mostly NH, mostly complete 1933-45 incl most S/S and nearly all NH, charity issues highly complete 
1919-45 incl "zusammendrucke" with majority NH, C20-26 mint, C31-34 NH, C40-45 regum, C46-56 mostly 
NH, etc., some regums noted but generally fresh and F-VF, a lovely collection and ideal for continuation  1500

3524 */** 3         GERMANY - 3rd REICH COLLECTION, 1933/45.  desirable collection of mostly mint in a nicely filled 
Lighthouse hingeless album and loaded with premium sets, singles and S/S plus some varieties, highlights 
include (mint unless otherwise noted) 401-14 NH (except 40pf regum), 446-47 NH, B55a NH, B57 NH, 
B58 (some staining), B59-67 NH, B68 unused (small margin fault), B68a-d unused, B69-78 NH, B91-92 
used, B104 NH, B105-06, B107-15 NH, B118-20 NH, B123-40 NH, B173 NH, C43-44 used, C46-56 (some 
NH), etc., Varieties (Mi numbers) 572y NH (signed Schlegel), 587Y (signed Schlegel), 641x NH (signed 
Schlegel), 659x NH, 672y NH (signed Schlegel), plus Danzig 241-54 NH, also Bohemia and Moravia, 
Poland-Gen‘l Govt issues nearly complete mint, generally fresh and F-VF, well worth a careful inspection.  1200

3525 */
(*)/**          

GERMANY MINT COLLECTION to 1930s.  several hundred stamps from 19th century to 1930s housed 
on Lindner hingeless pages, including a useful range of 19th century, 1900 Reichspost Germanias 25pf-
80pf, Inflations, 1924 Airmails, 1928/31 Zeppelins complete (1M NH, 2M, 4M regum), 1925-29 Arms 
complete, 924 and 1927 "Nothilfe" series complete NH, 1930 IPOSTA S/S NH, 1932 Hindenburg NH, 
etc., some regums slipped in as usual but generally fresh and F-VF  1000

3526  3         GERMANY USED COLLECTION, 1872/1932.  a highly complete collection in Lindner hingeless pages 
with few empty spaces, highlights include the Small Shield Eagles complete to 18kr, the Large Shields 
(2kr 2003 Sommer certificate), the 9kr Brown (signed Richter), 1874 2½gr (signed Brugger) and 9gr 
surcharges, 1900 "Reichspost" series complete with the 5mk signed (Mi Type IV; signed Jaschke-L), 1912 
"Gelber Hund", Inflations (some fake cancels as always), 1926-27 Eagles to 3m, Zeppelins, etc., usual mixed 
condition but better than usually seen, generally F-VF, nice collection with substantial catalog value  1000

3527 */
(*)/**          

GERMANY - 3rd REICH MINT COLLECTION.  1933 to 1945 issues in a very well-filled set of Lindner 
hingeless pages with much NH; highlights include 1933 Frederick NH, 1933 Wagner (20pf-40pf regum), 
1935 Locomotives NH, 1935 OSTROPA S/S w/o gum as usual, most of thepost-1935 issues NH (few 
regums slipped in) with S/S, Welfare sets, etc., generally fresh and F-VF 1000

3528 * 3         GERMANY - 3rd REICH COLLECTION, 1933/45.  parallel mint and used collection housed in a well-filled 
Schaubek album and incl some WW II Occupation issues, highlights include 1934 Airmails mint and used 
(2mk regum),  1934 Professions mint and used, 1935 Costumes mint and used, 1935-36 Olympics mint and 
used, 1936 Olympics S/S NH, 1937 Birthday S/S NH, 1939 Nurburgring mint and used, and used, 1939 
Surcharges mint and used (Danzig 241-54), etc, as well as some Sudetenland, Bohemia/Moravia, General 
Gouvernement, Occupations of Luxembourg and Ukraine, etc., usual mixed condittion with majority F-VF 1000

3529  3         GERMANY - 3rd REICH USED COLLECTION.  1933/45 highly complete on Lindner hingeless pages, 
includes 1933 Chicago Flight, 1933 Wagner, 1934 Airmails, 1934 Professions, 1935 OSTROPA S/S, 
1936/37 S/S, etc., a few dubious cancels but mostly F-VF  1000

3530 * 3         GERMAN STATES, EMPIRE and 3rd REICH COLLECTION.  intact collection of many hundreds of 
mint and used stamps on homemade album pages, note Empire eagles/shield with over 50 different to 
18kr used, 1872 10gr gray and 30gr blue mint (both signed), 2½gr and 9kr surcharges used, ‘pfennige’ 
and ‘pfennig’ complete used with varieties particularly on the 50pf; the early 20th century with useful 
mint through to Nothilfe semi-postals, incl 1927 I.A.A. NH, 1928 2m, 4m Zeppelins mint, South America 
flights mint, Chicago complete mint, 1933 Wagner used, etc., among the German States are Baden #1 
on thin paper used, Bavaria 1854 18kr yellow with large margins and "on the nose" cancel, 1862 18kr red 
used, etc., condition occasionally varies as to be expected, most F-VF; viewing recommended  750

3531 */** 3 

6        

GERMANY to 1932.  many hundreds of mint (some NH) and used as well as assorted covers and used 
postal stationery an old Lighthouse hingeless album, highlights include (mint unless otherwise noted) 
1872 18kr "Small Shield" used, assorted mostly used "Germania" with selection of the associated high 
values, range of used inflation period with some better items signed and array of postal history especially 
on the officials, 1926/27 Eagle airmails NH with cert, 1930s charity issues, Zeppelins, etc., usual mixed 
condition but better than usually seen, F-VF "collector‘s" collection   750

3532 **          GERMANY MINT NH COLLECTION, 1949-79. complete for period in a Lindner album, fresh and F-VF  600
3533 * 3         GERMANY COLLECTION to 1930s.  mint and used collection from Empire through to 1930s starting 

with useful selection of Eagles and Shield, mint ‘Pfennig’ issues to 50pf, assorted Michel-listed varieties 
on the used, also to 50pf with numerous shade varieties incl 50pf (2), 1889s to 50pf mint, Germanias 
assortment incl some NH, etc, the inflation period with group of used issues, 1930 Exhibition mint and 
used, 1928 2m Zeppelin used, 1933 4m Chicago Flight mint, useful officials, etc., usual mixed condition 
with majority F-VF 600
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3534 */**          GERMANY COLLECTION, 1949/80.  highly complete mint collection in a Lighthouse hingeless album, 
includes 1949 Welfare NH, 1949 UPU NH, 1950 Bach, 1950 Welfare, 1951 Marienkirche, 1951/52 
Posthorns (50pf-90pf NH), 11952 Werlfare NH, etc., fresh and F-VF 500

3535 */**          GERMANY COLLECTION, 1949-1955.   complete for period in Lighthouse hingeless pages, all NH 
except 1950 Bach, 1952 90pf Posthorn, 1954 3m Heuss, 1955 Schiller, 1955 WESTROPA, some stray 
fingerprints, 1952 50pf Posthorn corner crease, o/w fresh and F-VF 400

3536 */**          GERMANY - FEDERAL REPUBLIC COLLECTION, 1948/68.  complete for period incl Posthorns, Welfare sets, 
charity issues, etc. in mounts on Schwaneberger pages, spot check of the better issues shows all NH, fresh and F-VF 400

3537 */** 3         WEST GERMANY MINT COLLECTION.  mostly NH in a Lighthouse hingeless album highly complete 
mint (mostly never hinged) often in parallel with used, virtually all the better sets included with all 1949 issues 
complete NH and used, 1951/52 Posthorns mint, Marienkirche NH and used, etc., generally fresh and F-VF  400

3538 **          GERMANY NH COLLECTION 1971/2003.  virtually complete for period in five Lindner T hingeless, plus 
one additional volume for Berlin 1979-89, empty albums alone are worth estimate, Very Fine, very clean 375

3539 *          GERMANY - 3rd REICH MINT COLLECTION, 1934/41.  mostly complete on pages (no S/S) including 
1934 Professions, 1935 Costumes, 1935/36 Olympics, the assorted "Brown Bands", 1935 Locomotives, 
etc, generally fresh and F-VF 300

3540 */**          GERMANY POST-WW II ALLIED ZONE plus FEDERAL REPUBLIC MINT COLLECTION.  many 100s 
of mint stamps housed in a Schaubek album with few empty spaces (no 1949-53 Fed Rep issues), starting 
with the Allied Occupations incl Hanover S/S, 1946 Refugees/ Aged S/S perf and imperf NH, 1954 
Heuss, 1954 Welfare NH, highly complete NH 1955-74, etc., F-VF 300

3541 **          GERMANY COLLECTION, 1956-99.   complete for period in three Lighthouse hingeless albums, 
includes definitives, S/S, etc., NH, generally VF 300

3542 **          GERMANY COLLECTION, 2000/2010.  highly complete for period in a Lighthouse hingeless album, 
includes S/S, coils, etc., NH or self-adhesive, mostly VF; Face Value for € Denominated Issues €600+ 
(surcharges on charity issues not figured)  300

3543 */** 3         GERMANY, DDR, AND BERLIN DEALERS STOCK.  thousands of stamps in 16 stockbooks, encompassing 
BDR, DDR, and Berlin, sorted by Michel no., sparse for the 1950s but much better populated 1960/90, 
mix of NH, mint, and used, generally F-VF, owner‘s estimated catalogue value in the high-four figures 250

3544   6        GERMAN 3rd REICH FIELD POST and OTHER COVERS.  approx 40 covbers and cards with variety of 
markings, cancels, frankings (some unfranked), etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF 150

3545  3         GERMANY USED COLLECTION 1949/90.  housed in a Schaubeck hingeless album, complete for the 
period listed with regular issues, a few missing spaces in the vended postage and booklet panes pages, the 
vast majority postally used with just a few first day cancels, generally F-VF 80

3546 */**  6        GERMANY POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION + MORE.   dozens of German covers (the vast 
majority pre-WWII), picture postcards (some RPPCs), Zeppelin-related items, as well as a decent number 
of stamps (both mint and used), generally F-VF, an interesting accumulation with potential for the eBay 
dealer 75

3547           GERMANY NOTGELD COLLECTION.   90+ pieces of emergency currency from a variety of 
municipalities, some creases and small faults but overall Very Fine, an interesting collection 50

3548   6        GERMANY COVERS ASSORTMENT.  handful of covers and postal stationery (note some mint) and 
incl some German States, inflation period, stampless, WW I and WW II related, Berlin, etc., usual mixed 
condition, VG-VF 50

3549   6        GERMANY COVERS ASSORTMENT.  145 mostly 20th century covers incl Feldpost, censored, 3rd Reich 
period, some postal stationery, post WW II zones, etc., usual mixed condition, most F-VF 50

GERMANY - WW II OCCUPATIONS
3550 * 3         LEGION ISSUES OF VARIOUS AXIS NATIONS COLLECTION.   unusual collection of mostly mint 

stamps of the various "Legion" issues of the Axis occupied nations and includes (mint unless otherwise 
noted) Dutch Legion miniature sheets NH (Scott B144a, B145a), Belgium/ Flemish Legion incl Mi I-IV, 
IX-XIV singles and strips of four, XV-XIX imperf, French Legion incl "Polar Bear" S/S, etc. plus add‘l 
Norwegian, Croatian (incl varieties) Legion, "Azad-Hind", etc., generally fresh and F-VF, view to appreciate 250

GERMANY - OCCUPIED ZONES
3551 */**          GERMANY - ALLIED, FRENCH and SOVIET ZONE ISSUES MINT COLLECTION.  an extensive collection 

housed in an essentially full Lindner hingeless album; virtually all the Allied Berlin and Russian Zones are NH, 
Buildings set with perf varieties (nearly all NH), , add‘l Saxony East/West incl "POST NOYTA" NH (signed 
Zierer) and local perfs, "Bezirks" with numerous issues signed, Baden complete NH incl Freiburg Reconstruction 
and Red Cross (no S/S), Rheinland-Pfalz and Wurttemberg complete less S/S, also Saar with 1949 Welfare NH, 
1949 Officials NH, etc, a few regums here and there but generally fresh and F-VF, well worth a look  1500
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3552  3         GERMANY - ALLIED, FRENCH and SOVIET ZONE ISSUES USED COLLECTION.  the used section 
of an impressive and comprehensive collection housed in a Lindner hingeless album; the Allied material 
includes se-tenants on the numerals and Hannover fair types, booklet panes, "Band" and "Network" ovpts 
incl set of ovpts on Numerals issue reference forgeries, useful Buildings issues with perf varieties, Soviet 
Zone East Saxony with scarce #1 ‘Noyta’ 12pf red (owner‘s mark on gum and offered on its own merits), 
Saxony, West Saxony, "Bezirks", the French Zone highly complete incl definitive sets, Freiburg and Red 
Cross sets (no S/S) series, Allied Occupation of Saar virtually complete to 1958 incl 1949 Volkshilfe, 1950 
Stamp Day, 1950 and 1951 Volkshilfe plus 1949 Officials complete, etc., some typical minor faults and the 
usual assortment of dubious cancels, mostly F-VF, a must view.   1500

GERMANY - ALLIED ZONES
3553 * 3         GERMANY - ALLIED ZONES COLLECTION.   in well filled set of Lighthouse hingeless pages and 

incl some values mint and used each, includes 593A-599 mint (each signed Bloch), the 1948 Band and 
Network overprints on the "unauthorized" values mint and/or used with some signed Schlegel, extensive 
Buildings set used and incl perf and print varieties, etc., generally F-VF 150

GERMANY - FRENCH ZONE
3554 * 3         GERMANY - FRENCH ZONE COLLECTION 194548.  mostly mint in a well filled set of Lighthouse hingeless 

pages, includes (mint unless otherwise noted) 5N41a, 5NB1-14, 5NB4a, 5NB8a NH, 5NB8b, 6NB3-6, 6NB6a, 
8N28-37 used, 8NB1-4, 8NB4a, etc., handful with slightly dist. gum, generally fresh and F-VF 120

GERMANY - SOVIET ZONE
3555 * 3         GERMANY - RUSSIAN ZONE COLLECTION 1945/49.   mostly mint in Lighthouse hingeless pages 

with very few empty spaces and incl numerous premium issues and S/S, note sections for Berlin-
Brandenburg, Meckenburg-Vorpommern, the various Saxony with S/S and some varieties incl 1945 12pf 
"Post Noyta" mint (signed Dr Bohne, Sturm), Thuringen incl "Weihnachtsspende" S/S mint and used (2), 
"Friedensweihnacht" S/S mint, etc., a few minor faults but generally fresh and F-VF, ideal for continuation 400

GERMANY - BERLIN
3556 */**          BERLIN MINT COLLECTION, 1948/80.  attractive essentially complete mint collection in a Lighthouse 

hingeless album, including the 1948 Black Ovpts signed, 1949 Red Ovpts NH (each signed Schlegel), 
1949 UPU NH (each signed Schlegel), 1949 Buildings NH (all signed Schlegel), 1949 Surcharges NH, 
1949 Goethe NH (each signed Schlegel), 1949 Currency NH (each signed Schlegel), 1949 Currency S/S 
NH, followed by virtual completion NH to 1954 and on to the 1970s, fresh and F-VF 1000

3557  3         BERLIN USED COLLECTION, 1949/80.  quality collection in a well-filled Behrens album with early 
issues commercial postmarks, note 1949 Red Overprints, 1949 UPU, 1949 Buildings complete, 1949 
Goethe, 1949 Surcharges, the three "Bell" sets, 1950 Philharmonic, etc., generally F-VF 600

3558 */** 3         BERLIN COLLECTION, 1948/74.  mint and used collection (predominantly the latter and often mint 
and used each) with 1948 Black Ovpts to 1M used, 1949 Red Ovpts used (1M signed Schlegel, 2M signed 
Buhler), 1949 UPU used, 1949 Buildings used, 1949 Goethe used, the three "Bells" sets used, 1950 
Philharmonic used, 1953 Cathedral mint and used, etc, as well as useful mint never hinged from mid-
1950s through the 1970s, generally F-VF 600

3559 */** 3         BERLIN MINT COLLECTION, 1948/76.  essentially complete (no 1949 Currency Reform S/S) and majority 
NH in a Lindner hingeless album, including 9N1-20 (some NH), 9N21-34 mint, 9N35-41 without gum, 9N42-
60 (some NH, some regums), 9N61-63, 9NB1-3, nearly all NH after 1950, generally fresh and F-VF 500

3560 */** 3         BERLIN COLLECTION.  in a Lighthouse hingeless album with hardly any empty spaces, including 1949 
Black ovpts NH, and 2m-5m used, Red ovpts NH (less 1mk; all signed twice) and used (all signed), "Bells" 
to left and center NH, etc., generally fresh and F-VF  400

3561 */**          BERLIN MINT COLLECTION, 1948/68.  complete incl S/S in mounts on Schwaneberger pages, spot 
check of the better issues shows all NH though the 1949 Currency Reform S/S has a tiny spot of gum 
disturbance, 9N21-34 with GPSY handstamps on gum, fresh and F-VF  350

3562  3         BERLIN USED COLLECTION, 1948/89.  well filled Schaubek album missing onmly a handful of items 
for completion, postal and "cto" cancels, includes 1949 UPU, Goethe Currency Reform, etc., generally 
fresh and F-VF  300

3563 */** 3         BERLIN COLLECTION, 1948/90.  essentially complete for period in a Lighthouse hingeless album, 
includes (mint unless otherwise noted) 9N34 used (signed Schlegel), 9N35-41 used, 9N61-68 used, 
9N70-74 used, 9N84-98 used, 9N110 NH, 9NB1-3, 9NB3a, complete and virtually all NH after 1963, 
generally fresh and F-VF 300
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3564 */**          EAST GERMANY COLLECTION, 1949/71.  virtually complete mint collection in two well-filled Lindner 
hingeless albums with apparently no empty spaces, including 1950-51 Pieck NH, 1950 Portraits NH, 1950 
Debria S/S, 1951 Mao, 1953 Professions NH, 1953 Marx Year S/S perf and imperf, etc., F-VF 500

3565 */** 3         EAST GERMANY COLLECTION, 1949/62.  highly complete parallel mint and used collection housed 
in a Lindner hingeless album with no apparent empty spaces with essentially all the mint being NH, incl 
Bach Year NH and used, Debria S/S NH and used, Mao/ China NH and used, the Marx and Engels S/S 
perf and imperf, etc, , generally fresh and F-VF  400

3566 */** 3         COMPREHENSIVE EAST GERMANY COLLECTION,   highly complete and mostly mint in four 
Lighthouse hingeless albums, includes (mint unless otherwise noted) 80-88 used, 144a-146a perf and 
imperf NH, 264a NH, B21a, B35a NH, etc., almost all NH after mid-1960s though will run into an 
occasional used set, generally fresh and F-VF 350

3567 */** 3         EXTENSIVE EAST GERMANY COLLECTION. . about 1000 stamps in a KaBe hingeless album with 
nearly every space filled, often with mint and used together, includes 1950 Bach Year used, Debria S/S 
NH and used, Mao complete used, 1953 Marx S/S imperf and perf NH and used, etc, also note useful 
non-Scott listed varieties identified with Michel numbers, generally fresha and F-VF  200

3568 */** 3         EAST GERMANY COLLECTIONS.  two collections; 1949/70 nearly all mint in a well filled Lighthouse 
album and incl some of the better sets and S/S of the 1950s; the other collection 1952/76 good deal 
complete mint (no S/S) in mounts on Scott pages, generally fresh and F-VF 100

GERMANY - OFFICES ABROAD & COLONIES
3569 */** 3         GERMAN POST OFFICES ABROAD and COLONIES SPECIALIZED COLLECTION. an impressive 

collection of many 100s neatly organized in a stock book and replete with scarce Michel listed varieties 
up to and including the high values, scarcer town postmarks with many on piece, and in addition many 
items signed, highlights include (used unless otherwise stated) Post Offices in China with extensive 
forerunners incl shades, diagonal "China" ovpts with the five different shades on the 3pf, horizontal 
"China" ovpts to 5mk types I (signed) and II, 1905 series complete, 1906/1919 Germania types with the 
mint including numerous better incl type varieties with some NH and also a complete used set incl shades, 
Post Offices in Morocco incl 1906 set complete, the 1913 set with better shades and high-value types NH, 
Hahn numbers to high values, etc., Post Offices in Turkey forerunners, Cameroun forerunners, 1900 set 
complete NH and used, 1913 20pf used at Duala on piece (signed), etc., German East Africa 1896 3p on 
5pf tied on piece by blue Muanza cds, Tsingtau/ Kiautschou forerunners, 5pf surcharges types 2 and 3, 
etc., Mariana Islands 1901 series complete used, Marshall Islands 1899 ovpts to 50pf incl shades, Samoa 
1900 complete NH and used, G.R.I. British Occupation ovpts to 9d, Togo through to British Occupation 
ovpts, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, an outstanding collection with substantial catalog value and well 
worth a careful examination 8000

3570 * 3         GERMAN POST OFFICES ABROAD and COLONIES COLLECTION.  stock book with several hundred 
mint and (mostly) used and incl plenty of high values and useful postmarks with numerous items signed; 
noted are (used unless otherwise indicated) PO in China 1901 3mk, 5mk, Dollar surcharges incl $2½ on 
5mk (2, both signed), PO in the Turkish Empire 1901/04 25pi on 5mk type I on piece, 1905/13 25pi on 
5mk, PO in Morocco with 1903 top value through an interesting range of later high values, the colonies 
with German East Africa with a wide range of postmarks, incl Amani, Aruscha, Bukoba, Iringa, Kilwa, 
Moschi, Morogoro, Muanza, etc, as well as Cameroon C.E.F. surcharges with 4d on 40pf and 8d on 80pf 
NH, Kiautschau 5pf surcharge used, British Occupation of Samoa surcharges, Togo first series complete 
with 3pf shades incl orange brown on piece signed, etc., generally F-VF with so much more to view.    2500

GERMAN OFFICES IN CHINA
3571 * 3         GERMANY - OFFICES IN CHINA COLLECTION.  in Lighthouse hingeless pages and starting with nice 

section of forerunners followed by extensive collection of the overprinted issues and incl assorted shade 
varieties, premium include (Michel numbers) Forerunners V37 d (signed Bothe), V37 Tientsin cancel, 
V47c Tientsin cancel, V47ca (Lantelme "befund"), Boxer Rebellion P V af (signed Bothe), P V ag, P V 
a, P V b-d, P V g (signed Steuer), P V h (signed Bothe), P VI b (signed Bothe), P VI g, Regular Issues 3 I 
PF III used (signed Schlesinger), 7 I (signed Schlesinger), 7 II signed, 8-14 reference forgeries, 25 II NH, 
27 III used, 44-47 mint and used assortment incl varieties, etc., usual mixed condition but overall F-VF, a 
"collector‘s" collection well worth a careful viewing 1500

GERMAN OFFICES IN MOROCCO
3572 * 3         GERMANY - OFFICES IN MOROCCO COLLECTION.  mostly used in well filled set of Lighthouse 

hingeless pages with extra pages for varieties, includes 3-6 mint, 19c mint, 16D used, 17D mint, 18D-19D 
used (6p25c signed Steuer), 32 used, 41-44 mint, 54 used, 56 used, etc., usual mixed condition with most 
F-VF 250

EAST GERMANY
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3573 * 3         GERMANY - OFFICES IN TURKEY COLLECTION.  extensive collection from the forerunners on in 
well filled set of Lighthouse hingeless pages and incl some extra leaves for primarily shade varieties, better 
issues throughout and incl (Michel numbers) Forerunners NV 15 on piece, NV 17 (signed Steuer), NV 
18, V 3 (signed Steuer), V 14, V 18-29, V 35, V 37c (signed Steuer), V 37d (signed Jaschke-L), Regular 
Issues 4 mint, 10 a used (signed Hollmann), 10 ba used (signed Steuer), 20 II mint and used, 21 II I 
mint, 23 II mint, 32-34 used, 35 mint, 48-52 mint, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF, excellent 
foundation collection 1000

GERMAN COLONIES
3574 * 3         GERMANY - FOREIGN OFFICES IN CHINA and COLONIES COLLECTION.   excellent mint and 

used collection of hundreds of stamps on Scott pages; good deal complete with PO in China 56° ovpts 
incl 25pf Orange NH, 1901 Ovpts 5m Type I (white retouch) and Type II mint, 1905 $2½ on 5m mint, 
1906/13 Wmkd $1-$2½ used, colonies with German E Africa 1900 3r used, German New Guinea 1897 
25pf Ovpt mint (signed Senf), 1900 2pf-5m Yacht NH, German SW Africa 1897 25pf-50pf mint (gum 
toned), 1899 25pf Ovpt used (signed Senf), 1901 5pf-5m Yacht used, 1m-5m Yacht mint, 1906/19 Yacht 
mint (5m NH), Kiauchau 1900 1m-5m mint, 1905 ½, $1 used (latter signed Pfenninger), 1906/09 1c-$2½ 
Yacht mint, Mariana Isl 1900 56° Ovpts mint, 1901 Yachts mint, Marshall Isl 1899 3pf Berlin Ovpt used 
(signed Thier), 5pf 1899 Berlin Ovpt mint (signed Senf), 20pf 1899 Berlin Ovpt used (signed Thier), 
1899 Ovpts used, 1901/18 3pf-5m Yacht mint (less 1m), 1m-5m Yacht used, Togo 1900 Yachts mint plus 
2m used, etc, numerous shade varieties plus some cancel interest, usual mixed condition with most F-VF, 
nice foundation collection 3000

3575 */** 3         GERMAN COLONIES ACCUMULATION.   thousands of mint and used stamps put together many 
decades ago and housed in an old stock book; the presentation is "intense" with often 50 or more stamps 
per row including top value Kaiser’s yachts stuffed on top of each other; we note China PO different 
angle diagonal ovpts to 50pf used, dollar surcharges on high values mint and used, Morocco PO to 6.25p 
on 5mk mint, German New Guinea to 5mk mint, German South-West Africa with 3pf brown shades on 
the overprint issues thru 5mk mint, Cameruon with several distinct 3pf shades and lots of high values, 
with a similar pattern for Carolinas, Kiauchau, Marianas, Marshall Islands, Samoa, Togo, etc.; nice array 
of postmarks, etc., unchecked for varieties and offered intact as received, generally F-VF, viewing a must  2500

GERMAN COLONIES - Cameroun
3576 * 3         CAMEROUN COLLECTION.   forerunners and regular issues in Lighthouse hingeless pages with 

numerous better issues and some varieties, highlights include (Michel numbers) Forerunners V 40 II, V 
47c (signed Bothe), V 49b (signed Steuer), Regular Issues 1897/99 Overprints mint and/or used with 
shades, 16 used, 19 mint, British Occupation 1-13 mint (3sh on 3m Sismondo cert; small surface scuffs), 
etc., generally F-VF 350

GERMAN COLONIES - Caroline Islands
3577 * 3         CAROLINE ISLANDS COLLECTION.  regular issues complete in Lighthouse hingeless pages with an 

extra page for varieties, includes (Michel numbers) 1 I - 6 I mint (3pf, 5pf, 50pf (thin spot) w/o gum, 
3pf with Steuer cert, 25pf signed Pfenninger), 3 II b used (Jaschke-Lantelme cert), 5 II used (Signed Dr 
Lantelme), 6 II used, 11-19 mint (5m tiny gum stain), etc. plus some reference forgeries, generally F-VF 280

GERMAN COLONIES - German East Africa
3578 * 3         GERMAN EAST AFRICA COLLECTION.  forerunners and regular issues plus issues for East African Sea 

Postals and Wuga provisionals in Lighthouse hingeless pages, includes (Michel numbers) Forerunners 
VO 48 (2 shades), VO 50d, Regular Issues 1893 issue mint and/or used with shades and ovpt varieties, 8b 
used (Steuer cert), 21b (3 incl two signed), 22-29 used (20h mint), 28b used (signed Buhler), 1905/19 
1r, 3r mint with varieties, Schulke-Mayr 5c-$1 mint (thinned), Wuga Provisional III-V incl both types of 
the 2½h and 7½h (small faults), usual mixed condition, most F-VF  400

GERMAN COLONIES - German New Guinea
3579 * 3         GERMAN NEW GUINEA COLLECTION.  beginning with some forerunners and then strong collection 

of the regular issues, includes (Michel numbers) V 45b (signed Jaschke-L), 5 used (2 shades), 14 single 
franking reg cover to Germany, 16-19 mint (1m, 2m NH), British Occup 9 II mint, etc., usual mixed 
condition, generally F-VF 160

GERMAN OFFICES IN TURKEY
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3580 * 3         GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA COLLECTION.  useful collection of forerunners and regular issues 
on Lighthouse hingeless pages, notables include (Michel numbers) Forerunners VS 37e (signed Steuer), 
VS 45b, VS 50d (signed Steuer), Regular Issues 1b NH, 9 mint (signed Steuer, small thin), 16-23 used, 29 
used, 32A used, etc., some minor faults, generally F-VF 250

3581 5 3         GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA CANCELS ASSORTMENT.  50 postmarks on single stamps or tying 
to small piece, mostly Yacht issues and with good variety of town cancels incl Aus, Berseba, Gobabis, 
Gochas, Hasis, Hohewarte, Jakalswater, Kub, Kubub, Maltahohe, Mariental, Otavi, blue Otjihavera, 
Outjo, Waterberg, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF 250

3582   6        GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA COVERS and CARDS GROUP.  over 25 postcards and three covers 
incl some Feldpost with variety of town cancels incl Bethanien, Grootfontein, Johann-Albrechtshohe, 
Keetmanshoop, Kolmannskuppe, Kub, Okombahe, Omaruru, blue Otjihavara, Owikokorero straight-
line, Seeis, Usakos, Warmbad, Windhuk, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-Fine 250

GERMAN COLONIES - Kiauchau
3583 * 3         KIAUCHAU COLLECTION.   splendid collection of forerunners and regular issues in Lighthouse 

hingeless pages, better issues throughout incl (Michel numbers) Forerunners V 37e, V 46c, V 48d, V 3 
I - V 6 I, V 1 II - V 6 II, Regular Issues 1 I b mint (signed Steuer), 1 II b used, 2-4 reference forgeries, 12-15 
mint, 16 used, 18-23 used, 24 B mint, 25 A used, 26 A mint (dist. gum, small thins), 34 I A used (signed 
Bohne, Bothe), 35 I A used (signed Steuer), etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF 650

GERMAN COLONIES - Mariana Islands
3584 * 3         MARIANA ISLANDS COLLECTION.  in a set of Lighthouse hingeless pages with 14-16 mint, 13a mint, 

14a mint (signed Hoffmann), 29 used, mostly F-VF 100

GERMAN COLONIES - Marshall Islands
3585 * 3         MARSHALL ISLANDS COLLECTION.   in Lighthouse hingeless pages with extra pages for 1st issue 

shade varieties (few dubious cancels) and "G.R.I." overprints, incl better as 1-2 mint, 3 used, 4-5 mint, 
9-12 mint, 11 used, 13-27 mint, generally F-VF 150

GERMAN COLONIES - Samoa
3586 * 3         SAMOA COLLECTION.   forerunners, regular issues and "G.R.I." overprints in Lighthouse hingeless 

pages, premium incl (Michel numbers) Forerunners V 37e (signed Steuer), V 42 (2), Regular Issues 
4-6 mint, 7-23 mint, British Occupation 1-5 used, 6 mint, 7-9 used, etc., few minor faults, generally F-VF 250

GERMAN COLONIES - Togo
3587 * 3         TOGO COLLECTION.   forerunners, regular issues and some occupation overprints in Lighthouse 

hingeless pages, better include (Michel numbers) Forerunners V 48b strip of three, V 50d (signed 
Steuer), Regular Issues 1 range of shades mint and used, British Occupation 1 used, 14 II - 15 II used, 
French Occupation 3 used (signed Champion), 4-5 mint, etc., some minor faults, generally F-VF 150

GERMANY - PLEBISCITES
3588 */** 3         GERMANY PLEBISCITES COLLECTION, 1920/22.  hundreds in well-filled set of Lindner hingeless 

pages and often parallel mint and used, including Allenstein with the unissued 40pf carmine NH (Michel 
I, €250; signed Mikulski), Marienwerder including the scarce 50pf Germania without gum (Michel 17x) 
and surcharges mint and used (Michel 22/25) with the mint 1mk on 2pf and 3mk on 3pf both NH, as 
well as the second printing of the plebiscite symbol issue complete mint and used (Michel 30/43). Upper 
Silesia again comprehensive incl 2½pf blackish gray mint (Michel 1a), the 50pf on 5mk orange (Michel 
12a mint; signed twice) and used, ‘Plebiscite’ ovpts (Michel 30/40) mint and used with the higher values 
signed, through to officials incl some varieties, usual mixed condition and a few dubious noted but 
generally F-VF, viewing a must . 400

GERMAN COLONIES - German Southwest Africa
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3589 */** 3         MEMEL incl LITHUANIAN OCCUPATION COLLECTION.  a collection of well over 1000 mint and used 
stamps from the overprints on Germanias onwards, including a considerable section of Klaipeda issues, 
representing about half the collection. There are lots of useful NH inc. on 1920 1.25mk green and 2.50mk lilac 
(17), the first series complete used, surcharges on French sowers and Mersons again with better high values 
inc. 3mk on 2fr mint NH block of 4 and x2 used (#30), 10mk on 5fr used (#29) and 20mk on 5fr used on piece 
(#33), thru 1922 20pf surcharges mint NH (#54/55), #50/92 complete used, followed by excellent airposts inc. 
scarce #C1 mint NH and used as well as a further used corner margin pair signed Dr. Petersen, then the good 
3mk on 60c mint NH and signed (#C18), last airposts complete mint NH and used (#C20/C29). Then scores of 
Lithuanian occupation issues, many expertized, including first series complete in mint NH blocks of four (#N1/
N6), 1923 surcharges on Mersons complete mint NH and used, lighthouse series complete both used and mint 
NH (#N31/N43), thick figures 3c on 10cm used (#N63), the ‘centai’ surcharges complete NH, especially the 
30c on 10m signed (#N91/N105), etc., a few dubious as expected but generally F-VF, must be viewed  1000

GREECE
3590 */** 3         OUTSTANDING GREECE STOCK.  a last-minute entry housed in 20 or so large stock books with many 

1000s of stamps parallel mint and used from 19th century to modern and being comprehensive in scope; 
the stock is chronologically organized and substantial throughout, especially for many good 20th century 
sets with up to about half a dozen sets of each; there is much NH even in pre-WW II sets, as well as select 
used complete sets; also noticed good "back of the book" well worth researching; generally fresh and 
F-VF; one of the best well-rounded Greek stocks that we have had the pleasure to offer, intact as received 5000

3591 * 3         GREECE CLASSIC PERIOD COLLECTION.  starting with several dozen Hermes head imperfs on old-
time album pages incl many wide-margined "on the nose" cancelled examples as well as some useful 
mint, collector organised by different printings including first issues Paris and Athens printings to 
the 80L carmine, usual mixed condition but far better than usually seen, Fine or better, inspection 
recommended to appreciate the quality throughout, seldom seen so nice. 400

3592 */(*) 3         GREECE COLLECTION, 1861/1969.  nicely filled Scott Specialty album, useful array of used Large and 
Small Hermes Heads incl 1870 20L with doubled "20" on back, also note 1896 60L-2D Olympics used, 
1906 Special Olympics mint, 1927 5L-25D Views, 1927-28 Navarino mint, 1930 Independence mint, 1933 
50D-100D used, 1933 Zeppelin mint, 1940 Youth Organization mint incl airmails, 1951 St Paul used, 1951 
Marshall Plan mint, 1954 100D-20,000D Definitives mint, 1954 NATO mint, mostly complete mint 1960-
69 issues, etc., some earlier without gum (e.g. C1-4) or regummed, generally F-VF 400

3593 * 3         GREECE "HERMES HEADS" ASSORTMENT.   40 imperfs waiting to be incorporated into a collection 
apparently all having been selected for quality, including irregular multiple of 7 used of the 1880/82 40 lepta 
violet (Scott #58), coarse Athens printings to 80L, 1861 Paris print 80L mint with four margins and fresh color 
(#6), fine first Athens printing 1861 2L bister mint, 1876 Paris printings with the 30L olive brown mint (#49) 
and a premium quality 60L green used (#50) with full margins, etc., Fine or better, well worth close inspection  200

GREENLAND
3594 **          GREENLAND MINT NH STOCK.  an impressive turnkey stock of thousands of virtually all NH and 

miniature sheets in a stockbook; good issues include the 1938/46 King Christian X and Polar Bear series, 
1945 pictorials to 5kr, etc, as well as substantial "face value", mostly VF 1000

3595 **          GREENLAND 1970s/2000s ISSUES ASSORTMENT.   includes PO Year Sets (1977-79, 1981-85, 1987-
2002) plus various booklets and S/S with some minor duplication (generally 2 each), also 11 different 
1983/85 reprint sheets of the Parcel Post issue, NH, fresh and VF; Face Value DKK 3,600+ (about $570) 250

GUATEMALA
3596 */(*) 3         GUATEMALA CLASSIC COLLECTION.  Old-time (mostly) mint and used collection of 46 stamps on 

pages, including first series complete mint and the 10c, 20c used, 1875 Liberty unused, 1879 Quetzals mint, 
1881 Surcharges  with the 20c on 2r rose used, etc, typical mixed and some slightly stuck down, VG-VF  300

HUNGARY
3597 * 3         ECLECTIC HUNGARY MIX.  Rothschild family correspondence as well as extensive 19th century from the 

first issues onwards; a fascinating assortment highlighted by hundreds of first issues including lithographed 
3kr Green used, 25kr Violet and Bright violet used, mint engraved 10kr and 25kr, shades on the 15kr 
used, scarce 5kr proof in black with gum, two sets of the official reprints, etc., then attractive 19th century 
frankings of the numeral/ envelope issues, a diverse range of postal stationery and money orders from the 
first issues onwards through to PoW, with correspondence WW I period cards, converted for use under 
Romanian occupation incl Kolozsvar ovpts frankings, etc.; there is also strength in WW I Occupation issues 
(many with signatures but with dubious as usual) incl Western Hungary with a glassine envelope of Skull 
ovpts noted, 1921 ovpts on Madonna and Child high values NH, Serbian occupation ‘Banat Bacska’ ovpts 
on ‘Koztarsasag’ ovpts to 10kr mint, etc, absolutely must be seen to be appreciated; ex-Rothschild 4000

GERMAN PLEBISCITES - Memel
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3598 * 3         HUNGARY ASSORTMENT.   an old-time hoard of specialised collections on the 1870s/80s Crown 
of St. Stephen issues comprised of many 1000s of mostly used stamps, extraordinary in scope with 
highly detailed plating studies accompanied by the collector’s pencil illustrations and notes and using 
multiples as far as he could, including extensive examples of retouches and constant varieties, as well as 
combination frankings on postal stationery; the sheer range of postmarks also makes this an important 
resource for the specialist with many crisp strikes from small villages; along with the quadrille pages there 
are envelopes of glassines written with the categories of perforation and watermark, as well as used and 
unused postal stationery envelopes, money orders, etc. Essential viewing to appreciate what is here; ex-
Rothschild 2000

3599 *          HUNGARY WW I OCCUPATION ISSUES.  an old-time collection with hundreds of mint stamps neatly 
displayed on quadrille pages, focuses on the Szeged and Transylvania overprints which are virtually 
complete with almost all the best stamps signed (some dubious as always incl the signatures); highlights 
are many from the Szeged, Transylvania with Kolozsvar types, Nagyvarad types etc. with numerous "back 
of the book" issues, generally F-VF; collection hasn’t seen the light of day for several decades with viewing 
essential for proper evaluation; ex-Rothschild 1000

3600 */** 3         HUNGARY IMPERF ACCUMULATION.  mostly mint accumulation in a stockbook and on various stock 
pages loaded with imperfs incl. souvenir sheets, many cat. $100 or more, also two mint sheet files with full 
sheets from 1950s and more, some stuck here and there but generally F-VF, huge catalog value 400

3601   6        HUNGARY 1920s/40s COVERS GROUP.   over 40 covers/ postal cards with variety of uses, cancels, 
frankings (many commems), etc. incl flights, censored, registered, etc., usual mixed condition with most 
F-VF 150

3602   6        HUNGARY 1930s/40s COVERS GROUP.  31 covers or cards plus a few commemorative items and incl 
flight covers, various domestic and international uses incl registry, assorted markings and cancels, etc., 
usual mixed condition, generally Fine or better  100

ICELAND
3603 * 3         ICELAND COLLECTION.  mint and used collection of hundreds of stamps from the first issues up to 

the 1980s with better items as #1 2sk ultra mint (small faults), 3sk gray mint with some irregular perfs, 8sk 
brown used, the 16sk yellow used (short corner perf), 1876 5a blue used, 8sk red lilac official used, ‘prir’ 
surcharge, useful ‘Gildi’ ovpts, 1907 5k used, 1911 Sigurdsson complete used, 1931 Zeppelins complete 
mint and later 20th century comprehensive mint, generally Fine or better  300

3604 */** 3         ICELAND COLLECTION 1873/1971.   in Scott album, begins with 1 mint? (very faulty), moderately 
populated through about 1940 but fairly complete thereafter, mix of used and mint throughout (few 
NH), small selection of BOB, generally F-VF, a nice starter collection 75

3605 * 3         ICELAND STARTER COLLECTION.   to 1994 issues on Minkus pages and includes occasional $10+ 
catalog mint or used singles, some "back of the book", etc., mostly F-VF; owner‘s Scott about $925 50

IRAN
3606 * 3         IRAN AMALGAMATION.  a recently unearthed exciting old-time hoard of many thousands of mint and 

used in old envelopes and glassines with issues running from 1880s to 1920s, we note 1882 engraved 5ch 
(#50) and 10ch (#51) in large mint multiples, as well as the scarce 25ch single examples (#52), 1902 
‘Provisoire 1319’ ovpts on set of 5 to 12ch complete in singles and blocks of four (#235/239), 5kr on 5kr 
surcharge in mint singles and block of four (#308), the ‘P.L.’ local provisionals with and without serifs and in 
red and black in panes of 12 (#315, 315a, 317/318), also seen 1903 blue lion overprints complete in singles 
and blocks of four (#321/340), 1906 Provisoire handstamps in full panes, November 1918 End of War 
overprints on 5t top value, quantities of surcharges and overprints on the 1911/21 Shan Ahmad portraits 
incl. 1921 1kr surcharges, etc, usual mixed condition and with the ubiquitous reprints and forgeries but still 
well worth a close look, ideal for the specialist; catalog would be well into six figures if all genuine  5000

3607 * 3         IRAN COLLECTION to 1910s.  an old-fashioned and impressive mint and used collection housed in 
a vintage album with few empty spaces, starting with the 1876/80 Nasser-eddin issues used, the 1881 
lithographed 5c and 10c Suns, the 1882 Suns complete with 25c used, the 1882/84 Shah Portraits used to 
10fr, 1885/87 surcharges incl. 3c and 6c on 5c green mint, etc. – turn of the century with the ornamental 
ovpts reprints; then better early 1900s surcharges inc. #206, #209a mint, etc, as well as a strong showing of 
the handstamps on Chahis/Krans incl. #235/239 unused, type I red lions used incl. 5kr (#247/257), type 
II also used (#280/290), through to Teheran locals, Meshed postmaster provisionals 2ch and 5ch used 
(#223, 225), Ahmad Shah inc. key 4k mint (#496b), etc.; also non-Scott listed ‘Taxe’ lion issues and ovpts 
seldom seen, ‘Relais’ overprints and others we have not figured, also tucked inside the back cover, the 
scarce unissued Coronation set of 38 with and without ‘Service’ ovpts, usual mixed condition and with 
obvious reprints or forgeries not figured, majority fresh and F-VF; catalogue value well into five figures  1800

3608 * 3         IRAN COLLECTION, 1870/99.  on Minkus pages with useful assortment of early Lions, 1882/84 5s-10r 
Sah used, strong 1890s issues mint or used, etc., usual mixed condition and includiong some reprints and 
dubious asu usual but better than typically seen, VG-VF, must be viewed 500
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3609   6        IRAN WW II PERIOD POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION.  over 30 commercial covers neatl arranged 
and annotated on homemade pages, the focus is on WW II censor markings, especially the ‘Anglo-Soviet-
Persian’ double-ring strikes in purple and black, Cyrillic and English, with many different numbers, 
plenty of very attractive covers with nice array of frankings, re-directed, returned, etc, mostly F-VF 500

3610 */** 3         IRAN COLLECTION, 1949/89.   mostly mint neatly arranged in Scott order in three stock books, 
highlights include (mint unless otherwise noted) 933-34, 941-48, 975, 985-92, 995-98 (thins), 1042-46 
NH, 1077-81 NH, 1130-32, 1276-81 NH, B1-15 NH, etc., strong section of commems late 1950s/early 
1970s with majority NH, also includes a section of mostly reprint officials and parcel post, typical gum for 
the issues but better than usually seen, generally F-VF, ideal foundation collection.  400

3611 **          IRAN 1960s/70s MINTS SETS STOCK.  1000s of mint sets mostly from the 1960s and ‘70s stacked in 
envelopes in multiple format from a new issue supplier of that time, NH, F-VF, substantial retail value  300

ISRAEL
3612 */**          ISRAEL MINT COLLECTION.  mostly never hinged collection beautifully mounted in Minkus albums, 

less a few key items but still very worthwhile, generally Very Fine 250
3613 */

(*)/**          

ISRAEL COLLECTION to 2000s.  mostly mint NH sets, singles, S/S, etc. incl a 1953-76 NH tab collection 
in mounts on White Ace pages, PO Year Sets for 1980-81, 1983-87, 1989; "new issues" of the 1980s/2000s 
still in glassine envelopes and incl S/S, mini-sheets, booklets, etc., also an assortment of premium items 
with 1-6 tab NH, 10-14 tab regum, 16 mint and FDC, 17-22 tab NH, 25 tab regum, 55 tab regum, C1-6 tab 
NH, etc., generally fresh and F-VF 200

3614 */**          ISRAEL MINT COLLECTION TO 1998.  housed in 18 volumes, begins with a better album incl. 1-9 
mint (some gum disturbances), 15 NH w/ tab, 16 NH, 25, 27, and 33-4 (all NH w/ tab), the rest of the 
albums contain material from new issue services, mainly blocks, strips and sheetlets, apparently all NH, 
generally F-VF, quite a substantial amount of material, with invoices showing a tremendous new issue cost 150

3615 */** 3 

6        

ISRAEL NH COLLECTION 1949/61.  on White Ace pages, includes 1-9 (1000m no fingerprints), 16 ,
35-36 and 46-47 with tabs, C16 with tab (fingerprints); vast majority with tabs from about the mid-1950s 
(some earlier with short tabs), generally F-VF, a clean and attractive collection 100

3616 **  6 

4       

ISRAEL ACCUMULATION 1970s/90s.   large accumulation both loose and in albums/stockbooks, 
appears to have been primarily purchased from new issue services, mostly mint singles and blocks with 
some FDCs mixed in, generally F-VF, owner‘s new issue cost many $100s 100

3617 **          ISRAEL NH HOARD.   substantial assemblege of mint never hinged issues incl. singles, pairs, blocks, 
souvenir sheets etc., generally Very Fine 100

3618 */** 3 

6        

ISRAEL GROUP.  moslty mint never hinged assortment in two cartons, incl. albums, pages and glassines, 
also full sheets and covers, generally F-VF 100

ITALY AND ITALIAN AREA
3619 */** 3         ITALY MISCELLANY.  19th and 20th Century accumulation of esoteric material incl. very nice collection 

of States w/four-margin examples, occupation, Revenues, labels etc., generally F-VF, inspection will prove 
rewarding 300

ITALY
3620 */(*) 3         ITALY "BACK OF THE BOOK" COLLECTION.   a lovely collection of postage dues, officials and 

parcel post in hingeless pages, numerous better sets and singles as (mint unless otherwise noted) 
Postage Dues 1870/91 first issue assortment of mostly mint (few regums), 1890-91 10c-30c "Mascherino" 
Surcharges (each signed E Diena and with his 1990 certificate for the set),  1884-1903 50L-100L used, 
Officials 1875 2c-100L mint or unused, Parcel Post 1884-86 10c-20c unused, 50c-1.75L used, etc., usual 
mixed condition but an overall Fine collection of these. 2500

3621   6        ITALY 14th-15th CENTURY POSTAL HISTORY EXHIBIT COLLECTION.   fascinating and well 
documented exhibit collection of approx 75 stampless covers with the earliest example from 1379 and 
majority being covers of the 1400s; among the many sections of the exhibit we note various private 
posts incl Malta Knighthood Post, Venetian Sea Post, Aragons‘ Post, Viscount‘s Post, Este‘s Post, 15th 
century Venetian Post, Gonzaga‘s Post, Sforza‘s Post, Ducal Posts, Medici‘s Post, Bentivoglio‘s Post, Papal 
Post, Genoese Post, etc., covers with wide array of markings incl "dry" stamps, early payment marks, 
various notations indicating how cover to be delivered, merchant and tradesman marks, etc., Very Fine 
considering the age of the covers, view to appreciate 2000
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3622   6        ITALY 16th-17th CENTURY POSTAL HISTORY EXHIBIT COLLECTION. approx 55 stampless covers 
neatly arranged and annotated on exhibit pages with an additional approx 80 covers as "back" up waiting 
to researched and added to the exhibit, variety of "private posts" engaged to move the mail incl Thurn 
and Taxis, Papal post, Sforza‘s post, the Medicis, Chioggia post, French courier‘s post, etc., also includes 
some foreign mails using Venetian post (service by private messengers) in the Levant region, with an 
array of notations for indication for fast delivery by mounted courier (incl how many horses to be used), 
gallows to indicate penalty for interfering in delivery, "porto" notations for early rates, "cito" to indicate 
urgency, early handstamps, etc., also includes numerous "photocopies" of covers, research notes and 
various auction catalogs (incl the three "Corsini Correspondence" sales held by Robson Lowe in the 
1980s), Very Fine for these, excellent for the specialist and well worth a close look 1000

3623 * 3         ITALY COLLECTION to 1940s.  old-time collection of 100s in a well-filled Borek album, predominantly 
used from the classics onward with (used unless otherwise stated) Neapolitan Provinces imperfs including 
the 20g orange yellow with full margins (#26b), embossed Victor Emmanuel II first issues of unified Italy 
with the 80cts orange on piece (#21), 1863 first postage due (#J1), Humbert I issues virtually complete 
including the 1879 30cts brown (#49), 2L vermilion (#51) and 1889 5L (#57), as well as a highly unusual 
misperforated pair on piece of the 10cts claret (#46), parcel posts complete (Q1/Q6), 1890 ‘Valevole’ 
surcharges complete (#58/63), 1891/96 5L (#72), the 1901 2cts orange brown block of four with large 
‘Taxe 5’ surcharge handstamp in violet not listed in Scott, 1922 Trieste Philatelic Congress ovpts complete 
on piece (#142A/142D), 1924 ‘Crociera’ 2L on piece (#174G), many of the better series of the 1930s 
such as 1930 Virgil with 10L+2.50L commercially used (#256), 1932 Dante (#268/279), 1932 Fascist 
complete (#290/305, C40/C41, E16/E17), 1933 Zeppelins (#C42/C47), 1934 Soccer (#324/328, C62/
C65), Rome-Buenos Aires (#C52/C54), Rome-Mogadishu 5L (#C76), 1936 Horace (#359/366, C84/
C88), etc, as with most collections of this type there will be some dubious cancels or regums and close 
inspection is recommended, generally F-VF  750

3624 */** 3         ITALY COLLECTION, 1920s/40s.  excellent collection of mostly mint 1930s/40s in hingeless pages, 
includes (mint unless otherwise noted) 1931 Naval Academy NH, 1932 Garibaldi complete (2 incl one 
set NH), 1932 March on Rome, 1933 Balbo Flight, 1934 Military Medal of Valor complete, 1935 Bellini 
complete, 1937 Child Welfare NH, 1938 Empire complete, `etc., generally dresh and F-VF 500

3625 * 3         ITALY COLLECTION, 1860s/1960s.   several hundred mint and used stamps in an old-fashioned 
beat-up Sassone album, many premium sets and singles especially of the popular 1920s/30s; note 
used 1863/77s complete (Scott 24/33), 1878 surcharged officials complete (37/44), 1921 Trieste seal 
(130/132), 1926 1.25L Emmanuel III perf 11 (176a), 1926 semi-postals top values (B28/29), continuing 
with a comprehensive run of the 1930s with lots of better complete sets incl 1932 Dante (268/279), 
Fascist March (290/305), 1933 Holy Year (310/314), 1934 Football (324/328), 1935 Bellini (349/354), 
Octavianus (377/386), 1937 Artists (387/396), etc, some typical dubious cancels as always and some 
occasional toning considered, please inspect 500

3626 */** 3         ITALY BETTER ISSUES.  mostly mint sets and singles in stock cards, nearly all worth mentioning but 
highlighted by (mint unless otherwise noted) 143-46 NH, 331-41 regum, 345-48 (some small faults), 
377-86+C95-99, 413-18 NH, 477 (2), 495-506, 518 NH (some gum tone spots) and used, 538-39 mint and 
used, 572-73 used, 661-62 (2), B17-19 mint (4) and used, B30-33, B35-38 NH, C1-2 NH, C20-22 NH, C89-
94 (3), J85 (2 incl one NH), QY3 NH, QY4, etc., some minor gum disturbances and dubious cancels as 
usual, generally F-VF  400

3627   6        ITALY 18th/19th CENTURY COMMERCIAL BANKING/ CURRENCY EXCHANGE STAMPLESS 
COVERS.  extensive assortment of about 200 mostly 19th century "rate current" covers incl incoming 
covers from variety of destinations (mostly addressed to Genova and many to Parodi Bank) and covers 
to banks in other European countries, also note numerous registered covers noting monetary shipment 
uses along with collector‘s research notes concerning not only the covers but the content within them, 
good variety of markings, generally F-VF, ideal for further study and expansion. 400

3628   6        ITALY 19th CENTURY BANKER"S COVERS.  approx 35 stampless covers/ letters with assorted banker 
cachets and handstamps and often accompanied by collector research concerning the uses and markings, 
mostly on mail into or out of Genova (good number addressed to Parodi Bank), foreign covers include 
Belgium, France, GB, Fiume, Spain, Switzerland, Sardinia, Netherlands, Portugal, Prussia, Russia, 
Sweden, etc., excellent variety of cancels and auxiliary markings, generally F-VF, wonderful commercial 
content 300

3629   6        ITALIAN COVER CONSIGNMENT BALANCE.  classic period to early 20th century plus a stack of late 
20th century envelopes from Italian dealers and auctioneers with colorful frankings (and accompanied 
by a useful stack of their auction catalogs and net price sales), among the earlier covers we note maritime 
mail and markings on incoming and outgoing covers incl numerous stampless (many Genova related), 
early 20th century commercial covers (many banking related), incoming 19th century mail from Europe 
and USA, some pre-18th century stampless, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF; well worth a close 
and careful examination.  300

3630   6        ITALY WW II FIELDPOST COVERS ASSORTMENT.  18 different covers and cards posted from locations 
incl Libya, Tunisia, Sicily, etc. and note some with propaganda slogans, unit handstamps, various censor 
tapes and handstamps, usual mixed condition, VG-VF 200
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3631   6        ITALY EARLY 20th CENTURY COVERS FROM BANKS.  approx 95 1909/16 nearly all registered covers with 
a bank cc (mostly Banca Tocci of Napoli) with most addressed to Napoli or Palermo, wide range of definitive 
issues frankings, cancels, auxiliary markings, etc., usual mixed condition but a Fine and useful group 70

ITALY - A.M.G. / VENEZIA GIULIA
3632 **   4       VENEZIA GIULIA 1945/47 ISSUES SHEETS and MULTIPLES GROUP.  dozens of sheets and larger blocks 

of the 10c/4L regular issues and the 2L, 5L airmails, various overprint varieties noted - shifts, broken and oddly 
shaped letters, "double period", etc., NH, mostly F-VF, ideal for the specialist; Scott about $4,000 as singles 200

ITALY - WW II OCCUPATIONS
3633   6        ITALIAN OCCUPATION OF LIBYA POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION.   several dozen covers of 

the 1940s arranged and annotated on quadrille pages written-up identifying the covers by the types of 
military postmark, including numbered cancels ranging from No.3 to No.304, as well as very attractive 
regiment/battalion handstamps in a range of different colors, through 30c brown Victor Emmanuel 
postal stationery with LIBIA ovpt, an interesting cover containing letter from the 204th artillery regiment 
in May 1940, a range of military postcards with the "per le forze armata" cachet both with and without 
additional stamps of Libya, scarce postage due frankings including "localita spovvista di francobolli" 
handstamp (no stamps available), etc.; collateral includes a money order for sending 300L pay home, 
franked by Italy 50c purple with Posta Militare No. 302 postmarks and with personal message of sender 
on reverse, etc. a serious collection of tough to find material, inspection recommended 1500

TRIESTE-A
3634 */** 3         TRIESTE-A STOCK.  outstanding stock of thousands being well neatly arranged in a stock book and 

including the good sets and singles with back of the book, the mint is overwhelmingly never hinged and 
the used with postal cancels, generally fresh and F-VF, excellent retail potential  1500

3635 *          SUBSTANTIAL TRIESTE-A MINT POSTAL STATIONERY COLLECTION.  postal cards, reply cards, 
letter cards, airletters, parcel cartds, etc. in a binder and loaded with better issues as (Michel numbers) 
Postal Cards P 2 II, P 3 III, P 4, P 5 II, P 10 (2), P 11 (2), P 14 (3), P 16, P 20 (the five different cachets), 
Letter Cards K 1 II (2), K 3 IV (3), K 3 V (2), K 3 VI, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (2008 Michel €2,650+) 500

JAPAN
3636 * 3         VINTAGE JAPAN COLLECTION, 1871/88.  an attractive collection of mint and used classics on old-

time album pages, with impressive showing of the 1871/72 imperf and perf dragons unused as issued, 
1872 10s Blue green mint, 20s Violet used, 30s Grey used, 1875 12s, 15s and 45s all mint, the 1876/77 
incl. 6c Orange mint, 45s Rose mint, etc, appear genuine but a few clunkers probably included, a handful 
(minimal value) partially stuck down, generally fresh and F-VF. etc.  3000

3637 */** 3         JAPAN COLLECTION to 1990s.  mostly mint with much NH in seven albums with White Ace pages or 
stock sheets, includes booklets, S/S incl Parks and New Year, mixed maint and used to 1920s, numerous 
premium issues as (mint unless otherwise noted) 167-70, 283a NH, 288a NH, 306a NH, 318a NH (2), 
323a NH (2), 400a NH, 422a (NH, vertical bend), 1940s Exhibition S/S, 463a NH, 479 NH, 479a NH, 
517a NH, 519a NH, 564a NH, 572a NH, 575a NH, 580a NH, B11, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, Scott 
$about $8,500; ideal for continuation 1200

3638 */(*) 3         JAPAN COLLECTION to 1939.  several 100s on quadrille pages and incl some 19th century forgeries (as 
usual) but includes genuine as well with 1-3 mint, 5-6 mint, 36-38 used, assorted 1876/83 issues used, 109-
10 mint, 152-54 used, 169-70 mint, 190-93 mint, 200-01 mint, etc. plus selection of mostly used Offices 
in China and Offices in Korea issues, usual mixed condition but better than typically seen, mostly F-VF 750

3639 */**          JAPAN MINT COLLECTION to 1970s.  attractive collection in a Scott Specialty album, lots of better sets 
and miniature sheets as 109 NH, 145a, 223-26 singles and blocks NH, 279 NH, 283a NH (2), 288a NH, 
306a NH, 400a NH, 422 NH, 479 NH, 505-08 NH, 519a NH, etc. plus a manila stockpage at the back of 
the book stuffed with mihon specimen ovpts by the dozen, fresh and F-VF 600

3640 * 3 6        JAPAN COLLECTION.  specialised collection of the  late 19th and early 20th century chrysanthemums with 
well over 200 singles identified by perforation etc.. also seen postal history including 2sn green block of five 
on advertising cover, as well as mixed franking making same rate on red stationery of the same company both 
sent in 1904 from Kioto to Germany, stamps used on color postcards incl geishas, etc, perfin study and perfins 
used on cards, etc,, usual mixed condition but Fine overall and worthy of careful inspection 550

3641  3         JAPAN REVENUES and TELEGRAPH ISSUES COLLECTION.  dozens mounted on quadrille pages 
with much 19th century, variety of cancels, including colored and fancy. includes silk, telegraphs, tobacco 
duty, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, a must-view for the specialist  500
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3642 */** 3 

6        

JAPAN POSTAL HISTORY & STAMP COLLECTION + OTHER ASIA.  hundreds and hundreds of 
stamps and covers, the vast majority from Japan but some British Asia mixed in, primarily pre-WWII, 
plenty of interesting frankings and markings throughout, also a sizable number of postcards incl. some 
RPPCs, generally VG-VF, an interesting accumulation worth a close inspection 500

3643 **          JAPAN MINT GROUP.   100s of 1960s/80s sets and singles (a handful of earlier noted) sorted into 
glassines, definitives (incl some S/S, booklets and panes), commems, Parks, etc. with some better issues 
as 423, 1087-87A (2), some minor duplication, nearly all NH, F-VF; Face Value in excess of ﾝ¥70,000 400

3644   6        JAPAN POSTAL CARDS ACCUMULATION.  many many 100s of primarily pre-1930s used cards with 
duplication and an astounding array of cancels, completely unsorted and offered intact as received, usual 
mixed condition, VG-VF, a must-view for the cancel specialist 350

3645   6        JAPAN EARLY 20th CENTURY COMMEMORATIVE CARDS/ POSTAL CARDS.   about 50 mostly 
commemorative cards showing variety of scenes (numerous military),some 1902 UPU Anniversary cards, 
pictorial cancels, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, nice group of these popular cards 200

3646 *  6        JAPAN POSTAL CARDS GROUP.   mostly more modern mint cards (some per 100) and also note 
some P.O. new issue announcements for stamps, handful of FDC and some Ryukyu Islands cards with 
duplication, usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF 50

3647 * 3         JAPAN COLLECTION, 1876/1945.  mostly mint in two Scott albums with some better as (mint unless 
otherwise noted) 283a NH (some margin wrinkling), 318a (stamps NH), late 1940s Exhibition S/S, 479, 
assorted New Years sheets incl 1950-54 NH (some light wrinkling), 575a NH, 1950s Parks S/S assortment, 
B11, mostly complete after 1956, usual mixed condition, VG-VF 150

3648 * 3         JAPAN COLLECTION, 1914/75.   lightly filled Scott album but with better issues as (mint unless 
otherwise indicated) 283a, 285-93, 288a (stamps NH), 306a (stamps NH), 378a, 422 NH, 423, 439-42, 
456-57, 479, 498 New Year sheet, assorted 1950s Parks S/S, B11, etc., mostly F-VF 150

3649 */** 3         JAPAN COLLECTION 1915/1980.  in Minkus album, mix of mint and NH to the 1950s, generally mint 
and NH thereafter, mostly short sets pre-WWII, fairly complete post-1950 incl. many S/S, generally F-VF, 
a clean and attractive collection 100

3650 */** 3 

6        

JAPAN ACCUMULATION.  mint and used in envelopes and an assortment of early First Day Covers, 
mint Geese & Moon noted, generally F-VF 100

3651           EARLY 20TH CENTURY JAPANESE POSTCARD COLLECTION.  approx. 30 cards including Kabuki, 
Japanese art in the British Museum, hand-colored RPPC, and several from the Russo-Japanese War 
(including one of casualties), generally Very Fine, an interesting group 50

3652 */** 3         JAPAN IN SCOTT ALBUM 1900/79.  mix of mint and used to about 1950 and primarily mint and NH thereafter, 
better stamps and sets incl. 190-3 mint, fairly complete post-WWII, generally F-VF, an attractive collection 150

LATVIA
3653 * 3         LATVIA COLLECTION to 1940s.  desirable collection of mint and used on pages with few empty spaces, highlights 

include various perf and imperf Map types, first types on maps/ arms types imperf and perf, Riga Liberation thin 
papers, etc,  extensive airposts including the semi-postals mint both perf and imperf (#CB1/CB24, CB1a/CB24a, 
cat. $900+), as well as WWII Russian occupations and more, generally F-VF, an attractive collection 750

LIBERIA
3654           LIBERIA REFERENCE COLLECTION; "ex-RICHTER".  excellent old-time reference collection with 

about 200 stamps from 19th century to 1920s, includes dozens of the first issues in singles and blocks of 
four, unused and with cancels, 1892/96 series to 32cts with specimen overprints, lots of official overprints 
from the 1892 small types onwards, "Ordinary", surcharges of the 1910s, etc, with some genuine, F-VF; a 
fascinating holding for the specialist to explore  550

LIECHTENSTEIN
3655 **          LIECHTENSTEIN MINT NH COLLECTION, 1970/2008. essentially complete in three Dual hingeless 

page albums, generally PO fresh and VF (Face Value about Fr1,450 ) 400

LITHUANIA
3656 * 3         LITHUANIA COLLECTION.  stock book with hundreds of mint and used stamps from first issues to 1930s 

including "back of the book" issues, note dozens of Vilnius and Kaunas typeset issues, a range of surcharges 
on the White Knight series, 1920s semi-postal overprints with better items (some signed), later perf and 
imperf full sets and also incl a bit of Central Lithuania incl printers waste, generally F-VF, view to appreciate 750
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3657 * 3         LITHUANIA COLLECTION.   enticing collection of mint and used on well-filled set of pages, featuring 
nice array of the 1918/19 issues with assorted printings and better values, "White Knights" with varieties, 
1923 "Rhomboid" mint, useful semi-postal surcharges incl War Invalids, 1930 Grand Duke used, 1930s highly 
complete imperf and perf, 1935 Vaitkus flight ovpt mint (signed), etc., generally F-VF, ideal basis for expansion  750

3658 * 3         LITHUANIA COLLECTION.   "collector’s collection" of over 1000 mint and used stamps in an old 
fashioned album including dozens of early issues sorted by first, second and third Kaunas printings, then 
1919 White Knight issues again sorted by printings including imperfs, 1921/22 50sk corner margin mint 
block of 8 imperf, many complete sets of the 1930s perf and imperf mint, etc., mostly F-VF  500

3659 * 3         LITHUANIA COLLECTION, 1919/40.  mint and used collection on old-fashioned Schaubek album 
pages, good deal complete including first issues with 2nd Vilnius printing complete used, 1920 Grand 
Duke high values used, useful gold overprint semi-postals and quite complete to end, mostly F-VF    400

MEXICO
3660 */(*) 3         MEXICO 19th CENTURY ISSUES COLLECTION.  an appealing collection of 110 mint and used on 

vintage pages with many premium issues, useful used 1st issues followed by an attractive group of the 
Eagles to 8r Red used, next the Maximilians with lithograph types to 50c used incl ½c Grey, Hidalgos 
continue with 1868 "no period" 100c Black on brown pin perf used, 1872 types to 100c Lilac and nice 
section of later Hidalgos to high values, note "Banknote" Hidalgos and Numerals, etc., usual mixed 
condition with a few dubious or reprints and some slightly stuck down, still an overall Fine collection and 
a nice basis for expansion  1500

3661 **          MEXICO "EXPORTA" ISSUES ASSORTMENT.  interesting and diverse range of several hundreds of 
mint exporta issues housed in an album and a stack of album leaves, as well as stockcards with numerous 
varieties,. NH, genrally VF, huge potential for the specialist 750

3662 * 3         MEXICO STARTER COLLECTION.   to 1970s issues in a Scott album with some useful used 19th 
century incl assorted Hidalgo and Numerals issues, some Revolution period, 1940s issues incl airmails, 
etc., mostly F-VF; owner‘s 2005 Scott $1,775+ 150

MONACO
3663 */**          MONACO MINT COLLECTION, 1930s/80s.  well over 1500 stamps in a stock book with nearly all NH 

incl the Birds airmails with all perf varieties, generally fresh and VF  500

MONTENEGRO
3664 * 3 6        SPECIALIZED MONTENEGRO COLLECTION to 1940s.   highly specialised collection of several 

hundred stamps neatly arranged and annotated on homemade pages and often with mint and used 
in parallel, begins with scores of Prince Nicholas first issues differentiated by the early, middle and late 
printings including the extremely scarce 2n Yellow perf 13x10½ in vertical and horizontal pairs mint as 
well as many well-struck cancels, then the 1893 ovpts with four different printings including better perf 
types, 1896 Cetinje Monastery including mint 20n perf 11½, 1905-1906 Constitution Ovpts covering the 
various formats with some ovpt errors and varieties noted as double ovpt in red and black on 1h Ultra, 
trial ovpt in green on 2k Brown etc., also useful 19th century postal history noticed as well with about 20 
covers incorporated into the collection, also includes Austrian occupations mint and used, Government 
in Exile issues, Italian WW II Occupations, etc., generally F-VF, ideal for the specialist and an excerllent 
foundation collection   2000

NETHERLANDS AND COLONIES
3665   6        NETHERLANDS and COLONIES COVERS SELECTION.  22 covers and a cover front, colonies incl 

Neth Indies, Neth Antilles, neth New Guinea plus some Indonesia, mostly philatelic, mixed condition, 
VG-VF 100

NETHERLANDS
3666 */

(*)/**          

NETHERLANDS PREMIUM SELECTION.  primarily 1920s/50s better sets and singles incl Mint 53, 74, 
105 (2), 163, Regummed 104, 134, 163, C13-14, Mint NH 194, 196-99, 226-43, 332-39, B16-20, B25-36, 
B54-57, B144a-145a, etc., F-VF (see online scans) 300

3667 */**          NETHERLANDS ASSORTMENT.  includes assortment of 1980s/2000s "New Issues" incl sets, S/S, mini-
sheets, some booklets, etc., 10 different 2001/04 "Themamapje" folders, PO Year Sets for 1977-78, 1988-
2008, etc., generally fresh and F-VF 150
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3668 */**          NETHERLANDS MINT COLLECTION, 1928/76.  in mounts on Wite Ace pages and incl 194, 286-300, 
B44-49, B70-72, B208-23, mostly complete after 1946 with most NH after 1960, F-VF 100

NORWAY
3669 * 3         NORWAY COLLECTION to 1984.   100s of mint and used housed on Davo pages beginning with 

a 1856/57 2sk Oscar unused 3sk-8sk used, the Lion types of 1863/66 and 1867/68 array with some 
duplication, 1878 1kr, 1.50kr, 2kr mint, study of the posthorn issues 1883 onwards with better mint as 
well as used, strong 20th century mostly mint, "back of the book" from 1889 onwards, with much mint as 
well, usual mixed condition in early issues, mostly F-VF  500

3670 *  6        NORWAY AIRMAIL ISSUES EXHIBIT COLLECTION.  arranged and annotated on 16 pages and incl 
mint blocks of the four issues (Scott C1-4) then nice array of covers incl 1927 Issue single frankings to 
Germany, Finland, and England, registered to Denmark, 1934 Issue single frankings to England, France, 
domestic use (Stavanger to Oslo), Germany plus commercial cover to Switzerland with pair plus two 
10o Lion, 1937 Issue on flight cover to Sweden, strip of four + pair to Argentina, single plus 40o Lion 
censored to USA, 1941 Issue single frankings to Canada and Turkey, strip of three registered to Hungary, 
two singles to USA, F-VF, a desirable collection of these elusive covers 100

3671 * 3         NORWAY COLLECTION IN SCOTT ALBUM 1855/1980.  begins with 1 used (cut in at bottom), nice 
selection of Post Horns, moderately complete from the 1930s/60s, nice BOB including semi-postals and 
officials, mostly used but the occasional mint stamp, generally F-VF, an nice starter collection 100

PARAGUAY
3672 */(*) 3         PARAGUAY 19th CENTURY ISSUES COLLECTION.  old-time mint and used collection of 33 stamps 

on pages with spaces to 1887, incl the key 1878 surcharges with blue 5cts on 1r rose used, black 5c on 2r 
blue used and the blue 5c on 3r black, as well as a scarce ‘Re del Paraguay’ lion essay, officials, stationery 
cut-squares, etc, few slightly stuck down and usual very mixed condition, VG-VF  500

PHILIPPINES
3673   6        PHILIPPINES 1881/87 SURCHARGE ISSUES ON TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS GROUP.  11 receipts with 

exceptional range of frankings and including inverted, double and triple surcharge errors, surcharge 
issues include Scott 93, 103, 105, 112, 124, 128, 129, 132, 133, 134; highlights of the group include 
105 with "Revisado" overprint (total of 215 stamps incl surcharge errors) on Edinburgh receipt; 129 (2 
singles, Scott $450 each for postal cancel, the only recorded use on a telegraph receipt) on Hong Kong 
receipt; 133 (3 strips of three (one stamp with a double surcharge) and block of 21 - the largest recorded 
multiple) on Saigon receipt; etc., usual very mixed condition, an overall Fine group of these elusive uses 1000

3674   6        PHILIPPINES 19th CENTURY COVERS SELECTION.  13 covers plus a telegraph receipt incl 1838/50 
stampless (3) to Spain; #1 (3-margin stamp on a folded letter sheet with faults); #13 (3½ margin single 
partially removed from folded letter sheet with small faults); #23 (2) single franking covers to Spain; #147 
(pair and two singles) + #162 registered to Germany; #161 single franking to England via Singapore; #161 
(single and strip of three) registered to Germany; #162 single franking to Sweden; #162 (2 singles) to 
London; usual mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate 750

3675 */(*) 3         PHILIPPINES 19th CENTURY ISSUES COLLECTION.  neatly arranged in catalog number order in 
stock pages and incl some duplication with shades, different cancels, multiples, etc., notables include 
3 used (3 incl two with Graus certificate), 15-17 unused (each signed Diena or Thier), 42 used, useful 
assortment of mostly used 1881/89 Surcharges,  etc. plus #148, 156 blocks of four with MUESTRA 
overprints, 1893 2p Telegraph top margin strip of nine with MUESTRA overprint and signed by the 
director on back side, usual mixed condition, VG-VF, viewing a must  500

3676 **          PHILIPPINES FULL SHEET ACCUMULATION.  accumulation of full sheets incl. some documentary 
items, duplication, generally F-VF 150

3677 * 3         PHILIPPINES - REVOLUTIONARY GOVERNMENT PERIOD ASSORTMENT.   12 mostly "Papal 
Sellado" revenues incl full documents with official seals and some with boxed "U.S. MILITARY 
GOVERNMENT/ INTERNAL REVENUE" handstamp, document franked with eleven 2c Telegraph 
issues, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF 100

3678  3         PHILIPPINES USED COLLECTION, 1946/61. on Afran Stamp Co annotated pages and begins with a 
"Last Day" cover of the Commonwealth and is virtually complete thereafter (missing 1946 Rizal "Electric 
Eye"), note 1961 2nd Boy Scouts issue error (only 500 can exist), 1956 Leyte Landing "LIBFERATION" 
variety in a block of four, 1961 "Rizalpex" sheet (5,000 issued, unlisted in Scott), etc plus approx 30 
assorted FDC of the period, generally F-VF, inspection suggested 60
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3679 * 3         POLAND COLLECTION to 1939.   a strong old-time collector’s collection of nearly all used on nicely 
filled set of pages, starts with useful array of "Poczta-Polska" ovpts incl varieties, also note the Lublin issue 
inverted ovpts used, assorted Cracow ovpts used (some good and signed, some bad), also the Eagle inverted 
ovpts nearly complete including the 50h and 90h (each signed), the 1921 Red Cross surcharges, 1938 Mail 
Coach S/S perf and imperf used, 1938 Stratosphere S/S used, also Russian Government in Warsaw with a 
beautiful #1 tied on piece, etc., usual mixed condition but generally F-VF, inspection a must   1500

3680 */** 3         INTERESTING POLAND ACCUMULATION.   accumulation of mint and used, mostly pre-war, on 
album pages in original old auction lot folders from J&H Stolow, H.R. Harmer and Max Pool, incl. 
unusual lots of Revenues, local Postage Dues, Polish Legion etc., also some post-war material in glassines, 
generally F-VF, well worth close inspection 300

PORTUGAL AND COLONIES
3681           PORTUGAL and MADEIRA REPRINTS COLLECTION.  attractive collection of the 1885 reprints for 

Portugal imperfs (19) and perforated (33) issues incl just a few duplicates in stock sheets plus Madeira 
imperfs (6) and perforated (25) on album page, fresh and F-VF, includes copy of Lamas  "Estudo Das 
Reimpressoes de Selos Portugueses" (in Portuguese but easy to follow tabular info) 500

3682 *  6        PORTUGAL and COLONIES POSTAL STATIONERY ASSORTMENT.  approx 145 mostly used postal 
cards and letter cards (about 50% Portugal, 50% colonies) primarily pre-1910 with useful array of 
domestic and destinations, colonies (incl mint cards) feature Macao, Timor, Mozambique, Port India, 
Cape Verde, Port Guinea, St Thomas & Prince, Angola, Azores and Madeira/ Funchal, some typical 
postal wear but overall a Fine and desirable selection 100

PORTUGAL
3683 * 3         PORTUGAL COLLECTION, 1853/92.  specialized collection of classic issues neatly arranged on stock 

sheets and replete with full-margined classics, multiples, shade varieties, assorted cancels, perf and paper 
varieties, etc., much better condition than typically seen with most F-VF or better, substantial catalog 
value and a great lot for the specialist 750

3684   6        PORTUGAL WW I MILITARY MAIL EXHIBIT COLLECTION.  29 covers and cards neatly arranged 
and annotated on pages for an exhibit titled "THE  PORTUGUESE EXPEDITIONARY FORCE IN 
WORLD WAR I", shows mails from training camps in Portugal and Britain, examples of headquarters 
markings, numbered Fieldpost cancels used in France, etc and incl specially printed Fieldpost cards and 
envelopes, incoming cards and letters from home, inter-unit mail plus cards from Portuguese POW in 
Germany, variety of censor markings, auxiliary handstamps, etc., generally F-VF, an amazing collection 
of these rare and elusive covers 500

3685   6        PORTUGAL CLASSIC COVERS GROUP, 1837/79.  31 covers neatly arranged on quadrille pages and 
incl three stampless, all domestic uses with assorted frankings and cancels incl an early 1858 Porto cds, 
nice strike of an 1863 Porto receiver, assorted numerals, etc., also a battered cover/ letter from crewman 
on whaling ship "Platina" and sent from Horta to New York via Lisbon and London with the letter 
mentioning St Helena, generally Fine, nice for the specialist 100

PORTUGUESE COLONIES
3686 * 3         PORTUGUESE COLONIES COLLECTION.   mostly complete mint collections of Angra, Funchal, 

Horta, Inhambane, Kionga, Ponta Delgada, Quelimane, Tete and Zambesia, generally fresh and F-VF; 
Scott about $3,600 500

PORTUGUESE COLONIES - Angola
3687 */** 3         ANGOLA COLLECTION, 1870/1951.  extensive mostly mint collection on Scott pages and incl (mint 

unless otherwise noted) 5 unused (ISPP cert), 6b used (sound; APS cert), 16-24 (most o.g.), 37, 38-60, 
1902 Surcharges complete, 1914 Ceres highly complete incl perf varieties, 175 (ISPP cert; small thin), 
177 (ISPP cert), 184-207, 243-62, 274-91, 292-94, 319-24, 333-56 (some NH, 50A regum), J1-42, etc., 
generally fresh and F-VF; Scott about $6,500 800

PORTUGUESE COLONIES - Azores
3688 * 3         AZORES COLLECTION, 1868/1939,  highly complete and mostly mint on Scott pages, some of the 

1860s/70s issues reprints, numerous shade and perf varieties, many highlights incl (mint unless otherwise 
noted) 1-6 reprints, 15 used (RPS cert), 35-37 reprints, 1882/85 issue with perf and shade varieties, 65-77, 
78-92, 101-94, 237A-237J, 238-313O, J1-48, P1-5, Q1-17, etc., generally fresh and F-VF; Scott about $9,700 1300

POLAND
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3689 * 3         CAPE VERDE COLLECTION, 1877/1959.  mostly complete mint on Scott pages and incl some early 
rerpints, shade and perf varieties, etc., notables include (mint unless otherwise indicated) 5-6, 15-23, 
24-34 incl perf varieties, 36-58, 59-79, 80-139, 183Q-183V, 215-33 NH, 234-54, 257-65, etc., generally fresh 
and F-VF; Scott about $2,850 450

PORTUGUESE COLONIES - Lourenco Marques
3690 * 3         LOURENCO MARQUES COLLECTION, 1894/1921.   extensive collection of mostly mint in a well 

filled set of Scott pages, numerous premium incl (mint unless otherwise noted) 16-18, 19-21 used, 22-26 
used, 30-52, 58-70, 92-115, B1-12, etc., generally F-VF; Scott about $1,200 150

PORTUGUESE COLONIES - Macao
3691 */**          MACAO MINT COLLECTION, 1884/1974.  neatly arranged on stock sheets in a binder and good deal 

complete for the period (no S/S) and with majority NH, includes airmails, postage dues and postal tax 
issues, highly complete for period missing only a handful of issues, includes 46-57, 58-66B, 67-74, 75-103, 
108-31, 147-157D, 162-63, 210-25, 236E-236K, 256-258A, 268-88, 324-35, 341-347A, 361-63, C1-20 NH, J1-
58, far above average condition, generally fresh and F-VF; approximate Yang catalog value HK$275,000  2500

3692 * 3         SUBSTANTIAL MACAO COLLECTION, 1884/1960.  desirable mostly mint collection on Scott pages, 
replete with better sets and singles incl early perf varieties, better as (mint unless otherwise noted) 8a 
(ISPP cert), 10a (ISPP cert), 11 (ISPP cert), 21-21a (each with ISPP cert), 25-27, 32a-c, 33b, 34a, 35-45 
incl perf 13½ vars., 46-57, 58-66, 67-74, 75-107, 108-31, 144-46, 147-157D, 159d, 162, 165-70, 171-86, 187-
94, 202-05, 210-25, 238E-238K, 239-55, 256, 257 used (normal sealed scissor cut), 258, 259-67, 268-88, 
289-305, 306-15, 316-22, 324-35, 341-347A, 353-60 NH, 361-63, C7-15 NH, J33-42 NH, etc., few earlier 
issues with touch of light toning as usual but overall much better than typically found, F-VF, an excellent 
foundation collection; Scott $17,000+ 2500

3693 */(*) 3         MACAO COLLECTION to 1887 with BONUS.  mint and used collection on old-time pages incl 1884/85 
first issue crowns complete mint/unused with perf 13½ 50r Green perf 13½ and perf 12½ 300r Chocolate, 
1884 80r on 100r Lilac without accent error used (Scott 16b), range of 1885 Surcharges incl 40r on 50r 
Green used, 1887 Surcharges complete mostly used (Scott 24/28), 1887 local provisional surcharges 
on coat of arms revenues, 1888 King Luiz heads complete with top three values unused as issued (Scott 
35/44), etc., some small faults as expected and a few mint issues partially stuck down, VG-VF, bonus of 
Timor with 1887 King Luiz perf 12½ mint (Scott 11/20) with fresh colors, view to appreciate 1000

3694 **   4       MACAO 1967/69 SHEETS and MULTIPLES GROUP.  includes Scott 371 pane of 100, (2), 414 panes of 
50 (25), 415-16 folded panes of 100 (5 each), 418 folded pane of 100 (2), etc., NH, F-VF; Scott $19,750+ 
as singles 500

3695 *   4       MACAO 1945/66 POSTAL TAX ISSUES GROUP.  includes RA8 folded pane of 143 (3), RA14 imperf 
pane of 50, RA15 imperf pane of 50 (6), RA15 pane of 50 imperf horizontally (5), RA16-18 blocks of 65, 
RA19 block of 50, without gum as issued, generally fresh and F-VF; huge retail value 200

PORTUGUESE COLONIES - Madeira
3696 * 3         MADEIRA COLLECTION, 1868/1929,  mostly mint on Scott pages, starts with Portugal Used in Madeira 

with "51" numeral cancel (Scott A7, A11) plus A24 variety "percé-en-croix" used with usual missing perfs 
(ISPP cert) followed by useful assortment of 1860s/70s Overprints incl 5 mint (ISPP cert), 15 mint (ISPP 
cert; small faults), 33-35 mint incl 25r inverted overprint, 45-65 NH, etc., mostly F-VF, nice collection of 
this difficult area; Scott about $4,600 650

PORTUGUESE COLONIES - Mozambique
3697 * 3         MOZAMBIQUE and MOZAMBIQUE CO. COLLECTION to 1970s.   old-time collection of many 

hundreds of mint and used stamps housed in two well-used Mercado Filatelico albums, the Mozambique 
particularly well-filled with lots of better material, including the 1893 5r on 40r Cchocoloate unused (as 
issued), the 1895 St Anthony overprints used as well as extensive Ceres issues, the semi-postals mint, etc, 
through to post-1940 highly complete, with lots of good mint sets, much back of the book, airpost sets, 
etc,, usual toning, please inspect. 400

3698 * 3         MOZAMBIQUE COLLECTION, 1877/1951.   comprehensive collection of nearly all mint on Scott 
pages with very few empty spaces, note (mint unless otherwise indicated) 23A, 36-44, 45, 49-71, 192, 
209-20, 240-44, 251-92, 332-55 NH, B1-18 (some NH), C1-28, RA1-48, etc., generally fresh and F-VF; Scott 
about $2,600 350

PORTUGUESE COLONIES - Cape Verde
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3699 * 3         MOZAMBIQUE COMPANY COLLECTION, 1892/1940.  lovely mostly mint collection on Scott album 
pages being quite comprehensive for the period, includes (mint unless otherwise noted) 1892 and 
1895/1907 issues incl perf varieties, 45-57 (5r used) plus some reference forgeries, 61A-75, 108-45, 193 
Waterlow specimen, B1-6, J1-20, etc., generally F-VF; Scott about $1,100 150

PORTUGUESE COLONIES - Nyassa
3700 *          NYASSA MINT COLLECTION, 1897/1924.  highly complete on Scott pages incl 1-25, 26-38 incl 5r 

inverted center (APS cert), 44-46, the key #47 (APS cert; nibbed perfs), 51-62 with and w/o overprint, 
64-65, etc. plus assorted perf varieties, generally fresh and F-VF; Scott about $1,200 180

PORTUGUESE COLONIES - Portuguese Congo
3701 *          PORTUGUESE CONGO COLLECTION, 1894/1915.  essentially complete collection on Scott pages 

(looks to be missing only the rare Scott #118), generally fresh and F-VF 100

PORTUGUESE COLONIES - Portuguese Guinea
3702 * 3         PORTUGUESE GUINEA COLLECTION, 1881/1953.   mostly complete mint on Scott pages with 

numerous complete sets and better as (mint unless otherwise noted) 5 used (APS cert), 9 (APS cert, 
small thin), 15 (ISPP cert), 22-31, 32-43, 44-66, 67-89, 110-15, 179I-179M, 214-32, 257a (glazed gum), 
233-70, etc., generally F-VF; Scott about $2,700 350

PORTUGUESE COLONIES - Portuguese India
3703 */(*) 3         PORTUGUESE INDIA COLLECTION, 1871/1962.   in a vintage Mercado album (bit worse for wear 

but basically intact) with 100s of mint and used stamps incl. many elusive issues starting with dozens of 
native types incl better issues (some signed ) with 1876 fifth printing 300r Violet mint (signed Roig), 
1877 600r Violet mint (signed), 1881 Surcharges, plenty of the Crown issues including over two dozen 
of the 1881-82 surcharges incl. some of the better values, for example the 4½r on 10r Green unused, 1t 
on 10r Green used, 8t on 25r Rose unused (signed) etc., continuing on including the perforated bisects 
with the scarce 1r on 5t brown with (mint) and without (used) "Republica", better mint Ceres top values, 
etc., some small faults / toning as usual, VG-VF, please inspect 2000

3704 */(*) 3         PORTUGUESE INDIA COLLECTION, 1871/1952.  enticing collection on Scott pages and far more 
complete than usually seen, many premium sets and singles highlighted by (mint unless otherwise noted) 
15 (signed Bloch), 16-17, 18-22 unused, 24-28, 45-55 mint or unused, pleasing array of the 1881/82 
Surcharges incl 113a unused (ISPP cert), 153 unused (ISPP cert), also 172-73 used, 174-96, 197-222, 
strong 1913/15 Surcharges, 357-75, 407-10, 423, 424-53, 481-88 NH, J1-52, etc., usual mixed condition 
with some regums but without any of the toning so often seen, generally F-VF, a "collector‘s collection" 
of this challenging country and well worth careful inspection; Scott about $7,500 1100

PORTUGUESE COLONIES - St. Thomas and Prince Islands
3705 * 3         ST THOMAS AND PRINCE ISLANDS COLLECTION, 1869/1948.   comprehensive mostly mint 

collection on Scott pages with just a handful of empty spaces, among the many premium note (mint 
unless otherwise indicated) 26 used, 27-38, 62-85, 116-28, 129, 131, 154 unused (APS cert; pinhole), 157 
unused (APS cert), 214-233M, 283-350, 350a, C1-18, J31-40, P1-3 used, etc., generally fresh and F-VF; 
Scott about $3,500 500

3706 * 3         ST THOMAS AND PRINCE ISLANDS COLLECTION to 1972.  approx. 300 stamps in an old-time well-
used Mercado Filatelico album with well over a dozen 1870/77 first issue Crowns incl. unused to 300r 
as well as interesting box cancels, useful range of King Luiz embossed heads, 1895 King Carlos to 300r, 
1893/1903 with 500r mint, 1902 Surcharges incl. on crown types used, 1911 ‘Republica’ ovpts mint, 
further Republica ovpt types incl. 50r on 65r Blue not listed in Scott, lots of Ceres issues, through to 
complete mint sets of the 1950s and ‘60s, plus interesting back of the book, usual toning, please inspect. 250

PORTUGUESE COLONIES - Timor
3707 * 3         TIMOR COLLECTION, 1885/1950.  mostly mint in a well filled set of Scott pages highlighted by (mint 

unless otherwise noted) 1-10 incl 2a, 5b, 11-20, 22-33, 34-44, 53-80, 83-91, 120-30, 135-47, 156-70, 173-
182G, 202-53, 253a NH, C1-23, J1-30, etc., generally fresh and F-VF; Scott about $3,100 450

PORTUGUESE COLONIES - Mozambique Co.
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3708 */(*) 3         PUERTO RICO COLLECTION, 1873/88.  an old-time mint and used collection of 64 stamps on vintage 
pages, highly complete for period beginning with the "Signature" ovpts used, 1877 Alfonso XII mint to 
50c (the 10c unused, most small thins), 1878 10c Brown mint (creases), 1879 complete mint or usedetc., 
usual mixed condition, VG-VF 400

ROMANIA
3709   6        ROMANIA COVERS; 1890s/1960s.  group of 40+ covers mostly from the earlier portion of the date 

range, all to foreign destinatins and incl registered, censored, etc., usual mixed condition, generally F-VF 200
3710   6        ROMANIA 1930s/40s COVERS and CARDS.   12 postal cards and 5 postal stationery envelopes all 

uprated for airmail, express, registry, etc. use, usual mixed condition, VG-VF 200
3711   6        ROMANIA 1930s/40s COVERS ASSORTMENT.  31 covers/ cards and incl registered, censored, postage 

due, express, airmail, etc uses, predominantly commercial covers and many of these with commemorative 
issue frankings, usual mixed condition, VG-VF 120

RUSSIA
3712 * 3         SUBSTANTIAL RUSSIA COLLECTION. 1850s1970s.  1000s of mint and used in a well-filled Scott specialty 

album with occasional covers and postal stationery mixed in, highlights include early Tsarist issues to 30k perf 14½ 
and perf 12½ incl. 1864 1k mint, 1913 Pportraits mint, Army of the Northwest mint plus the 3r and 5r trial printings 
with red ovpts both NH and signed, the 1922 surcharges including the 10,000r on 40r black with surcharge double 
(NH, small natural gum skips, signed; #195d), the 1920s Workers types incl. 1925/27 5r top value in block of four 
iwith vertical pairs imperf betweeen (signed), followed by the 1927 8k surcharges on postage dues with inverted 
on watermarked 10k blue and 14k brown mint (both signed; #364a, #365a) and scarce unwatermarked 1k red, 3k 
blue and 14k brown all NH; leading on to better 1930s issues incl. Mendeleev NH, Spartacist Games complete used 
and mint (regum or NH), etc. extensive back of the book with semi-postals, airposts, Wenden, Post Offices in China 
incl. postal stationery, Post Offices in the Ottoman Empire from the 1863 #1 through steamship local ovpts, many 
Wrangel ovpts, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Batum, Georgia, Ukraine tridents, Czech legion post, Siberia, Mongolia, usual 
mixed condition with some dubious as usual, mostly F-VF, a highly recommended viewing, allow plenty of time.   5000

3713 * 3         RUSSIA ASSORTMENT.  3 stock books and a stack of counter pages representing the balance of a large 
Russian holding, a work in progress accumulation with considerable merit, especially for the Tsarist 
era for varieties and postmark studies; there are 1000s of stamps here pre-1917 including high value 
multiples, as well as dozens of 19th and early 20th century covers, some well researched, some not. An 
outstanding opportunity to work and break down for several dozens of potential individual lots.   750

3714 * 3         RUSSIA SELECTION.  hundreds of mint and used with the strength predominantly in pre-1920 issues in 
stock sheets, starting with an impressive page of the early Tsarist issues incl. #1 10k imperf pen-canceled, 
1858/64 perf 12½ issues complete used to 30k, 1865s complete used to 30k incl shades, further laid 
paper types to 30k values incl. vertically laid varieties of 1866/82 nearly complete used, etc, through to 
the Revolutionary period with 1917 imperf 10r NH wing margin single, 1922/23 Hammer and Sickle 
surcharges with unlisted inverted 30r on 50k imperf, etc. usual mixed condition with most F-VF 400

3715   6        RUSSIA SPECIALIZED POSTAL STATIONERY COLLECTION.  over 5,000 pieces ranging from about the 
1950s/80s, extremely specialized with a wide variety of cachets, colors, watermarks, papers, etc, some used (mix 
of postal and commemorative cancels) but the vast majority mint, much topical interest including space, sports, 
country views, Olympics, and architecture, generally F-VF, a fascinating collection worth viewing. Four cartons. 250

3716   6        SOVIET RUSSIA COVERS ASSORTMENT, 1940/64.  24 covers or cards and incl postal stationery, ppc, 
registered mail, airmail, military, etc. with variety of frankings and cancels, also note incoming from No 
Vietnam, mixed condition, VG-Fine 100

3717   6        RUSSIA COVERS ASSORTMENT, 1890s/1920s.   mostly Empire period covers (8), ppc (5), large 
fragment of registered censored mail and a small fragment with three stamps tied by 1900 Port Arthur 
cancels, useful array of different cancels and frankings, note attractive 1910 commercial registered cover 
to USA, etc., very mixed condition, VG-VF 75

3718   6        RUSSIA COVERS AND POSTAL STATIONERY COLLECTION.   two volumes with 160 1958/63 
cacheted FDC and philatelic covers incl postal stationery and with plenty of topical appeal, generally 
fresh and F-VF, view to appreciate 60

SAAR
3719 * 3         SAAR COLLECTION to 1934,  extensive, parallel mint and used, housed in a Lindner hingeless album and 

virtually complete save the 1928 10fr Madonna and a handful of other stamps; highlights include the 1920 ovpts 
on Germanias complete mint and used with the key 80pf mint signed Burger, the 1920 "Sarre‘ ovpts on 5pf-10m 
Ludwig mint (all signed Burger) plus assorted used incl 3m, 10m both signed Burger, 1921 Views mint and used, 
1921 Surcharges mint and used, 1922 Views mint and used, "Volkshilfe" 1926 mint and used, 1927 mint and 
used (the latter each signed Ney), 1928 40c-3fr NH and used (3fr used signed Ney), through to 1934 complete 
mint and used with many signed, generally fresh and F-VF,a lovely collection and an excellent foundation  1000

PUERTO RICO
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3720 */** 3         SAAR COLLECTION, 1920/35.   extensive collection in Lighthouse hingeless pages and replete with 
better issues incl (mint unless otherwise noted) 20 (signed Burger and Richter), 35-39 (10m signed Brun), 
83 tied on piece, 116 NH, B9-15, B37-53, etc., some minor gum disturbances but generally fresh and F-VF 450

3721 */** 3         SAAR COLLECTION, 1947/59.   highly complete and mostly mint on Lighthouse hingeless pages, 
includes (mint unless otherwise noted), 289-308 used (45fr mint), B64a NH, C12, CB1 NH, CB1a, etc., 
generally fresh and F-VF 150

SAUDI ARABIA
3722 */** 3         SAUDI ARABIA SPECIALIZED COLLECTION, 1916/2000s.  exciting specialised collection of at least 

1400 mostly mint stamps in two well filled albums; highlights include Jedda 1925 serrate roulette red ovpts 
mint with top two values NH (Scott L55/L60), the blue ovpts NH examples incl roulette 20 ¼pi Green 
(L63), blue ovpts on 1922 Provisionals used (L68, L70/72), same ovpts on Arms of Mecca incl Blue on 1p 
Dark blue mint (L84) and the gold ovpts mint (L108/115 - L113 used); King Ali issues incl key 10pi Red 
and orange with blue ovpt mint (signed) followed by Nejdi Administration highly complete with ovpts 
on Hejaz issues NH incl #7 signed, 13/15, 16a, 17a signed, 18/20, etc., the Pilgrimage issues complete 
mint with most signed (30/34), Medina and Jedda ovpts on railway tax stamps mint (59/68), Kingdom 
of Hejaz-Nejd first series of 1926 mint, signed (69/74), Tughra types mint (98/114), excellent 1934 1st 
issues of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia mint to scarce 1s Violet brown (138/149 less 146) with majority of 
the best signed; the 20th century continues with lots of the good Dam and Plant definitive types with 
much NH incl 1960 Dams complete (211/226) 1962 6p variety NH (217a), Plant series NH (227/242), 
1963/65 complete (258/273) with large format types all NH, followed by 1966/76 Dams (393/405, 407, 
411/412, 415/416) and Plants (422/431, 433, 436, 441/3, 446), 1968/76 Dams (461/463, 465, 467/468, 
470) and Plants (474/478, 480), similarly the good airposts of the same period incl 1960/61 (C7/C21), 
1963/64 NH (C24/C29), 1964s NH (C30/C32), etc., also King Faisal S/S, etc, good "back of the book" 
incl Hejaz postage dues, 1939 Officials NH (O1/O6), postal tax, etc, typical mixed condition with an 
occasional bit of gum toning or regum but in general fresh and F-VF, an ideal collection for continuation  5000

3723 * 3         ADVANCED SAUDI ARABIA COLLECTION.  impressive specialised collection of 100s of early issues on 
old album pages and loaded with errors; there are – mostly mint - Nejd Administration crescent ovpts on 
Hejaz 1pi Blue and 2pi Magenta (Scott 37/38; both signed), excellent Jedda with blue ovpts including 
inverted on the 1/8pi, ½pi, 1½pi, 2pi, 3pi Olive brown and 5pi (L82a, L83a, L85a, L86b, L87a x2, L88a 
x2, L89a), double ovpt one inverted on ½pi, 2pi and 3pi (L83c x2, L86a, L87b), three double ovpts on 
the 2pi (L86c), double ovpt on 3pi Olive brown (not listed in Scott); further non-Scott listed seen include 
inverted ovpts in se-tenant pairs with unoverprinted stamps on the 2pi Orange and 1½pi Violet (both 
signed by Angeloglou and with certificates), 2pi Orange pairs plate positions 3-4 and 4-5 showing major 
plate flaw on position 4 (both stamps NH), 3pi Dull red with plate flaw showing 30 in lower left value 
cliché, etc., then an excellent range of Jedda ovpts on the gold dusted Caliphate issues incl red ovpts 
1pi Dark blue and 1½pi Violet (L29/30, both signed), blue ovpts (L116/L119, L121/L122) and the 
black ovpts to 3pi Olive brown (L123/L127), leading on to King Ali issues of 1925 (L160 onwards) with 
a diverse range of unlisted material without overprints incl.many imperf proofs with center only, frame 
only, double print blocks of four and blocks of six on the postage dues, then control ovpts misplaced 
every which way including postage due double impressions, etc. also seen Nejdi administration of Hejaz 
1½pi Violet block NH (#15) and surcharge errors incl 1½pi imperf margin block of eight unused (47a) 
and unlisted variety on #46, a vertical pair with 1pi surcharge inverted se-tenant with normal, signed, 
etc, better condition than typically seen, generally F-VF, a challenging collection, even for the specialist. 4000

3724           SAUDI ARABIA FEE PAID SEALS COLLECTION.  a last minute entry being a specialised collection for 
the fee paid seals of 1925 plus some other collateral and related seals, including the rare Gedda / Jedda 
Egyption interpost seal; usual mixed condition, must be viewed 1000

SPAIN
3725 */(*) 3         IMPRESSIVE CLASSIC SPAIN COLLECTION.  few 100 mint and used housed on pages with hardly any 

empty spaces, 1850s/80s and loaded with better issues, high values, "back of the book" newspapers, officials, 
etc., usual mixed condition (but better than usual) and as always, some forgeries and dubious mixed in but 
overall a nice collection and an excellent foundation, huge catalog value and viewing a must 3000

3726 */(*) 3         SPAIN STOCK; CLASSIC/MODERN.  a crazy old-time holding of many hundreds of mint and used stamps 
from the classics onwards on manila stockpages, crammed together from the first page loaded with Isabellas 
from #1s onwards, including various used imperf multiples up to a block of 25 of the 1864 2r blue for instance, 
followed by singles such as 1851 12c lilac used four margins, useful mint issues of the 1870s inc. Alfonso XII 
1875 40c brown and 50c lilac mint, 1876 to 10 pesetas both unused and used, 1901/05 Alfonso XIII key 
value 40c rose mint, 1909/22 to 10 pesetas inc. the 1p lake mint, 1920 Madrid Post Office series complete 
mint, 1922/26 to 4p lake mint, etc, into the 1930s and onwards with lots of mint series, 1939 helicopters 
complete mint never hinged, 1940 Zaragosa airposts complete mint to 10p+4p, stamp centenary imperfs 
complete NH, as well as unusual material for example the submarine 2 pesetas green proof imperf pair, civil 
war material, Barcelona zeppelin ovpts, revenues, officials, Cinderella, lots of souvenir sheets, postal history 
inc. 1929 Seville-Barcelona airposts complete on cover, etc, usual mixed condition with some dubious as usual 
in the classic period, VG-VF; completely unchecked for any varieties and offered intact as received  2500
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3727 * 3 6        SWEDEN LOCAL POSTS EXHIBIT COLLECTION, 1880s/1940s.  highly specialised quality exhibition 
collection of several 100s of stamps, covers and postal stationery cards arranged and annotated on 
quadrille pages; beginning with the 1887 Crowned Woman issues for Stockholm with panes of 25 on the 
1o Blue, 2o Brown, 3o Red, 4o Gold and blue, 5o Green and brown and the 10o Red and green, as well 
as shades and postmark studies issue by issue, through to the 3rd issue incl 4o plate proof block of six and 
a used example on cover plus a survey of the postal stationery.; then Gothenburg with the Wilberg and 
competing Lindhe issues, the latter 1888/89 triangulars including mint blocks plus the handstamp ovpts 
for 1o, 2o and 10o in blue as well as scarce purple, leading on to Engstrom and Hansson posts of the 
1920s including attractive (albeit philatelic) covers; then Malmo with 1888 series of 7 complete, 35o pair 
imperf between margin and stamps, blocks showing constant varieties to the 40o slate and red, the 1889 
smaller format series also complete to the 1kr and again into the early 20th century issues inc. scarce 
die proof card for the equestrian statue type and proofs/composite proofs series in black, light blue and 
dark blue, etc, generally fresha nd F-VF or better; a most enjoyable viewing, highly recommended.   2000

3728 * 3         SWEDEN COLLECTION, 1891/76. many 100s mint and used arranged in Scott number order on black 
stock pages in a binder, ranges from Scott 52/1192 plus handful of issues to late 1990s, includes many 
"back of the book" issues, occasional better values, generally F-VF; owner‘s Scott value about $4,500 (see 
online scans)  400

3729   6        SWEDEN COVER SELECTION, 1916/26.   nine items incl   1916 short-paid cover from Denmark 
with 5o Gustav used as postage due, 1920s registered censored cover to Germany with C1-3 (indistinct 
postmarks), 1923 registered to Dublin, 1924 to Austria with 197, 202-03, 1924 registered postcard to 
Ireland, 1924 to Germany with 222 single franking, 1925 airmail to England with C2-3, 1925 message-
reply card to Germany, 1926 "Ice Mail" registered postal card to Finland, etc., some typical minor faults 
but a Fine group 200

SWITZERLAND
3730 ** 3  4       SWITZERLAND SHEETS and MULTIPLES ACCUMULATION.   extensive stock of mint and (vast 

majority) used/cto sheets and multiples housed in five sheet folders with issues running from 1920s to 
the 2000s; a quick inspection shows Pro Juventutes with 1929 set in mint sheets of 50, 1930 30c Gotthelf 
mint sheet, several dozen of the 1939 and 1940 sets, 1951 Insects in sheets, Animals and Birds sets in 
used sheets, through Pro Patria to 2015, as well as airpost sheets, etc., generally fresh and F-VF; no doubt 
a huge catalog 1000

3731 * 3         SWITZERLAND ASSORTMERNT.  mostly used collection on black stock pages in a 26-page padded 
binder ranging from sitting Helvetias to issues of the 1990s; plenty of cancel interest with great number 
of "on the nose" cds for all periods; includes semi-postals, some air mails, postage dues, telegraph and 
handful of officials; usual mixed condition with vast majority F-VF; owner‘s Scott value of approx. $7,000 
(see online scans) 800

3732 */** 3         SWITZERLAND COLLECTION 1850s/1980s.   two Scott albums with mostly used plus an additional 
stock book with some mostly NH 1950s/60s issue multiples incl officials, plenty of premium including 
(mint unless otherwise noted) 8 used, 10 used, nice array of mostly used Seated and Standing Helvetia 
incl shade and perf varieties, useful 1900s/30s Tell and Helvetia  definitives with perf and shade varieties, 
226 mint, 244-67 used, 293-305 mint, 332c used, 376-77 blocks NH, mostly complete mint after 1949 
including charity issues (many NH), B1-76 used, B105 mint, B131-32 NH, B143-44 mint, B206 mint, 
B229a NH (small edge break), C1-2 mint, C13a-15a used, etc., usual mixed condition in the early issues 
but much better than typically seen, generally F-VF  700

3733 * 3         SWITZERLAND COLLECTION to 1969.   mint and used collection of several hundred stamps in a 
Schaubek album, from the classics onwards including  couple of early forgeries incl Geneva Cantonals, 
assortment of sitting Helvetia imperfs to 40rp green used, 1881 2c-1fr mint, various standing Helvetias 
to 3fr with 1fr shades used, Pro Juventute from 1913 issue on, 1914/18 3fr/10fr Mountains used, many 
complete sets (mixed mint and used to mid-1950s) from the 1920s thru 1960s with good number post-
1955 NH, etc., mostly F-VF 400

3734 */**          SWITZERLAND 20th CENTURY MINT COLLECTION to 1970s.   hundreds of stamps in a Scott 
specialty album, with 182 NH, 183, 184 NH, 242 NH, 406-09 NH, B2-3, B10-11 NH, B105 NH (tiny spot 
gum disturbance), B143 NH, B144 NH, useful officials, etc., fresh and F-VF 300

3735 * 3         SWITZERLAND COLLECTION, 1850/1969.  many 100s on Scott pages, 19th century sparse and mostly 
used but with some useful Seated Helvetia used, strong in 20th century issues and mostly mint after 1950, 
better issues include (mint unless otherwise noted) 1914-31 3fr-10fr Views used, 1917-27 Pro Juventute, 
1938 Aarau S/S, 1938 3fr-10fr on granite paper used (3fr creased), 1942 National Fete S/S, 1943 Stamp 
Centenary S/S (B130-32), 1945 "Lifeboat" S/S NH, 1945 Basel Centenary S/S, 1948 IMABA S/S, 1951 
LUNABA S/S (crease), 1952 Exhibition S/S, etc. plus mixed mint and used airmails, generally F-VF 250

3736 */** 3         SWITZERLAND 20th CENTURY ASSORTMENT.  mostly mint post-1960s NH sets and singles with some 
minor duplication, also bit of earlier mixed mint and used, note premium as B143 mint, B178 mint, etc. 
generally F-VF; Face Value of the post-1960s issues approx CHF350  (surcharges on charity issues and 
officials not figured)  180

SWEDEN
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3737  3         SWITZERLAND CLASSICS SELECTION.  15 various used Rayons and imperf Seated Helvetia, includes 
Scott #7, 8 (6), 12 (3 incl one with blue cancel), 24, 29, 30, 36, very mixed condition incl couple space-
fillers, VG-Fine 100

3738   6        SWITZERLAND COVERS, 1813/87,   29 folded letters or letter sheets (all but one stampless) with 
assorted markings, postmarks, etc., usual mixed condition, generally Fine  50

TURKEY
3739 * 3         ENTICING TURKEY COLLECTION to 1976  in a nicely filled Scott album with extra pages added in 

for varieties, shades, cancels, etc., note 1863 Tughras used except 20pa unused, very strong section of 
the 1865/76 overprints mostly mint and incl some varieties, 1876/90 Empire issue highly complete mint 
incl 1886 5pa used, 25pi mint plus numerous varieties, 1901 25pi-50pi mint, 1908 5pa-2pi mint, 1914 
200pi without gum, very strong and mostly complete mint for post WW I issues incl better commem 
and definitive sets of the 1920s/30s (e.g. Scott #634-726, 758-841, 1935 Women‘s Conference mint) plus 
airmails, postal tax, etc., generally fresh and F-VF; ideal for the specialist and well worth a close look  1200

3740 * 3         TURKEY "OLD-TIME" COLLECTION OF 19th CENTURY CRESCENT TYPES.  the 1876/1890s types 
written up on quadrille pages, over 350 stamps with highlights including the 5pi (#57) mint with inverted 
background, imperfs, 50pa (#55) lower margin block of four with extra vertical perfs, 1880/81 ‘piastre’ 
and ‘piastres’ 1pi mint (#62/63), as well as ‘piastr’ and ‘piastri’ errors, then the 1884/86 5pa unused, 
used (2) incl blue cancel and used on piece (#66), 1886 25pi black and pale gray unused and used (3; 
#73), a page of the private bisects, 1888 25pi used (2; #86), followed by the 1890 1pi blue and gray mint 
block of four (#89); also a fascinating page of the 1890 Baghdad provisional bisects (not listed in Scott) 
including two commercial single usages on cover, as well as an excellent range of red, blue and black, 
circular, triangular and rectangular local overprints in 11 different series of 5, etc., typical VG-VF; an 
engaging in-depth collection with many scarce items, a recommended viewing 1100

3741 * 3         TURKEY 1860s/80s ISSUES COLLECTION.  challenging specialised collection specifically for star and 
crescent types annotated on quadrille album pages, well over 400 stamps on complex areas including 
imperfs, lots of bisects on piece, extensive local overprints, many postage dues of the period including 
used in combination with bisects on piece and diverse local handstamps, generally F-VF; viewing a 
pleasure  1100

3742 * 3         TURKEY NEWSPAPER ISSUES COLLECTION, 1891/1901.  about 200 stamps on quadrille pages with 
the 1891 1pi mint and used (4) with red handstamp (#P12/P12a), 2pi yellow used (#P13), 10pa with blue 
and red handstamps used (#P10b/P10c), 1pi with blue handstamps (2; (#P12a), 20pa red handstamp 
(#P11c), etc., then the 1892 newspapers with several dozen used incl three examples of the scarce 5pi 
pale violet (#P29), as well as 1901s mint piaster values inc. shades on the 5pi (#P42), etc., usual mixed 
condition with most F-VF 550

3743 * 3         TURKEY 19th CENTURY ISSUES SELECTION.  200+ stamps on quadrille pages and incl the good 
25pi mint and used (6), also variants in the word "Piastre" including ‘f’ for ‘e’ and short ‘t’s etc., then the 
second series of crown and crescents to 25pi, nice array of issues with a wide range of postmarks, colored 
cancels etc., VG-VF, a delight for the specialist. 500

3744 * 3         TURKEY ASSORTMENT.  mostly early issues mounted on stock sheets, mint and used with some high 
values scattered throughout and with very little duplication, generally F-VF, view to appreciate; Owner‘s 
cat. $3,500+ 450

3745 * 3         TURKEY COLLECTION, 1905/1920s.  hundreds on overstuffed old album pages with almost no empty 
spaces and most filled with more than one stamp, note 1905 newspaper overprints complete incl 2pi and 
5pi mint, 1908 5pi newspaper mint, 1909 regulars with 25pi dark green used (3), 50pi brown used (2), 
1909 2pi postage due mint (signed) through to1913 GPO 50pi brown mint and used, 1914 5pa Leander’s 
Tower with red ovpt not listed in Scott, 1924 Lausanne Treaty complete mint, bit of Turkey in Asia, etc, 
generally F-VF  400

3746 * 3         TURKEY 1923/25 ISSUE SPECIALIZED COLLECTION.  several hundred mint and used stamps well 
annotated and identified on quadrille pages, starting with the mint series to the 100pi with fresh colors 
and with varieties such as 10pi dark blue Ottoman Public Debt Administration printing and a 10pi in 
unusual greenish slate shade, the 500pi green high value used (3), through to multiples to the 100pi, 
mostly F-VF; view to appreciate 400

3747 * 3         TURKEY 1865/76 CRESCENT and STAR ISSUE COLLECTION.  a few hundred mint and used issues 
written up on quadrille pages, including three used examples of the 25pi red orange (#13), the 1869 10pa 
yellow error of color used (#20e), 1870/71 10pa brown/lilac issues, etc., generally F-VF; viewing a must 400

TURKEY IN ASIA
3748 * 3         TURKEY IN ASIA ASSORTMENT.  14 issues incl 14 mint (2), 21 mint (2), 31 NH and used, 40 used, 43 

NH, etc., usual mixed condition but better than usully seen, also includes a few early Turkey 1863 issues 
used, mostly F-VF 200
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3749 **  6        UNITED ARAB EMIRATES COLLECTION to 2000s.  an excellent mainly mint NH collection beginning 
with 1-12 corner margin singles NH, 13-24 singles and blocks NH, 69-82 NH, 1980s/2000s S/S NH and 
some FDC, aerogrammes (Wiegand 1-4) mint, etc., fresh and F-VF  500

URUGUAY
3750 */(*) 3         URUGUAY CLASSICS COLLECTION.  45 stamps on old-time pages incl a nice range of the 1859/60 

Suns used incl 60c Lilac, 80c Orange, 100c Red, 120c Blue, 180c Green, 240c Vermilion, 1864 Arms used, 
1866 Numerals to 20c incl 15c Yellow unused, etc, usual mixed condition, VG-VF 400

VENEZUELA
3751 */(*) 3         VENEZUELA 19th CENTURY ISSUES COLLECTION.  63 stamps on pages incl 1859 first issues to 2r 

incl ½r Yellow coarse impression tied on piece by blue cds, 1862 Arms complete unused, 1864 Eagles to 
2r, 1865/70 Arms complete to 2r including the scarce ½r Yellow green mint and 1r Blue green unused, 
"Contrasena" ovpts incl 2c Green non-inverted ovpt mint and 2r Yellow used, the various Bolivar issues 
incl 1880s complete, roulette varieties etc, etc., usual mixed condition as to be expected with some 
slightly stuck down, some manuscript cancels as usual, VG-VF.  500

VIETNAM
3752 */** 3 

6        

EXTENSIVE VIETNAM COLLECTION from some early provisionals (including Fr Indochina revenues 
and issues listed in the North Vietnam section of the Scott catalog) to the first issues and through the 
officially unissued stamps issued after the fall of Saigon, comprised of mint and used examples of each 
issue and nicely enhanced with war-era covers, multiples incl some marginal markings, proofs incl trial 
colors, etc., all neatly displayed in mounts on specialty or homemade pages, also note 30-35 NH top 
margin singles (no toning), 34 NH and used blocks, 35 used pair and block, 120-23 deluxe proofs, 158-61 
imperf, 166-69 imperf pairs, 170-73 imperf, 203-06 imperf pairs, 287 vending strip of 45, 290Ab complete 
booklet, 389a NH, 411a complete booklet, 420a-24a NH (3), 450 NH block of six and single plus used 
block of four, B1 booklet panes (2), B3 deluxe proof, J15-24 blocks NH, military issues incl M3 single and 
strip of three mint, etc. plus assorted India Forces in Vietnam issues, some typical gum issues in the early 
issues but generally fresh and F-VF, an outstanding collection well worth a careful review. 1500

3753 */** 3         SUBSTANTIAL VIETNAM STOCK. neatly arranged by Scott number on stock sheets in 8 binders 
plus some overflow in an additional binder, replete with better sets and singles including (mint unless 
otherwise noted) 1-13 (7 incl three NH), 39-50 NH (7 incl strips of five), 54 NH (22), 63-67 NH (22), 
290A coil rolls of 1000 (2), 389a panes of 50 (5), 402-04 panes of 50 (4), 420a-424a NH (19), 439-40 
NH  (16), 448-50 used (5), 450 NH  (10 incl block of eight) and used (4), 496-500 NH  (24), 514-16 
NH (77), B1 Red Cross Booklets (64 booklets - most with pane separated from cover), J15-28 NH (7), 
M1-2 assortment of imperf and printing varieties, M3 used (9), some Scott unlisted with 1967 Buddhist 
World Youth League (Michel I-II, €2,500), 1975 Unissued Mi V, VI, VII, VIII, XV, XVI, XX (50 each, Mi 
€3,050), etc., duplication in some sets to 300+ with some others 100+ with majority less than 50 and post-
1970s issues less than 20, some issues with typical gum toning or disturbances but overall fresh and F-VF, 
a phenomenal stock with 2017 Scott value in excess of $65,000 just for the NH stamps alone 1200

3754 */** 3         VIETNAM BALANCE.  stock books of mostly mint North and South Vietnam issues, note (mint unless 
otherwise indicated) Vietnam 1-13 (4), 20-26 (7), So Vietnam 30-35 (2 incl one set NH), 39-50 (4), 402-
04 NH (2), 420a-24a NH (2), J15-20 NH, No Vietnam stock book of mostly cto but now few mint imperf 
blocks, some covers, couple reference catalogs, etc., mostly F-VF 100

3755 */**          VIETNAM MINT COLLECTION, 1951/75. an essentially complete collection including the "back of the 
book" issues and "officially unissued" stamps neatly arranged on stock sheets, most issues to 1956 with 
toned or disturbed gum, generally PO fresh 1956 to the end, F-VF  80

3756 */**          VIETNAM MINT COLLECTION, 1951/75.  an virtually complete collection including the "back of the 
book" issues and stamps unofficially issued after fall of Saigon, neatly arranged on stock sheets, most 
issues to 1956 with toned or disturbed gum, generally PO fresh 1956 to the end, F-VF 80

BRITISH AND FOREIGN COVERS AND POSTAL HISTORY
3757   6        WORLDWIDE POSTAGE DUE COVERS ASSORTMENT. 1856/2000.  about 195 covers in a box from 

1856-2000, mainly in the 20th century, all bear the "T" markings in various forms and often with the 
recipient country’s postage due stamps, noted USA, Barbados, Ceylon, South Africa, Leeward Islands, 
Nigeria, Great Britain, St Lucia, France, Morocco Agencies, Denmark, with particular strength in US and 
UK, Fine group, well worth a closer look 1000

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
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3758 6 WORLDWIDE POSTAL HISTORY ASSORTMENT.  about 200 worldwide pieces of postal history from all corner 
of the globe, excluding USA, collected for their unusual usages, like about 40 pieces from the middle east, primarily 
Iraq and Lebanon, with a diverse range of tax stamps tied to cover with many very scarce usages and other non-tax 
issues, including a commercial reg rate cover with 2 S/S of the Shah of Iran used n the proper period, etc., some 
better used and a handful of early mint ppcs with better from the British Commonwealth (including Bermuda, 
Seychelles, and St Helena, among others), better WWI and WWII censors (must be viewed as some of these usages 
are quiet extraordinary), Sudan White Nile and other TPOs, postage dues, better destinations (including earlier), 
a handful of better flights, and so much more. If you want a fresh lot with a lot of better and unusual items, this is it!  900

3759   6        GERMANY - WW I MISSION IN TURKEY POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION.   12 covers or cards 
arranged and annotated (in French) on exhibit-type pages, includes cachets of German Air Service in 
Anatolia, Syria and Palestine, censor handstamps, etc., generally Very Fine, an elusive assemblage of rare 
covers and ideal for the specialist 800

3760   6        FOREIGN POST OFFICES IN PERSIA DURING 1910s/40s COVERS COLLECTION.   12 covers plus 
2 fragments  neatly arranged and annotated on exhibit pages and includes mails from British forces incl 
occupations of Bushire and Shiraz, Soviet Union incl occupation of Azerbaijan, also includes Persian mails 
subject to Anglo-Soviet-Persian censorship; some notable covers include British Forces/ Censorship  1918 
registered cover from Bushire with "Base F" registry label, 1918 incoming registered cover from the Hague with 
unusual straight-line "Censure DUNSTERFORCE" handstamp, 1918 registered cover to Scotland with 2-line 
"CENSRD SHIRAZ 3" handstamp, 1943 cover to England through Indian FPO, Persian Mail scarce boxed "Not 
Examined by Anglo-Soviet-Persian Censorship" on 1942 card to USA, Russian Occupation 1917 Tabriz cancels 
tying 10k "OCCUPATION AZERBAYEDJAN" ovpt strip of five to piece (one stamp faulty), 1945 cover to US 
franked with Iranian stamps overprinted "Azerbaijan National Government/ 12 December 1945" (rare) plus 
another example used on 1946 American consular mail, etc., F-VF, a noteworthy collection of these elusive uses 750

3761   6        WORLDWIDE COVERS.   mostly 20th Century accumulation in three cartons in binders, boxes and 
loose, a vast mixed bag incl. some 19th Century, condition varies, careful review recommended 500

3762   6        DISINFECTED COVERS ASSORTMENT.  approx 35 stampless covers of the early to mid-1900s with 
array of origins (incl Spain), destinations (mostly into Italy), markings, disinfection methods (slits, 
punches, fumigation, etc) and incl some double and triple disinfections, note 1853 cover Rio de Janeiro 
(British PO) to Lisbon, the usual condition for these and ideal to add into an existing collection or begin 
anew; includes numerous collector notes and research on the covers 300

3763   6        WORLDWIDE POSTAL HISTORY DEALER STOCK.  approx. 1,000+ covers, the vast majority sleeved 
and priced, includes Germany, France, Italy, Japan, Canada, British Commonwealth, and "rest of world," 
majority of covers in the $1-5 range but plenty priced higher, ranging from the stampless era through 
about the 1980s, generally VG-VF, viewing recommended 300

3764   6        WORLDWIDE COVER BALANCE.    several dozen mostly 20th century covers and cards with useful 
Ethiopia, Yemen, Liberia, Scandinavia, etc., 200

3765   6        GERMANY WW I MILITARY MISSION IN TURKEY COVERS.  15 covers and 2 picture postcards (all unfranked) 
with variuous unit cachets, Konstantinopel Feldpost or Schiffspost cancels, usual mixed condition, VG-Fine 200

3766   6        GERMAN MILITARY MAIL IN WW II EXHIBIT,  14 field post covers showing a variety of uses incl a Feldpost 
addressing instruction card, unusual cancels, Naval mail, Courier, Draft Notice, Official Mail, registry, Armistice 
Commission, etc. plus a fragment of 1944 Theresienstadt mail with Boemia and Moravia franking, F-VF 200

3767   6        WORLDWIDE A-TO-Z COVER STOCK.  couple thousand covers with most written up and priced in individual 
sleeves, the majority in the $1-5 range but plenty marked higher, appears strongest in the mid-20th century but 
earlier covers throughout, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended, perfect for the bourse or eBay dealer 200

3768   6       AN INTERESTING MELANGE OF MOSTLY FOREIGN COVERS  including postal history, FDCs, small 
percentage of United States. Several hundred covers in all. Condition generally G-VF.  150

3769   6        HOTEL RELATED COVERS AND POSTCARDS  of the 19th and early 20th century, approx 95 mostly 
Italian postcards but note handful from some other European countries, etc., includes Hotel return 
addresses and cachets, cancels, picture postcards, handstamps and auxiliary markings, etc., usual mixed 
condition but a Fine and unusual group 150

3770   6        WORLDWIDE COVER ACCUMULATION.  group of hundreds in five cover binders and loose, incl. 
some U.S. Space covers and misc. foreign, generally F-VF 150

3771   6        INTERESTING WORLDWIDE POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION.  several hundred items two binders 
filled with interesting worldwide postal history and postal stationery items, the majority appears to be 
from the first half of the 20th century, wide variety of frankings, markings, censors, etc, generally VG-VF, 
perfect for the eBay cover dealer 100

3772   6        LIECHTENSTEIN and LUXEMBOURG COVERS ASSORTMENT.  Liechtenstein (3) and Luxembourg 
(11) 20th century covers and cards, some attractive frankings, usual mixed condition, VG-VF 100

3773   6        WORLDWIDE POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION.  several thousand covers from all corners of the 
globe (almost no US), mix of FDCs and commercial mail, appears to be primarily 20th century, mixed 
condition but generally VG-VF, viewing a must. Six cartons. 100

3774   6        STAMPLESS COVER SELECTION,   13 folded letters, mostly English c. 1831/51, various rates and 
markings, generally Fine.  60
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3775   6        MID-20th CENTURY WORLDWIDE COVER HOARD.  several hundred covers, the vast majority from 
the mid-20th century, worldwide in scope (most addressed to the US), a large number commercial but 
some philatelic/FDCs mixed in, note many from Europe, Vietnam, Japan, etc, perhaps some interesting 
rates or routes under close inspection, usual faults, generally VG-VF 50

3776   6        GERMANY COVERS ASSORTMENT.  includes 363-5 on cover from Berlin to Stuttgart; C36 and C37 
on 1928 First North American Flight postcard and cover, respectively (C37 cover with large tear at right); 
B107-115 on souvenir panel; C57-58 on May 1936 Hindenberg cover to Portland, OR; and FDCs for B356-
9 and B368-71; some small faults but overall an attractive group with some interesting items  50

WORLDWIDE POSTAL STATIONERY
3777 * 3         WORLDWIDE POSTAL STATIONERY GROUP.  about a thousand totally unsorted items or so, unused 

and used, virtually everything pre-1940 with considerable diversity incl postal cards, envelopes, registry 
envelopes, letter cards, wrappers, etc., probably Europe and German area being the strongest section; 
there are many items here that would retail between $10-$20 each, generally F-VF; please inspect. 1000

WORLDWIDE FIGHT COVERS
3778   6        DJIBOUTI 1920s/40s FLIGHT COVERS COLLECTION.  a very well-researched and written-up collection 

of over 50 covers focusing on flights from 1920s to the end of WW II with scarce first flights including the 
routes flown during the Allied blockade of Vichy Djibouti in the early 1940s; highlights include photographic 
postcards with ‘1 service avion’ handstamp ovpt frankings on 1929 first airpost services Djibouti-Addis Ababa 
and Djibouti-Dire Daoua (on each of which only about 100 items were flown), the 1930 2nd Djibouti-Addis 
Ababa, another Addis flight carried in the Gypsy Moth as Haile Selassie’s coronation present, 3rd June 
1931 Addis flight with spectacular combination franking all with airpost handstamp ovpts not listed in 
Scott, the 1932 first Djibouti-Dakar flight (one of only forty-five flown by d’Estailleur), followed by the 1932 
Lombardi first flight to Rome, the 1934 Moensch/Catinot and 1935 Genin flights to Paris, etc, through 
WWII with military official mail and a fascinating showing of 17 scarce blockade-runner covers flown by 
Durmon, Codos, Gambade, Casanova and Chassin, thru France Libre frankings 1943 onwards. A wonderful 
collector’s collection of exhibition standard, viewing a pleasure 2000

3779   6        1920s/40s AIRMAIL COVERS ASSORTMENT. 60 covers nearly all being with European franking or 
with European destination, better covers of note from Hungary, Iceland, Baltic region, GB, Australia, 
France and French area, Germany, Czechoslovakia, Switzerland, etc., usual mixed condition but a highly 
desirable selection and a must-view 1000

3780   6        WORLDWIDE FLIGHT COVERS GROUP.   few hundred mostly 1950s/60s European flights but do 
note some Latin America and Asian nations, includes covers of Japan, France, Austria, Germany (incl 
Berlin and East Germany), Netherlands, GB, USA, Greece, KUT, South Africa, India, Kuwait, Spain, 
Hungary, Brazil, Switzerland, Belgium, Uruguay, Thailand, Saudi Arabia, Chile, Israel, etc., mostly F-VF 200

WORLDWIDE EPHEMERA AND PICTURE POSTCARDS
3781           WORLDWIDE LOCALS, CINDERELLAS, ETC. ACCUMULATION.  many thousands of stamps, mint and 

used, with the majority housed on old Scott album leaves with hardly any duplication. For example Chinese locals 
with Foochow, Wuhu, Amoy, Chefoo, Hangkow, Kewkiang, etc. Then French Occupation of Hungary inc scarce 
surcharge, inverted on the 2k, lots of Baranyas and page after page of these intriguing issues, of 1917/1920. Then 
Lundy from Puffins through to 1960s, 19th century New Zealand, early Montenegro with the long revenues 
19th century to high values complete, Australia, German locals, Belgium 19th century long revenues complete, 
France bi-colored 19th century imperfs with page after page of these different denominations, Ceylon long QV, 
Brazil 19th century with lots of high values, Lithuania, 19th century Luxembourg, good Syria miniature sheets 
and imperf pairs all with low printing numbers. There is more also housed in glassines, stockcards, old auction 
lots, etc, etc. A fantastic work in progress, definitely great material to market on Ebay. 1500

3782           LABELS AND CINDERELLAS COLLECTION.  approx 775 nearly all different European and American 
pre-1916 items neatly arranged in a stock book, includes topics as fairs and exhibitions, sporting events, 
military, etc. with vignettes showing ships and planes, coats of arms, athletes, allegories, etc., generally 
fresh and F-VF, a must view (see online scans) 900

3783           PICTURE POSTCARDS EXTRAVAGANZA.  worldwide PPC lot extraordinaire! Imagine a lot with easily 
6,000 ppcs from around the world, with about ½ earlier period and the rest more modern and same ratio 
USA/Worldwide, but all selected for usages or topic. Even the modern usages include a strong a section 
of Thailand forwarded mails with auxiliary markings, a lot of postage dues, better frankings, and some 
really good cards. This lot was assembled by a cover dealer that wanted to do ppcs, but retired instead 
and so you have a chance to pick up some very good items for your postal history stocks and the rest for 
the cheaper boxes. Enjoy your search! 650
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3784           MID-20th CENTURY POSTCARDS ARRAY. approx 250 mostly all different postcards being predominantly 
color cards of patriotic and propaganda themes, incl Roosevelt "The American people must think, speak 
and act together", a rare French WW I series of five by Visé of scenes on the frontlines, dozens of national 
anthem cards, incl.. British, American, Dutch, Italian, German, Swiss, Belgian, Swedish, etc, French "Women 
Soldiers" series incl Italy and Serbia (the latter subtitled "Revenge or Death"), various kinds of interactive 
cards, etc.; wonderful evocative material with many scarce individual items  500

3785           PRE-1940s POSTCARDS SELECTION. approx. 250 mostly different cards and most in color, among the 
many better items seen include hand-colored German propaganda card showing Japanese and English 
troops being blown up in a "Fruitless Attack…at Tsingtao’ used as fieldpost in 1914, French anti-semitic 
Dreyfus cards, early flying machines and aviators, poetry cards incl mock German accent "Der Kaiser to 
Gott: Mein Freindt, to me you vos not true!", "The Kaiser’s arrival in hell on a tank", also African scenes 
incl French colonial cards with racist themes, interactive cards, etc., a most interesting holding  500

3786           PRE-1920s "PSYCHIATRIC" POSTCARDS.  of over 230 colorful postcards concentrating on the theme 
of psychiatry, including WW I shell-shock caricature with poem "It’s not used acting barmy….those 
doctors in the army, they know too much", dreams and psychoanalysis, joke phrenological brain maps, 
etc, collection has been assembled over a lifetime and some of these items are extremely scarce  500

3787           EXHIBITIONS POSTCARD COLLECTION.  over 300 different cards in an art-nouveau period postcard 
album, focusing on the early 20th century International Exhibitions, at least half colored including an 
attractive series of more than 30 of the pavilions and sights of the 1910 Japan British Exhibition, similarly 
with the 1901 Glasgow, 1904 Bradford, 1905 Earl’s Court, 1909 Imperial International Exhibition, 
London, 1911 Scottish, Coronation and Festival of Empire Exhibitions, etc, through to the 1924 British 
Empire Exhibition, Wembley, as well as some US material including a color series for the 1915 Panama-
Pacific International Expo, San Francisco. A wonderful old-time collection 400

3788           19th/ EARLY 20th CENTURY POSTCARDS with "FISH" THEME.  an extraordinary quality collection 
of over 200 19th/early 20th century color illustrated postcards all on the theme of fish, in fact these are 
without exception humorous or romantic cards for the "1er Avril", almost all different, organised by theme 
within the theme, including fish as hot air balloon, adulterous fish, fish driving early motor vehicle, collages, 
love messages ‘little fish, speak for me’, silver embossed of 1904, highly unusual proto-plastic card of 1907, 
etc,, generally fresh and Fi-VF; this collector has clearly gone to much trouble to find cards in excellent 
condition, with many here that would easily sell for $20-$30 on Ebay. A highly recommended viewing. 400

3789           POSTCARDS ASSORTMENT. approx. 250 mostly all different pre-1940s, with many patriotic and propaganda 
including over a dozen US "Stars and Stripes" including embossed all-over colored with lady, lots of British WW I 
anti-German propaganda, Singer sewing machine costumes of the world, a scarce trio of Dutch caricature cards 
showing the reduction in English imports from the North and Baltic Seas due to the 1937 German blockade, as 
well as royalty, art, embroidered, pretty ladies, etc. A very colorful holding with many scarce cards present 400

3790           POSTCARDS ASSORTMENT.  approx. 250 loose, some in series such as military uniforms of the Belgian 
army, also good early aviation and burning zeppelin subtitled "End Of The Baby Killer", also portraits 
of authors, actors and comedians, colonial caricatures, WW I propaganda, military caricatures, Russo-
Japanese war, lots of British regimental cards, patriotic and humorous war propaganda poem cards, etc, 
collected over many years with many scarce items, please inspect  400

3791           EARLY 20th CENTURY POSTCARDS.  collection of about 150 virtually all pre-WW I color postcards, the vast 
majority are in series format, including "The Sublime and the Ridiculous","Proverbs Illustrated", "How Men 
Propose", "Racecourse Impressions", etc, difficult to find so complete, these having been assembled over a lifetime 300

3792           EARLY 20th CENTURY "HUMOR" POSTCARDS.  175 color postcards of the 1900s/10s in an album with 
virtually everything in series format, incl "Anybody Here Seen Kelly’, "I Love My Wife, But Oh You Kid’, 
"In The Stone Age", "Superstitions" and much more, difficult to reassemble again, please inspect carefully. 300

3793           WW I REAL PHOTO POSTCARDS.  20 different French published cards showing variety of subjects incl 
soldiers, property destruction, artillery, wounded soldiers, etc., Very Fine 250

3794           19th/ EARLY 20th CENTURY POSTCARDS "MUSIC" THEMED COLLECTION.  about 100 quality 
postcards of the 19th/early 20th century on the theme of music, virtually all different and the majority in 
color, including lots of New Year cards with buglers, amorous couples with musical instruments, another 
New Year card with band travelling in overloaded automobile, photographic cards of country bands in 
local costume, composers, etc, mostly F-VF; a wonderful collection, please inspect. 200

3795           POSTCARD ASSORTMENT of MOSTLY NAPOLEON and NELSON.  well over 400 postcards relating 
to the two most celebrated protagonists of early 19th century Europe, the majority pre-1920s and virtually 
all different, including a series of scenes of the life of Nelson the admiral, as a young man fighting with 
a polar bear, also seen is a long series of Napoleon’s campaigns with grim scenes of the Grande Armée 
in the Russian winter, Belgian caricatures of Napoleon on St. Helena, etc, a desirable holding of these 
ever-popular themes, with many scarce items  180

3796           WW I ERA POSTCARDS SELECTION.   over 100 WW I era color postcards, many humorous and 
almost all in series format, including caricatures of difficulties for Scottish soldiers at the front, blackout 
enforcement officers and lady’s silhouette in window, series of six "Do It Now" slapstick situations with 
original packet, mothers-in-law through the ages, etc, view to appreciate 100

3797           GERMANY AIRPLANE and ZEPPELIN POSTCARDS.  28 cards plus a photo mostly of the 1920s/30s 
era and incl a ferw reprints or modern cards, Very Fine 100
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3798           GERMANY WW I PROPAGANDA LABELS, 30 (28 different) neatly mounted on pages, variety of 
subjects and images, fresh and F-VF  75

3799           WORLDWIDE PICTURE POSTCARD GROUP.   several hundred mostly mailed early to mid-20th 
century foreign cards, includes an early Paris photocard booklet of 20 cards, a French Art History booklet 
of 20 cards, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF 50

ASIA
3800 */** 3         ASIA COLLECTION.  mostly mint 20th Century collection in a Scott Specialty album to 1970s, many 

complete sets with strength in Korea incl. 1951 Flag set (complete as issued), various souvenir sheets etc., 
also present is Cambodia, Indonesia, Japan and Laos, generally F-VF, owner‘s Scott $5,000+ 400

3801 */** 3         ASIA VARIED ACCUMULATION.   19th and 20th Century mint and used from a variety of Asian 
countries incl. China, also incl. Thailand, Laos, Vietnam, Japan, Korea etc., generally F-VF, good value 
throughout, worth inspection 400

3802   6        ASIA COVERS ASSORTMENT.   mixed group of 28 mostly 20th century covers incl some postal 
stationery and postcards, note India, Nepal, Tibet, Japan, Korea, Russia, Mongolia and Georgia, usual 
mixed condition, VG-VF 150

BALTIC AREA
3803 * 3         BALTIC AREA HOLDING. A useful holding of several hundred mint and used stamps of 1919/1940s 

Estonia and Latvia in two stock books, some duplication and with handful of better commem, definitive 
and airmail sets, singles S/S plus a handful of revenues, generally F-VF; Please inspect. 300

3804   6        1940/41 SOVIET OCCUPATION OF THE BALTIC REGION COVERS ASSORTMENT.  32 covers or 
cards originating in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania and incl some with Russian franking, variety of cancels 
incl variety towns, foreign destinations incl USA, censored, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF 200

EUROPE
3805 */** 3         EUROPE + WORLDWIDE COUNTRY COLLECTIONS.  over 32 collections incl. 19th and 20th Century 

mint and used from a variety of countries and areas in albums, binders, auction folders etc., better 
material throughout incl. some nice Colony collections, condition varies, generally F-VF 2200

3806 * 3         EUROPE COUNTRY COLLECTIONS BALANCE.   16 albums/ stock books plus some loose pages with 
collections of Austria, "Benelux", Czechoslovakia, France (note #9 used pair), post-WW II Germany incl Berlin, GB, 
Greece, Hungary, Italy plus some colonies, Liechtenstein, Monaco, Poland, Portugal plus some colonies, Russia, 
San Marino, Scandinavia, Spain plus some colonies, Switzerland, Turkey, etc., usual mixed condition, most F-VF 500

3807 */** 3         EUROPE COLLECTION, 1861/1950.  primarily German area in a blue Lighthouse stock book; highlights begin 
with Bavaria 1870s-1920, Bergedorf 1861 Arms 3S (2 shades). German Occup of Belgium 1914-18 ovpts incl Germania 
75c/60pf top margin block of 50 (pos 1-50; Michel 9a signed Hey BPP, cat value of €1 000 Euro); useful German WW 
II Occupations incl Albania 1943 opt. 1g-2FR, Laibach 1944 Italy ovpts to 5L, Latvia 1941 USSR opts to 50K incl. block 
of four, Macedonia 1944 Pic. 10c, 15c brown and blue blocks of four, Montenegro 1943 ovpt Kings to 12d, Serbia 1941 
War Charity set with network and 1942 pics to 12D in gutter blocks of four. Croatia incl. color trial imperf pairs. 1943-
44 postage dues 2K horiz. pair with full offset at back, Yugoslavia 1943 Exiled gov’t 25th Anniversary sheetlet; Trieste 
Zone 1945 ovpt Italian pics to 20L, etc., generally fresh and F-VF; Owner‘s Scott $3 300+   400

3808 */** 3         EUROPEAN COLLECTION, 1862/1970-.   in a green Lighthouse stock book; highlights start with Croatia 1941 
King ovpt set to 5.50D, 1941 Arms ovpt set to 30D, plus varieties and offsets, 1941-42 Pic set to 100K; Czechoslovakia 
1918-19 Hradcany to 500h, Slovakia from 1939. Latvia from 1918-19 Arms range incl. perfs, 1919-20 1st Anniv set 
plus perfs, 1931 Air Charity opt set, Lithuania 1918-19 type-set set plus error ‘’ 5 ‘’ for ‘’ 15 ‘’ and 1919 set to 60s, 1933 
Air Triangle set to 2L perf and imperf, 1939 20th Anniv S/S, Poland 1921 Postage Due set to 100M, Romania 1862 
Arms 30p and1866 Prince, usual mixed condition with most F-VF; Owner‘s Cat. $2,700+ 350

3809 * 3         EUROPE SPRAWLING ACCUMULATION.   many 1000s of mostly 20th century singles, sets, S/S, 
etc. in folders, stock sheets, envelopes, balances on pages, sales cards, etc. from mostly the Western 
European countries with notable Germany, Belgium, Austria, Balkan region, Spain, 1980s/90s GB FDC, 
Czechoslovakia, Greece, Scandinavia, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF, viewing a must 350

3810 */** 3         CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN EUROPE COLLECTION.   beginner collections of Czechoslovakia to 
1950s and incl Bohemia & Moravia plus Hungary (to 1950) in two Scott Specialty albums, additional used 
Czechoslovakia in manila stock sheets in binder, file box of mostly NH 1950s/80s Austria (includes early 
Bosnia & Herzegovina), Greece and Hungary in glassines (minor duplication) noting some premium as 
(mint unless otherwise indicated) Austria B260-63 NH, C54-60 used, Bosnia & Herzegovina 30-45 perforated 
NH, imperf mint, Greece 195-97 (5d thin spot), C38-47, etc., handful of the mint without gum, generally F-VF 150

3811  3         EUROPE REVENUES GROUP.   90+ revenues/ revenue stamped paper (cut from document) with 
majority being from Austria, useful assortment, usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 90
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3812   6        WESTERN EUROPE COVERS GROUP.  approx 50 mostly 20th century covers and cards from variety of 
countries and also includes some colonies, usual mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate 75

LATIN AMERICA
3813 * 3         LATIN AMERICA ACCUMULATION.  folders, envelopes, stock books, collection balances, etc. of many 

1000s of classic to modern issues from wide variety of countries incl Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, 
Colombia, Cuba, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela, etc., usual mixed condition, 
VG-VF, a must-view accumulation with huge retail potential 350

3814  3         LATIN AMERICA USED COLLECTION IN SEVEN ALBUMS.  beginner/intermediate collection ranging 
from the classic period to the 1970s, housed in seven Minkus specialized albums, appears to be exclusively 
used, some early stamps dubious as is expected, countries include Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil, Guatemala, 
Ecuador, Honduras, Venezuela, Mexico, Chile, Peru, El Salvador, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Costa 
Rica, and Nicaragua, some condition issues throughout but generally VG-VF, viewing is highly recommended 200

3815 */** 3         LATIN AMERICA ACCUMULATION.   19th and 20th Century mint and used in two cartons, incl. 
collections on album pages, in binders and in a couple albums, generally F-VF 100

3816   6        LATIN AMERICA COVERS ASSORTMENT.  23 20th century covers and cards from variety of countries, 
note some censored, usual mixed condition, VG-VF 75

MIDDLE EAST
3817 * 3         OLD-TIME MIDDLE EAST COLLECTION. lovely collection on home-made pages; starts with 

Afghanistan sparse until 1940, then almost complete mint until 1956 noting extensive perfs and imperfs 
semis from 1957/59, C7-12 mint, O1-7 mint and almost complete mint postal tax; some 1922/25 Saudi 
Arabia-Hejaz; Iraq mint and used collection from 1923/66 and includes air mails and officials; followed 
by a starter group of 1926/66 Saudi Arabia-Nejd collection, mint 1926/66 Yemen collection with some 
air mails; finally the core of the collection - 1870s/1960s Iran with some issues from 1876 to 1878, but 
then it is almost complete from 1879 to 1966 missing only a handful of stamps and it includes semi’s, air 
mails and officials and numerous complete sets, as it is usually the case with Iran, there are some doubtful 
issues and reprints but this collection includes a lot of genuine stamps incl complete 1909 printed matter 
postal tax issue, usual mixed condition but generally F-VF (see online scans)   2200

SCANDINAVIA
3818 * 3         SCANDINAVIA COLLECTION.   mostly used from the classic period through the 2000s in four Scott 

albums and being strong in the 1930s/80s issues, many premium issues including Denmark 25-33 used, 
41-51 used, 164-75 used, B3-5 mint, small glassine envelope of 19th century locals, Finland 118 used, 153-54 
used, Greenland 136-41 used, 242-49 used, Iceland 12 used, C3-11 mint, C15-20 mint (less 50a), Norway 
203-06 NH, Sweden 239-63 used, highly complete used 1939/2000, O12-25 used, O28-55 used, etc., usual 
very mixed condition in the 19th century issues but overall a Fine and useful foundation collection 1200

3819 * 3         SCANDINAVIA AIRMAIL and RELATED ISSUES ASSORTMENT.   includes Denmark C1-3 used, C3 plate 
no. single used (small thin), C5 mint (2 incl one NH), attractive 5kr label for 1919 "Dansk Luftbefordring 
Kobenhavn-Skagen" flight (the flight never took place and some of the labels were used on a later 
flight), Greenland 1932 Rockwell Kent reprint on 76x124mm card (32x39mm image with caption), Iceland 
C9-11 mint, Norway 104-10 tied on piece, Sweden C1 used block, 1912 "Sveriges Forsta Flygpost" labels 
mint (2), 1930 Robert Svendsen block of four labels commemorating his 1910 flight, etc., generally F-VF 250

TOPICAL COLLECTIONS
3820 **          EUROPA, 1956/79. virtually complete NH in a Lighthouse hingeless album. fresh and mostly VF   300
3821 */** 3         OLYMPIC/SPORTS TOPICAL COLLECTION + BONUS.  four albums of sports and Olympic topicals, 

ranging from early issues to about the 1970s, both on album pages and in stock sheets, additionally two 
albums of UN (nearly complete to 1980s, missing 38 sheet), a small collection of ships and trains, and a 
moderately full album of Europa issues, all generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 100

3822 */** 3 

6        

HIGHLY SPECIALIZED RED CROSS COLLECTION.  including covers, stamps, postcards, and labels, 
many from WWI era, all corners of the globe represented, includes material written up in a binder as 
well as a wealth of loose material, covers with Christmas seals, Scott #702 postal history, and much more, 
even a handful of Red Cross pins and buttons (mostly WWII era), generally F-VF, a much better topical 
collection than is usually encountered, the perfect foundation for a collection or exhibit 250

3823 */** 3 

6        

SIZABLE SPACE ACCUMULATION.   including several albums of space topical stamps and covers 
(many FDCs and events), as well as some collateral material including photos, booklets, an album of 
space patches and 10 bronze NASA medallions (mostly Apollo), and more, generally F-VF, an interesting 
collection for the space enthusiast 100
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3824 */** 3 

6        

1974 UPU ANNIVERSARY TOPICAL.  many 100s of sets, singles, FDC, imperf varieties, some deluxe 
proofs, etc. issued from countries the world over, also note some related topicals and a handful of 1949 
UPU issues, mint neartly all NH, fresh and F-VF, huge retail value; view to appreciate 800

3825 */** 3 

6        

ZEPPELIN TOPICAL COLLECTION.  includes US C18 (NH, mint, and used), contemporaneous stamp 
issues from Germany, Russia, Brazil, etc., several vintage postcards and USS Macon covers, in addition 
to a large number of Zeppelin topical stamps issued in the 1970s/90s, overall an interesting collection, 
generally Very Fine, viewing is recommended 75

3826 * 3         TOPICALS COLLECTION in 18 STOCK BOOKS.  extensive collection with a representation of virtually 
every topical under the sun, there are many 1000s of stamps here from categories such as flowers, birds, 
aviation incl balloons, gliders, zeppelins, animals again with many separate sub categories for example under 
L, lemurs, lions, leopards, etc through to monkeys, butterflies, sports such as rowing, soccer, swimming, 
table tennis, famous people from explorers, composers, poets, from the 19th century through to the 1970s 
with nothing beyond, most countries of the world represented here and every page nicely filled, generally 
F-VF viewing highly recommended with so much material here and no duplication whatsoever. 750

3827 */** 3 

6        

SPRAWLING WORLDWIDE TOPICAL COLLECTION.  mixture of covers and stamps (mint and used), 
including individual collections of sports, Olympics, animals, Christmas, Royal Weddings, and much 
more; additionally several albums of worldwide souvenir sheets with topical appeal, generally F-VF, very 
high catalogue value, ideal for the bourse or eBay dealer, viewing is recommended. Four cartons. 200

3828 */** 3         WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION WITH HUGE TOPICAL APPEAL.  includes a worldwide used stock from about 
the 1960s/70s, nearly every stamp with topical appeal, as well as a large number of souvenir sheets (1970s-present), 
note cats and Christmas on stamps in addition to others, generally F-VF, viewing highly recommended 100

3829 **          1970s TOPICAL COLLECTIONS.  two albums each of: American Bicentennial, UPU Centennial, 1977 
QEII Silver Jubilee and 1978 QEII Coronation, mostly on White Ace pages, apparently all NH, Very Fine, 
nice and clean collections 75

3830 **          1970s TOPICAL COLLECTION WITH UPU, BICENTENNIAL + MORE.   White Ace collections of 
1974 UPU and 1976 American Bicentennial issues (two volumes each), as well as small selections of 
Zeppelins and Christmas from the same time period, apparently all NH, very nearly complete with only 
a handful of empty spaces, F-VF 50

3831 */** 3         WORLDWIDE TOPICAL COLLECTION.  includes individual albums of subjects such as birds, cats and 
dogs, Christmas, and so on, as well as a binder of worldwide souvenir sheets and sheetlets with topical 
appeal, many issues from the 1960s/80s but some earlier, generally F-VF 50

WORLDWIDE COLLECTIONS AND VARIOUS
3832 * 3 6        WORLDWIDE SAFETY DEPOSIT BOX #1  a wondrous array of stamps and covers 7500
3833 * 3 6        WORLDWIDE SAFETY DEPOSIT BOX #2  more "goodies" 7500
3834 * 3 6        WORLDWIDE SAFETY DEPOSIT BOX #3  a cornucopia of philatelic wonder 7500
3835 * 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION with CHINA. an old-time collection of thousands of mint and used 

(predominantly pre-1920) in an SG "New Ideal" album (issues to 1936) privately re-bound in leather for 
NC Rothschild, offered intact as received; highlights are the China with strong 19th century issues incl 1878 
Candarins, 1897 Surcharges incl 4c Red Revenue unused, 1903 Foochow bisect on piece with old guarantee 
mark, etc. followed by strong sections of the various foreign country offices in China incl Italy Japan, Russia, 
USA complete mint with the $2 NH, other notable sections include Italian Eritrea, Korea, Fiume, France 
loaded with classics, Germany 1912 Rhine airpost series in mint blocks of four (ie. three NH sets), excellent 
range of Hungary first issues, extensive Persia especially the 1902 krans/chahis, P.L.Teheran handstamps 
etc. (some dubious/ reprints as usual), Italy parcel post, etc., the collector clearly had a taste for the unusual 
with blank pages bound at the back of the album for "interesting" material incl Austria classics selected 
for well-struck postmarks, Hungarian occupations including Banat Bacska virtually complete mint (some 
dubious as always), etc., generally F-VF; well worth viewing; ex-Rothschild   5000

3836 * 3         WORLDWIDE BETTER ASSORTMENT.   binder full of mid to high value stamps all being in "102" 
sales cards and identified and valued by Scott, includes Great Britain, German States, Italian States, 
many British Commonwealth countries, French colonies, some Latin America, Japan, Finland, Denmark, 
Spain, Greece, Portugal, to name a few, usual mixed condition and some dubious/ reprints noted, VG-
VF, viewing necessary for proper evaluation   5000

3837 */** 3         MASSIVE WORLDWIDE COLLECTION IN 44 SCOTT ALBUMS 1934/2008. mixture of mint and used 
(with some NH, particularly S/S), strongest from about the 30s/60s but with plenty of more modern, 
many useful sets throughout, particularly strong in British Commonwealth, a quick look revealed several 
items in the $50+ range, and close inspection would certainly turn up more such stamps, note significant 
amounts of "good" currencies from countries such as Canada and the UK, a collection obviously 
constructed over the course of decades, mixed condition typical with this many thousands of stamps, but 
generally F-VF with many attractive stamps, viewing a necessity 3000
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3838 * 3         WORLDWIDE ESTATE.  hoard of thousands of stamps from a family estate on album pages, in glassine envelopes 
and old approval books, recently unearthed after nearly a century, predominantly 19th century  to WW I era with 
nothing noted post-1925; the approval books are the "good old kind" containing lots of Cinderellas plus assorted 
Ceylon and Dominica, Austria telegraphs, New Zealand, Belgian Congo postage due forerunners, Papua Lakatois 
mint and used, Orange Free State telegraph ovpts, Italy mint "back of the book", Greece Hermes heads, Guatemala 
official perfins, some Indian Native States, Japan telegraphs, Korea classics, Labuan Q V, elusive Hungary, with family 
correspondence and envelopes stuffed with Crown of St. Stephen and Turul issues as well as WW I occupations on 
pages, etc., usual very mixed condition and some dubious mixed in, VG-VF, a must-view; ex-Rothschild 2500

3839 * 3         WORLDWIDE CORNUCOPIA  of mostly premium issues of the 20th century randomly arranged in a 
stock book, a quick leafing through the pages reveals Sweden 1924 5kr UPU used, Luxembourg 1906 
10c William IV sheet of 10 NH (vert fold), Belgium 1924 Brussels Exhibition sheet mint, 1948 Anseele 
S/S NH, 1960 Refugee S/S NH (3), Portugal 1940s S/S mint/ NH, Russia 237a NH in a full sheet of 
237 (certificate), Italy 2004 €0.45 "Venus of Urbina" denomination omitted error blocks of four NH (5; 
Sassone 2370Aa, €450 per single), France assortment of 1930s issues NH multiples incl premium, etc., 
usual mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate 2500

3840 */** 3         HIGH-CATALOGUE WORLDWIDE STOCK PART I.  binder w/ 300+ stamps, all purported to catalogue 
$100+ by the owner but a fair number of reprints, fakes/forgeries, and faulty stamps throughout, still a 
very many good stamps and well worth a close inspection, generally VG-VF 2000

3841 */** 3         HIGH-CATALOGUE WORLDWIDE STOCK PART II.  similar to above but with 200+ stamps 1250
3842 * 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION  to 1920s issues in a Scott Jr Int‘l album, leafing through note better issues as (mint 

unless otherwise indicated) USA 112-13 used, 287, 298-99, 310-11 used, 548-72, C1-10, E5-8, JQ1-5 used, Azores 258-
83, Canada 54, 56-57, 66-71, 80-81, 91, 98-100, 104-22 (some slightly stuck down), 136-38, Egypt 99-102, 108-13, GB 
137-40 used, 179, Hungary 403-27, B1-34, Japan 167-70, Newfoundland 61-74 (less 35c), Portugal 398-420, Tannu 
Tuva 15-28, etc., usual mixed condition with some stuck down to varying degrees, mostly F-VF 1500

3843 * 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION, 1901-20. well-worn Scott "Brown" album housing hundreds of mint and 
used sets and singles from nearly every stamp-issuing entity, premium throughout with best from USA 
incl 1901 Pan Am mint, 1904 Louisiana mint, useful Washington-Franklins mint or used to $5 value, 
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Cilicia, France and colonies incl Foreign Offices, Gambia, GB incl 
Foreign Offices, Hungary, India and States, Italy, Japan, Labuan, New Zealand, Portugal and colonies, 
Rhodesia incl 5/- "Double Head" used, St Helena, Turkey, etc., usual mixed condition and the album 
itself seen much better days but still a Fine collection formed over decades by a dedicated collector 1200

3844 */(*) 3         WORLDWIDE 19th CENTURY ISSUES COLLECTION.  extensive collection of 1000s in a well-used 
(barely in one piece) Scott Int‘l "Brown" album with stamps from pretty much every stamp issuing 
country and with better items throughout, highlights from USA incl postal stationery, revenues and 
possessions, Australia and States, Austria, Belgium, Canada plus Newfoundland, Cape of Good Hope 
"triangles", China incl 1c on 3c "Red Revenue" unused, France (incl 1869 5fr used (2)) and colonies, 
German area, GB incl used "Penny Black" and 1884 10/- with "SPECIMEN" ovpt (w/o gum), Greece, 
Hong Kong, India and States, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Niger Coast Prot 1892 Ovpts mint, Portugal and 
colonies, Sarawak, Thailand, Turkey, etc. plus Latin America incl Mexico, usual mixed condition, VG-VF, 
substantial catalog value and deserving of close inspection   1200

3845 */**  6        WORLDWIDE AND UNITED STATES DEALER ACCUMULATION.   worldwide in scope but heavy 
emphasis on Europe and Asia (incl. China), including stockbooks of mint and used stamps (classic period 
through about the 1980s), nice hoard of topical souvenir sheets from the 1970s/90s, small binders of 
individually priced stamps, cigar boxes of loose assorted material, several worldwide albums (sparsely 
filled), at least $100 in mint US postage, and much much more, generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 
as there might very well be some hidden gems, lots of potential for the bourse or eBay dealer 1000

3846 * 3         MEATY WORLDWIDE COLLECTION.   19th century issues in two beat-up 1894 edition Scott Int‘l 
albums, mostly used and best from USA, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Cape of Good hope, Denmark, 
France, German area incl States, Great Britain, Hong Kong, Italy, Norway, Portugal, Russia, Switzerland, 
etc., plus Latin America incl Brazil, Chile, Colombia, etc., very mixed condition with good percentage 
faulty to some degree, Good-Fine, substantial catalog value; must be viewed 1000

3847 * 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTIONS. "A-Z" in one volume and "A-G" in a second, many 100s of stamps with 
useful USA, Brit Commonwealth incl Australia, Bermuda and Canada; add‘l Greece, Ethiopia N1-7 mint, 
etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF 1000

3848 */** 3         MASSIVE A-Z WORLDWIDE DEALER STOCK.  singles and sets arranged alphabetically in baseball card 
holders, mixture of used and mint throughout (many NH), appears to be primarily pre-WWII but all eras 
represented; stock broken down into two parts: CV $2-10 and $10-50, but it‘s worth noting that the catalogue 
values are for the total of the card (for example, 5 examples of a $1 would be sorted as $5). Generally VG-
VF but obviously some condition issues when dealing with this much bulk, all stamps neatly sorted and id‘d 
making this an ideal lot for a bourse or eBay dealer looking to significantly replenish their stock, many 
stamps in the $20+ range, with the total catalogue value of the lot seemingly approaching six-figures. View 
to appreciate; with a stock like this, you could basically enter the business! Thirteen 19"x10"x4.5" boxes. 1000

3849 */** 3         STRONG WORLDWIDE SELECTION PART I.  360+ stamps in a binder, each identified and priced, 
per the owner all items catalogue $50-100, although there are some fakes, reprints, and faulty stamps 
throughout, still many better items and worth a close inspection, generally VG-VF 1000
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3850 */** 3         STRONG WORLDWIDE SELECTION PART II.  same as above, but with 290+ stamps 750
3851 * 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION, 1920-29.  many 100s of mint and used in a bulging Scott Int‘l 1920-29 

brown album that has seen better days but is basically (with some repairs) intact, scores of better sets and 
singles of the US, useful Argentina officials, Ascension, Austria, Canada plus Newfoundland, Egypt, France, 
Gambia, GB Foreign Offices, Hungary, Monaco, St Helena incl 1½d Badge "Broken Mainmast" var., etc. 
plus German, Italian and Portuguese areas, Baltic region, Fr Africa and Middle East, Latin America, Brit 
Commonwealth, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, a "collector‘s collection" assembled over decades 1000

3852 * 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION with POSTAL HISTORY.   a large 1910 edition SG "Ideal" album 
housing many thousands of stamps, in addition there is much back of the book and other unusual 
material mounted outside the printed spaces; the postal history includes items from the same family 
correspondence from Siam, Straits Settlements, K.U.T, India, etc. and originates from an officer stationed 
in India and Palestine in the 1930s; we also note useful China incl locals of Ichang, Chefoo, Chinkiang, 
etc., interesting WW I period Europe incl POW mail and fieldpost items, Russia classics as well as postal 
stationery, POs in China, 19th century revenues, etc, Spanish civil war locals, Latin America incl zeppelin 
covers of Brazil and Argentina, Japan 19th century revenues, Italy and Papal States, GB incl high values 
of Q V and KE VII, etc., mixed condition as to be expected, VG-VF; please inspect. 1000

3853 */** 3         WORLDWIDE GLOBAL COLLECTION 1 (A-E + US).  19th and 20th Century mint and used in six volumes 
to about 1990, much nice British Commonwealth throughout, better well-filled country sections incl. U.S. 
w/Canal Zone and Hawaii, Australia and States, Austria, Belgium and Congo, Bosnia, Brazil and other Latin 
America, Canada and Provinces w/Newfoundland and others, generally F-VF, fresh and worth inspection 1000

3854 */** 3         WORLDWIDE GLOBAL COLLECTION 2 (F-NEW ZEALAND).  19th and 20th Century mint and used 
in seven volumes to about 1990, nice assortment of British Commonwealth throughout, better well-filled 
country sections incl. Finland, France and Colonies, German Area incl. States, Berlin etc., Great Britain 
and Offices, Greece, Hong Kong, Indian States, Italian Area, Malaya States, Netherlands and Colonies 
and others, better material here, generally F-VF, fresh and worth inspection 1800

3855 */** 3         WORLDWIDE GLOBAL COLLECTION 3 (NICARAGUA-Z).  19th and 20th Century mint and used in 
seven volumes to about 1990, worthwhile British Commonwealth throughout, better well-filled sections 
incl. North Borneo, Philippines, Russia and Eastern Europe, South Africa and States, Spain and Colonies, 
Thailand, Latin America and others, generally F-VF, fresh and should be inspected 1600

3856 * 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION, 1928/34.  many 100s in a worn/ repaired Scott Int‘l "Brown " album 
and with numerous better sets and singles from USA, Austria incl 1933 WIPA mint, Cyrenaica, France 
and colonies, Germany incl 1934 Wagner mint, Italy and colonies, Luxembourg, New Zealand incl 1931 
"Smiling Boys" mint, Sarawak incl 1932 Brooke mint, Spain, Switzerland, etc., usual mixed condition with 
most F-VF, a collector‘s lifelong effort and well worth a look 750

3857 * 3         WORLDWIDE "GRAMPA‘S" COLLECTION, PART I.  old-time collection of thousands of mint and 
used stamps housed on pages with virtually everything pre-WW II; we note Austria classics incl 1859 3kr 
green mint, 1858/59 1kr blue newspaper stamp unused, Lombardy Venetia imperfs to 45c, New South 
Wales, Belgium attractive #2, Bosnia with lots of eagles, Netherlands "Goldilocks" 2.50gld, Portugal classic 
imperfs, Portuguese Colonies, Romania classics, interesting Russia early issues through to Post Offices 
in China, Wrangels, etc, good Italian States, useful Sweden,  Swiss from rayons and imperf Helvetias 
to 40rp green, perf sitting Helvetias inc. 60c bronze used, mint tete-beche pairs, Spain from classic 
imperfs onwards, Turkey inc. newspaper handstamps, etc, etc., usual mixed condition but generally very 
collectable quality, there will be lots of sleepers here for those with the patience to make discoveries. 750

3858 * 3         WORLDWIDE "GRAMPA‘S" COLLECTION, PART II.   old-time collection of thousands of mint and 
used stamps on pages with nearly all being pre-WW II; highlights include USA from classics onwards incl 
1893 Columbians to 30c used, Omaha to 50c used, etc, Great Britain from penny black onwards incl Q V 
and KE VII high values, 1883 3d and 6d surcharges used, 1884 to 5d used, etc, Canada classics, useful Latin 
America, especially Cuba, Colombia, Mexico and Argentina, Cape of Good Hope triangles, Siam from incl a 
range of ‘atts’ surcharges, Netherlands Indies incl. Wilhelm to 2.50gld used, Java, Denmark from ‘Fire RBS’ 
onwards, Greece Hermes heads, Fiume, Montenegro, interesting British South East Asia, Hong Kong, Japan, 
China, Korea, Indian Native States, Samoa, Australian States, etc, usual mixed condition but generally very 
collectable quality, there will be lots of sleepers here for those with the patience to make discoveries. 750

3859 * 3         WORLDWIDE MISCELLANY.   100s of mint and used stamps from classics onwards including GB 
penny black, French classics incl better issues as 10fr Merson mint, China 19th century range, Spain key 
value 1 peseta Don Quixote used thru to Madrid Stamp Expo S/S NH, Czechoslovakia better ‘Posta’ 
ovpts, Russia with back of the book and post offices abroad, Greece range of imperf Hermes heads thru 
interesting Crete, better Liechtenstein, Chile classic imperfs, Venezuela Guyana locals, etc, usual mixed 
condition (note few forgeries and reprints) with most F-VF 750

3860           WORLDWIDE REFERENCE COLLECTION, PART I.  interesting old time written up collection, formed 
in the 1940s/ 1950s for countries such as Switzerland rayon types, Serbia, Turkey star and crescent high 
vals, Portuguese colonies, Brazil with bulls eyes and numerous goats and snake eyes, Belgian Congo, 
British Guiana, Ceylon proofs of the first issues (probably the 1927 reprints), much more British 
Commonwealth, over 20 Hong Kong Q V to 96cts, Barbados tridents, Newfoundland with very dangerous 
first and second issues, St Helena Q V profiles, Mauritius post paid types imperrforates, over 30 Cape of 
Good Hope triangulars, etc. virtually all 19th century, a most interesting collection. 750
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3861           WORLDWIDE REFERENCE COLLECTION, PART II.  second part of this interesting reference collection of 
many hundreds, formed decades ago, beginning with Egpytian pyramids both to 5pi, Suez imperforates with a 
study of cancels, Liberia first issues, Transvaal a most interesting range, China large dragons 1 and 3 candarins, 
small dragons complete, dowagers complete, various Shanghai, Korea Yin-Yang issues, Samoa, Costa Rica, Haiti 
early imperf Honduras, Buenos Aires imperfs by the dozens, Uruguay Montevideo suns, Bolivia with 11 stars 
500cts, Dominican Republic, Colombia, virtually all 19th century, a most interesting collection. 400

3862           WORLDWIDE REFERENCE COLLECTION, PART III.   third part of this interesting reference 
collection of hundreds of all 19th century, this time with German States from Baden incl 18kr green 
mint and used, Bavaria to 18kr, dozens of Hamburg types from the imperfs onwards, some particularly 
dangerous forgeries here, Hannover to 10gr, Heligoland through to North German Confederation, also 
German Post Offices abroad inc China ovpts, Austria with the Mercury heads, Italy, good range of Papal 
States and Modena, through to blue Savoy Cross for the Two Sicilies with both types of provisional 
governments, much Romagna through to Tuscany, etc., a most interesting collection. 250

3863 * 3         WORLDWIDE SOCIETY SALES BOOK GROUP.  thousands of mint and used stamps in about 150 books, 
primarily British Commonwealth revealing "goodies" when looked at carefully; strength particularly in Hong 
Kong from Q V onwards inc. 1935 Silver Jubilee used (2), lots of KG VI to $10, 1941 Pictorials to $1, an 
excellent mint book again from QV thru Offices in China, 1935 Jubilee set mint, Year of the Monkey set, etc, 
China with Gymnastics unused, further good British Commonwealth with Antigua several classic rough-perf 
QV heads, Australia sets in NH imprint corner blocks, Canada $1 values, 1935 Jubilees mint and used of 
various countries, Great Britain with officials, Seahorses to 5/-, as well as useful France and French Colonies, 
Switzerland, lots of 19th century Italy and Italian Colonies, Vatican with good first page, etc, mostly F-VF   600

3864 */** 3         WORLDWIDE ALBUM HOARD.  19th and 20th Century mint and used incl. China in 26 various albums/
binders in four cartons, incl. a couple early Internationals, European albums etc., review recommended, 
condition varies, generally F-VF 600

3865 * 3         OLD-TIMER‘S WORLDWIDE COLLECTION.  1000s of mint and used stamps from classics to approx. 1930s, 
housed in a well-used early 20th century "Errington and Martin" album with useful areas including China from 
19th century imperial dragons through to Sun Yet Sen issues inc. blocks, GB with range of QV officials, Heligoland, 
Italy incl. 1890 surcharges, Japan 1870s with colorful cancels, as well as revenues, Paraguay with mint 1878 5r blue 
surcharges normal and double on 1r rose, Papal States with page of 1867/68 glazed paper issues with varieties, 
Persia, Russia packed with tsarist issues 1860s onwards, civil war issues and unusual Cinderella we have never seen 
before, as well as Siam, Switzerland, Turkey, etc, usual mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate 500

3866 */** 3         WORLDWIDE MISCELLANY.  20th century sets and singles on sales sheets, mostly better items of Greece 
incl Hermes heads, 338-43 NH, Guinea 201-02+C24-26 NH (3), Iceland 232-35 mint, C1-3 NH, Iran 910-14 
NH, Liberia C56a perf and imperf NH, Liechtenstein 1-3 mint, 74-80 mint, Monaco 6-7 used, 27 mint, etc. 
Saudi Arabia 181-83 NH, 187-91 NH, Switzerland 302-05 mint, B2-6 used, Vietnam 39-50 blocks NH, plus 
some useful GB, Norway, Sweden, usual mixed condition especially in 19th century issues with most F-VF 500

3867 * 3         WORLDWIDE CLASSICS SELECTION.  a volume of several 100s of stamps being virtually all used 19th 
century issues, including useful British Commonwealth with Victoria early issues, Newfoundland, Hong 
Kong to 30c incl 8c Orange Crown CC mint (Scott 13a) as well as India including revenues, Heligoland, 
etc., also noted classic imperfs of Belgium, Austria, Greece, Italian States, Denmark, Spain, etc, France 
incl Offices in China, Japan, China, Russia, Turkey with local post, Danube steamships, US again with 
back of the book, etc, some mixed condition and dubious/ reprints as to be expected in the classics; 
VG-VF; please inspect  500

3868 * 3 6        WORLDWIDE BALANCE.  assortment of albums, stock books, etc. with range of starter collections and balances, 
topicals incl seals and cinderellas, covers incl "designer" cover collection of American Revolution Bicentenary, 
also note collections of Afghanistan, China, Ethiopia, French colonies, Indonesia, Iran, Japan, Korea, Liberia, 
Peru, Philippines, Portugal covers and FDC, United Nations, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF 500

3869 */** 3         WORLDWIDE ASSORTMENT.   mostly mint 20th century sets, singles, multiples, etc. in stock cards 
and includes (mint unless otherwise noted) Austria B87-98, Canada J5 NH, Canal Zone C31 plate 
block NH, Netherlands 368-69 NH (2), Philippines 251 NH, 271 NH, 296 NH, 286a, Somalia C1-6 NH, 
Somaliland Prot 116-26 NH, etc. plus assorted North Borneo, India Convention and Feudatory States, 
Iran early reprints and forgeries, Netherlands booklets, Philippines - Japanese Occupation period 
covers/ FDC and postal stationery, etc., generally F-VF 500

3870 * 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION.   14 sparse to lightly filled Scott albums (plus an empty Austria) but 
what‘s often contained within are some better sets and singles, for example Australia 147-49 used, 150-
51 mint, 178-79 used, Canada 268-73 mint, France 329 mint (stamps NH), German East Africa 21 used, 
Germany B105 NH, Great Britain 1 used (4 margins), 26 used, 37 used, 120-22 used, 139-40 used, Hong 
Kong 147-50 mint, New Zealand 122-25 mint, 320 mint, B4 used, C5 mint, Newfoundland C9-11, etc plus 
some add‘l useful Australian States, Canadian Provinces, Japan, Switzerland, etc., mostly F-VF 500

3871 */** 3 

6        

US AND WORLDWIDE CONSIGNOR BALANCE W/ MANY INTERESTING ITEMS.   a little bit of 
everything in this lot; the balance of a massive consignment from a dedicated philatelist; note everything 
from US postal history, stockbooks of US and New Zealand, flight covers, picture postcards, worldwide 
souvenir sheets, even 2 NH 1937 PEXIP S/S, with this much material some condition issues to be 
expected but generally F-VF, truly a lot that needs to be viewed to be appreciated because there‘s no 
telling what could be hidden here. 500
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3872 */** 3         A-Z GLOBAL ALBUMS.  19th and 20th Century mint and used in 13 Global albums, incl. China etc., 
generally F-VF, viewing recommended 500

3873 * 3         WORLDWIDE "OLIO" OF STAMPS.  many 1000s of mostly mint in sales cards, collection balances, 
folders, stock books, etc. noting some Australia, European topicals, red file box filled with glassines of 
mostly NH sets and short sets, 1990s US Trust Territories Chinese New Year coins, Turkey, Nevis and St 
Kitts 1970s/80s issues incl "Specimen" ovpts, and much more, mostly F-VF, viewing a must 450

3874 * 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION  in a beat-up 1930 Scott Junior Int‘l album (covers separated), 100s of 
mostly 19th century issues of Europe and Latin America, usual mixed condition, VG-VF 400

3875 */** 3 

6        

24 CARTON BACK ROOM ACCUMULATION.   massive hoard in 24 cartons containing 19th and 
20th Century mint and used in albums, stockbooks, stock pages, glassines, cigar boxes etc., features an 
assortment of U.S. and Foreign stamps and covers and some mixtures, material stored away for many 
years, anything could be here 400

3876 * 3         WORLDWIDE ASSORTMENT.  mixed bag and inl Great Britain with QE II period mint and used on 
stock sheets plus useful Machin issues assortment showing assorted papers, gums, phosphors, etc., Bhutan 
mint in a presentation folder, Liberia 1949 UPU Anniv S/S "SPECIMEN" overprint, Canada 1880s/1990s 
mint and used in stock sheets, a British Commonwealth starter collection on pages, with some classic 
issues and useful New Zealand, etc. plus assorted worldwide in stock sheets or on pages, etc., usual mixed 
condition, mostly F-VF; owner‘s Scott about $4,800 350

3877 * 3         WORLDWIDE BALANCE.   includes Belgium B515-20 mint, B521-22 NH,  Italy B17-19 used, B26-29 
used, Luxembourg 1881 postal card to Cyprus, 23 used, 25 used, 42 used (2), B45-49 used, B67-72 used, 
B121-25 used, B156-61 used, USA 1913 photo postcard of the Wright biplane, etc. plus some misc Germany 
Feldpost and Italian States, usual mixed condition with a few dubious cancels noted, mostly F-VF 350

3878 */** 3         HIGH CATALOGUE VALUE COUNTRY COLLECTIONS.   incl. (owner‘s 2012 catalogue value in 
parenthesis) Kiribati gutter pairs 1979/83 ($338), Nauru to 1983 ($310), Australian Antarctic Territory 
to 1985 ($297), Tonga to 1982 ($1,053), Pitcairn Islands to 1983 ($503), Norfolk Island to 1985 ($681), 
Cocos Islands to 1982 ($350), Israel w/ tabs (primarily post-1955, uncatalogued), Spain used 1951/69, 
as well as small used collections of South Africa and US, generally F-VF with many mint and NH stamps, 
very clean collections, total catalogue value exceeding $3,500 350

3879 */** 3         WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION.  19th and 20th Century mint and used in three cartons incl. approval 
books, glassines, stock pages, stock cards, cigar boxes, plastic bags etc., condtion varies 350

3880 */** 3         WORLDWIDE STOCKBOOK ACCUMULATION.  group of approx. 40 various stockbooks incl. 19th 
and 20th Century mint and used from a variety of countries and areas, condition varies 350

3881 * 3         WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION.  1000s in "102" sales cards with minimum Scott value of $0.50 per 
card and with most up to about $10 though did not note numerous higher, good worldwide reresentation, 
generally F-VF; owner‘s 2005 Scott $5,500+ 300

3882 */** 3         WORLDWIDE TREASURE TROVE.   thousands of stamps, mostly in glassines and sorted by country, 
mixture of used, mint and NH, from all parts of the world, generally VG-VF, total catalogue value well 
into four-figures, perfect for a dealer looking to refresh his stock 300

3883 * 3         WORLDWIDE "A-B" COUNTRIES GROUP.  several hundred mint and used of the 19th century to 1960s 
on old album pages, including useful Albania from 1913 onwards with 1917 Eagles to 1fr mint and used, 1931 
Besa ovpts, 1946 Red Cross Congress surcharges mint, Armenia 1922 surcharges, a good range of Bulgaria inc. 
1881 15s Carmine and green mint, 1884 15s on 25s Blue, etc., usual mixed condition, most F-VF 300

3884 */** 3         SPRAWLING A-TO-Z WORLDWIDE STOCK.  in 230+ narrow 9"x12" plastic file boxes, practically one 
for each country/territory in the world, some with only a few stamps while others are bulging, many 
thousands and thousands of stamps, mix of mint and used throughout, generally VG-VF, an immense 
amount of catalogue value, perfect for the dealer or worldwide collector. Nine cartons. 300

3885 * 3         FOUR OLD SCOTT INTERNATIONAL ALBUMS.  mint and used in four pre-WWII Scott Internationals 
incl. one 19th Century and three Juniors, incl. good variety of Europe & Colonies, British Commonwealth, 
Latin America, U.S., some China, Japan, Hong Kong, India etc., generally Fine or better, worth inspection 300

3886 */** 3         SCOTT INTERNATIONALS 13 VOLUMES.   19th and 20th Century mint and used in 13 Scott 
International albums featuring A-Z countries, incl. China, generally F-VF 300

3887 */** 3         MODERN WORLDWIDE ASSEMBLAGE.  group of worldwide mostly modern/new issues from a variety 
of countries in three cartons, a little bit of everything with some better material throughout, much never 
hinged, careful inspection recommended 300

3888 */** 3 

6        

UNSORTED MASSIVE WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION.  stamps (mostly used but plenty of mint) on 
album pages, in glassines,loose, etc., from all corners of the world and from the classic through modern 
eras, condition ranging from G-VF, a truly eclectic and miscellaneous lot of material, appears to be mostly 
common but hard work and fine sorting could pay off. Nine cartons. 300

3889 */** 3         WORLDWIDE "CONTENTS OF A DRAWER".  miscellany incl stamps in sales pages, album leaves, etc. 
with some better as Alexandretta C1-8 NH, Belgium B273-78 NH, Cayman Isl 100-11 NH, PRC 1149-54 NH, 
Canada E3 block NH, EO1 block NH, O2 block NH, Italy 518 used, New Zealand 193-97 blocks NH, AR79 
pair NH, Newfoundland 29 mint, etc. plus some useful Korea and Laos, mostly F-VF, view to appreciate 250
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3890 */** 3         WORLDWIDE EARLY MIXTURE.  mostly pre-1940 mint and used in glassines, old aproval books, small 
stockbooks, envelopes, album pages etc., with 19th Century incl. German States, lots of old Europe etc., 
generally F-VF, hours of sorting possibilities here 250

3891 */** 3         WORLDWIDE INTERNET STOCK.   mostly 20th Century mint and used sets, singles and souvenir 
sheets from A-Z in two small file boxes, three binders and a plastic bag, all containing stamps identified 
in glassines, great variety of material w/strength in Topicals, British and French Colonies, Europe, Asia 
w/China, Africa and Latin America, generally F-VF, inspection recommended, great lot for an Ebayer 250

3892 */** 3         WORLDWIDE STOCK.  mostly 20th Century mint and used stock of A-Z countries most all identified in 
glassines, some China noted, much never hinged, generally F-VF, should be inspected 250

3893 */** 3         SCOTT INTERNATIONAL 10 VOLUME COLLECTION.  19th and 20th Century mint and used in 10 
well-preserved blue Scott International albums, most areas represented incl. China, generally F-VF 250

3894 */** 3         WORLDWIDE SM�RG�SBORD.  wide ranging array incl USA issues from classics to modern incl "new 
issues" still in glassines, some presentation packs, assortment of GB souvenir sheets incl quantity of the 
privately issued 1962 STAMPEX, some "Dunes" and packets, envelopes of "on paper", 1960s Ghana NH, 
nice 1958 Brussel‘s Fair NH topical incl Hungary imperfs, Romania overprints, Spain S/S, etc. with an 
add‘l binder of duplicates, usual mixed condition, VG-VF 200

3895 */** 3         WORLDWIDE A-TO-Z STOCK.  in 50+ 10x13" envelopes, most major countries represented (Germany, 
USA, Russia, GB, etc), mix of mint and used off paper, primarily 20th century material, many thousands 
of stamps with much of the sorting already done for you, generally VG-VF, perfect looking for the dealer 
looking to refresh their stock 200

3896 * 3         WORLDWIDE ALBUM ACCUMULATION.  dozens of albums and stockbooks, including approximately 
a dozen Scott International albums including one Volume 1 (the rest ranging from 1941 to about the 
1970s), overall sparsely to moderately filled, some country collections including British Commonwealth, 
Greece, etc, generally VG-VF, viewing is highly recommended 200

3897 No lot

3898 */** 3         WORLDWIDE MIXED BAG.  19th and 20th Century mint and used in five cartons, a real mixed bag 
of foreign material in various stockbooks, glassines and six French wine tins, seemingly low end but 
there should be some surprises throughout, basically unchecked, great lot for the patient sorter, review 
recommended 200

3899 */** 3 

6        

16 CARTON MYSTERY LOT.  a hoard of material that was in storage for many years in 16 cartons offered 
basically unchecked, incl. U.S. and Worldwide collections in albums, misc. mint and used in glassines, 
bags, cigar boxes and envelopes, also covers and various small stock groups, China noted throughout, 
should be a surprise or two 200

3900 */** 3         SOUVENIR SHEET DEALER STOCK WITH HIGH CATALOGUE.  hundreds of worldwide souvenir 
sheets, primarily modern (post-1970) but some earlier, the vast majority NH, wonderful topical appeal, 
generally Very Fine, perfect for a bourse or eBay dealer, owner‘s catalogue value $3,673 180

3901 */** 3         WORLDWIDE ALBUM ACCUMULATION.  approximately 3 dozen albums and three ring binders, a 
little bit of everything in this lot, initial inspection reveals Scott 19th century album, US plate blocks, 
large worldwide stock on manila stock pages, and much more, albums range from sparse to moderately 
filled, generally VG-VF, viewing a necessity  150

3902 */** 3         WORLDWIDE "G" ALBUM COLLECTION.  countries beginning with "G", including three White Ace 
albums of Ghana (1957/83), very nearly complete and mostly NH; Germany and States, moderately full, 
some areas stronger than others; Berlin 1948/90 in hingeless album, fairly complete; and two albums of 
Great Britain, the first to the 1970s and sparsely filled, the second nearly complete mint from 1976/95; 
generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 150

3903 */** 3 

6        

WORLDWIDE COLLECTION BALANCE W/ FRANCE, ISRAEL, AND UN.   includes several albums 
of Israel (strong in the 1980s/90s with many blocks and FDCs), large amount of France (many blocks, 
mostly 1980s/90s, with St. Pierre mixed in), as well as Harris Sr. Statesman album A-I only, UN flag "proof 
editions", an interesting accumulation with retail potential, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 150

3904 */** 3         WORLDWIDE IN THREE INTERNATIONAL ALBUMS.   19th and 20th Century mint and used 
collection in three Scott International albums volumes 1-3, incl. some nice mint China, generally F-VF 150

3905 */** 3         ACCUMULATION IN FILE BOX.  many hundreds of mint and used in glassines and envelopes stuffed 
in a large check file box, generally VG-VF 150

3906 */** 3         WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION.   19th and 20th Century mint and used sorted in hundreds of 
envelopes in four cartons, basically unchecked, anything could be here, nice lot for the treasure hunter 150

3907 */** 3         WORLDWIDE STOCKBOOK/STOCK PAGE ACCUMULATION.  thousands upon thousands of stamps 
in stockbooks and on stockpages, incl. an oldtime dealer stock of 5c-$1 stamps, arranged by country or by 
topic, generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended. Four cartons. 150

3908 */** 3         WORLDWIDE DEALER STOCK IN 102 CARDS AND GLASSINES.  several thousand from all parts of the 
world, somewhat haphazardly organized by country, appear to be mostly from the early to mid 20th century, mix 
of mint and used throughout, most identified by Scott number, generally F-VF, nice way to replenish your stock 150
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3909 */** 3         WORLDWIDE COUNTRY COLLECTIONS.  primarily covers the mid-to-late 20th century, including 
albums of Tuvalu (gutter pairs), Israel (many w/ tabs), Russia (mix of mint and used), Scandinavia 
(minus Sweden), and Great Britain (incl. regional issues), generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 120

3910 */** 3         WORLDWIDE STOCK ON 102 CARDS.  several thousand cards in red boxes, note British Commonwealth 
A-Z, Japan, Australia, Switzerland, Poland, France, Germany, Russia, Topicals, and other areas, all id‘d w/ 
Scott number, mix of mint and used, mostly 20th century, generally F-VF 120

3911 * 3         SCOTT INTERNATIONAL 23 VOLUME COLLECTION.  what appears to be several parallel collections, 
ranging from the classic period to about the 1960s, several Vol 1, some countries moderately filled while 
other volumes are completely barren, generally VG-VF, doesn‘t appear to be any great rarities but close 
inspection may find something of interest 120

3912 */** 3 

6        

STAMP AND COVER COLLECTION BALANCE.   odds and ends from an extensive consignment, 
including stamps on stock pages, Royal Mail presentation packs, loose stamps off paper, small selection 
of worldwide postal history, and more; mixed condition but generally VG-VF, primarily common bulk 
material but plenty of better items hidden throughout, worthy of a close inspection 120

3913 */** 3 

6        

AN ECLECTIC ASSORTMENT OF STAMPS  from various countries the best of which is probably a used 
group of early Netherlands Colonies. A few miscellaneous covers included. Generally F-VF.   100

3914 */** 

3 6   

FDC     

EIGHT CARTONS OF STAMPS AND COVERS  a complete jumble including U.S. and foreign covers 
(FDCs and regular mail), U.S. and foreign stamps in glassines, on pages and loose. Note many plate number 
coils on cover. A lot of interesting material and a close review may reveal some gems. Geneally G-VF. 100

3915 */** 3 

6        

SIZABLE WORLDWIDE CONSIGNMENT BALANCE.   the remains of a massive, worldwide 
accumulation; includes everything from modern FDCs, US postal stationery, several European albums, 
and much more, generally VG-VF, an interesting lot to look through 100

3916 */** 3         WORLDWIDE ALBUM ACCUMULATION.  a truly eclecitc mixture incl. 1899 Scott International, 1957 
Aristocrat and Coronet albums, Schaubeck Czechoslovakia album to the 1960s, album of covers incl. 
1930s/50s New Zealand commems, as well as dozens of glassines filled with 20th century used US, some 
condition issues throughout but generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 100

3917 */** 3         LARGE US AND WORLDWIDE BALANCE.  includes four sparsely-filled Citation albums, US used in 
glassines, a few FDCs, some usable postage, two 1981 Australia yearbooks w/ mint stamps, Harris Liberty 
album (mostly modern used stamps), generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended as this is an eclectic lot 100

3918 **  6        US AND WORLDWIDE COLLECTION BALANCE.  mainly items purchased from new issue services in 
the 1970s/80s, including US FDCs, topical commemoratives, Fleetwood souvenir folders, World Stamp 
Expo 1989 commemorative folders, etc, mix of NH stamps and covers, generally F-VF, an eclectic mix 
that cost thousands of dollars to acquire when new 100

3919 */** 3         WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION ON MANILA STOCKPAGES.   over 1,000 stock pages each with 
approx. 100 stamps, sorted by country or topic, worldwide in scope, classics to modern, majority used but 
plenty mint and NH, generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 100

3920 */** 3         WORLDWIDE MYSTERY BOX. 100
3921 */** 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION BALANCE.   about a dozen albums and stockbooks, mostly common 

worldwide material but note some better incl. early Canada and Provinces, generally VG-VF throughout, 
viewing a necessity as there may be some hidden gems 100

3922 */** 3         WORLDWIDE GRAB BAG.  19th and 20th Century mint and used in two cartons, incl. albums, envelopes, 
approval books, cigar boxes etc., condition varies 100

3923 */** 3 

6        

OLD TIME COLLECTOR CONSIGNMENT BALANCE.   dozens of partially-filled albums, off-paper 
stamps, modern FDCs, and much more; the remnants of the estate of a serious philatelist, so there is 
potential for better items to be mixed in, mixed condition throughout, a close inspection may turn up 
something worthwhile as this lot is more or less unsorted 100

3924 */** 3         WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION IN GLASSINES.   several hundred glassines, arranged by country, 
filled with a mix of mint and used stamps (primarily early- to mid-20th century), some US but the 
majority is worldwide with a significant amount of British Commonwealth, while most is in glassines and 
fairly neat there is a sizable number of loose stamps as well, an interesting accumulation that could pay 
off after close inspection, generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 75

3925 * 3 6        WORLDWIDE BALANCE. assortment on pages, in glassines, stock sheets, etc. noticing some useful St 
Pierre & Miquelon (note 1900 cover to Newfoundland), 1861 cover India to Scotland, French Africa, 
Ghana, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF 75

3926 */**          WORLDWIDE STOCK IN GLASSINES.  individual glassines with sets and singles, worldwide in scope 
(no US), primarily modern (post-1970) but a small number earlier, the vast majority NH but a small 
number mint and used, generally F-VF, perfect opportunity for a dealer to replish their stock, owner‘s 
catalogue value $2,116 75

3927 */** 3         WORLDWIDE DEALER STOCK IN GLASSINES.   sets identified and priced in individual glassines, 
worldwide in scope but heavy emphasis on DDR, Vatican, Great Britain, and Russia, primarily modern 
(post-1970) but a few older stamps mixed in, the vast majority NH but a small number mint and used, 
generally F-VF, perfect opportunity for a dealer to replish their stock, owner‘s catalogue value $1,605 60
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3928 */(*) 3         WORLDWIDE MISCELLANY.  group of mostly classic issues with certificates (some yay, some nay) and 
incl Baden 15 used (faults), Cape of Good Hope 13 used (faults), Finland 10b used (damaged), Mauritius 
62 unused, couple of Venezuela Maturin locals, etc., VG-F 50

3929 **          WORLDWIDE MODERN STOCK IN GLASSINES + BONUS.   small collection of glassines with 
worldwide sets and singles, primarily modern (post-1970), apparently all mint with all but a few NH, Very 
Fine, owner‘s catalogue value $719; additionally several dozen French area imperfs and deluxe sheetlets 
not figured into total catalogue value 50

3930 * 3         WORLDWIDE BALANCE.  miscellany incl few 19th century used postal cards incl Japan (2), Arthur Szyk 
album frontis pieces for Aerophilately, Canada, China, France, Great Britain, Israel, Poland and USSR; 
etc., VG-VF 50

3931 * 3         WORLDWIDE IN FOUR INTERNATIONAL ALBUMS.   mint and used collection in four Scott 
International albums, some better early throughout, generally VG-VF 50

3932 */** 3         WORLD PACKET MIXTURES INCL. RUSSIA.  accumulation of packets and other misc. material from 
auction firms in two cartons incl. quite a bit of Russia, generally F-VF, review recommended 50

3933 * 3         WORLDWIDE REVENUE ACCUMULATION.   several hundred stamps arranged by country in a 
stockbook, ranging from the common to the more esoteric/obscure, ideal for the dealer or specialist in 
this area, generally F-VF 50

3934 */** 3 

6        

US AND WORLDWIDE COLLECTION BALANCE.   stockbooks, album pages, and loose stamps and 
covers, about half US and half worldwide, dating from the classic period to the last few years, mixed 
condition throughout, note at least $100+ in US postage 50

3935 */** 3 

6        

WORLDWIDE MYSTERY BOX. 
50

US and Foreign Coins
3936      FDC     US AND UN COVERS WITH STERLING SILVER MEDALLIONS  90 first day covers from the 1970s and 

early 1980s, mostly UN but two albums of US as well, each with a Franklin Mint sterling silver medallion 
encased in plastic. With the current price of silver there is a significant melt value here. VF. 400

3937           FOREIGN MINT AND PROOF SETS.   incl. 1971 Jamaica Proof set, 1975 Bahamas Proof set, 1970 
Panama Olympic 5 Balboas sterling (3), 1975 Bahamas $10 Independence Day coin sterling, Spain Expo 
1992 set w/silver, and others 260

3938           SPRAWLING US & WORLDWIDE TOKEN AND MEDAL COLLECTION.  hundreds and hundreds of 
pieces including commemorative medals of all sorts, wooden nickels, rationing tokens, political pins, 
arcade tokens, gambling tokens; mostly modern but plenty of older pieces as well, generally VG-VF, close 
inspection required as there‘s no telling what could be hidden in this lot 150

3939           FRANKLIN MINT MEDALLIC HISTORY OF THE CIVIL WAR.  45 medals (five short of the complete 
set), each depicting a different event from the Civil War, all bright and UNC, each is 18.5 grams Sterling 
silver for a total of over 29 oz. Sterling silver 150
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continents in their ‚home countries‘ The Global 

Philatelic Network will take care of all the necessary 

arrangements.
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Terms and conditions
B I D D I N G
BIDs Below The lIsTING sTarT PrIce wIll NoT 
Be accePTeD
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as 

numbered in the printed catalogue. h.r. harmer, as agent for the consignor 
or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall determine the manner 
in which the bidding shall be conducted. harmers reserves the right to 
withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser 
or agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or 
more lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid 
believed not made in good faith.

2. The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. should a 
dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor bidder 
and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a mail bidder, consignor or vendor), 
the auctioneer alone shall determine who is the successful bidder and 
whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. should a dispute arise after the sale, the 
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. on all lots sold, a commission 
of 18% on the hammer price is payable by the buyer.

3.  (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and 
consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in 
executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or 
omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those of the auctioneer. 
•	 (b) all lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer may 

implement such reserve price. The auctioneer may implement such 
reserve price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. 

•	 (c) It may also be assumed that all consignors have been advanced 
monies against the sale of their stamps and harmers therefore has 
a security interest over and above the normal auction commission. 

•	 (d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own 
lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax 
as applicable. 

•	 (e) agents are responsible for all purchases made on behalf of their 
clients, unless other arrangements have been confirmed in writing 
prior to the auction. 

•	 (f ) hr harmer further reserves the right to ban any bidder from 
participation in its’ sales for any reason deemed appropriate in its’ sole 
discretion.

•	 (g) hr harmer retains the right to demand a cash deposit from anyone 
prior to bidder registration and/or to demand payment at the time 
the lot is hammered down to the highest bidder, for any reason 
whatsoever.  In the event that any buyer refuses or fails to make 
payment in cash for any lot at the time it is knocked down to him, the 
auctioneer reserves the right to reoffer the lot for sale to the highest 
bidder.

PaY M e N T  F o r  P U r c h a s e s 
4. (a) subject to any extension of credit (which shall be made in accordance 

with harmers’ credit policies and requested prior to the commencement of 
the auction), payment for lots shall be as follows: 
•	 (i)  Floor Bidders. all floor bidders must register prior to the beginning of 

sale. all invoices to Floor Bidders shall be  due on the day of the auction.
•	 (ii)  Mail Bidders. a successful mail bidder will be notified of lots 

purchased. Payment is due within ten (10) business days of auction. 
Mailed delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by 
harmers of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute 
delivery. all charges for handling and delivery shall be added to your 
invoice. all shipments sent by harmers are fully insured against loss in 
transit unless otherwise requested.  

•	 (iii)  where an opinion of a generally recognized authority is desired, 
payment is still due within ten (10) business days of auction. we will 
hold the funds while we send the items to the recognized authorities. 

(b) Payment is accepted in the form of
•	 (i) check in U.s. dollars drawn on a U.s. bank. If payment is made by 

check, harmer’s reserves the right to hold shipment/delivery for up to 
ten (10) business days while it clears.

•	 (ii) By wire transfer. harmers will credit your account with the actual 
UsDs credited to our account net of any fees.

•	 (iii) By credit card (Mastercard, Discover or Visa). Payment by credit 
card is accepted as payment but will be subject to a 3% convenience 
fee.  This fee will be added to the total of the invoice including hammer 
price, buyer’s premium, shipping and other applicable taxes and fees.

T I T l e ;  D e FaU lT
5. (a) subject to the fulfillment of all of the conditions set forth herein, on 

the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, title to the offered lot will pass to 
the highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer, and such bidder 
thereupon (a) assumes full risk and responsibility therefore, and (b) will pay 
the purchase price as set forth in conditions of sale 4. 

(b) In addition to other remedies available to us by law, we reserve the 
right to impose from the date of sale a late charge of 2% per month if 
payment is not made in accordance with the conditions set forth herein. 
Unless otherwise agreed by harmers, all property must be removed from 
our premises by the purchaser at his expense not later than 10 business 
days following its sale. 

(c) If any applicable conditions herein are not complied with by the 
purchaser, the purchaser will be in default and in addition to any and all 
other remedies available to us and the consignor by law, including, without 
limitation, the right to hold the purchaser liable for the total purchase 
price, including all fees, charges and expenses more fully set forth herein, 
we, at our option, may (x) cancel the sale of that, or any other lot or lots 
sold to the defaulting purchaser at the same or any other auction, retaining 
as liquidated damages all payments made by the purchaser, or (y) resell 
the purchased property, whether at public auction or by private sale, or 
(z) effect any combination thereof. In any case, the purchaser will be 
liable for any deficiency, any and all costs, handling charges, late charges, 
expenses of both sales, our commissions on both sales at our regular rates, 
legal fees and expenses, collection fees and incidental damages. we may, 
in our sole discretion, apply any proceeds of sale then due or thereafter 
becoming due to the purchaser from us or any affiliated company, or any 
payment made by the purchaser to us or any affiliated company, whether 
or not intended to reduce the purchaser’s obligations with respect to 
the unpaid lot or lots, to the deficiency and any other amounts due to 
us or any affiliated companies. In addition, a defaulting purchaser will be 
deemed to have granted and assigned to us and our affiliated companies, 
a continuing security interest of first priority in any property or money of 
or owing to such purchaser in our possession or in the possession of any 
of our affiliated companies, and we may retain and apply such property or 
money as collateral security for the obligations due to us or to any affiliated 
company of ours. we shall have all of the rights accorded a secured party 
under the california Uniform commercial code (Ucc). 

(d) Payment will not be deemed to have been made in full until we have 
collected good funds. any claims relating to any purchase, including any 
claims under the conditions of sale, must be presented directly to harmers. 
In the event the purchaser fails to pay any or all of the total purchase price 
for any lot and harmers nonetheless elects to pay the consignor any 
portion of the sale proceeds, the purchaser acknowledges that harmers 
shall have all of the rights of the consignor to pursue the purchaser for any 
amounts paid to the consignor, whether at law, in equity, or under these 
conditions of sale.

e X h I B I T I o N  a N D  I N s P e c T I o N  o F 
loT s ;  Q Ua l I T Y  a N D  aU T h e N T I c I T Y
6. (a) on Premises Inspection and Postal Viewing. ample opportunity is given 

for on premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written 
request and at harmers discretion, for inspection by postal viewing (all as 
detailed elsewhere in this catalogue). 

(b) each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual 
description as modified by any specific notations in this catalogue, including 
but not restricted to the section entitled “Key to cataloguing”. 

(c) Quality. any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described 
may be returned to harmers within two weeks of its receipt by such 
purchaser (“returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is 
received by harmers within four weeks of the date of the auction; however, 
harmers may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of such returned lot. 
If an opinion of a generally recognized authority is desired, the period of 
time within which a lot must be received by harmers will be extended in 
accordance with condition of sale 8. In the event that a dispute cannot be 
resolved by reference to a generally recognized authority, and harmers 
thereupon undertakes  to re-offer the lot with a description identical to 
the description disputed, the returning Purchaser shall be liable for the



deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the returning 
Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well 
as for all costs and expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all 
incidental damages. any lot, the description of which is disputed, must be 
returned intact in the condition received by the purchaser. The following 
lots are not returnable except at the discretion of harmers: (i) lots from 
purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by 
postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of their appearance, if they are illustrated 
in this catalogue; (iv) lots described as having repairs, defects or faults—for 
any reason; (v) U.s. stamps (through 1918) for reasons of paper inclusions, 
(vi)no encapsulated stamps unless originally offered in this condition. (vii) 
Multiple stamp/item lots including sets of 15 or more stamps, collections, 
large lots and group lots, whether certified or not, as sold “as Is” and are not 
returnable for any reason. 
(d) authenticity. any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a 
generally recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received 
by harmers within four weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a 
generally recognized authority declines to express an opinion is normally 
grounds for the return of a lot. 
(e) expenses incurred in the submission and the return of a lot under 
conditions of sale 7-9 are not refunded.

 

e X T e N s I o N  o F  T I M e 
1. all lots to be sent out on extension must be paid in advance and submitted 

by h.r. harmer.
(a) If a lot is certified by a generally recognized authority to be other than 
as described: 
(i)  the sale (and the invoice with respect thereto, if outstanding) will be  
cancelled; and, 
(ii)  to the extent set forth in condition of sale 9, payment of the expense 
of certification will be made to the purchaser. 
(iii)  in the event any item “not as described,” the buyer will be refunded 
the purchase price and  certification fee up to $500 unless otherwise 
agreed.
(b) any lot with a P.F. or Pse certificate issued in the last six years is not 
eligible for extension. 

 

e X P e N s e s  o F  c e r T I F I c aT I o N 
2. expenses of certification shall be borne by the purchaser except where a lot 

is certified other than as described and is returned to harmers in accordance 
with condition of sale 8. 

 

s a l e s  TaX 
3. calIForNIa resIDeNTs wIll Be charGeD sales TaX as well as 

BIDDers who PIcK UP aT The lIVe aUcTIoN VeNUe or oUr oFFIce 
wIThoUT a ValID resale cerTIFIcaTe. 

 

shIPPING oF PUrchaseD loTs To 
aDDresses oUTsIDe The UNITeD sTaTes
4. lots will be shipped by Federal express (street addresses) or by UsPs express 

Mail (Po boxes) with a minimum fee of Us$50 per shipment. If you wish to 
have your purchases delivered by another method, you must make your 
request in writing before the sale. You will need to prepay your invoice in 
full and guarantee that once the package is accepted by the postal service 
or other courier that hr harmer, GPN Inc. is not liable for any loss or damage 
to the package, and that should any loss or damage take place, hr harmer, 
GPN Inc. is not obligated to make refund or restitution.

 

JUrIsDIcTIoN, VeNUe, choIce oF law:
5. (a) Dispute resolution shall occur in orange county, california, Usa. 

The provisions of the conditions of sale will be construed and disputes 
determined by application of california law.

(b)Notice, service of Process: Buyers agree to accept all notices and service 
of process relating to dispute resolution at the address provided by Buyer 
on any registration forms required to be executed as a condition of bidding 
in our auction.

(c) Dispute resolution: all disputes and claims arising out of or relating 
to events and actions covered herein, brought by or against us, shall be 
resolved by mediation or binding arbitration in accord with the procedures 
set forth below. This provision does not apply to claims brought by the 
Buyer directly against the consignor, including, but not limited to any 
action brought pursuant to the rescission provisions noted above.

 

MeDIaTIoN aND arBITraTIoN ProceDUres
6. (a) within 30 days of written notice that there is a dispute, the parties or 

their representatives may meet at a time and place mutually agreed upon, 
to mediate their differences. If the parties agree, a mediator acceptable to 
the parties shall be selected. The mediator shall be an attorney, trained 
in mediation techniques and familiar with commercial law and the Ucc. 
The mediator’s fees shall be shared equally and paid by all parties. at the 
mediation, all parties shall have actual authority to settle the dispute. any 
statements made during, and all aspects of, the mediation process shall be 
kept confidential and shall not be admissible in any subsequent arbitration 
or judicial proceeding. any resolution shall be confidential.

(b) If the parties cannot agree to mediation, or if mediation does not 
resolve the dispute, or in any event no longer than 60 days after receipt 
of written notice referred to above, the parties shall submit the dispute for 
binding arbitration before a single neutral arbitrator jointly selected, or 
absent agreement, selected from the panel of arbitrators provided by the 
american arbitration association (aaa). If, within 15 days, the parties cannot 
agree on an arbitrator, then aaa shall select one (1) person as arbitrator in 
accord with aaa rules. The arbitrator shall be an attorney, experienced in 
commercial law and with the Ucc. The arbitrator shall be required to follow 
the law in making his award, and the award shall be in writing and shall set 
forth findings of fact and legal conclusions.

(c) The arbitration shall occur within 60 days of the selection of the 
arbitrator, in orange county, california, unless the parties agree to another 
location. Discovery and the procedure for the arbitration shall, unless 
otherwise agreed to by the parties, follow the procedures and policies of 
aaa governing commercial arbitration, subject however to the following 
modifications:

1. all arbitration proceedings shall be confidential. None of the parties 
nor the arbitrator may disclose the existence, content or results of the 
arbitration without the written consent of all parties.

2. The parties shall attempt to agree on the issues to be arbitrated, or 
identify the disputed issues in writing no later than 45 days prior to 
arbitration. 

3. Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, discovery, if any, shall be 
limited as follows: (a) requests for no more than 10 clearly identified 
categories of documents, to be provided to the requesting party within 
14 days of written request therefore; (b) Depositions: No more than two 
(2) per party, provided however, the deposition(s) are to be completed 
within one (1) day; (c) compliance with the above shall be enforced by 
the arbitrator in accord with california law.

4. each party shall have no longer than eight (8) hours to present its 
position. The entire hearing before the arbitrator shall not take longer 
than three (3) consecutive days, unless all parties agree otherwise in 
writing.

(d) The award shall be made in writing no more than 30 days following 
the end of the proceeding. Judgment upon the award rendered by the 
arbitrator may be entered by any court having jurisdiction thereof. each 
party shall bear its own attorney’s fees and costs in connection with 
the proceedings and shall share equally the fees and expenses of the 
arbitrator.
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Please limit my total purchases to:

           $

(not including Buyer’s Premium)
Note: Limits of less than $1000 are

respectfully declined.

You may increase my bids by the following
percentage if necessary to win a lot (circle 

one)

10%          20%          30%
 

I understand that bids so increased will be
reduced to conform to normal bidding

intervals and that a Buyer’s Premium of 18% 
will be added to the total of all purchases.

Please supply shipping address if different from above.

Please bid for me in accordance with your Terms and Conditions 
of Sale, which I have read and agree to. I have indicated below my 
maximum bid for each lot. I understand that you will execute my bids 
at one bid increment over the next highest bid and that you will not 
use my maximum bid unless necessary to secure the lot.

I agree to pay for all purchases immediately upon notification.

I understand a buyer’s premium of 18% will be added to the total of 
my purchases.
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Please charge my purchases to my Master/Visa/Discover Card
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$1,500 to $2,900. . . . . . . . Increase by $100
$3,000 to $7,250. . . . . . . . Increase by $250
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$15,000 to $29,000. . . . . . Increase by $1,000
$30,000 to $72,500. . . . . . Increase by $2,500
$75,000 to $145,000  . . . . Increase by $5,000
$150,000 to $290,000  . . . Increase by $10,000
$300,000 and up . . . . . . . . Increase by $25,000
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